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Abstract 

The ongoing development of nanofabrication capabilities ever increases our ability to exploit 

the light-matter interactions occurring on the nanoscale, promising radical breakthroughs in many 

technological sectors. This research field, namely plasmonics, faces a major roadblock in respect to 

realistic applications. Specifically, to translate the potential of plasmonics into practical optical 

devices, the right set of materials are required; materials that can overcome the loss issue and 

expand the operational window towards the infrared and (IR) near-IR (NIR) spectral ranges. 

Transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) are appealing alternatives due to their transparency, 

refractory character, and maturity in electronic devices. Importantly, their non-stoichiometric 

character allows for the modulation of their optoelectronic properties through the manipulation of 

their defects. This research developed the knowledge of the optoelectronic properties of TCOs, via 

spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) while examining high-throughput methods to tune their transport 

properties towards the requirements of IR plasmonics. Specifically, this research investigated, for the 

first time, the utility of reactive laser annealing (ReLA) to probe the crystal structure and donor state 

variations of sputtered tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) thin films. The demonstration of ReLA 

comprised an investigation of the role of the laser processing parameters (e.g., laser fluence, number 

of pulses and ambient composition) with an extensive characterisation methodology comprising: 

four-point probe, Hall Effect, X-ray diffractometry, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and X-ray 

photon spectroscopy. In this way, ReLA is established as a novel and versatile tool to tailor the 

properties of TCO films towards the requirements of potential plasmonic applications. Furthermore, 

SE in the wide spectral range between 0.034 − 6.5 eV was employed to get insights on the properties 

of seed TCO films and the laser-induced modifications, revealing how and why TCOs present 

challenges both for further elucidating the still not fully known mechanisms that govern their 

optoelectronic behaviour and for their integration into far-IR plasmonic devices.  
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1. Introduction 

Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) have been proposed as material components, 

that are able to overcome the current roadblock to plasmonic applications in the infrared (IR). 

This roadblock is primarily defined by the high electronic losses of the noble metals in the IR, 

which limit their plasmonic capabilities in the IR and demands significant compromises in the 

nanoparticle dimensions and device design. This work aims to expand the spectral domain for 

the exploitation of plasmonic phenomena with negligible optical loss, which is made possible by 

engineering the defects of TCOs via nanosecond laser annealing (LA) in reactive ambient 

environments. The research presented in this Ph.D. thesis is focused on investigating the 

potential of reactive-LA (ReLA) as a powerful tool to control the quality and opto-electronic 

properties of TCOs, improving the efficiency of such materials as plasmonic components.  

1.1. Motivation of the present work 

Plasmonics deals with the light-matter interactions at the nanoscale, where 

electromagnetic fields are confined to sub-wavelength dimensions through driven oscillations 

of the conduction electrons, known as “plasmons” [1,2]. Two key phenomena of such light-

matter interactions that arise from the resonant condition of the plasmons are the surface 

plasmon polariton (SPP) modes in planar surfaces and localised surface plasmon resonance 

(LSPR) modes in confined media, like nanoparticles. These modes can be exploited to enhance 

the local electric field by orders of magnitude and confine light below the diffraction limit [3]. 

Exploitation of plasmonic phenomena has been demonstrated to present novel applications for 

nanophotonics [4,5], thermal photovoltaics [6,7], biosensing [8,9], cancer treatment [5], optical 

encoding [10], photo-catalysis [11] and waveguiding [12]. Vitally, the quality and operating 

frequency of the LSPR is dependent upon the nano-architecture, local dielectric environment 

and, importantly, the constituent materials [13].  

To date, a key part of plasmonic research has focused on the device design, and less 

attention has been paid to fully examining the constituent material components [6,14–19]. It 

follows that the research field would benefit greatly from the adoption of an approach to 

elucidate the role of materials in plasmonic devices, or strategies to optimise the material 

components for particular device requirements [20–23]. Therefore, to expand plasmonic 

capabilities for potential devices, there exist a requirement for new materials that can broaden 

the window of low loss plasmonic responses. Traditionally, gold (Au) and silver (Ag) have been 

the obvious choice as plasmonic material components due to their unrivalled conductivity, 

chemical stability and un-retarded LSPR in the visible spectral range [9,24–28]. However, their 

melting point is low and they suffer from high-diffusivity, making them unsuitable for high-
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temperature devices [29,30]. Furthermore, the noble metals suffer from inherent optical losses 

from interband transitions that are close to their plasma energy as well as high electronic losses 

from free carrier absorption. The spectral tunability of the noble metals is limited and the LSPR 

peak for Au  or Ag  nanoparticles cannot be extended to the ultraviolet (UV), reducing their 

effectiveness for chemical sensing and photo-catalysis applications [31,32]. There are a handful 

of conductive materials that can extend their plasmonic operation into the near- and mid-UV 

such as aluminium (Al ), magnesium (Mg ), ruthenium (Ru ), rhodium (Rh ) and recently 

molybdenum nitride (MoN)) [33]. However, mono-elemental metals cannot be doped in order 

to change their optoelectronic properties. Therefore, there are a plethora of materials for the 

middle (NIR-VIS-UV) range but for the far edges of the spectrum we require better knowledge 

of the optical properties and need to find other strategies to expand towards the far-UV and 

mid- to far-IR. Extension of the plasmonic response into the IR can only be achieved by varying 

the size, the shape, and the distribution of the nanoparticles. This process must compromise 

with increasing losses due to the response of the high concentration of free carriers. In fact, the 

free electrons can be considered both the blessing and the curse of plasmonic materials. They 

are required to fulfil the fundamental criterion for plasmonics (a spectral region of negative real 

permittivity) but are also responsible for high losses limiting the spectral range of operation. 

Fig. 1-1 illustrates this point by presenting the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the 

complex permittivity for a small selection of alternative plasmonic material candidates: tin-

doped indium oxide (ITO; cyan line) and aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO; purple line). Two 

frequently used mono-elemental metals, Ag (pink line) and Al (gold line), are also shown for 

comparison. The point where the real permittivity, 휀1, crosses zero and becomes negative (the 

screened plasma energy; 𝐸𝑝𝑠 = 𝐸(휀1 = 0) ) is indicated for each material by the vertical-

coloured lines. Below this energy, plasmonic phenomena can be exploited. However, the 

imaginary permittivity, 휀2, rapidly increases below this energy due to the absorption of free 

carriers. This absorption results in optical losses which can limit the efficiency of potential 

plasmonic devices. The losses are lowest in the epsilon near zero (ENZ) regime just below the 

plasma energy. To better illustrate this region, in Fig. 1-1 an arbitrary “low-loss limit” is defined 

as the cut-off where epsilon is not “near zero”. It should be noted that the width of this region 

is completely dependent on the chosen low-loss limit, which can be highly sensitive to a 

particular desired application. Purely for illustrative purposes, this limit is chosen to be 휀2 = 3 

and is shown with the horizontal dashed black line in Fig. 1-1b. The resulting “region of low loss 

plasmonics” or ENZ region is presented as the shaded areas in Fig. 1-1b. Therefore, there is a 

fixed and narrow spectral window where “low-loss” plasmonic phenomena can be efficiently 

exploited. 
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Fig. 1-1. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the complex permittivity for Ag (pink line), Al 

(gold line), ITO (cyan line) and AZO (purple line). The screened plasma energy, 𝐸𝑝𝑠 = 𝐸(휀1 =

0), is indicated for each material by the vertical-coloured lines. In (b), the illustrative “low-

loss limit” of 휀2 = 3 is shown with the horizontal dashed black line and the defined “region 

of low loss plasmonics” or “epsilon-near-zero region” (ENZ) is presented as the pink, gold, 

cyan and purple shaded areas for Ag, Al, ITO and AZO, respectively. The gap not covered 

by the example noble metals or metal oxides and the gap further into the IR are indicated 

with the orange and red arrows, respectively. Note the change in scale in the x-axis at 

0.8 eV used to exaggerate the IR region and in the y-axis at 11, where the scale becomes 

logarithmic, to exaggerate the low loss region. 
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It is apparent from Fig. 1-1 that there exists a gap in the NIR not covered by the example 

materials (orange double-arrow in Fig. 1-1b). The noble metals are inhibited by their high 

electronic losses in the NIR, and the example metal oxides have a too low screened plasma 

energy, preventing the expansion of plasmonic applications that require lower losses or seek to 

operate in technologically important windows in the IR such as the telecommunications window 

(1.55 μm; 0.8 eV) [29,30]. Additionally, another gap exists due to the increasing optical losses of 

the metal oxides, further into the IR (red arrow in Fig. 1-1b). In response to this challenge, the 

research community have begun to adopt a materials science based strategy to systematically 

explore alternative materials, such as heavily-doped semiconductors [34,35], conductive 

polymers [36–39] and transition metal nitrides [40,41] which provide application-specific 

desirable characteristics [15,28,41]. To aid in the hunt, an attempt can be made to screen and 

predict the properties of various classes of materials by a careful examination of their chemical, 

structural and electronic properties. For example, to fill the gap of low loss plasmonic responses 

and thus expand plasmonic capabilities for potential optical devices operating in the NIR and IR, 

materials with both lower and higher carrier concentration are required. In particular, 

development and optimisation of highly tuneable and easily fabricated nanostructured 

plasmonic materials is considered a key goal for the nanophotonics industry [30].  

Over the last decade, the applicability of TCOs as material building blocks for plasmonic 

devices has been increasingly apparent. Candidates for IR plasmonic applications are the TCOs 

such as tin-doped indium oxide (ITO), aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO) and gallium-doped zinc 

oxide (GZO), to name but a few [27,28,42]. TCOs are used in optoelectronic devices such as flat-

panel displays due to their transparency, refractory character and their capacity for dynamic 

tuning of their opto-electronic behaviour through application of electric fields via the Pockels 

effect [30,43,44]. An important additional asset of TCOs is the fact that they are compatible with 

complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication techniques, unlike the noble 

metals [15,42,45,46]. This allows for the utilisation of well-matured manufacturing techniques 

and integration into current electronic devices. Vitally, the optoelectronic properties of TCOs 

are sensitive to the fabrication techniques and conditions, which enables one to tailor the 

optoelectronic properties of TCOs towards specific device requirements [47,48]. Due to the 

fulfilment of many such desirable criteria, the role of TCOs for IR plasmonics has become 

increasingly apparent in recent years [19,28,40,49–51]. Table 1-1 presents a selection of the 

most critical and desired material properties for plasmonic applications. 
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Table 1-1. Critical and Desirable material properties of plasmonic applications and those 
possessed by TCOs [9,24–28]. 

Property Critical Desirable Noble Metals TCOs 

Carrier density ✅  Ag, Au ✅ 

Spectral position of LSPR ✅  Ag, Au ✅ 

Low electrical losses ✅  Ag, Au ✅ 

Low dielectric losses ✅  Ag ✅ 

Chemical inactivity  ✅ Au ✅ 

Functionalisation ability  ✅ Au ✅ 

Static (bulk) tunability  ✅  ✅ 

Dynamic tunability  ✅  ✅ 

Optical transparency  ✅  ✅ 

CMOS compatibility  ✅  ✅ 

Refractory character  ✅  ✅ 

Cheap and scalable fabrication  ✅  ✅ 

Importantly, TCOs fill the operational gap of materials in the IR and their doping can be 

controlled to modulate their optoelectronic properties and reduce electronic losses in desired 

operation windows, improving device performance [51]. This can be achieved with cheap and 

simple post-growth annealing processes such as thermal annealing (TA) [52], which alleviates 

the need for cost-ineffective and time-consuming doping processes [28]. Such modifications 

have been achieved through TA in reactive atmospheres which has been shown to improve the 

free carrier mobility and transparency by inducing or enhancing the crystallisation of the seed 

films and by probing donor state variations [52–56]. However, TA of thin films suffers from long 

dwell times and high thermal budget, making the process cumbersome and unable to be utilised 

for films where the characteristics of the substrate must be preserved (i.e. flexible displays or 

manufactured chips with heat-sensitive components) [43,57–60]. Therefore, alternative 

methods that can deliver rapid and selective thermal treatment are urgently required. Laser 

annealing (LA) offers rapid, precise and selective energy delivery able to probe the material 

structure and composition and enables micro-patterning of the material elements required for 

the exploitation of plasmonic phenomena [61–63]. LA operates through application of a highly 

spatially and temporally localised energetic heating and offers a significantly increased level of 

control over the manipulation of material properties. This is possible from accessing an array of 

LA parameters such as pulse length, pulse frequency, pulse number, laser energy/fluence [61] 

and wavelength in addition to those available to TA such as environmental temperature, 

pressure and composition [64,65]. The wide range of the LA parameters that are available to 

control are illustrated in Fig. 1-2 and are broken down into those related to the laser unit, laser 

beam and local environment. 
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Recent results have demonstrated the ability of LA to overcome the limitations 

associated with TA and thereby offer an ultra-fast, scalable and low thermal budget post-growth 

processing technique to enhance the crystallinity of TCOs [59,63,66,67]. Research into LA of 

TCOs, so far, has focused only on the optimisation of the electrical properties of TCOs towards 

the specific needs of electronic devices [56,57,63–65, and references within]. 

 
Fig. 1-2. The key LA experimental parameters. Reused with permission from [71]. 
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1.2. Research aim 

The overarching objective of this research was to investigate how LA in reactive 

environments can probe the defect state variations of key TCO materials to tailor their opto-

electronic properties and investigate their applicability to plasmonics.  

1.3. Research objectives 

The realisation of this aim came into fruition through the following objectives: 

1. Develop and optimise seed TCOs suitable for plasmonics. Sourcing of the seed 

materials via radio-frequency magnetron sputtering, with extensive reviewing of the 

reported optimisation of the materials, deposition techniques and parameters for 

plasmonic and electronic applications. 

2. Build the knowledge of the IR opto-electronic properties of room-temperature 

deposited TCOs. Performing characterisation of the seed TCOs via IR spectroscopic 

ellipsometry and establishing the benefits and limitations of ellipsometry as a technique 

to extract the optoelectronic properties of metal oxides.  

3. Investigate the underlying mechanisms that govern the reactive LA (ReLA)-induced 

alteration of the structure and opto-electronic properties of TCOs: Processing the seed 

ITO, AZO and GZO materials with LA in reactive ambient environments (reactive LA; 

ReLA) and performing characterisation of the opto-electronic, compositional, structural, 

and morphological properties of the laser processed TCOs using an extensive set of 

independent techniques. Contribution of this knowledge to the successful employment 

of LA as a post-growth process for tailoring the spectral features in various TCOs. 

4. Reveal the influence of ReLA-induced modifications on the plasmonic operation of 

TCOs. Utilise the wide set of seed and laser processed films to establish a library of 

potential TCO-based plasmonic devices achievable via ReLA using a set of figures of 

merit (FoMs) for plasmonic operation. 

1.4. Overview of research methodology 

In this research, room temperature (RT) radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering, and 

LA were utilised to fabricate TCO materials. RF magnetron sputtering is the most widely adopted 

deposition technique for industrial and research applications, largely due to the ability to finely 

control the deposition parameters and thus tune the structural, compositional and as a result 

the optoelectronic properties of the thin film. Sputtering is also applicable to a wide range of 

materials, can be applied to large-area deposition and can operate without external substrate 

heating (enabling the use of heat sensitive substrates). Sputtering operates by bombarding a 

target material with energetic gas ions inside a vacuum chamber, removing (sputtering) the 
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target atoms that subsequently can travel in the low pressure environment and deposit onto a 

substrate, resulting in the growth of a dense and uniform film [72,73]. 

Thin film deposition of TCOs with no external substrate heating generally requires a 

post-deposition thermal annealing (TA) process in order to enhance the characteristics for 

better optoelectronic device performance [74,75]. However, the TA process is cumbersome and 

requires long dwell times to achieve the desired results. To overcome these limitations, in this 

work laser annealing (LA) is instead adopted for post-deposition processing. LA is very attractive 

for this purpose due to the very short processing times and the ability to process very small areas 

across a low depth. In LA, the lased photons with energy higher than the materials’ band gap 

irradiate and are absorbed by the annealed material. The photon energy is rapidly converted 

into a highly localised heating with a thermal gradient between the surface and underlying layers 

[76,77]. LA is often performed at atmospheric conditions (pressure and composition), where the 

role of the laser beam and laser unit parameters (Fig. 1-2) on the resulting film properties are 

investigated in turn [59,61,66,78]. The influence of the ambient environment is rarely examined 

[59]. However, for TCOs it is well understood that the stoichiometry, especially the 

concentration of oxygen vacancies in the film, plays a key role in the resulting optoelectronic 

properties [48]. Indeed, control over the ambient composition has been demonstrated to tune 

the carrier concentration, and thus plasma energy, by manipulating such defects during TA [52–

55,79] and utilisation of a high-pressure environment minimises the detrimental effects of 

ablation [61]. This work seeks to combine the advantages of TA in reactive (oxidising and 

reducing) atmospheres and LA, by performing the laser processing within reactive, pressurised 

environments to probe the crystal structure and defect composition of TCOs. This process is 

considered analogous to the use of “reactive” elements during sputter deposition (i.e. reactive 

sputtering [80,81]) and as such is designated here as “reactive laser annealing” (ReLA). ReLA is 

investigated as a novel tool to control and tune the optoelectronic properties of TCOs towards 

the requirements of potential IR plasmonic devices. 

To assess the prospects of potential materials with plasmonic behaviour in the infrared (IR), one 

requires precise knowledge of the influence of optical phonons and/or defect states. This 

assessment relies on knowledge of the materials’ complex permittivity, best determined via 

spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). SE is a highly sensitive characterisation technique that measures 

the relative phase change and amplitude in a beam of polarised reflected (or transmitted) light 

from a material [82]. It gains its sensitivity and accuracy from its self-referencing nature meaning 

that no reference material is required. Measuring the data across a wide range of photon energy 

and at various angles (variable angle SE or VASE) further increases the sensitivity. SE is commonly 
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used to characterise both thin films and bulk materials and has proven to be the primary 

technique to determine the optical constants of a material. It is very sensitive to many material 

properties and has been used to determine: 

1. Optical constants [83,84]. 

2. Thin film thickness [85]. 

3. Free carrier transport mechanisms of conductive materials [86]. 

4. Interband transitions and the band gap [87]. 

5. Surface and interfacial roughness [88]. 

6. Crystallinity [89,90]. 

7. Inhomogeneity [91,92]. 

8. Anisotropy [93,94]. 

IRSE is a rapidly growing technology that combines the chemical sensitivity of IR 

transmission (IRT) measurements with the thin film sensitivity of SE. The extended spectral 

range gives more sensitivity to the free carrier absorption and can be used to determine multiple 

material properties in addition to those available to the standard SE in the NIR-VIS-UV: 

1. IR optical constants [95]. 

2. Free carrier transport mechanisms for semiconducting materials [96]. 

3. Molecular vibrations and phonon absorption [97,98]. 

4. Defect states [99,100]. 

5. Majority free carrier type (n or p) [101]. 

6. Free carrier concentration depth profiles [102]. 

7. Phonon-plasmon coupling [103–105]. 

In this work, both IR and NIR-VIS-UV are utilised to expand the measured spectral range to 

0.034 − 6.5 eV and thus take advantage of the enhanced sensitivity of each range to specific 

material properties (i.e., thickness, roughness, interband absorption for NIR-VIS-UV SE and free 

carrier absorption and phonons for IRSE). At the time of writing, the use of SE across such a wide 

spectral range is at the forefront of research capabilities. 

The methodology follows a five-pronged approach. 

1. Optimise and fabricate seed TCO thin films. 

2. Elucidate the properties of seed TCOs with SE across the IR and NIR-VIS-UV.  

3. Explore the capabilities and limitations of SE for TCOs. 

4. Investigate the physical mechanisms behind ReLA. 

5. Investigate capabilities of ReLA for tailoring properties of TCOs towards the requirement 

of IR plasmonics. 
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1.5. Significant contribution to the field of IR plasmonics 

This research study has investigated the utilisation of ReLA for the defect engineering of 

three key TCOs (ITO, AZO and GZO) in order to tailor the materials’ optoelectronic properties 

towards the requirements of plasmonic applications in the IR. During this research, many 

significant contributions to the field of material science, metal oxide research, IR plasmonics and 

ellipsometry have been made: 

1. The transport properties of ITO, AZO and GZO were collated via both SE and Hall Effect 

and used to determine the relation of both the effective mass and the carrier mobility 

to the carrier concentration for room-temperature sputter deposited TCOs. 

2. The limitations of SE were investigated with a theoretical experiment to detail the limits 

of IR and NIR-VIS-UV SE due to noise, effect of a substrate, oscillators outside of the 

spectral range, oscillators within the spectral range and grain boundary scattering. 

3. This investigation was used to explain the experimental results for ITO, AZO and GZO 

films to establish the “limitations of SE” for such materials. 

4. An “application-specific” limitation of SE was outlined that could be applied to various 

materials and application requirements. 

5. The impact of the IR spectral features and scattering mechanisms of ITO, AZO and GZO 

on the fundamental applicability of these materials for IR plasmonics was revealed. For 

example, the role of grain boundary scattering was found to ensure that amorphous 

TCOs (room temperature deposited ITO, IGZO and others) were vital for mid to far-IR 

plasmonics. 

6. The ReLA-induced conversions of optoelectronic, morphological, structural, and 

compositional properties of ITO were uncovered. 

7. Complex optical models, involving multiple carrier species, film inhomogeneity and non-

parabolic bandgap were built to explain ellipsometric results and validated with 

additional experimental techniques. This revealed information of the properties of TCOs 

that was only available via IRSE and has not been fully understood before in the 

literature. 

8. An understanding of the physical mechanisms behind the ReLA process was built. 

9. An extensive picture of the role of the laser fluence, number of pulses and ambient 

composition on the conversion of the structural and optoelectronic properties of ITO 

was established. 
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1.6. Structure of the thesis 

This thesis is composed of seven chapters organised as follows: 

1. Chapter 1 presents the research motivation, aim, and objectives, as well as an overview 

of the research methodology and contribution to the field. Finally, the chapter outlines 

the thesis structure.  

2. Chapter 2: provides the background knowledge which is required to explain and discuss 

the results of this project. The basics regarding the optical properties of materials are 

outlined and then the reader is guided in more detail through the concepts of 

plasmonics. Following this, the fundamental structural, compositional, and electrical 

properties of TCOs are summarised, with an emphasis on how these properties effect 

the optoelectronic behaviour of TCOs.  

3. Chapter 3 details all the experimental characterisation and computational techniques 

utilised in this research project. 

4. Chapter 4 presents the fabrication of a wide set of TCO seed materials and the 

investigation of the optical, electronic, and structural properties of the as-deposited 

films. An in-depth overview of the ellipsometric modelling is detailed in order to gain 

knowledge of the IR optical properties of TCOs and the influence of the scattering 

mechanisms on the transport properties for a wide range of TCO films. 

5. Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results for the laser processing of ITO in reactive 

ambient environments. The optoelectronic modifications are related to changes in the 

film composition therefore build a deep understanding of the physical mechanisms 

behind ReLA. 

6. Chapter 6 is devoted to investigating the full capabilities of ReLA by utilising an 

extended range of fluences, multiple laser pulses and a wider range of ambient 

environments to assess the ability of ultrafast, multi-beat ReLA (UMBReLA) to 

manipulate the transport properties of ITO. 

7. Chapter 7 utilises the new insights into the optical properties of TCOs developed 

throughout the thesis to perform a theoretical investigation of the limitations of SE to 

extract the transport properties of TCOs. 

8. Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and key outcomes of this body of work. It also 

suggests future work on oxides materials deposition, LA, and applications. 
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2. Background and Literature Review 

This chapter provides the background information on the fundamentals of the optical 

properties of solids alongside an introduction to plasmonics. It then gives an overview on the 

key properties of TCOs and expands on the techniques utilised for fabrication and processing of 

TCOs, before providing a more detailed look at the specific structural, morphological, 

compositional, electrical, and optical of ITO, AZO and GZO.  

2.1. Optical properties of solids 

2.1.1. Electromagnetism 

The fundamentals of the optical properties of solids naturally arise from Maxwell’s 

equations, which describe the interaction of electromagnetic fields with matter. They are 

written as [106,107]:  

𝛻 ⋅ 𝑫(𝒓, 𝑡) = 𝑞(𝒓, 𝑡) (2-1) 

𝛻 ⋅ 𝑩(𝒓, 𝑡) = 0 (2-2) 

𝛻 × 𝝃(𝒓, 𝑡) = −
𝜕𝑩(𝒓, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
 (2-3) 

𝛻 × 𝑯(𝒓, 𝑡) =
𝜕𝑫(𝒓, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝒋(𝒓, 𝑡) (2-4) 

where 𝑫 is the electric displacement, 𝑩 the magnetic induction, 𝝃 the electric field and 𝑯 the 

magnetic field. They are functions of the spatial vector 𝒓 and of time 𝑡. 𝑞 and 𝑗 are the charge 

and current density, respectively. Note that Eqs. (2-1) to (2-4) are Maxwell’s equations in 

differential form and with SI units. D and 𝑯 are defined as: 

𝑫(𝒓, 𝑡) = 휀0𝝃(𝒓, 𝑡) + 𝑷(𝒓, 𝑡) (2-5) 

𝑯(𝒓, 𝑡) =
1

μ0
𝑩(𝒓, 𝑡) −𝑴(𝒓, 𝑡) (2-6) 

where 𝑷(𝒓, 𝑡)  is the electric polarisation and 𝑴(𝒓, 𝑡)  is the magnetisation. 휀0 ≈ 8.854 ×

10−12 Fm−1 and μ0 = (휀0𝑐
2)−1 ≈ 1.257 × 10−6 Hm−1 are the permittivity and permeability of 

free space, where 𝑐 ≈ 2.998 ms−1 is the speed of light in a vacuum [108].  

To describe the response of matter to such fields (in a linear and isotropic medium, without 

charges and currents), Eqs. (2-1) to (2-4) are supplemented with the constitutive relations 

[106,108] that are combined with Eqs. (2-3) and (2-4) (following an assumption of a time-

harmonic field) to give: 

𝑫(𝒌,𝜔) = 휀0휀𝑟(𝒌,𝜔)𝝃(𝒌,𝜔) (2-7) 

𝑩(𝒌,𝜔) = 𝜇0𝜇𝑟(𝒌,𝜔)𝑯(𝒌,𝜔) (2-8) 

𝒋(𝒌,𝜔) =
𝝃(𝒌,𝜔)

𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝒌,𝜔)
 (2-9) 
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where 𝒌 and 𝜔 are the wavevector and the angular frequency of the applied field, respectively. 

휀𝑟(𝒌,𝜔) and μr(𝒌,𝜔) are the dimensionless relative permittivity and permeability of a material, 

respectively. 휀𝑟 is often referred to as the dielectric constant. 𝒋(𝒌,𝜔) is the current density and 

𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝒌,𝜔) is the “optical” resistivity, defining the current induced by an electric field, for a 

material. By noting that 𝑗 = 𝐼/𝐴, 𝜉 = 𝑉/𝑙 and 𝑅 = 𝜌𝑙/𝐴 (where 𝐼 is the current, 𝐴 is the area, 

𝑉 is the voltage, 𝑙 is the length and 𝑅 is the resistance), Eq. (2-9) is seen to be the identical, 

vector form, of Ohm’s law [108]. 

A wavevector and frequency dependence of 휀𝑟, 𝜇𝑟 and 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 is observed in Eqs. (2-7) to 

(2-9). For wavelengths, 𝜆 = 2𝜋𝑐/𝜔, much smaller than material dimensions, the wavevector 

dependence can be neglected as the effect of the spatial dispersion is usually very weak. In this 

chapter, while we consider the optical properties of bulk materials, we will make this 

simplification. However, for plasmonics, the case is different as we will deal with particles with 

sizes comparable to 𝜆. The frequency dependence of 휀𝑟 , 𝜇𝑟 and 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 is always vital to consider 

and is at the root of many optical phenomena. The frequency-dependent 휀𝑟(𝜔) or simply 휀(𝜔) 

is referred to as the dielectric function or the permittivity of a material. If only non-magnetic 

materials are considered (𝜇𝑟(𝜔) = 0 for all 𝜔) and the material is uniform and isotropic, the 

Helmholtz wave equation is derived [109]: 

𝛻2𝝃(𝒓) +
𝜔2

𝑐2
휀(𝜔)𝝃(𝒓) = 0 (2-10) 

If, instead, a material with current sources (𝒋 ≠ 0) was considered, one would obtain: 

𝛻2𝝃(𝒓) +
𝜔2

𝑐2
(휀(𝜔) + 𝑖

1

𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝜔)𝜔휀0
) 𝝃(𝒓) = 0 (2-11) 

By comparing Eq. (2-10) and Eq. (2-11), it is found that with the addition of current 

sources the permittivity becomes complex: 휀(𝜔) → 휀̃(𝜔) = (휀1(𝜔) + 𝑖(𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝜔)𝜔휀0)
−1
). This is 

because the sources oscillate with the driving electric field, attenuating the field as it propagates 

through the material. Thus, the imaginary part of the permittivity defines the magnitude of the 

absorption. Vitally, the frequency-dependent properties of the material can be described by this 

complex permittivity (or complex dielectric function): 휀̃(𝜔) = 휀1(𝜔) + 𝑖휀2(𝜔). 

2.1.2. Optics 

Optics is the study of electromagnetic waves and how they propagate in vacuum and, 

more importantly, how they interact (propagate, reflect, or attenuate) with materials. The 

simplest electromagnetic waves are the plane waves [110]: 

𝝃(𝒓, 𝑡) = 𝝃0𝑒
𝑖(�̃� ⋅𝒓−𝜔𝑡) (2-12) 

𝑯(𝒓, 𝑡) = 𝑯0𝑒
𝑖(�̃�⋅𝒓−𝜔𝑡) (2-13) 
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where the 𝝃0  and 𝑯0  are the electric and magnetic field amplitudes, respectively, and are 

generally constant complex vectors. The wavevector �̃� is also, generally, complex such that �̃� =

𝒌1 + 𝑖𝒌2. Again, the complex nature of the vectors implies a decay in amplitude in the direction 

of propagation. For a homogeneous electromagnetic plane wave with �̃� = (𝑘1 + 𝑖𝑘2)�̂� = �̃��̂�, 

where �̂� is a real unit vector in the direction of propagation, and when there is no charge or 

current density (so that all properties of 휀̃(𝜔) arise from the material), one derives: 

휀̃(𝜔)𝒌 ⋅ 𝝃0 = 0 (2-14) 

𝒌 ⋅ 𝑯0 = 0 (2-15) 

𝒌 × 𝝃0 = 𝜔𝜇0𝑯0 (2-16) 

𝒌 × 𝑯0 = −𝜔휀0휀̃(𝜔)𝝃0 (2-17) 

From Eqs. (2-14) and (2-15) it is seen that 𝒌 is perpendicular to 𝝃0 and 𝐻0 and we have 

a transverse wave. By combining Eqs. (2-16) and (2-17) we arrive at the dispersion relation: 

�̃�(𝜔) = √휀̃(𝜔)
𝜔

𝑐
= �̃�(𝜔)

𝜔

𝑐
 (2-18) 

where �̃�(𝜔) = √휀̃(𝜔) = 𝑛(𝜔) + 𝑖𝜅(𝜔)  is the complex refractive index. 𝑛(𝜔)  is the normal 

refractive index that determines the phase velocity, 𝑣(𝜔), of a plane wave through a material 

( 𝑛(𝜔) = 𝑐/𝑣(𝜔) , where 𝑐  is the speed of light). 𝜅(𝜔)  is the extinction coefficient that 

determines the absorption coefficient, 𝛼(𝜔), through the following equation: 

𝛼(𝜔) = 2
𝜔

𝑐
𝜅(𝜔) (2-19) 

where 𝛼(𝜔) describes how the wave intensity, 𝐼(𝛿), is attenuated from it’s original value, 𝐼0, as 

it propagates along the 𝑧 direction through a material with increasing depth, 𝛿, as according to 

Beer’s law [111]: 

𝐼(𝛿) = 𝐼0𝑒
−𝛼(𝜔)𝛿  (2-20) 

which is used to define the penetration depth, 𝛿𝑝 = 𝛼
−1, at the point where 𝐼(𝑧) = 𝐼0𝑒

−1. The 

refractive index and the extinction coefficient can be used to calculate the real and imaginary 

parts of the complex permittivity, 휀1(𝜔) and  휀2(𝜔), respectively (and vice-versa): 

휀1(𝜔) = 𝑛
2(𝜔) − 𝜅2(𝜔) (2-21) 

 휀2(𝜔) = 2𝑛(𝜔)𝜅(𝜔) (2-22) 

𝑛2(𝜔) =
1

2
√휀12(𝜔) + 휀22(𝜔) + 

휀1(𝜔)

2
  

(2-23) 

κ2(𝜔) =
1

2
√휀12(𝜔) + 휀22(𝜔) −

휀1(𝜔)

2
  −

휀1(𝜔)

2
 

(2-24) 

In this work, the real and imaginary permittivity will be used to assess materials. The 

imaginary permittivity is also indicative of absorption, scaled by the real refractive index. The 

real permittivity plays a more complex role that will reveal itself later in this chapter.  
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2.1.3. Lorentz model 

The complex permittivity defines the optical properties of a material and is influenced 

by all forms of absorption at all photon frequencies. Each form of absorption is defined by an 

oscillator that describes the physical mechanism behind any light-matter interaction. The 

classical example is for a negatively charged electron bound to a positively charged ion (i.e., a 

hydrogen atom). Fig. 2-1 presents a schematic diagram of such a case [110]. This oscillator 

model, known as the Lorentz model [107], is akin to the case of a classic damped oscillator with 

a restoring force that is characterised by a resonant frequency, 𝜔0. 

The equation of motion for the electron is response to an external electric field, 𝝃(𝑡), is: 

𝑑2𝒓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡2
+ 𝛾

𝑑𝒓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜔0

2 𝒓(𝑡) =
𝑒

𝑚𝑒
∗
𝝃(𝑡) (2-25) 

where 𝒓(𝑡)  is the displacement of the electron from the ion at time, 𝑡 . 𝛾  is the damping 

coefficient and 𝑚𝑒
∗  and 𝑒 are the effective mass and charge of the electron, respectively. As the 

spring constant is 𝐾 , it follows that 𝜔0 = √𝐾/𝑚𝑒
∗ .  Setting the electric field to that of an 

electromagnetic plane wave (𝝃(𝑡) = 𝝃0(𝜔)𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡) and solving for 𝒓(𝑡) = 𝒓0(𝜔)𝑒

−𝑖𝜔𝑡 gives: 

𝒓0(𝜔)  =
𝑒

𝑚(𝜔02 −𝜔2 − 𝑖𝛾𝜔)
 𝝃0(𝜔) (2-26) 

  

  

 
Fig. 2-1. Schematic of the Lorentz oscillator model of an electron (red sphere) bound to the 

positively charged ion (blue sphere) by a spring with spring constant, 𝐾 . The electron 

oscillates with a displacement, 𝒓(𝑡), in response to the driving electromagnetic field, 𝝃(𝑡) 

(purple line).  
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As the electric dipole moment of an electron is given by 𝑒𝒓0(𝜔) , the complex 

permittivity is obtained to be: 

휀̃(𝜔) = 1 +
𝑁𝐿𝑒

2

휀0𝑚𝑒
∗

1

(𝜔0
2 −𝜔2 − 𝑖𝛾𝜔)

 (2-27) 

where 𝑁𝐿 is the number of Lorentz oscillators per unit volume. For a real material, one must 

consider all other transitions besides the single Lorentz oscillator here. To do this, the electric 

displacement (Eq. (2-5)) is separated into the resonant part, 𝑷(𝜔) = 휀0(휀̃(𝜔) − 1)𝝃(𝜔), and the 

background part, 𝑷𝑏(𝜔) = 휀0(휀∞ − 1)𝝃(𝜔). The resonant part describes the Lorentz oscillator 

in question (휀̃(𝜔) is given by Eq. (2-27)). The background contributions are represented by a 

high-frequency permittivity, 휀∞. This allows for the expression of the complex permittivity to be: 

휀̃(𝜔) = 휀∞ +
𝑓𝐿
2

𝜔02 −𝜔2 − 𝑖𝛾𝜔
 (2-28) 

where 𝑓𝐿
2 = 𝑁𝐿𝑒

2/휀0𝑚𝑒
∗  is indicative of oscillator amplitude, 𝐴𝐿. At the resonant condition:  

휀2(𝜔 = 𝜔0) = 𝐴𝐿 =
𝑓𝐿
2

𝛾𝜔0
 (2-29) 

Therefore, Eq. (2-28) can be alternatively written as: 

휀̃(𝜔) = 휀∞ +
(𝐴𝐿𝛾𝜔0)

𝜔02 −𝜔2 − 𝑖𝛾𝜔
 (2-30) 

or, expressed by its individual real and imaginary components, as: 

휀1(𝜔) = 휀∞ +
(𝐴𝐿𝛾𝜔0)(𝜔0

2 −𝜔2)

(𝜔02 −𝜔2)2 + (𝛾𝜔)2
 (2-31) 

휀2(𝜔) =
𝐴𝐿(𝛾

2𝜔0𝜔)

(𝜔02 −𝜔2)2 + (𝛾𝜔)2
 (2-32) 

so that 𝐴𝐿  approximately equals 휀2(𝜔)  at its peak value (𝜔 = 𝜔0 ). The approximation that 

휀2(𝜔 = 𝜔0) = 휀2,𝑚𝑎𝑥 holds for 𝛾 ≪ 𝜔0. This allows for the plotting of each component of the 

complex permittivity in Fig. 2-2, for an example Lorentz oscillator with 휀∞ = 1, 𝐴 = 10, 𝛾 =

0.1 eV and 𝐸0 = ℏ𝜔0 = 3 eV. Here forth, the photon energy, 𝐸 (expressed in eV), is used in place 

of 𝜔 (usually expressed in s−1). The fingerprint line shape of the real and imaginary permittivity 

for a Lorentz oscillator is observed. Here, a detailed examination of the line shape of the Lorentz 

oscillator is outlined as the principles here apply, qualitatively, to most of the other oscillators 

which define a materials’ complex permittivity and that are utilised in computational analysis of 

ellipsometric data (Chapter 3.2.5). The imaginary permittivity resembles a bell-shaped curve 

with an amplitude, 𝐴𝐿, and full-width half-maximum (FWHM), 𝛾, centred on 𝐸0 (vertical dashed 

black line in Fig. 2-2). As 𝐸 tends towards zero (left hand side Fig. 2-2) or towards infinity (right 

hand side Fig. 2-2), 휀2 tends towards zero. The real part of the permittivity has a more complex 

line shape. From low to high (left to right), an increase of 휀1 is observed as 𝐸 approaches the 

oscillator (up to ≈ 𝐸0 − 𝛾). This region is known as the normal dispersion region [107].  
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For 𝐸0 − 𝛾 < 𝐸 < 𝐸0 + 𝛾, the real permittivity rapidly decreases and can go negative, 

defining the anomalous dispersion region. For 𝐸 > 𝐸0 + 𝛾, the normal dispersion region is re-

entered and 휀1 becomes positive again as it tends towards 휀∞. It is observed that as 𝐸 → 0, the 

real permittivity tends to a value larger than 휀∞. Returning to Eq. (2-29) and inputting 𝐸 = ℏ𝜔 →

0 gives: 

휀1(𝐸 → 0) = 휀∞ + 𝐴
𝛾(eV)

𝐸0(eV)
 (2-33) 

This relation explains the origin of 휀∞. At infinite energy, where there are no physical 

mechanisms that interact with light, 휀1 = 1 (so that the electric susceptibility, 𝜒𝑒 = 휀 − 1 = 0). 

For every oscillator above the region of concern, 휀1 is increased for energies below the oscillator. 

Specifically, for a total number, 𝑁𝐿, of distinct Lorentz oscillators, n, above the region of concern:  

휀∞ = 1 +∑
𝐴n𝛾n

𝐸0,n
2

𝑁𝐿

n

 (2-34) 

 

 
Fig. 2-2. The real (blue solid line) and imaginary (red solid line) permittivity of an example 

Lorentz oscillator with peak energy, 𝐸0 = 3.0 eV (vertical dashed line), peak broadening (or 

FWHM) 𝛾 = 0.1 eV (double arrow), peak amplitude 𝐴 = 10 and high-energy permittivity, 

휀∞ = 1. 
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2.1.4. Drude theory 

The work outlined throughout this thesis is primarily concerned with conductive 

materials where the electrons are not only bound to the atoms but also exist as a free electron 

cloud within the material. The simplest classical description, which frequently leads to the same 

results as more elaborate quantum mechanical approaches [112], is the Drude model [113]. The 

Drude model can be approached as a special case of the Lorentzian harmonic oscillator model 

where, as the electrons are “free”, there is no restoring force (i.e., 𝜔0 = √𝐾/𝑚𝑒
∗ = 0). If one 

considers a conductive material with no other centres of absorption within the region of 

interest, then 휀̃(𝜔) becomes: 

휀̃(𝜔) = 휀∞ −
𝜔𝑝
2

𝜔2 + 𝑖𝛾𝑝𝜔
 (2-35) 

which is often expressed by its individual real and imaginary components: 

휀1(𝜔) = 휀∞ −
𝜔𝑝
2

𝜔2 + 𝛾𝑝2
 (2-36) 

휀2(𝜔) =
𝜔𝑝
2𝛾𝑝

𝜔(𝜔2 + 𝛾𝑝2)
 (2-37) 

where 𝜔𝑝 is the plasma frequency (in s−1). The plasma energy (in eV), 𝐸𝑝 = ℏ𝜔𝑝, is given by: 

(𝐸𝑝(eV))
2
= (ℏ(𝑒𝑉 ⋅ 𝑠) 𝜔𝑝(s

−1))
2
= ℏ2

𝑁𝑒𝑒
2

휀0𝑚𝑒
∗
 (2-38) 

where 𝑁𝑒 is the free carrier density and will be simply referred to as 𝑁 henceforth. The Drude 

damping coefficient, 𝛾𝑝, is inverse to the average time between collisions or mean free time, 𝜏: 

𝛾𝑝(eV) =
ℏ

𝜏(𝑠)
 (2-39) 

In reality, 𝛾𝑝 and 𝜏 are both temperature [114] and frequency [115] dependent and are 

determined by impurities, imperfections, electron-phonon scattering and/or electron-electron 

scattering [113,116]. These scattering events inhibit the carrier transfer across the material and 

effectively “slow” the carriers, reducing carrier mobility, 𝜇, which is calculated from 𝜏 by [113]: 

𝜇 =
𝑒𝜏

𝑚𝑒
∗
 (2-40) 

where 𝑚𝑒
∗ = 𝑚∗𝑚𝑒 is the effective mass of the carrier, 𝑚∗ is the effective mass ratio and 𝑚𝑒 the 

mass of an electron (or hole). This enables one to calculate the resistivity, 𝜌, via the fundamental 

relation between the conductivity, 𝜎, carrier concentration and mobility, given by [113]: 

𝜌 =
1

𝜎
=

1

𝑁𝑒𝜇
 (2-41) 

Vitally, the Drude contribution of the free carrier to the permittivity can thus be 

expressed (in terms of the photon energy, 𝛦 = ℏ𝜔 in eV) equivalently by the “optical” resistivity, 
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𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡, and mean free time, 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡, (Eq. (2-42)) or, if the effective mass is known, the “optical” carrier 

concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, and mobility, 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 (Eq. (2-43)).  

휀̃(𝐸)𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 = −
ℏ2

휀0𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡𝐸2 + 𝑖ℏ𝐸)

ℏ2

휀0𝜌(𝜏𝐸
2 + 𝑖ℏ𝐸)

 (2-42) 

휀̃(𝐸)𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 = −
ℏ2𝛮𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑒

2𝜇

휀0(𝑚𝑒
∗𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡𝐸2 + 𝑖𝑒ℏ𝐸)

ℏ2𝛮𝑒2𝜇

휀0(𝑚𝑒
∗𝜇𝐸2 + 𝑖𝑒ℏ𝐸)

 (2-43) 

The optical resistivity can be compared with values of the “DC” resistivity (𝜌4𝑝𝑝 and 

𝜌𝑉𝑑𝑃) determined by measuring the electrical potential distribution created in a material with a 

current-injecting electrode with a varying current density [113,117]. The optical carrier 

concentration can be compared with results from Hall Effect measurements. The “optical” 

values represent the case where the electrons are responding to an oscillating electric field and 

thus the induction of an alternating current (AC) opposed to the generally measured response 

to a direct current (DC).  

 
Fig. 2-3. The real (blue lines) and imaginary (red lines) permittivity for three example 

Drude terms with 휀∞ = 1  and 𝛾𝑝 = 0 eV  (dark-shaded solid lines), 휀∞ = 1  and 𝛾𝑝 = 2.5 eV 

(regular-shaded dashed lines) and 휀∞ = 2 and 𝛾𝑝 = 0 eV (light-shaded dotted lines). The blue 

and red labels indicate the values of 휀1 and 휀2, respectively, as 𝐸 → 0 and 𝐸 →∞. 
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The real (blue lines) and imaginary (red lines) parts of the complex permittivity for three 

example Drude terms are presented in in Error! Reference source not found.. The first case is 

for an ideal, Drude, metal with no other centres of absorption (휀∞ = 1) and no electronic 

damping (𝛾𝑝 = 0 eV, 𝜏 =∞) and is shown with the dark blue and dark red solid lines. As there is 

no damping, there is no absorption at any photon energies (i.e., 휀2(𝐸) = 0). The real permittivity 

follows a negatively inverse trend which tails to unity for 𝐸 →∞, as 휀1(𝐸, 𝛾𝑝 = 0) = 1 − 𝐸𝑝/𝐸. 

For this case, 𝐸 = 𝐸𝑝 when 휀1 = 0. Therefore, if the effective electron mass is known, the carrier 

concentration can be calculated, using Eq. (2-38), from where the real permittivity crosses the 

x-axis [118], 휀1(𝐸 = 𝐸𝑝) = 0, which defines the unscreened plasma energy, 𝐸𝑝𝑢 [118].  
 

2.1.5. Surface electromagnetic waves 

In order to exploit the extraordinary optical behaviour that drives the excitement for 

plasmonic applications, one must consider the phenomena that occur when the free electrons 

are bound at an interface or to the physical dimensions of a nanostructure [2].  

Surface plasmon polaritons 

At the boundary between a thin metal film and a dielectric medium with a complex 

permittivity’s 휀�̃� and 휀𝐷, respectively, there exist a new excitation of a collective oscillation that 

are described as surface plasmons or surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [119]. The SPPs have a 

reduced resonant energy of 𝐸𝑝/√2 and the dispersion relation for the SPPs is given by [119]: 

�̃�𝑥(𝐸) = 𝑘0√
휀�̃�(𝐸)휀𝐷(𝐸)

휀�̃�(𝐸) + 휀𝐷(𝐸)
   (2-44) 

where 𝑘0 = 𝐸/ℏ𝑐 is the free space wavevector and 𝑘𝑥 is the in-plane wavevector. For the mode 

to be bound at the surface the normal component of the wavevector must be imaginary (so the 

power does not propagate away from the surface) and thus combinations of 휀𝑀 and 휀𝐷 must 

satisfy the condition that 𝑘𝑥,𝑖 > √(휀𝑖)𝑘0. For p-polarised surface waves between a metal and a 

dielectric this means that 휀�̃�  must be negative and in the last section it was seen that this 

condition is fulfilled when 𝐸 < 𝐸𝑝. It should be noted that there is no equivalent of the bulk 

plasmon for SPPs. That is, while bulk plasmonic modes are an inherent property of a material, 

surface plasmon polaritons only exist when combined with a photon field [119]. The surface 

electromagnetic waves are propagating waves that are bound to the interface between the 

metal and dielectric that consist of repeated loops of the electromagnetic field. An illustration 

of a propagating SPP is given in Fig. 2-4a, where the red lines indicate the loops of the 

electromagnetic field. When the metal film is an ideal Drude metal, the wave would propagate 

forever along the interface. However, when the supporting media (the metal) is lossy, the field 

decays in the direction of propagation. In either case, the magnitude of the field (Fig. 2-4b) 
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decays away from the interface in both directions. The decay length in the direction of 

propagation, 𝐿𝑃, is defined as the distance where the field intensity 𝐼 = |𝝃|2 decays to 𝐼(𝐿𝑃) =

𝐼0𝑒
−1  and is given by Eq. (2-45) whereas the decay length normal to the interface into the 

dielectric, 𝐿𝐷, or into the metal, 𝐿𝑀 , are defined as the distance that the field amplitude, 𝝃, 

decays to 𝝃(𝐿𝑀) = 𝝃0𝑒
−1 and is given by Eq. (2-46). 

𝐿𝑃 =
1

2𝑘2,𝑥
   (2-45) 

𝐿𝑧𝑗 =
1

𝑘2,𝑧𝑗
 (2-46) 

where 𝑧𝑗 = 𝑀 or 𝐷. 
 

 
Fig. 2-4. Illustration of surface plasmon polariton propagation. The incident photon (purple 

line) interacts with the free electrons at the interface of a metal (grey slab) and dielectric 

(white space), creating loops of electromagnetic field (red loops) around the substrate and 

giving rise to a propagating surface plasmon polariton with a characteristic wavelength 

𝜆𝑆𝑃𝑃(dark red arrow). The electromagnetic field strength, 𝜉(𝑧), decays exponentially into 

the dielectric and metal (yellow region in (b)). Adapted from [120]. 
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Localised surface plasmon resonance 

An additional, and generally more useful [2,3], plasmonic phenomena, is the interaction 

between light and metallic nanoparticles with dimensions smaller than the wavelength. The 

nanoparticle scatters the incoming light leading to a non-propagating collective oscillation of the 

conduction electrons (a localised plasmon) at a specific frequency known as the localised surface 

plasmon resonance (LSPR). The nanoparticle becomes an electric dipole and surface charges are 

created from the oscillation of the free electrons bound to the surface of the nanoparticle. An 

illustration of a localised plasmon at the resonant condition is given in Fig. 2-5. 

 
Fig. 2-5. Schematic illustration of LSPR. The purple line is the electric field strength, and the 

blue spheres represent the metallic nanoparticles. The electron cloud (light blue spheres) 

moves collectively in response to the driving field and creates a dipole within the 

nanoparticle. Adapted from [120]. 
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2.2. Transparent conductive oxides 

2.2.1. Overview 

Transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) are an exciting class of materials which exhibit 

visible transparency alongside a good electrical conductivity (~103 Scm−1) [48] and have been 

applied in many applications such as photovoltaic cells [121,122], flat panel displays [122,123], 

flexible electronics [49,124], energy-saving windows [125,126] and most recently in plasmonics 

[19,28,40,49–51]. Vitally, TCOs are a key element in a range of “green” technologies that will be 

of paramount importance in order to overcome our contemporary climate crisis [125–127]. 

TCOs are defined largely by their unique optical properties and so a typical optical reflectance, 

transmission, and absorption spectra for a TCO thin film on top a transparent substrate is 

presented in Fig. 2-6.  

 
Fig. 2-6. Typical absorption (blue solid line), reflection (black solid line) and transmission 

(red solid line) spectra for a TCO thin film on a transparent substrate. The dark red, orange, 

and green dashed lines indicate the IR-NIR, NIR-VIS and VIS-UV boundaries, respectively. 

The screened plasma energy (where 휀1 = 0) and the band gap are shown by the light blue 

and light green dotted lines, respectively.  
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At high photon energy, 𝐸, above the band gap, 𝐸𝐺 ≈ 3.0 eV, the film is highly absorbing 

due to the interband transitions from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB). The 

large 𝐸𝐺 is attributed to the large electronegativity of oxygen and low energy of the VB states 

[48]. As large 𝐸𝐺  materials, TCOs naturally exhibit a high transparency in the visible. This is 

apparent from the low absorption and the interference pattern observed from 1.4 − 3.0 eV. As 

𝐸  decreases into the NIR, the absorption increases (with transmission and reflection 

correspondingly decreasing) up to a maximum value at the plasmon resonance energy,  𝐸𝑝. 

Above 𝐸𝑝, the film becomes entirely reflective.  

As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the absorption at 𝐸𝑝 is due to the collective oscillations of 

“free” conduction band electrons (plasmons) originating from defect energy levels lying close to 

the CB minimum (CBM) [113]. The defect levels are present in nonstoichiometric TCOs resulting 

from intrinsic charged interstitial dopants or vacancies within the crystal structure and/or from 

intentional (or unintentional) substitutional doping [128–134]. A non-zero thermal energy in the 

system promotes these electrons to the CB, giving rise to the conductivity of TCOs. However, in 

Fig. 2-6 it is observed that the presence of free carriers in the CB also acts to increase the 

absorption in the NIR. For a perfect metal with no interband transitions, where there is no 

damping of the response of the free electrons to a driving electromagnetic field (i.e., 𝛾𝑝 = 0), 

the material is perfectly transparent to photons with 𝐸 > 𝐸𝑝 and perfectly reflective when 𝐸 <

𝐸𝑝. The high reflectivity in the IR arises from interaction of the light with the plasma and can be 

understood by considering that the real permittivity, 휀1, is negative below 𝐸𝑝. If we assume that 

the carrier damping is small ( 𝛾 ≈ 0 ), then 𝑛 = √휀1  is imaginary and the reflectivity, 𝑅 =

|(�̃� − 1)/(�̃� + 1)|2, is unity [110]. A non-zero 𝛾𝑝, as expected for real materials, introduces some 

free carrier absorption that varies as ~𝐸−2 so that 𝑅 is less than unity in IR [110]. Materials like 

metals with a very high free carrier concentration, 𝑁, have 𝐸𝑝 in or above the visible and are 

opaque to light (a general property of metals). Those with no free carriers (dielectrics) are 

transparent (ignoring vibrational states) below 𝐸𝐺. Consequently, the source of the interest for 

TCOs as a distinctive class of materials is due to their large 𝐸𝐺 alongside a relatively high 𝑁 [48].  

The key challenge of TCO material engineering is to effectively uncouple the visible 

transparency and conductivity. This challenge is partly addressed through a brute-force 

empirical approach exploring many different TCO material candidates and fabrication 

techniques, delineating the relationship between the fabrication and processing methodology 

to the resulting material properties [48,135–143]. An alternative theory-based route has been 

undertaken to provide insights into the fundamental microscopic nature of the role of the 

chemical structure, band structure, bonding and film morphology on the carrier transport 
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mechanisms and opto-electronic properties of TCOs [144–152]. Due to the relation between the 

conductivity, carrier concentration and mobility (Eq. (2-41)), an additional route to increase the 

conductivity without sacrificing (and potentially enhancing) the visible and NIR transparency 

arises from the ability to increase the mobility of the electrons within the lattice. This effectively 

can reduce the FWHM of the plasmon absorption peak in Fig. 2-6. This has been a key focus of 

TCO material engineering over the past two decades [46,56,76,152–154, and references within], 

where empirical techniques of optimising deposition and post-deposition annealing parameters 

have been employed to provide TCOs with conductivities and transparencies close to their 

theoretical limits [137,156]. Furthermore, in the last few years the community has explored a 

more extensive material discovery approach that acknowledges the limitations of the 

conventional TCO material set (doped binary indium, zinc, and tin oxides). This approach is 

founded on a realisation that new materials can pave the way to the next generation of 

optoelectronic devices with not only high transparency and conductivity but also an array of 

other intrinsic properties (work function, thermal and chemical reactivity/diffusivity) which are 

deemed critical for particular applications [48]. 

Indium oxide and Zinc oxide 

Indium oxide ( In2O3 ) and zinc oxide (ZnO)  are n-type direct band gap (~3.5 eV ) 

semiconductors with high transparency in the visible spectral range (~80% or higher) [48,135]. 

These values are however only a rough indication as thin film properties depend highly on the 

specific fabrication conditions. In2O3 is currently the front-runner TCO material candidate due 

largely to the superior conductivity (~103 Scm−1 ) and transparency (> 85%) of tin-doped 

indium oxide (ITO) and due to the presence of shallow oxygen vacancy defect states, which also 

enables the effective conducting behaviour in undoped In2O3  [157]. Interest in ZnO extends 

beyond its classification as a TCO, due to its “prototype” direct band gap semiconductor nature 

that places it in competition with gallium nitride, GaN, and for the ease of nanorod production 

with ZnO [158]. ZnO also has a high exciton binding energy, making it ideal for light-emitting 

diodes [159,160]. Furthermore, it is an attractive material for microelectronic applications due 

to its deposition as a polycrystalline material at room temperature and ease of doping [48]. 

Aluminium and gallium doped ZnO (AZO and GZO, respectively) have gained increasing interest 

due to their high conductivity (comparable to ITO), chemical stability against hydrogen plasma 

processing (common to photovoltaic manufacturing) and easy post-deposition etch-ability [48]. 

Vitally, ZnO-based devices are highly cost effective and environmentally advantageous as a 

replacement to In2O3-based electronics as indium is a much rarer element in the earth’s crust 

[161] and accounts for the largest percentage of the total cost of photovoltaics [162]. 
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TCOs as plasmonic material building blocks. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, TCOs present a range of beneficial properties for 

plasmonics. Importantly, TCOs are non-stoichiometric in nature, meaning that they contain 

intentional, unintentional and/or intrinsic dopants. By manipulating the defect composition by 

varying the film growth and or post-processing parameters,𝑁  can be altered. Due to the 

proportionality between 𝐸𝑝  and 𝑁  (Eq. (2-38)), a new route for materials engineering and 

optimisation of TCOs is available. Here, there exist more freedom than for electronic 

applications because now 𝑁 is not only treated as a property to maximise (while not neglecting 

transparency or mobility) but one to selectively control in order to tune the un-retarded 

plasmonic resonance frequency. Much is published on optimising material fabrication, 

processing and nano structuring in order to maximise the quality of the plasmonic response 

[19,51,55,163] and further studies have demonstrated a wide tunability of plasmonic responses, 

with minimal losses, for TCOs. [52,164]. However, these studies have only briefly covered the 

material design itself. To advance the impact of TCOs for plasmonic applications, a greater 

knowledge base on the charge transport mechanisms is required. A controlled and scalable 

manner of probing the defect composition is therefore becoming of utmost importance. A 

recent review of TCOs [165], with a focus on electronic applications, declared that optimising 

the mobility of TCOs was better served by focusing on the fabrication of TCOs and not the post-

deposition processing. However, this may not be the case from a plasmonic perspective; seeking 

wide tunability of the un-retarded plasma resonance energy or for seeking new techniques to 

probe the material defect composition.  

In the following paragraphs, the current perspective on the role of the crystal structure, 

defect chemistry and doping mechanisms on the optoelectronic properties of TCOs will be given. 

The focus will be on three of the main TCO candidates for both optoelectronic and plasmonic 

applications: tin-doped indium oxide, also known as indium tin oxide (ITO), aluminium-doped 

zinc oxide (AZO) and gallium-doped zinc oxide (GZO). Subsequently, an overview will be given 

for the most promising fabrication and processing strategies to achieve TCO thin films with high-

quality plasmonic behaviour with wide tunability of the plasmonic response. An increased 

emphasis is given to the use of post-deposition techniques, specifically thermal annealing (TA) 

in controlled, reactive environments and on the recent developments of laser annealing (LA) as 

a robust, selective, and low-thermal-budget approach to probe material characteristics. 
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2.2.2. Crystal Structure of TCOs 

Indium Oxide 

The structure of In2O3 and ITO are closely related. The indium, In, and oxygen, O, atoms 

are prevalently bounded by ionic bonding and the In2O3 films have a cubic bixbyite structure 

(Space group Ia3), with a unit cell (lattice parameter, 𝑎 = 1.0118 nm) containing 80 atoms [48]. 

32 of the lattice sites are occupied by cations (In or tin,  Sn, for ITO) at two types of non-

equivalent six-fold coordination sites. A quarter of the cations occupy trigonally compressed 

octahedral “b” sites (where oxygen vacancies are found along the body diagonal – two opposite 

corners of cube). The other three quarters of atoms occupy distorted octahedral “d” sites, where 

oxygen vacancies appear on two opposite corners of a single face. The In atoms sit in the centre 

of the b- and d-site cubes with only 6 oxygen atoms as nearest neighbours, due to the two 

intrinsic oxygen vacancies in the structure. The complex structure is represented schematically 

in Fig. 2-7. The structure can also be regarded as an imperfect crystal of fluorite structure by 

extracting 16 oxygen atoms for 1 bixbyite unit cell [48,166]. The electrostatic forces between 

the atoms are skewered by the presence of the intrinsic oxygen vacancies, which causes the 

cation-oxygen distances to depend on the atom site. This means the atoms do not sit exactly on 

the corners of the lattice as shown in Fig. 2-7, where we also present the cation-oxygen distances 

for each bond. 

 
Fig. 2-7. Illustration of the structure of In2O3. The blue and green spheres indicate oxygen 

and indium atoms, respectively. The white spheres indicate an intrinsic oxygen vacancy 

within the unit cell. Adapted from [166] with the cation-oxygen distances taken from [167]. 
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In2O3 films are generally polycrystalline [168,169] with a grain size of ~10 nm [170]. In 

general, the better electrical properties are obtained when the grain size is larger and therefore 

either deposition onto a preheated substrate or post-deposition annealing is employed [171]. 

However, even in the amorphous state, In2O3 -based materials often show quite high free 

electron mobility [172] that only slightly improves upon crystallisation. The existence of a high 

conductivity while in the amorphous state may be a little surprising and will be explored shortly. 

Zinc Oxide 

ZnO crystallises in three distinct crystal structures: cubic zinc blende, rocksalt and 

hexagonal wurtzite. The zinc blende structure is only stable when deposited on highly 

mismatched substrates or onto a zinc sulphide buffer layer [173]. The rocksalt structure can be 

formed at very high pressures (~10 GPa) but reverse to the wurtzite structure at lower pressure 

(2 GPa) [173]. The hexagonal wurtzite is the most thermodynamically stable and thus most 

observed. The bonds form a tetrahedral geometry where each oxygen ion is bound to the four 

nearest neighbours of Zn ions (and vice-versa). This structure is presented in Fig. 2-8. Due to the 

hexagonal lattice, the lattice is described by two lattice parameters a and c, which are 3.2495 Å 

and 5.2069 Å, respectively, for undoped, unstressed ZnO [174]. During thin film deposition of 

ZnO, the deposited atoms generally prefer to crystallise along the (002) plane of the wurtzite 

structure (i.e., the crystallographic c-axis is perpendicular to the substrate surface).  

 
Fig. 2-8. Illustration of the structure of ZnO. The yellow and blue spheres indicate zin and 

oxygen atoms, respectively. Adapted from [175]. 
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2.2.3. Electronic band structure and optoelectronic properties of TCOs 

Most of the interesting optoelectronic properties of TCOs are determined by the 

electronic band structure (EBS). Therefore, a reliable model of the EBS is necessary to 

understand the optoelectronic properties on the microscopic level. The plot of the electron 

energy against the electron wave vector is known as a band structure diagram and is related to 

the fundamental crystal structure and defect composition of a material. The EBS can become 

very complicated due, primarily, to the complexity of the structure. Work has been done using 

first-principles density-functional theory (DFT) calculations to produced detailed EBS for In2O3, 

ZnO, and their doped counterparts, revealing the roles of crystal symmetry, electronic 

configuration of the cations and strength of the hybridisation between cation states 

[130,144,176]. However, the key properties of In2O3 and ZnO can be elucidated by assuming 

isotropic parabolic conduction bands to create a simplified schematic EBS model. The simplified 

EBS models for (a) stoichiometric In2O3, (b) oxygen deficient In2O3and (c) ZnO are presented in 

Fig. 2-9. During the formation of metal oxides, ionic bonding arises from the charge transfer that 

occurs between the metal (with lower ionisation energy) and oxygen atoms (with higher 

electron affinity energy). The conduction band minimum (CBM) comprises unoccupied ns 

orbitals of metal cations (where n is the principal quantum number of the orbital) and the 

valance band maximum (VBM) of occupied 2p orbitals of metal cations (white and blue buckets 

in Fig. 2-9). The high strength of the metal-oxide bond results in a high heat of formation and a 

wide band gap for metal oxides (𝐸𝐺 = 𝐸𝐶𝐵𝑀 − 𝐸𝑉𝐵𝑀; purple arrow in Fig. 2-9) [48]. 

 
Fig. 2-9. Schematic energy-band model for the simplified electronic band structure of (a) 

stoichiometric In2O3, (b) oxygen deficient In2O3 and (c) ZnO. The states for each band are 

labelled within the band. The fermi level is indicated by the dotted red line and the optical 

band gap by the purple arrow. The effect of the Burstein moss shift on the bandgap for 

oxygen deficient In2O3 is indicated with the two green lines. Adapted from [177]. 
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Hosono et al. [178,179] adopted this understanding of the electronic structure of TCOs 

to explain the origin of the high electron mobility for amorphous semiconducting oxides. For 

covalent semiconductors such as Si, the CBM is comprised of directional and anisotropic sp3 

orbitals that are highly sensitive to changes in the bonding angle. Therefore, when such 

materials are in the amorphous state the local distortions would lead to a high density of 

localised traps below the CBM, which can trap or scatter free carriers. The carrier mobility is 

greatly diminished due to the carrier transport only being possible by “hopping” between trap 

states within the band gap [180,181]. For TCOs, however, the bonds are ionic and the CBM 

consist of unoccupied, large, and widely spread valence orbitals of metal cations. Vitally, this 

gives rise to a large overlap between adjacent cation orbitals that does not change with the 

bonding angle, and thus the conduction pathways are preserved for amorphous TCO films. A 

schematic of the mechanism for carrier transport across the ns orbitals for the case of a (a) 

crystalline and (b) amorphous metal oxide is presented in Fig. 2-10. 

 
Fig. 2-10. Schematic of the free carrier transport path for (a) crystalline and (b) amorphous 

TCOs. The blue spheres indicate the spherical metal ns orbitals and the green “butterflies” 

indicate the oxygen 2p orbitals. The red line shows the conduction pathway of a carrier 

through the material. Adapted from [48]. 

The band structure of Indium Oxide 

The first realistic calculation of the EBS for In2O3 was performed by Odaka et al. [182] 

and subsequently improved by Mi et al. [183] and Mryasov and Freeman [184]. In Fig. 2-9a, the 

form of the EBS is simplified by only considering direct band transitions at the centre of the 

Brillouin zone. In2O3 has a single free-electron-like CBM formed by the In5s and In5p electron 

states with a direct minimum band gap and a reasonably low effective mass of 0.18 𝑚𝑒  for 

stoichiometric In2O3 [185]. The upper valence bands have the wrong symmetry to allow optical 

transitions to the conduction band and there exist a minimum band gap at 2.9 eV that is direct 

and forbidden [186]. The forbidden nature results in the first allowed transition occurring at 0.8 
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eV below the VBM, resulting in an “optical” band gap of ~3.6 eV. Importantly, the second gap 

between the 5s and 5p states prevents inter-CB transitions of electrons due to photons in the 

visible range [187]. The VB is formed by the filled In3d10 and O2p6 and O2s2 electron states. 

The free carrier concentration of undoped In2O3 is related to the stoichiometry due to the 

presence of oxygen vacancies [188]. These defects have an energy state just below the CBM and 

if the system is oxygen depleted and density of electrons exceeds the critical Mott Density 

[189,190], the states become degenerate and an impurity band forms which can overlap the CB 

(Fig. 2-9b). This results in the formation of a free electron cloud that can be described classically 

by Drude theory (Section 2.1.4) and denotes the onset of metallic conductivity. The Mott 

criterion for In2O3 is estimated to be 7.21 × 1018 cm−3 [191]. This process also increases the 

optical band gap as the electrons populate the bottom of the CB, blocking transitions from the 

VB to these states and thus increasing the energy required for electrons to jump from the VB. 

This is known as the Burstein-Moss shift or effect [192], which is inversely proportional to the 

effective mass [193], and is presented schematically in Fig. 2-9b. This effect is however partly 

reduced due to increased electron-electron and electron-donor interactions that “renormalise” 

the energy of the elections in the conduction band. The CBM is consequently pushed down while 

the VBM shifts up and the band gap is narrowed [194]. The overall optical band gap, as a function 

of 𝑁, can be expressed as: 

𝐸𝐺(𝑁) = 𝐸𝐺,0 + Δ𝐸𝐵𝑀(𝑁) − Δ𝐸𝐵𝐺𝑅(𝑁) (2-47) 

Δ𝐸𝐵𝑀(𝑁) =
ℏ2

2𝑚𝑉𝐶
∗ (3𝜋𝑁)

2
3 + ℏ∑ (2-48) 

where 𝐸𝐺,0, 𝛥𝐸𝐵𝑀(𝑁)and 𝛥𝐸𝐵𝐺𝑅(𝑁) are the stoichiometric band gap, Burstein-Moss shift, and 

bandgap renormalisation effect, respectively. The increase in 𝑁 does not always constitute an 

increase in 𝜎 as the oxygen vacancies act as centres for ionised impurity scattering (IIS) that can 

significantly reduce the free carrier mobility. The carrier scattering mechanisms are explored in 

more detail in the next section.  
 

The band structure of Zinc Oxide 

The band gap of ZnO has been found to be ~3.4 eV [48,135,173]. Due to the lower 

atomic number of Zn compared to Sn (one row up on the periodic table) the CB consist of Zn4s1 

states and the VB of filled O2p6 , Zn3d10 and O2s2 states [183]. Importantly, for ZnO the oxygen 

vacancy defects are understood to be deeper within the band gap and undoped ZnO cannot 

exceed the Mott critical density with oxygen deficiency alone and requires additional doping to 

become conductive [150]. The Bohr radius of ZnO is estimated to be 0.90 ± 0.01 nm [195] which 

allows for an estimation of the Mott critical density of ZnO as (2 ± 1) × 1019 cm−3 using the 
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simple, universal framework for describing the metal-non-metal transition developed by 

Edwards et al. [196]. However, at room temperature the intrinsic defects can be promoted to 

the CB establishing the semiconducting behaviour of oxygen deficient ZnO [197,198], resulting 

in the equivalent Burstein-Moss and band gap renormalisation effects as described for In2O3. 

It should be noted that the origins of the conductivity of TCOs is still under intensive 

debate [131,199–203]. This debate primarily revolves around the role of the oxygen vacancies 

as the key shallow donor in TCOs. An interesting theory suggest that shallow hydrogen-related 

defects play an important role in explaining the conductivity of metal oxides, which is in contrast 

to the common belief of the oxygen vacancies as the dominant source of free carriers [201]. For 

ZnO  in particular, such proposed mechanisms have been experimentally verified by direct 

spectroscopic observation of its muonium counterpart [204] and electron paramagnetic 

resonance and Hall measurements [205]. The hydrogen can be present during growth of 

annealing as it is ubiquitous, or can even be introduced intentionally [205,206]. The common 

conception that oxygen vacancies play a key role arises from how the conductivity of TCOs have 

a strong dependence the partial pressures of oxygen during the growth or annealing [207]. 

Vitally, however, it has been shown that the oxygen partial pressure sensitivity can be better 

explained by hydrogen substituting oxygen in the multicentre configuration [208].  

For In2O3 , however, experimental validation of the role of hydrogen defects as the 

primary source of the conductivity is still disputed. There have been many theoretical, DFT-

based calculations of the EBS of In2O3 that suggest the deep nature of oxygen vacancy defect 

states and that hydrogen interstitials form the shallow donor state that promotes conductivity 

[132,147,209]. However, a theoretical understanding for the role of the oxygen partial pressure 

during thin film growth and annealing on the conductivity of In2O3 has not, yet, been thoroughly 

established. Therefore, in this work the conductivity of In2O3  and ITO are explained, where 

possible, by variations of the oxygen vacancy concentration.  

2.2.4. Doping strategies 

As seen, the low resistivity at room temperature that is required for optoelectronic 

applications can be realised by the creation of oxygen vacancies, lattice defects and/or hydrogen 

doping. These possibilities can be achieved by adjusting the oxygen partial pressure and 

sputtering parameters during reactive sputtering or by performing a post-deposition annealing 

in vacuum or a reducing atmosphere [210,211]. However, the films produced with such 

processes exhibit undesirable properties, such as a relatively high resistivity. The high resistivity 

is due, in part, to the inability to consistently increase the oxygen deficiency of In2O3  while 

maintaining film stability and preventing reoxidation ambient conditions. To decrease the 
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resistivity further, extrinsic dopants are added to the metal oxides during deposition. Such 

dopants are either metals with an oxidation number 3 on substitutional metal lattice sites or 

halogens with an oxidation number −1 on oxygen lattice sites [212].  

Due to the intrinsic oxygen vacancies and interstitial In, In2O3 is an anion-deficient n-

type conductor even without external doping [213]. Doping with Sn further increases 𝑁 due to 

the higher valence of Sn4+ (in comparison to In3+) [56,177]. In such cases, the charge imbalance 

is addressed by the formation of oxygen interstitials and/or vacancies. As mentioned, Sn and O 

(specifically the interstitial O) can form neutral or charged defect clusters (depending on their 

stoichiometry). These defects have even been proposed to explain the conductivity of In2O3 

[214,215]. Due to the charge of oxygen defects they may also form complexes with Sn4+ dopants 

which reduces the ideal contribution of electrons [216]. Alternative but less common doping 

strategies for In2O3 include the use of titanium (Ti) [142], zinc (Zn) [217], cerium (Ce) [151], 

copper (Cu) [218] and zirconium (Zr) [219], to name but a few [165], as the substitutional 

dopant. Further studies have explored the using intentional hydrogen (H) doping of In2O3 

[206,220,221]. 

AZO and GZO are the most prevalent forms of n-type ZnO based TCOs where aluminium 

(Al) and gallium (Ga) take the role of substitutional dopants of  Zn , akin to  Sn  in ITO. The 

substitutional dopants complement the effect of the native defects such as Zn  interstitials, 

oxygen vacancies and shallow H donors. As with In2O3, many other dopants [165] have been 

explored, such as: In [222], silicon (Si) [223], scandium (Sc) [224], yttrium (Y) [224], fluorine (F) 

[225] and hafnium (Hf) [226]. Each dopant has its own advantages and disadvantages [48]. 
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2.2.5. Scattering Mechanisms and Carrier Transport Properties of TCOs 

A meticulous investigation of the different carrier scattering mechanisms at play is 

required to fully explain the optoelectronic properties of doped In2O3 and ZnO. The individual 

mechanisms are [58,227,228]: 

1. Scattering due to lattice vibrations, 

2. Ionised impurity scattering, 

3. Dislocation scattering, 

4. Grain boundary scattering, 

5. Neutral impurity scattering. 

The total mobility, 𝜇 , is obtained by taking into account each contribution via 

Matthiessen’s rule [229]: 

1

𝜇(𝑁)
=∑

1

𝜇𝑖
i

 (2-49) 

where 𝜇𝑖 is the mobility as limited by a particular scattering mechanism. 

Ionised Impurity Scattering 

In TCOs, the metal-like conductivity arises from the high carrier concentration that 

originates from the high number of both native (i.e., oxygen vacancies) and intentional (i.e., Sn, 

Al and Ga) donors. The donors contribute free electrons to the CB and leave behind localised, 

ionised impurities in order to preserve the net charge neutrality of the material [230]. The 

positively charged ionised impurities create a localised Coulomb potential that leads to electron 

scattering during their transport. Conwell and Weisskorf [231] were the first to derive the 

formula for the ionised impurity scattering (IIS) limited mobility, 𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆 [232]: 

𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆(𝑁𝑍, 𝑍, 𝑇) =
128√2𝜋(휀𝑟휀0)

2(𝑘𝐵𝑇)
3
2

√𝑚𝑒
∗𝑍2𝑒3𝑁𝑍

⋅
1

𝐹𝐼𝐼𝑆(𝑍,𝑁𝑍, 𝑇)
 (2-50) 

where 휀𝑟 and 휀0 are the relative static permittivity and permittivity of free space, respectively, 

𝑘𝑏 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 the temperature, 𝑚𝑒
∗  the effective carrier mass and 𝑒 the carrier 

charge. 𝑍 and 𝑁𝑍 are the charge and concentration of the ionised impurity, respectively, and 

𝐹𝐼𝐼𝑆 is the screening function, given by: 

𝐹𝐼𝐼𝑆(𝑍,𝑁𝑍, 𝑇) = ln(1 + [
12𝜋휀𝑟휀0𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑍𝑒2𝑁𝑍

1
3

]

2

) (2-51) 

Vitally, the 𝑍 dependence of 𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆 infers that the intrinsic doping of oxygen vacancies 

(𝑍 = 2) leads to a ~2 times lower mobility than the extrinsic metal substitutional dopants where 

𝑍 = 1  and that metal interstitial dopants with 𝑍 = 3  gives rise to even lower mobilities. 
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However, this approach does not take into account the screening of ionised impurities by the 

charge carriers, which has the effect of altering the screening function to become [228]: 

𝐹𝐼𝐼𝑆(휁) = ln(1 + 휁) −
휁

1 + 휁()
 (2-52) 

with  

휁(𝑍,𝑁𝑍, 𝑇) =
96𝜋2휀𝑟휀0𝑚𝑒

∗

𝑁𝑍
(
𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ𝑒
)
2

 (2-53) 

where ℎ is Planck’s constant. For degenerate semiconductors, where 𝑁 is high (such as the TCOs 

investigated in this work), or at low temperature, the expressions from considering a truncated 

Coulomb potential, given by Eqs. (2-54)-(2-55), are used instead of Eqs. (2-52)-(2-53) [233]: 

𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆(𝑁, 𝑁𝑍, 𝑍) =
3(휀𝑟휀0)

2ℎ3

𝑍2𝑚𝑒
∗2𝑒3

⋅
𝑁

𝑁𝑍

1

𝐹𝐼𝐼𝑆(휁𝑑)
 (2-54) 

where 𝐹𝐼𝐼𝑆 is the screening function of Eq. (2-52) but 휁 is replaced with 휁𝑑: 

휁𝑑(𝑁) = (3𝜋
2)
1
3
휀𝑟휀0ℎ

2𝑁
1
3

𝑚𝑒
∗𝑒2

 (2-55) 

Eq. (2-54) takes into account that not all impurities may be ionised (𝑁 ≠ 𝑁𝑍), but at room 

temperature the assumption that 𝑁 = 𝑁𝑍 is justified and the second term becomes unity, so 

that 𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆  is dependent only on 𝑁  and 𝑍 . Importantly, the temperature dependence of 𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆 

disappears for such a deviation and the temperature invariance of 𝜇 is often used to characterise 

materials where IIS is dominant [228]. However, this model still fails to account for the significant 

decrease in the mobility that is found for TCOs with 𝑁 > ~5 × 1020 cm−3. The cause for the 

more intense scattering above this threshold has been ascribed to impurity clustering based on 

a statistical argument outlined by Dakhovskii et al. [228], although a full theoretical formulation 

of such interactions has, as of yet, not been established. Furthermore, for real materials there 

potentially exist many types of ionised impurity species (oxygen vacancies, interstitial oxygen 

atoms, interstitial hydrogen atoms, substitutional metal atoms, interstitial metal donors etc.). 

Therefore, the theoretical modelling is insufficient to describe the combined effect of IIS and so 

the 𝜇(𝑁) relation for TCOs has been fit with an empirical formula of Masetti et al. [234].  

𝜇(𝑁) = 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛 +
𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛

1 + (
𝑁
𝑁𝐼𝐼𝑆

)
𝛼IIS

−
𝜇1

1 + (
𝑁𝐼𝐶𝑆
𝑁 )

𝛼ICS
 

(2-56) 

where 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 is indicative of the lattice mobility (𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 𝜇𝐿), 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛 the ionised impurity inhibited 

mobility (𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≈ 𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆(𝑁 = 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓2)) and 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝜇1 of the ionised cluster inhibited mobility. 𝑁𝐼𝐼𝑆 

and 𝐼𝐼𝑆, are the transition concentration and coefficient, respectively, for ionised impurities 

while 𝑁𝐼𝐶𝑆 and 𝛼𝐼𝐶𝑆 are the transition concentration and coefficient, respectively, for clusters of 

ionised impurities. 
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Neutral Impurity Scattering 

Not all impurities effectively donate electrons to the CB, and thus remain as neutral 

impurities within the lattice. The origins of the neutral impurities have been presumed to arise 

from two kinds of crystallographic faults: point defect aggregates and locally strained areas. For 

ITO these local areas are associated with low grade oxides of In2O3 (In2O3−x) [235] and/or Sn-

oxide defect complexes such as [Sn2
. Oi
′′][Sn2O4]

x [236]. For ZnO, neutral oxygen vacancies 

and zinc-oxygen dimer vacancies and hydrogen vacancies have been explores as the source of 

neutral impurities [150]. These defects result in carrier scattering that is described by the neutral 

impurity limited carrier mobility, 𝜇𝑁𝐼𝑆 [237]: 

𝜇𝑁𝐼𝑆(𝑁) =
me
∗𝑒3

20휀𝑟휀0ℏ3𝑁𝑁𝐼
 (2-57) 

where 𝑁𝑁𝐼 is the concentration of neutral impurities.  

Grain Boundary Scattering 

There is a high density of grain boundaries associated with polycrystalline films, such as 

room temperature deposited AZO and GZO [136,238,239]. The mechanism behind the scattering 

of carriers by grain boundaries is referred to as grain boundary scattering (GBS) and was first 

modelled by Seto in 1975 [240]. Fig. 2-11 presents the schematic diagram of Seto’s model in 

three cases: a low, mid-range and high-𝑁.  

 
Fig. 2-11. Schematic band diagrams in the grains for different doping concentrations: (a) 

very few carriers, (b) similar carrier density and trap density and (c) a very high number of 

free carriers. The free carriers, trap states and depleted holes are shown as the red, dark 

red and green dots, respectively. The fermi energy and the potential barrier height are 

indicated by the dotted red and purple lines, respectively. Adapted from [241]. 
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The grain boundaries are attractive sites for the diffusion of ionised trap states. This 

results in the formation of negatively charged grain boundaries [242], causing band bending and 

the creation of potential barriers between grains (purple dashed lines in Fig. 2-11) and carrier 

depleted regions on either side of the grain boundary (green dots in Fig. 2-11). Thus, the 

formation of negatively charged grain boundaries can impede the transport of carriers between 

grains [228,243]. The effect of the grain boundaries is strongly dependent on 𝑁, the grain size, 

𝐷𝐺𝑟, and the trap density, 𝑄𝑡. Specifically, for very low 𝛮 (≪ 𝑄𝑡/𝐷𝐺𝑟) the number of trap states 

associated with the donor states is low so that the grains are only partially depleted, the traps 

partially filled and the potential barrier height, 𝐸𝐵, is low. This allows for thermionic transport 

of the carriers across the grain boundary, only marginally reducing 𝜇. For intermediate 𝑁 (≈

𝑄𝑡/𝐷𝐺𝑟), the grain is fully depleted, and the traps are partially filled. Therefore, 𝐸𝐵 is too high to 

allow for thermionic transport and the carriers are completely scattered by the grain boundaries 

so that 𝜇 ≈ 0. Finally, for heavily doped films the high number of free carriers exceeds the 

number of traps states so that only a small portion of the grain is carrier depleted. The free 

carriers effectively screen the grain boundary, reducing the width of the potential barrier and 

enabling tunnelling transport. Baccarani et al. [244] improved on Seto’s model by including 

continuous energy at the depletion zone: 

𝜇𝐺𝐵𝑆(𝑁) = 𝜇0(𝑁) exp(−
𝐸𝐵(𝑁)

𝑘𝑏𝑇
) (2-58) 

for which the formulation of 𝐸𝐵(𝑁) changes depending on whether the grain is fully depleted 

and the traps are partially filled (Fig. 2-11a-b; Eq. (2-59)), or the grain is partially depleted while 

the traps are fully filled (Fig. 2-11c; Eq. (2-60)) [240]. 

𝐸𝑏(𝑁) =
𝑒2𝑄𝑡

2

8휀𝑟휀0𝑁
,   𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝐿𝑁 > 𝑄𝑡 (2-59) 

𝐸𝑏(𝑁) =
𝑒2𝐷𝐺𝑟

2𝑁

8휀𝑟휀0
,   𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝐿𝑁 < 𝑄𝑡 (2-60) 

𝜇0(𝑁) =
𝑒𝐷𝐺𝑟

√2𝜋𝑚𝑒
∗𝑘𝑏𝑇

 (2-61) 

Scattering by grain boundaries is expected to play a subordinate role if the mean free path, 𝑙𝑒, 

of electrons much smaller than the crystallite size, as most electrons would scatter before they 

reach a grain boundary [245]. 𝑙𝑒 can be calculated using a highly degenerate electron gas model 

[246–248]: 

𝑙𝑒(𝑁) = 𝜏(𝑁)𝑣𝐹(𝑁) (2-62) 

where 𝑣𝐹 is the Fermi velocity, given by [113]: 

𝑣𝐹(𝑁) = (3𝜋
2)
1
3
ℏ

𝑚𝑒
∗
𝑁1/3  (2-63) 
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3. Experimental Methods 

3.1. Material Fabrication and Processing  

Thin film materials are adopted for a vast range of applications and are an essential 

ingredient of modern electronics. Furthermore, one of the most promising solutions to the fast 

approaching fundamental speed and bandwidth limitations, which arise from the 

miniaturisation of semiconductor devices, circuits and components, is to replace the electronic 

signals with light [3]. As explored, plasmonics can extend our ability to make new, faster, and 

smaller information technology devices by going beyond the diffraction limit. This inherently 

drives the need for even thinner films and/or nanoparticle templates. One of the most promising 

methods for the fabrication of such plasmonic architectures is a top-down approach that takes 

advantage of modern thin film deposition and photolithography techniques [249,250]. There 

exist a wide variety of well-established methods for thin film fabrication, each with its own 

strengths and weaknesses such as the cost, scalability, reproducibility as well as the ability to 

produce films with a high enough “quality” for a particular application. Vitally, the deposition 

technique and conditions define the resulting physical properties of the thin film. Deposition 

techniques can be broadly classified into three key groups: chemical vapour deposition, physical 

vapour deposition and wet chemical deposition [75,251]. TCOs have been deposited with 

various solution and vacuum based methods. In recent years, solution-based techniques such as 

spin-coating have shown an increasing promise for cost-effective and scalable applications. 

However, there is generally a requirement for post-deposition processing with long dwell times 

(> 1 hr) and at high temperatures (> 350 °C) in order to form the metal oxide framework as 

well as increase the material densification to the standards required for electronic device 

applications [252,253]. For TCOs, sputter deposition is the most well-established technique with 

a long history of producing high-quality, large-area, uniform and pure films within research and 

industry. Extensive reviews of the sputtering of TCOs have been given elsewhere 

[48,49,170,173]. Therefore, it is the primary deposition technique utilised in this work. 
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Fig. 3-1. Commonly used thin film deposition techniques, adapted from [75,251].  

Post-growth annealing is usually a required step used to enhance the structural and 

optoelectronic properties of room temperature sputtered TCOs. Due to its simplicity, thermal 

annealing (TA) is the most common approach. Vitally, TA of TCOs in various ambient 

environments has been shown to be able to probe the defect composition and thereby tune to 

optoelectronic properties of TCOs [51,254]. However, TA requires long dwell time and/or high 

temperatures and, due to the bulk heating, demands the use of expensive rigid substrates 

[59,65,70]. Laser annealing (LA) overcomes these issues by offering an ultra-rapid processing 

with heating selectivity [61,255]. A more extensive review of the theory and experimental details 

for LA is given in the next chapter (Section 3.1.2). It should be noted that only limited studies 

have been reported on laser annealing of ITO, AZO and GZO. Such studies have been recently 

reviewed and summarised by Yarali, Koutisaki and colleagues [61]. Furthermore, at the time of 

writing there are currently no studies into the use of reactive environments to tune the 

optoelectronic properties of TCOs towards the requirements of IR plasmonics. 

This remainder of this chapter gives an overview of the deposition (Section 3.1.1), post-

deposition processing (Section 3.1.2) and characterisation (Section 3.2) techniques utilised in 

this project. 
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3.1.1. Magnetron Sputtering 

Sputtering is a type of physical vapour deposition that deposits a material onto a 

substrate by removing (sputtering) atoms from the surface of a solid target via energetic gas ion 

(plasma) bombardments [72,73]. Sputtering is a well-established technique for mass production 

and research of various thin film materials due its simple, safe, and scalable nature and ability 

to produce films with high uniformity, purity, and substrate adherence. Furthermore, sputtering 

of good quality TCO films is possible with a low (or no) substrate heating, ensuring minimal 

thermal effects during deposition [256–258]. There exist a high level of reproducibility and 

control on the sputtering process due to the small set of tuneable deposition parameters that 

govern the properties, thickness and composition of the deposited films [259]. The drawbacks 

of sputtering are that high or ultra-high vacuum systems are required (expensive for set-up and 

operation), there is poor utilisation of the target materials and that a large portion of the energy 

of the sputtering gas ions become heat in the target that requires effective cooling. With an 

understanding of the physics of the sputtering process, it is possible to infer what the effect of 

changing each deposition parameter can have on the resulting film properties. Therefore, a brief 

overview of the sputtering process is given below. 

Firstly, the sputtering chamber is pumped down to high or ultra-high vacuum. Within 

the vacuum chamber, an electric field is created between the substrate holder and chamber 

walls (anode) and the target material (cathode). A sputtering gas that is non-reactive, has 

sufficiently heavy ions and a relatively low ionisation potential (typically argon, Ar) [72] is then 

introduced to the chamber. The “primary” electrons, travelling between the anode and cathode, 

collide with the argon atoms producing ionised or excited Ar species. An additional electron, e−, 

is produced alongside each Ar+ ion and may participate in further ionisations. The excited Ar∗ 

atoms will return to their ground state subsequently emitting a photon, which can be seen 

within the chamber as a glow discharge. The positively charged Ar+  ions are accelerated 

towards the target resulting in a sequence of bombardments: 

i. Sputtering (removal) of neutrally charged or ionised atoms from the target surface, 

ii. “Secondary” electron emission from the target material, 

iii. Reflection of argon ions as energetic neutrals, 

iv. Implantation of highly energetic argon ions into the target material. 

Finally, the sputtered species travel around the chamber. The low-pressure 

environment of the chamber ensures a relatively large mean free path (i.e., few collisions) and 

thus most of the kinetic energy of the sputtered species is retained as they arrive at the 

substrate. The neutrally charged species arrive at the substrate like “upside down snowfall”, 
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where the incorporation of the species into the film is largely defined by the energy of the 

species as it reaches the film. The sputtering deposition rate can be enhanced by introducing a 

permanent magnetic field just behind the target. This qualifies the process as “magnetron 

sputtering”. Generally, a magnetic field strength of 20 − 50 mT, with field lines mostly parallel 

to the target surface, is used to sufficiently confine electrons to the target surface without 

affecting the Ar+  ions [73]. This increases the plasma density close to the target surface, 

resulting in higher sputtering rates and preventing secondary electrons from travelling near the 

substrate (avoiding unintentional substrate damage and/or heating). 

There are two key categories of magnetron sputter-deposition systems that are defined by how 

they are powered. In this work, a radio frequency (RF) power is used instead of a direct current 

(DC) power. This is because, despite its more cost-effective and simple nature, DC sputtering is 

hindered by the positive charges that accumulate at the target surface during sputtering 

[72,260]. RF sputtering overcomes this issue by applying an alternating electric field with a high 

operating frequency (13.56 MHz) that can achieve a quick polarity alternation. This results with 

an alternation between Ar+  and e−  bombardment of the target ensuring that the positive 

charges that are accumulated due to Ar+ bombardments are neutralised during the positive half 

of the RF signal. Vitally, the quick polarity alternation ensures that the Ar+ ions are unaffected 

as their mass is much greater than that of the electrons. A further classification of sputtering is 

whether the technique is “non-reactive” or “reactive”. The former refers to the above where 

only non-reactive gasses such as Ar are present in the chamber during deposition. The latter 

denotes that there exist one, or multiple additional elements introduced to the chamber which 

may interact with the material in order to manipulate its compositional properties [75,251].  
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Experimental Details 

In this work, TCO thin films were deposited onto (100) oriented n-type Si  wafers 

(1 –  10 Ωcm) via RF reactive magnetron sputtering, with no intentional substrate heating. 3” 

(7.62 cm) ceramic targets (99.99%  purity) of  10 wt.%  Sn − In2O3 , 2 wt.% Al2O3 − ZnO  and 

5 wt.% Ga2O3 − ZnO were utilised to deposit tin-doped indium oxide (ITO), aluminium-doped 

zinc oxide (AZO), and gallium-doped zinc oxide (GZO), respectively. The sputtering system is 

illustrated in Fig. 3-2 and consists of: 

1. A sputtering chamber with two water-cooled magnetron-equipped electrodes (for ceramic 

targets with a 3′′ diameter and 5 mm thickness) and a rotating substrate holder (for 

4′′ wafers). The electrodes are tilted in a “sputter-up” geometry with a fixed target-

substrate distance of ~10 cm and are “aimed” at 2/3 across the substrate surface in order 

to enhance the sputtered atoms surface mobility and film uniformity and reduce film 

damage that can arise from substrate-facing-target arrangements [72]. 

2. A load lock chamber with a transferable sample holder arm, which can be isolated from 

the main chamber via a knife valve, which enables loading and unloading of samples 

without venting the main chamber. 

3. A two-fold pumping system comprising a diffusion and rotary pump (in series connection) 

that can evacuate the main chamber to ~10−7 mbar and ensure a steady pressure during 

deposition. The pressure within the chamber during sputter ignition and deposition is 

regulated via a baffle valve. The rotary pump pumps the load lock chamber to ~40 mTorr 

before opening the knife valve, to minimise pressure build up in the main chamber.  

4. A water-cooling system cools both the diffusion pump (higher flow circuit) and the 

electrodes (lower flow circuit). The lower flow circuit can be isolated from the main circuit 

for maintenance without requiring the disabling of the diffusion pump.  

5. An 13.56 MHz RF power source with a variable power of 0 − 330 W (in steps of 1 W) and 

an output impedance of 50 Ω. 

6. Tuning and matching units that tune the plasma impedance to the RF power impedance, 

ensuring maximum power transfer from the RF power source to the plasma. 

7. Three mass flow controllers (Ar, 2% O2 in Ar, and O2) with a corresponding gas supply and 

regulation system capable of providing accurate and steady flow and mixing of the desired 

deposition gasses. 

8. A red diode laser reflected from the centre of the sample to an external sensor enabling 

live interferometric monitoring of the film thickness. 
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Fig. 3-2. Schematic diagram RF magnetron sputtering system (during sputtering) used in 

this work, consisting of a main chamber with two sputtering electrodes, a sample rotator, 

sample cover, target cover and interferometry system. The electrodes are powered with 

an RF power supply attached to a tuning and matching unit, ensuring maximum power 

transfer. A knife valve connects the main chamber to a load lock with an N2 inlet and a 

baffle valve connects the main chamber to a diffusion pump which is subsequently pumped 

with a rotary pump. The main chamber has three gas inlets for O2, 2% O2 in Ar and Ar. The 

electrodes and diffusion pump are cooled with an internal cooling system. The blue and 

orange arrows indicate the flow of the water from cold to hot, respectively. The purple 

circle with dashed edges indicates the region of plasma.  

3.1.2. Excimer Laser Annealing 

Generally, thin films grown with physical vapour techniques such as sputtering do not 

immediately possess the desired physical properties, especially when grown at room 

temperature [61]. This can be the result of the kinetic energy during growth resulting in less 

energy for atomic rearrangement and so the entropy and defect density are high. To alleviate 

this, post-growth annealing techniques are employed to further optimise the structural, 

compositional, and thus optoelectronic properties of thin film materials. The annealing involves 

increasing the temperature of the thin film to a desired temperature, 𝑇, and keeping it at this 

temperature for a specific “dwell time”, 𝑡𝑑, before allowing the film to slowly, or rapidly, cool 

down to room temperature. While the film is heated, the thermal energy enables a 

rearrangement of the atoms and can alter the film microstructure, stoichiometry, and the 
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density and/or distribution of defects. For example, it has been shown that manipulation of the 

ambient environment (particularly the oxygen content) during thermal annealing can probe the 

oxygen content within the film in the form of creating and removing oxygen vacancies, enabling 

one to tune the carrier concentration, 𝑁 [51,254].  

The most common techniques for annealing of TCOs are indirect annealing techniques 

such as conventional furnace heating and rapid thermal annealing [61,164,261–266]. For such 

techniques, the film is said to be indirectly annealed as the processing heat is generated 

externally and transferred to the film by radiation, conduction or convection [64]. However, in 

recent decades the remarkable capabilities of more “direct” annealing techniques, such as laser 

annealing (LA), to improve the optoelectronic properties of TCOs have become more and more 

apparent [59, and references within]. The direct nature of the annealing refers to the fact that 

the processing heat is generated within the processed film itself. During LA, the heat arises from 

the film absorbing high energetic photons. Vitally, the use of high energy lasers such as excimer 

lasers allows for an ultra-fast (few ns) annealing process that is able to match the high thermal 

energy demand of metal-oxides and the thermal dose is spatially localised, allowing for micro-

patterning of the annealed areas and the use of heat sensitive substrates [59,61]. LA has recently 

become a well-established technique for the processing of metal-oxides to improve their 

optoelectronic characteristic for a range of novel optoelectronic devices such a thin film 

transistors, light emitting diodes, sensors and photovoltaics [59,70,253,267–271], to name but 

a few [61]. However, research into the effect of the LA environment to probe the defect 

composition of TCOs (as seen for TA) is currently lacking [61]. 

Excimer laser annealing (ELA), simply referred to as LA henceforth, uses UV photons with 

energies larger than the optical bandgap of a material to promote an intense light photon 

absorption. Due to the high energy, the excited electrons perform a multi-phonon cascade 

emission as they de-excite. The emitted phonons carry the laser energy as thermal energy 

throughout the film, dramatically increasing the temperature within the film and producing the 

annealing effect. As the laser pulse profile is usually a few tens of nanoseconds and the de-

excitation occurs within the vicinity of a few tens of picoseconds, the annealing processing is 

ultra-fast [272]. The absorption of the UV photons is dependent on the optical properties of the 

thin film. Specifically, the absorption coefficient, 𝛼(𝐸), and thus the imaginary permittivity (Eq. 

(2-19)), defines the strength of the absorption and the penetration depth, 𝛿𝑝 , of the laser 

photons (Eq. (2-20)). If the thin film thickness is much larger than the penetration depth, then 

most of the laser induced heating described above will only apply to the upper portion of the 

film. The rest of the film will be, by some extent, more indirectly heated by the diffusion of the 
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heat from the upper layer. This process will be governed by the thermal diffusivity, 𝐷ℎ, of the 

material (Eq. (3-1)) [76]: 

𝐷ℎ(𝑇) =
𝐾(𝑇)

𝜌𝑀(𝑇)𝐶(𝑇)
 (3-1) 

where 𝜌𝑀(𝑇) is the material density, 𝐾𝑇(𝑇) the thermal conductivity and 𝐶𝑉(𝑇) the specific heat 

capacity, which are all temperature dependent. The thermal diffusivity is used to estimate the 

heat diffusion length, 𝐿𝑡(𝑇), from Eq. (3-2), which is defined as the distance that the laser-

generated heat propagates throughout the annealed sample. 

𝐿ℎ(𝑇) ≈ √𝐷ℎ𝑡𝑝  (3-2) 

where 𝑡𝑝 is the laser pulse duration. The two-fold heating process of the laser photon absorption 

in the upper film and the heat diffusion throughout the film means that there a temperature 

gradient between the surface layer with high 𝑇 and the layers below with lower 𝑇. This can 

result in an inherent depth dependence to the LA process [59]. The temperature dependence of 

𝐷ℎ(𝑇) and 𝐿ℎ(𝑇) and the understanding that the heat will continue to diffuse even after the 

laser pulse stops highlight that there are no simple solutions to determining the thermal 

distribution during LA. Instead, to find fundamental properties of the thermal dose, such as the 

peak temperature, one requires numerical solutions to the 1D heat transport equation that 

takes into account the spatial and temporal profile of the laser pulse alongside the material 

properties [61]. 

Experimental Details 

The LA system utilised for this research is illustrated in Fig. 3-3. There are three key 

components of the LA system: (a) the laser source, (b) the beam delivery system and (c) the 

sample stage. The system is designed in a way that allows for the control over all the LA 

parameters outlined in Fig. 1-2. The first part (a), the laser source, is a Krypton Fluoride (KrF) 

excimer laser (Lambda Physik LPX 305i) that emits pulses of un-polarised light with an energy of 

5 eV, a pulse duration of ~25 ns and an average energy per pulse of up to 1.5 J. The beam-

delivery system comprises a variable attenuator to adjust the energy of each laser pulse, a beam 

homogeniser (Exitech Ltd., type EX-HS-700D) to ensure a uniform laser “spot” at the sample, a 

field lens, a mask stage for different mask sizes, and a projection lens with × 1.0, × 1.7 or × 5.0 

magnification. Additional mirrors are used to guide the beam through the system towards the 

sample. The beam delivery system converts the raw laser beam into a focused, rectangular, laser 

spot at the sample surface that has a below ±2% uniformity across the irradiated area of the 

sample. To examine the laser energy delivery, 𝐸𝐿, an energy monitor was placed between the 

mask and the projection lens between pulses. The energy density or laser fluence, 𝐽𝐿 (expressed 

in mJcm−2), that determines the strength of the annealing is calculated from 𝐸𝐿 and the area of 
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the sample spot, 𝐴. Finally, the sample stage, houses the sample and manipulates it as required. 

A computer controlled xyz translation stage with micro-precision is used to facilitate large area 

laser processing and allows for micro-patterning. Furthermore, a pressure cell with a UV 

transparent window surrounds the sample. This enables control over the sample environment 

(pressure, ambient composition) to achieve the desired annealing result. The pressure cell 

contains gas inlets for 5% H2 in N2, O2, Ar and N2 and can support up to 150 psig of each gas, 

or mixture of gasses, where the pressure is monitored with a pressure gauge. Prior to processing, 

the pressure cell is vented 3 times using the desired gas mixture to ensure the correct mixture 

is achieved.  

Due to the variation of the laser energy and the requirement of an energy monitor 

calibration when setting the laser fluence prior to laser processing, the “actual” fluence deviates 

from the “desired” fluence, and the error is larger than the recorded energy range due to the 

propagation of the variation with each step. This is recorded by noting how the “desired” 

monitor energy,  𝐸𝑀𝑜𝑛,𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑,  compares to the desired fluence,  𝐽𝐿,𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑,  (Eq. (3-1)) and 

subsequently how the “actual” monitor energy,  𝐸𝑀𝑜𝑛,𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙,  prior to annealing compares to 

𝐸𝑀𝑜𝑛,𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 (Eq. (3-2)).  

𝐸𝑀𝑜𝑛,𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝐴 ⋅ 𝑐𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠+𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 ⋅ 𝐽𝐿,𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑  (3-1) 

𝐽𝐿,𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 𝐽𝐿,𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 ⋅
𝐸𝑀𝑜𝑛,𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
𝐸𝑀𝑜𝑛,𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑

 (3-2) 

where 𝑐𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠+𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 is a correction to the monitor energy due to the change in monitor position 

during laser processing (i.e., the laser energy loss due to the focus lens and pressure cell 

window). This depends on the lenses used, and is found, for each lens magnification, by taking 

the gradient of the monitor position energy against the sample position energy during 

calibration. 
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Fig. 3-3. Schematic diagram of the LA system used in this work showing the (a) laser source, 

(b) beam delivery system consisting of a variable attenuator, beam homogeniser, field lens, 

mask, projection lens and a movable energy monitor and (c) the sample environment 

where the thin film TCO (black rectangle) on an n-type Si wafer (grey rectangle) resides 

inside a pressure cell, with gas inlets for 5% H2 in N2, O2, Ar and N2 and an exhaust, on an 

xyz translation stage. The laser processed “spot” defined by the lens magnification and the 

mask is indicated by the red rectangle with a dashed outline. The annealed region is 

indicated by the green colour within the film, where there exists an upper layer that 

increases rapidly in temperature due to the absorption of the KrF laser photons, and a 

thermal gradient further down into the film resulting from heat diffusion.  

3.2. Characterisation techniques 

Various characterisation techniques have been employed in order to investigate the 

structural (Section 3.2.1), morphological (Section 3.2.2), compositional (Section 3.2.3), electrical 

(Section 3.2.4) and optical (Section 3.2.5) properties of the seed and laser processed TCO thin 

films. Specifically, the techniques utilised were X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS), electron dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX), four-point probe (4pp), Van der Pauw (VdP), 

Hall effect, optical reflection spectroscopy (ORS), IR transmission (IRT), and spectroscopic 

ellipsometry (SE). In the following section, a comprehensive overview of each technique, 

alongside specifics for the utilised equipment is presented. 
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3.2.1. Structural 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

XRD is a popular, non-destructive technique that reveals the microstructural properties 

of materials [273]. Specifically, XRD can determine the: crystalline phase, grain size, 

crystallographic orientations, inter-planar spacing of the structure, lattice constants and the 

micro- and macro-strain. XRD utilises a monochromatic X-Ray beam with a specific 

wavelength,  𝜆 , directed at a sample surface at a known angle of incidence,  휃 . The X-rays 

penetrate deeply inside the sample and scatter off the atoms within the material that are 

arranged in 3d crystallographic planes spaced with distance of 𝑑 (the 𝑑-spacing). Constructive 

inference of the X-rays occurs when the path difference (2𝑑 sin(휃)) is integer number, n, of X-

ray wavelengths [274–277], as defined by Bragg’s law (Eq. (3-3)). This is demonstrated 

schematically in Fig. 3-4. 

n𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin(휃) (3-3) 

XRD can be performed in either two geometries: grazing-incidence XRD (GI-XRD) and 

Bragg-Brentano XRD (BB-XRD) (also known as 휃/2휃  scan mode). In this work, the BB-XRD 

geometry is used, where the sample is rotated at an angle 휃 and the detector at 2휃. A Bragg 

peak will be present at detector values of 2휃 whenever Bragg’s law is satisfied. Because the 

sample and detector angles are mutually dependent, the geometric configuration is maintained, 

and the measured scattered X-rays always originate from crystallographic planes parallel to 

sample surface. Vitally for this work, this plane is correlated to the growth and LA process. 

Conversely, GI-XRD detects crystallographic planes of different angle with respect the film 

surface (and growth direction) [274–277]. During an XRD measurement, the beam scans across 

many angles in order to build an X-ray diffractogram that contains the measured intensity as a 

function of 휃. Using Bragg’s law, the maxima in the diffractogram provide the 𝑑-spacing and thus 

a collection of maxima across a wide-angle range can be used to determine a particular crystal 

structure. Consequently, the diffractogram acts as a unique structural fingerprint of the 

measured sample and we can deduce the material crystal phase. 

If the X-ray diffractograms of a bulk, uniform and unstressed material is known (readily 

available in large XRD libraries), it is possible to derive the macro-strain and the texturing (the 

degree of preferential orientation) from the peak intensity [278]. Likewise, the average particle 

diameter (or grain size, 𝐷𝑔𝑟) and lattice (micro)-strain can be derived from the from the peak 

broadening. Vitally, the profile of the grain size and micro-strain have a Gaussian and Lorentzian 

line shape, respectively. In real films, each factor of broadening is usually present and the 

convolution of all the broadening sources comprises the measured peak profile.  
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Fig. 3-4. Schematic diagram for Bragg’s law of interaction between monochromatic X-ray 

beams and crystallographic planes within the X-ray diffractometer consisting of a Cu Kα X-

ray source providing x-ray photons with 𝜆 = 1.5418 Å (purple lines), a 휃 − 2휃 goniometer 

stage and a multi-channel detector. The 1st , 2nd  and nth  crystallographic planes are 

presented, with the black arrows indicating the spacing 𝑑 and the additional path length 

2𝑑 sin(휃) for diffraction from the 2nd plane. 
 

Subsequently, to quantify the grain size and micro-strain, it is necessary to deconvolute the peak 

profile into the individual components. Two key methods are commonly applied to achieve this. 

Specifically, Williamson-Hall analysis and Voigt-function analysis [275]. To determine the two 

components of the broadening, Williamson-Hall analysis requires multiple large-intensity peaks, 

from the same material, across a wide-angle range [279]. If only one large peak exists, then 

Voigt-function analysis is essential. The Voigt function is a convolution of a Gaussian and 

Lorentzian peak and thus allows us to deconvolute the Bragg peak broadening (after considering 

the instrumental broadening) into the Gaussian and Lorentzian components. 

For thin films, with generally small values of 𝐷𝐺𝑟 (< 500 nm) diffraction peak is broadened by an 

amount dependent on average grain size. This arises from the fact that large grains contain 

larger number of planes, and thus there are many X-rays scattered at surface that are subject to 

destructive interference with rays from deeper in the grain. For small grains there are conversely 

a small number of planes, which leads to incomplete destructive interference for X-rays 

scattered from sample surface and results in the peak broadening with a Lorentzian distribution. 

This model was first laid down mathematically by Scherrer [280], who established a formula for 

the grain size from the peak broadening: 
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𝐷𝐺𝑟 =
𝐾𝜆

𝜏𝐺𝑆 cos (
2휃
2 )

 (3-4) 

where 𝐾 is a dimensionless constant with a value of 0.94 [275] and 𝜏𝐺𝑆  is the peak integral 

breadth due to grain size (radians). The integral breadth (defined as total area under the peak 

divided by peak height) has been reported to be more accurate for determining 𝐷𝐺𝑟 than the 

full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the Lorentzian component, 𝛽
𝐿
, normally presented instead 

of 𝜏𝐺𝑆 in Eq. (3-4). 𝐷𝐺𝑟 related integral breadth is given by [281]: 

𝜏𝐺𝑆 = 𝛽𝐿
𝜋

2
 (3-5) 

There also may exist residual stresses within the film, and generally this is inevitable 

during film deposition / processing due to: variations in the coefficients of thermal expansion 

and lattice parameters between deposited film and substrate, microstructural defects, foreign 

atoms (substitutional or sputter gas ions), atomic peening (atoms on film surface pushed into 

the film [275]. Thin film deformation arises in response to the residual stress and gives rise to a 

uniform and/or non-uniform strain (macro- and micro-strain, respectively). The macro-

strain, 𝜖𝑀𝑎𝑆, results in an expanding (or contracting) of the unit cell, a larger (or smaller) 𝑑-

spacing and thus a shift in the peak position. The biaxial strain model [282] gives that: 

𝜖𝑀𝑎𝑆 =
𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 − 𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
 (3-6) 

where 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚  and 𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘  are the measured thin film and the literature unstrained d -spacing, 

respectively. 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚  is measured from XRD data via Bragg’s law and 𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘  for each 

crystallographic plane with (ℎ𝑘𝑙) is calculated from Eqs. (3-7) to (3-9), depending on whether 

the crystal structure is cubic, hexagonal or rhombohedral, respectively [275]. The lattice 

parameters 𝑎, 𝑐 and 𝛼, where relevant, are taken from literature. 

𝑑𝐶𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑐 =
𝑎

√ℎ2 + 𝑘2 + 𝑙2
 (3-7) 

𝑑𝐻𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 = (
4

3
(
ℎ2 + ℎ𝑘 + 𝑘2

𝑎2
) +

𝑙2

𝑐2
)

−
1
2

 (3-8) 

𝑑𝑅ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙 = √
𝑎2(1 − 3 cos2(𝛼) + 2 cos3(𝛼))

(ℎ2 + 𝑘2 + 𝑙2) sin2(𝛼) + 2(ℎ𝑘 + 𝑘𝑙 + ℎ𝑙)(cos2(𝛼) − cos(𝛼))
 (3-9) 

The film stress, 𝛿𝑆, can be calculated from 𝜖𝑀𝑎𝑆 via Eq. (3-10). 

𝛿𝑆 = 𝑌𝜖𝑀𝑎𝑆 (3-10) 

where 𝑌 is the Young’s modulus of the material, taken from literature (193.77 GPa for doped 

In2O3 [249], −233 GPa for doped ZnO [283]).  
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The micro-strain, 𝜖𝑚𝑆, constitutes the Gaussian component of the peak broadening, where the 

weighted average strain can be estimated from: 

𝜖𝑚𝑆 =
𝜏𝑚𝑆

4 tan(휃)
 (3-11) 

where 𝜏𝑚𝑆 is the integral breadth due to micro-strain (in radians) and is calculated from [284]: 

𝜏𝑚𝑆 = 𝛽𝐺√
𝜋

4 ln(2)
 (3-12) 

Experimental Details 

The utilised XRD system was an X-Pert PanAnalytical Pro Powder Diffractometer 

operated in Bragg-Brentano configuration and using Cu Kα radiation (𝜆 = 1.5418 Å). The spot 

size was set to 5 x 5 mm via a 10 mm mask, 2rad soller slits and a programmable divergence slit. 

Initial ~12 hr scans were performed over a wide spectral range (10° − 90°) so that the most 

prominent peaks could be identified and then a reduced range with a larger number of scans 

per steps was used to cover the range of the prominent peak (25° − 40° for ITO and 32° − 37° 

for AZO and GZO), with a step size of 0.0083556°. The number of scans per step was adjusted 

for each material to ensure a low signal to noise ratio of the dominant peak (2000 s for ITO and 

300 s for AZO and GZO. The very long step time for ITO was required due to the small sample 

size and amorphous nature of the room-temperature sputtered ITO films [285,286]. Due to the 

use of a (100)  Si  substrate, a large sharp peak was present at  33.0° . This peak drastically 

interfered with the fitting process and so was manually removed from the data prior to fitting 

by negating the intensity between  32.8° − 33.2°. The instrumental contribution (that arises 

from a non-ideal optics and focus) was determined from a Si standard and was found to be 

negligible in comparison to the experimentally observed broadening and so was ignored in the 

analysis. For the TCOs, the dominant Bragg peak ((222) for ITO and (002) for doped-ZnO films) 

was deconvoluted using a pseudo-Voigt function, 𝑝𝑉(2휃)  (Eq. (3-13)), which closely 

approximates a Voigt function using a summation of Gaussian and Lorentz functions. The 

classification of the function as pseudo-Voigt arises from the summation instead of the 

convolution used for the Voigt function. The peak-fitting was performed with a Levenberg-

Marquardt regression algorithm was used to extract the fitting parameters. 

𝑝𝑉(2θ) = 𝐼

(

 
 
휂𝑒
−𝜋

(2휃 − 2휃𝑗)
2

𝛽𝐺
2

+ (1 − 휂) 
𝛽𝐿
2

(2휃 − 2휃𝑗)
2
+ 𝛽𝐿

2

)

 
 

 (3-13) 

where 𝐼 is the peak intensity and 2휃𝑗 is the peak position. 
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Multiple Peaks 

If there are multiple peaks, then instead of fitting 𝛽𝐿(휃𝑗) and 𝛽𝐺(휃𝑗) individually for each 

peak the grain size, macro-strain and micro-strain are directly fit to the data, ensuring they 

remain identical for all peaks. This method is in effect identical, mathematically, to performing 

Williamson-Hall analysis [279]. 

𝛽𝐿(휃𝑗) =
2

𝜋

𝐾𝜆

𝐷𝐺𝑟 cos(휃𝑗)
 (3-14) 

𝛽𝐺(휃𝑗) = 8 tan(휃𝑗) 𝜖𝑚𝑆√
ln(2)

π
 (3-15) 

where: 

휃𝑗 = sin
−1 (

sin(휃𝑗,𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘)

𝜖𝑀𝑎𝑆 + 1
) (3-16) 

3.2.2. Morphological 

Electron microscopy 

Electron microscopy exploits the wave nature of electrons to overcome the diffraction 

limits of optical microscopy. Due to the very small De Broglie wavelength of fast moving 

electrons, resolutions of up to 1 nm are possible, enabling imaging of individual atoms [117]. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measures the transmission of electrons through an 

ultra-thin sample. TEM is a vital tool to study the structural properties of materials due, largely, 

to its very high spatial resolution and is commonly utilised to characterise the morphology, 

crystal structure and defects of various materials, especially on the nanoscale [117]. Due to the 

interaction of electrons with the sample as they pass through, an image of the sample can be 

formed on those that are transmitted. The electrons that are transmitted usually hit a 

fluorescent screen which is then imaged by a CCD camera. The image is created through the 

combination of an objective, intermediate and projector lens with the objective aperture 

positioned just above the objective lens to enable dark field imaging. Vitally, the TEM column is 

kept under a high vacuum environment to negate the chance of atmospheric electron scattering. 

Scanning electron microscopy combines the high spatial resolution of TEM with the capability 

for depth of field in the scanning image. SEM detects the secondary or backscattering electrons 

in order to build the image. Therefore, thick samples can be used, and SEM requires minimal 

sample preparation in comparison to TEM. 
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Fig. 3-5. Illustration of electron-matter interactions following bombardment of the material 

by a beam of fast-moving electrons (red arrow). Primary electrons (orange arrow) are 

scattered at the surface while secondary electrons (blue arrow) scatter with the “teardrop” 

covering a penetration depth (black arrow) within the sample, defined by the beam energy 

and intensity. Characteristic X-ray photons (purple arrow) are emitted from deeper within 

the teardrop. For very thin slices, a portion of the electron beam is transmitted. 
 

Experimental Details 

Cross-sectional images of the transmitted and backscattered electrons for an indicative 

set of ITO thin films were obtained via a high-resolution scanning TEM (FEI™ Talos sTEM) using 

a Schottky-type field emission gun operated with a tension of 200 kV. Prior to TEM, the films 

were subject to focused ion beam (FIB) milling process using a JEOL 4500 FIB/SEM. This process 

used the “trench technique” to thin a small rectangular lamella of material to achieve a 

sufficiently thin sample that is transparent to the electron beam [287]. The lamella is then 

extracted and placed onto a TEM grid ready for measurement. 
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3.2.3. Compositional 

Electron dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX) 

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) enables qualitative and quantitative 

characterisation of the chemical composition of the measured ITO samples. EDX analyses the X-

ray photons that are emitted when the sample is bombarded with a focused beam of highly 

energetic electrons within a vacuum (see Fig. 3-5). The X-ray photons are produced when outer-

shell electrons fill the core-holes that are produced when the electrons are ejected by the 

incoming beam. Consequently, the emitted X-rays are characteristic of the atoms from which 

they are emitted as the photon energy, 𝐸 = ℏ𝜔, is dependent on the atomic number [288,289]. 

An electrical signal that is proportional to the energy of the X-rays is collected by an energy 

dispersive detector and fed to a software that analyses the energy spectra containing multiple 

peaks. The position of the peaks (or “X-ray lines”) are related to the shell in which the core-hole 

is created by the incoming electron bombardments and are assigned to a specific element. The 

intensity of the peaks is related to the concentration of each element. 

Experimental Details 

EDX was performed for an indicative set of ITO thin films with the FEI™ Talos sTEM 

during acquisition of lower-resolution SEM measurements alongside the TEM imaging of a 

selection of seed and laser processed ITO samples. The peak intensity for the X-ray lines of 

indium, tin, oxygen, and silicon were collected by raster scanning the electron beam across ion 

beam milled sample slice. This allowed for EDX imaging of the peak intensity related to each 

relevant element across the entire sample depth. 

X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is one of the most prevalent techniques used to 

analyse the composition of materials. Alike EDX, XPS can be used to elucidate the precise relative 

elemental abundances but goes further by providing information of the chemical states of each 

element (e.g., the oxidation states) and the electronic distribution. The core mechanism that 

underpins an XPS measurement is the photoelectric effect, illustrated in Fig. 3-6. X-ray photons 

arrive at the sample and interact with the atoms’ electrons transferring all their energy to a 

bound electron and causing emission of photoelectrons. The kinetic energy of each emitted 

electron, 𝐸𝐾, is recorded and the binding energy of the electrons in an atomic orbital, 𝐸𝐵 , is 

estimated via Eq. (3-17) [290]: 

𝐸𝐵 = 𝐸 − 𝐸𝐾 − 𝜙 (3-17) 

where 𝜙 is a work function-like term that can be thought of as an instrumental correction factor 

for the XPS system, representing the minimum energy required to eject and electron from the 
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highest occupied level to the vacuum. Therefore, the energy of the photoelectrons is related to 

the atomic and molecular environment that spawned the emission and therefore can serve as a 

unique fingerprint of each element. The electrons are collected by a detector which can measure 

𝐸𝐾 using a combination of an electron optic-retardation lens and energy analyser. In order to 

reduce the chance for photoelectron collision and surface contamination, the sample is kept 

under ultrahigh vacuum (< 10−7 Pa). By performing a scan across a wide range of 𝛦, from core 

to valence levels, multiple photoelectron species can be observed and elemental identification 

can be performed from the binding energy spectrum (BES) [290,291]. An example BES for ITO is 

presented in Fig. 3-6, where the specific core level is noted for each peak.  

 
Fig. 3-6. Schematic diagram for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). An incident X-ray 

photon (purple line), with a photon energy 𝐸 = ℏ𝜔, bombards the material and results in 

the emission of a photoelectron (dark red line) from the core electron levels (blue lines), 

below the valence band (grey rectangle) with a binding energy, 𝐸𝐵, (blue arrow) below the 

Fermi level (dashed grey line). The electron escapes the XPS system (with work function, 𝜙; 

green arrow) and arrives at an electron detection system, comprising an electron optic-

retardation lens, energy analyser and electron detector, which measures the kinetic energy 

of the photoelectron, 𝐸𝑘 =
1

2
𝑚𝑣2 . The signal is processed with Eq. (3-17) so that the 

binding energy spectrum (BES) of the material can be output to a display. An example BES 

for an ITO thin film is presented inside the monitor, where the red labels indicate the 

specific core level for each peak. Adapted from [59]. 
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To describe each level, the spectroscopic notation is used, labelling each peak with the 

format ‘[n][l][j]’ where n is the principal quantum number (1, 2, 3…), l is the orbital angular 

momentum (s = 0, p = 1, d = 2, f = 3) and j is the spin quantum number (j = l + 𝑆, where 𝑆 =

±1/2 is the spin). For p, d and f orbitals with momentum l > 0, the interaction between the 

orbital and electron angular momentum gives rise to a peak splitting, known as a doublet. This 

splitting can be observed in Fig. 3-6 for the In3d and In3p peaks. It should be noted that the 

penetration depth of the measurement is small, even though the X-rays pass through the entire 

sample. This is because, due to the relatively short mean free paths of the photoelectrons, only 

those at the surface can escape to be emitted. Therefore, XPS is a surface technique with a 

typical depth resolution of 0.5 − 5 nm . Photoelectrons which are created deeper into the 

sample scatter before reaching the surface and result in a background signal in the BES. However 

in-situ argon-ion etching can be used in conjunction with XPS for a depth analysis and to remove 

surface contamination [292]. 

Experimental Details 

XPS measurements were carried out using a Kratos Analytical Ltd. AXIS Ultra XPS system 

at Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. The system comprises an ultra-high vacuum chamber 

(~10−9 bar ), a monochromated Al − Kα1  X-ray beam excitation source (𝐸 = 1486.6 eV ), a 

hemispherical energy analyser and a 128 channel detector. Initially, lower resolution collection 

was performed for over a wide range of 𝐸𝐵 (0 − 1200 eV) to detect the set of XPS peaks (see Fig. 

3-6). This measurement was followed by a high-resolution scan to obtain narrow-range spectra 

across the regions of interest in the XPS spectrum. The background was removed from the data 

set to provide the X-ray spectra for each element. The individual elemental singlet or doublet 

peaks were fit with multiple Gaussian-Lorentzian Sum (GLS) peaks (Eq. (3-18)) with a fixed shape 

of 0.3 (30% Lorentzian and 70% Gaussian contribution) [293]. The peak positions were taken 

from literature with an additional shift, shared between each component peak. 

𝐺𝐿𝑆(𝐸𝐵, Γ, 𝐸0, ℎ) = (1 − 0.3)ℎ𝑒
−4 ln(2)

(𝐸𝐵 − 𝐸0)
2

Γ2 +
0.3ℎ

1 + 4
(𝐸𝐵 − 𝐸0)2

Γ2

 (3-18) 

where ℎ is the height, 𝐸0 the peak position and Γ the FWHM. 
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3.2.4. Electrical 

The electrical properties of the TCO thin films govern their performance in a range of 

electronic devices [113,117]. They are also fundamentally linked to the optical properties 

[110,249]. The key parameters which define the electrical properties are the resistivity, 𝜌, mean 

scattering time, 𝜏, free carrier concentration, 𝑁, and the free carrier mobility, 𝜇. If the effective 

electron mass, 𝑚𝑒
∗, is known, then 𝜌 and 𝜏 can be directly translated into 𝑁 and 𝜇 via Eq. (2-40) 

and Eq. (2-41), and vice-versa. 𝜌 can be determined by measuring the electrical potential 

distribution created in a material with a current-injecting electrode with a varying current 

density [113,117]. This measurement can be performed in both four-point probe (4pp) and Van 

dep Pauw (VdP) configurations. 𝑁  can be determined using the Hall Effect so that 𝜇  can be 

calculated from Eq. (2-41). 

Four-point probe (4pp) 

The 4pp technique is commonly used to determine the film resistivity due to the 

simplicity and accuracy of the technique, and the lack of a requirement for any sample 

preparation [117]. In the 4pp technique, four collinear and equally spaced needle-like metal 

probes are placed onto the thin film material surface. A current, 𝐼, is passed through two outer 

probes (1 and 4 in Fig. 3-7) and the voltage, 𝑉, is measured across two inner probes (2 and 3 in 

Fig. 3-7). The high input impedance of the voltmeter ensures that a negligible current can flow 

through the inner probes and thus the resistance impact of the inner probes is eliminated. This 

allows for measurement of the sheet resistance, 𝑅𝑠ℎ, via Eq. (3-19): 

𝑅𝑠ℎ = 𝜌4𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 =
𝜋

ln(2)

𝑉

𝐼
 (3-19) 

where 𝑉/𝐼 is determined from the linear gradient of a set of 𝑉 across 38 discreet measurements 

of 𝐼. If the film thickness, 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚, is known, then the “4pp” resistivity, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝, can be calculated from: 

𝜌4𝑝𝑝 = 𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚𝑓1𝑓2𝑓3 (3-20) 

where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2  and 𝑓3  are a finite sample width, substrate conductivity and film thickness 

correction factors, respectively [294]. The finite sample width correction is required due to the 

generally small lateral size of the samples (~10 mm) and is calculated for every measurement 

from the sample width, 𝑤, and the probe spacing, 𝑠, from Eq. (3-21) [117]: 

𝑓1 =
ln(2)

ln(2) + ln(
(
𝑤
𝑠 )

2
+ 3

(
𝑤
𝑠 )

2
− 3

)

 

(3-21) 

The substrate conductivity correction is required due to the use of n-type doped silicon 

substrates and is found empirically for each seed material by measuring the seed films grown 
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with identical sputtering conditions but deposited onto Si and onto Si with a thermally grown 

~200 nm intermediate SiO2  layer. The films with such a dielectric intermediate layer do not 

need to account the effect of a conducting substrate (i.e., 𝑓2 = 1.0 ) to determine 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 . 

Subsequently, 𝑓2 for the on-Si films was calculated from 𝜌4𝑝𝑝,SiO2/𝜌4𝑝𝑝,Si. However, due to the 

generally very conductive nature of the sputtered TCO films (~102 − 103 Ω−1cm−1) compared 

to the Si film (~0.1 − 1 Ω−1cm−1), 𝑓2 was found to be ~1.0 in most cases. The film thickness 

correction factor has been shown to not be required for films with a thickness much less than 

the probe spacing [117,294]. Due to the very small thickness of the films utilised in this work, 

the correction for thickness was ignored by setting 𝑓3 to equal 1.0. 

Experimental Details 

𝜌4𝑝𝑝 was determined using a Signatone collinear four-point probe station with 1.00 +

0.01 mm spaced tungsten carbide probes. The probes are spring-loaded to ensure good contact 

with the sample while minimising potential sample damage and are supplied with a current and 

the resulting voltage is measured using a dual-channel Model 2636A Keithley SourceMeter. 

 
Fig. 3-7. Principle of four-point probe measurements. Four collinear probes with spacing 𝑠 

are placed onto a thin film with thickness, 𝑑 , (blue slab) on top of a non-conducting 

substrate (grey slab). A current, 𝐼, is passed through two outer probes (red lines) and the 

voltage, 𝑉, is measured across two inner probes (blue lines). Adapted from [117]. 
 

Van der Pauw (VdP) 

The Van der Pauw (VdP) technique is performed by placing four very small ohmic 

contacts onto the periphery (preferably in the corners) of the sample surface [295]. Van der 

Pauw demonstrated that there are two characteristic sheet resistances that are associated with 

the directionality of the probes. These are defined as 𝑅𝐴 and 𝑅𝐵 and are illustrated in Fig. 3-8a 

and Fig. 3-8b, respectively. To reduce the impact of the sample geometry and imperfections in 
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the contacts, the measurement process is repeated on all sides of the sample and reversing the 

current direction to yield a total of eight measurements used to calculate 𝑅𝐴 and 𝑅𝐵: 

𝑅𝐴 =
𝑅12,43 +𝑅21,34 + 𝑅34,21 + 𝑅43,12

4
 (3-22) 

𝑅𝐵 =
𝑅23,14 + 𝑅32,41 + 𝑅41,32 + 𝑅14,23

4
 (3-23) 

where 𝑅𝑖𝑗,𝑘𝑙 is the measured sheet resistance when 𝐼 is applied from contact point i to j, while 

𝑉 is measured from contact point k and l: 

𝑅𝑖𝑗,𝑘𝑙 =
𝑉kl
𝐼ij

 (3-24) 

 
Fig. 3-8. Principle of Van der Pauw measurements. Four collinear probes are placed at the 

corners of a small (square) sample comprising a thin film with thickness, 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚, (blue slab) 

on top of a non-conducting substrate (grey slab). The supply of a current, 𝐼 , and 

measurement of the voltage, 𝑉, occur both across the (a) y and (b) x axes of the sample in 

order to measure the two characteristic sheet resistances of the sample, 𝑅𝐴  and 𝑅𝐵 , 

respectively. Adapted from [117]. 

𝑅𝐴 and 𝑅𝐵 are related to 𝑅𝑠ℎthrough equation Eq. (3-25): 

exp(−𝜋 ⋅
𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝑠ℎ

) + exp(𝜋 ⋅
𝑅𝐵
𝑅𝑠ℎ

) = 1 (3-25) 

which can be solved numerically for 𝑅𝑠ℎ via a numerical algorithm by iteration [295]: 

𝑧0 =
2 ln(2)

𝜋(𝑅𝐴 + 𝑅𝐵)
 (3-26) 

𝑦𝑖 =
1

exp(𝜋𝑧𝑖−1𝑅𝐴)
+

1

exp(𝜋𝑧𝑖−1𝑅𝐵)
 (3-27) 

𝑧_𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖−1 −
1 − 𝑦𝑖

𝜋
𝑅𝐴

exp(𝜋𝑧𝑖−1𝑅𝐴)
+

𝑅𝐵
exp(𝜋𝑧𝑖−1𝑅𝐵)

 
(3-28) 

which is concluded when (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖−1)/𝑧𝑖 is less than a set error limit, 𝛿 = 0.0005. The Van der 

Pauw resistivity, 𝜌𝑉𝑑𝑃, is then calculated using Eq. (3-20). 
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Hall Effect 

The Hall Effect is underpinned by a combination of the electric and magnetic forces that 

when charge carriers move with a drift velocity,  𝑣𝑑 , along the electric field direction, 

perpendicular to an applied magnetic field of strength 𝐵 . The moving change carriers are 

deflected by the Lorentz force, 𝐹𝐿, (Eq. (3-29)) in the y-direction to one of the sample edges. Fig. 

3-9 presents a schematic diagram of this concept.  

𝐹𝐿 = 𝑞𝑣𝑑𝐵 (3-29) 

where 𝑞 is the charge of the majority charge carriers. The charge carriers congregate on this side 

resulting in a build-up of excessive negative (for n-type materials) or positive (for p-type 

materials) charges. This results in the creation of an electric field, with strength 𝜉 , and 

electrostatic force, 𝐹𝑒, between the sample sides: 

𝐹𝑒 = 𝑞𝜉 (3-30) 

At equilibrium (𝐹𝐿 = 𝐹𝑒), 𝜉 = 𝑣𝑑𝐵 and a measurable potential difference known as the 

Hall voltage, 𝑉𝐻, is created between the sample sides: 

𝑉𝐻 =
𝜉

𝑤
 (3-31) 

where 𝑤 is the distance between the sample sides. The current, 𝐼, is described by the total 

amount of charge passing through a given cross-sectional area, 𝐴 = 𝑤𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚: 

𝐼 = 𝑁𝑞𝑣𝑑𝑤𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 (3-32) 

where 𝑁  is the free carrier concentration. Eq. (3-32) can be rearranged to give 𝑣𝑑  and 

substituted into Eq. (3-29) to obtain: 

𝑉𝐻 =
𝐼𝐵

𝑁𝑞𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚
 (3-33) 

 
Fig. 3-9. Principle of the Hall Effect. An electron (dark red sphere) moves in response to the 

electric field, with strength 𝜉, (dark red arrow) introduced by a current, 𝐼 (red arrows). 

When a magnetic field with strength 𝐵  is introduced, the carriers are deflected by the 

Lorentz force (green arrow) and build up on one side of the sample, resulting in the creation 

of a potential difference across each side of the sample that is measured by as the Hall 

voltage, 𝑉𝐻 (green line). 
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Eq. (3-34) is then used to extract the “Hall coefficient”, 𝑅𝐻: 

𝑅𝐻 =
𝑉𝐻𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚
𝐼𝐵

=
1

𝑁𝑞
 (3-34) 

where the existence of 𝑞 highlights that the Hall coefficient depends on the sign of the charge 

unit and therefore indicates the carrier type. All the TCO films investigated in this work are n-

type, and so 𝑞 = −𝑒 and the Hall coefficient is negative. From Eq. (3-33) and Eq. (3-34) it is found 

that, if 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 is known, then 𝑁 can be measured via Hall Effect using: 

𝑁 =
1

𝑒|𝑅𝐻|
=

|𝐼|𝐵

𝑒𝑡|𝑉𝐻|
 (3-35) 

 

Generally, Hall Effect systems use the Van der Pauw configuration where the current is 

injected on the two opposite contacts, 𝑉 is measured across the other two opposite contacts 

and the magnetic field is perpendicular to the sample surface. This is presented in Fig. 3-10. The 

measurement is repeated for both axes and for reverse current directions, so that the average 

of the resulting 8 measurements is used to calculate 𝑅𝐻, 𝑉𝐻 and 𝑁. The “Hall” mobility, 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, 

can be calculated from 𝜌𝑉𝑑𝑃 by using: 

𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
|𝑅𝐻|

𝜌𝑉𝑑𝑃
 (3-36) 

 
Fig. 3-10. Schematic of the Hall Effect measurement in Van dep Pauw geometry. Four 

collinear probes are placed at the corners of a small (square) sample comprising a thin film, 

with thickness 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 , (blue slab) on top of a non-conducting substrate (grey slab). A 

magnetic field, with strength 𝐵, is introduced to the sample (yellow arrows). The supply of 

a current, 𝐼, and measurement of the voltage, 𝑉, occur across both diagonals of the sample 

in order to measure the Hall voltage, 𝑉𝐻. Adapted from [117]. 
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𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙  differs from the “conductivity” mobility, 𝜇, due to complications introduced by 

energy-dependent scattering mechanisms [117]. The deviations are described by a Hall 

scattering factor, 𝑟𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, which depends on the dominant scattering mechanism (Section 2.2.5) 

and is reported to be 3𝜋/8, 315𝜋/512 and 1 for lattice scattering, ionised impurity scattering 

and neutral impurity scattering, respectively. 𝜇 is then calculated from the product of 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 

𝑟𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙. However, 𝑟𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 is a factor of the temperature and magnetic field strength and there is often 

a mix of scattering mechanisms present for a particular sample. Due to these complications, 

henceforth in this work we report only 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 and not 𝜇 = 𝑟𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙. 

Experimental Details 

The transport properties (𝑁 and 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙) for ITO, AZO and GZO samples of ~1.0 × 1.0 cm2 

deposited onto Si were evaluated with an Ecopia HMS-3000 Hall effect measurement system in 

the Van der Pauw geometry at room temperature with a magnetic field strength of 𝐵 = 0.553 T. 

The measurements were repeated three times for each sample in order to calculate and report 

the mean value and corresponding standard error. Gold, silver, and indium Ohmic contacts were 

tested and found not to be required for the ITO, AZO and GZO films due to their low resistivity. 

3.2.5. Optical 

Optical reflection spectroscopy (ORS) 

By setting up boundary conditions for plane waves at a planar interface between two 

materials characterised by their complex dielectric functions 휀�̃�(𝐸) and 휀�̃�(𝐸) (Fig. 3-11), the 

Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients at photon energy, E, ( 𝑟𝐹(𝐸)  and 𝑡𝐹(𝐸) 

respectively) can be derived [296]. The Fresnel coefficients are defined separately for transverse 

electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) waves, defined by two cases where the wave is 

linearly polarised perpendicular (TE) or parallel (TM) to the plane of incidence. TE and TM waves 

are denoted as s- or p-polarised, respectively, and are indicated within the superscript.  

𝑟𝐹
𝑝(𝐸) =

휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘1(𝐸) − 휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘2(𝐸)

휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘1(𝐸) + 휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘2(𝐸)
 (3-37) 

𝑟𝐹
𝑠(𝐸) =

𝑘𝑖(𝐸) − 𝑘𝑡(𝐸)

𝑘𝑖(𝐸) + 𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
  (3-38) 

𝑡𝐹
𝑝(𝐸) =

2𝑘𝑖(𝐸)

휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘𝑖(𝐸) + 휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
 

(3-39) 

𝑡𝐹
𝑠(𝐸) =

2휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘𝑖(𝐸)

𝑘𝑖(𝐸) + 𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
 

(3-40) 

where 𝑘𝑖(𝐸) and 𝑘𝑡(𝐸) are the wavevectors of the incident and transmitted wave perpendicular 

to the interface. The polarisation dependence of the Fresnel coefficients is a vital component of 

ellipsometric measurements [297]. 
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Fig. 3-11. Schematic of light refraction and reflection at a boundary between two regions 

with different refractive indexes, �̃�𝑖 and �̃�𝑡. The incoming light (red arrow) with an angle of 

incidence 휃𝑖  normal to the interface is either transmitted (green arrow) at a refracted 

angle, 휃𝑡, or reflected at a reflected angle 휃𝑟 = 휃𝑖. Adapted from [296]. 

 

For a non-absorbing incident medium (휀𝑖 is real and positive), the Fresnel coefficients can be 

used to determine the frequency-dependent reflectance, 𝑅(𝐸), and transmittance, 𝑇(𝐸), for p- 

and s-polarised electromagnetic waves [296]: 

𝑅𝑃(𝐸) =
|𝝃𝑟(𝐸)|

|𝝃𝑖(𝐸)|
= |𝒓𝑭

𝑝
(𝐸)|

2
= |

1 −
휀𝑖(𝐸)𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘𝑖(𝐸)

1 +
휀𝑖(𝐸)𝑘𝑡(𝐸)

휀�̃�𝑘𝑖

 | (3-41) 

𝑅𝑆(𝐸) =
|𝝃𝑟(𝐸)|

|𝝃𝑖(𝐸)|
= |𝒓𝑭

𝑝
(𝐸)|

2
= |
1 −

𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
𝑘𝑖(𝐸)

1 +
𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
𝑘𝑖(𝐸)

 | (3-42) 

𝑇𝑃(𝐸) =
|𝝃𝑡(𝐸)|

|𝝃𝒊(𝐸)|
= 1 − 𝑅𝑃(𝐸) =

4ℜ(
휀𝑖(𝐸)𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘𝑖(𝐸)

)

|1 +
휀𝑖(𝐸)𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
휀�̃�(𝐸)𝑘𝑖(𝐸)

|
 (3-43) 

𝑇𝑆(𝐸) =
|𝝃𝑡(𝐸)|

|𝝃𝑖(𝐸)|
= 1 − 𝑅𝑆(𝐸) =  

4
𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
𝑘𝑖(𝐸)

|1 +
𝑘𝑡(𝐸)
𝑘𝑖(𝐸)

|
 (3-44) 

At normal incidence, 𝑅(𝐸) is identical for p- and s-polarised light and 휃𝑖 = 0° so that: 

𝑅(𝐸) = |
𝑛𝑖 − �̃�𝑡(𝐸)

𝑛𝑖 + �̃�𝑡(𝐸)
|, (3-45) 

where 𝑛𝑖 is the refractive index of the non-absorbing incident medium (Air) and �̃�𝑡 = √휀�̃� = 𝑛𝑖 +

𝑖𝜅𝑖  is the complex refractive index of the potentially absorbing material with real refractive 

index, 𝑛𝑡, and extinction coefficient, 𝜅𝑡.  
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For multilayer structures, there exist back-reflections at the material interfaces which 

lead to interference effects in the collected light (see Fig. 3-12). Determination of the reflection 

and transmittance of such multilayer structures is achieved with the “Matrix Method” [296]. In 

this method, 2 × 2  or 4 × 4  [298] matrices are used to describe both the reflection and 

transmission Fresnel coefficients of each individual layer. The final optical response (i.e., the 

reflectance) is then determined from the multiplication of all the individual matrices. Heavens 

[299] presented a short description of the method by examining the electric vector of a wave 

travelling in the direction of incidence, 𝝃n
+, and in the opposite direction, 𝝃n

−, within the nth layer. 

These waves are described by: 

𝝃n
+ =

1

𝑡n
(𝝃n−1
+ exp(𝑖휃n−1 ) + 𝑟n(𝝃n−1

− exp(−𝑖휃n−1 ))(𝝃n−1
− exp(−𝑖휃n−1 ))  , (3-46) 

𝝃n
− =

1

𝑡n
(𝑟n𝝃n−1

+ exp(𝑖휃n−1 −) + (𝝃n−1
− exp(−𝑖휃n−1 ))  , 

(3-47) 

where 𝑡𝑛 and 𝑟𝑛 are the transmission and reflection Fresnel coefficients, respectively. Eq. (3-46) 

and Eq. (3-47) can be written in matrix form: 

(
𝜉n
+

𝜉n
−) =

1

𝑡n
(
exp(𝑖휃n−1 ) 𝑟nexp(−𝑖휃n−1 )

𝑟nexp(𝑖휃n−1 ) exp(−𝑖휃n−1 )
) (
𝜉n−1
+

𝜉n−1
− ) =

1

𝑡n
Mn−1 (

𝜉n−1
+

𝜉n−1
− )   , (3-48) 

and for a stack of N layers, it can be derived that: 

(
𝜉N+1
+

𝜉N+1
− ) =

MNMN−1⋯M2M1
𝑡N𝑡N−1⋯𝑡2𝑡1

(
𝜉0
+

𝜉0
−)  , (3-49) 

Finally, the reflectance, 𝑅(𝐸), can be calculated from: 

𝑅(𝐸) =
|𝝃N+1
− |2

|𝝃N+1
+ |

2 . (3-50) 

Experimental Details 

In this work, for samples where NIR-VIS-UV SE was unavailable, the VIS-UV optical 

properties of normal-incidence optical reflectance spectra were measured from 250 − 900 nm 

(1.4 − 5.0 eV ) with the Ocean Optics SpectraSuite Software using a VIS-UV (Ocean Optics 

USB4000) spectrometer, a balanced deuterium-halogen light source (Ocean Optics DH2000BAL) 

and VIS-UV transparent optical fibres. The set-up is demonstrated schematically in Fig. 3-12. The 

spectral light intensity of the lamp, 𝐼𝐿(𝐸), was recorded using an ~300 nm Al thin film deposited 

onto Si as a reference mirror. The spacing between the optical fibre head and the sample surface 

was adjusted to ensure a maximum reflected intensity and then the number of counts was 

adjusted to reduce the peak intensity below the saturation limit of the detector. The light source 

was then closed in order to record the dark intensity, 𝐼𝐷(𝐸). The source was opened again, the 

sample were placed under the probe and the reflective light intensity of the measured sample, 

𝐼𝑆 was recorded.  
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𝑅(𝐸) was calculated with: 

𝑅(𝐸) =
𝐼𝑆(𝐸) − 𝐼𝐷(𝐸)

𝐼𝐿(𝐸) − 𝐼𝐷(𝐸)
𝑅𝐴𝑙(𝐸) (3-51) 

where 𝑅𝐴𝑙(𝐸) is the theoretical reflectivity of the Al mirror, determined from ellipsometry. 

The J. A. Woollam propriety software of CompleteEase™ was used to solve the matrix method 

for multiple potentially semi-absorbing layers and a general incident angle. A geometric model 

is built layer by layer with the optical constants (�̃� or 휀̃) of each layer. The region below the 

estimated band gap ~3 eV  is used to fit a constant 𝑛  and 𝑑  to the data with a Levenberg-

Marquardt nonlinear regression algorithm [300]. For samples with a higher conductivity, the 

contribution of the free carrier absorption extended into the visible region and was accounted 

for by factoring in the effect of free carrier absorption on the permittivity. This will be explored 

in more detail in Section 4.2. 

 

  
Fig. 3-12. Schematic of the reflectance measurement set-up. Light (purple arrows) is 

directed from the source to a distance, 𝑠, above the surface of a thin film material, with 

thickness 𝑑, (blue slab) on top of a reflective substrate (grey slab) via optical fibres. The 

light immediately reflects from the surface of the thin film, the film/substrate interface or 

is reflected after one or more back-reflections between the surface and interface. The 

reflected light travels back into the optical probe and is collected by a spectrometer so that 

the intensity of reflected light as a function of the photon energy can be analysed. The 

presence of one or more back-reflections allows for the determination of the film thickness 

from the spacing on the interference fringes. 
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Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) measures the quantities Ψ(𝐸) and Δ(𝐸) (also known as 

ellipsometric angles) which are related to the ratio of reflection of the s- and p- polarisation 

states from the sample, ρf(𝐸) by [297]: 

 ρf(𝐸) =
𝑟𝑝(𝐸)

𝑟𝑠(𝐸)
= tan(Ψ(𝐸)) 𝑒𝑖Δ(𝐸) (3-52) 

where 𝑟𝑝(𝐸) and 𝑟𝑠(𝐸) are the reflection coefficients of the s- and p-polarised light components, 

respectively. The real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of the entire sample (considering 

contribution of the whole stack: substrate/thin film).  

The “pseudo-permittivity”, < 휀̃(𝐸, 휃) >, can be calculated from the measured value of ρf at each 

measured angle, 휃 [297]: 

< 휀̃(𝐸, 휃) >=< 휀1(𝐸, 휃) > +i < 휀2(𝐸, 휃) >= sin
2(휃)(1 + tan2(휃) [

1 − ρf(𝐸)

1 + ρf(𝐸)
]

2

) (3-53) 

However, < 휀̃(𝐸, 휃) >  is an extrinsic property of the sample that depends on the 

permittivity of the individual layers and their geometry. Therefore, a combination of a geometric 

(Fig. 3-14a) and an optical (Fig. 3-14b) model, taking into account the number of layers with the 

individual layer thickness and permittivity, is required to transform < 휀̃(𝐸, 휃) > into the optical 

constants 휀̃(𝐸) of the “unknown” layer. 

 

Fig. 3-13. Illustration for the principle of Ellipsometry. Light with a linear polarisation of the 

electric (red wave) and magnetic (blue wave) reflects off the surface of a sample (blue slab) at 

an angle, 휃. Upon reflection from the sample, the light becomes elliptically polarised and can be 

described by the amplitude, tan (Ψ(𝐸)), and phase, Δ(𝐸), for the ratio of the p-polarised and s-

polarised reflection coefficients. 
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Fig. 3-14. (a) Geometric model of the sample structure and (b) optical model of the real 

and imaginary permittivity of the individual materials that make up the geometric model 

used to fit the TCO/Si samples. 

The permittivity of Si and the native oxide layer and the thickness of the native oxide 

are well known [301]. This enables fitting the permittivity and thickness of the thin film layer, 

defined by a summation of individual oscillators in order to take into account contributions of 

intraband, interband and optical phonon absorption [102,107]. The permittivity is described by 

Eq. (3-54) as a summation of the high-frequency permittivity, 휀∞ , and additional individual 

oscillators, 휀�̃�(𝐸) [302].  

휀̃(𝐸) = 휀∞ +∑휀�̃�(𝐸)

𝑚

𝑛=1

 (3-54) 

The parameters are fit using an iterative and nonlinear regression algorithm (Levenberg-

Marquardt method) [300]. The errors result from the 90% confidence intervals of this algorithm 

and the “quality” of the fit can be assessed by the resulting root mean squared error (MSE) of 

the fit, given by Eq. (3-55). The MSE is effectively a summation of the difference between the 

measured data (subscript “𝑚𝑒𝑠”) and the model-generated data (subscript “𝑓𝑖𝑡”). 

MSE = √
106

3n −m
∑[(𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑖 −𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖)

2
+ (𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑖 − 𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖)

2
+ (𝑆𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑖 − 𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖)

2
]

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (3-55) 

where n  is the number of data points (individual measured photon energies) and m  is the 

number of fitting parameters. The parameters 𝑁 = cos (2𝛹) , 𝐶 = sin(2𝛹) cos (𝛥)  and 𝑆 =

sin(2𝛹) sin (𝛥) are used in place of 𝛹 and 𝛥 as they are better suited to the MSE definition due 

to the fact they are always bounded between −1  and 1  and have approximately the same 

precision and accuracy for rotating compensator ellipsometer configurations [297]. 
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Experimental Details 

Optical characterisation was performed with a J. A. Woollam Mark II IR Variable Angle 

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (VASE) (1.6 − 40 μm) and a J. A. Woollam Focused M2000-DI VASE 

(0.193 − 1.69 μm). A schematic diagram of the IR-VASE is presented in Fig. 3-15.  

 
Fig. 3-15. Illustration of the Mark II IR-VASE. The system consists of three main parts: an IR 

source, the sample manipulator, and the detector. The source comprises an IR glow bar, a 

beam splitter, a fixed mirror, a moving mirror, a wire-grid polariser, and an iris. This delivers 

linearly polarised light to the sample surface, which is rotated with by the sample stage to 

ensure the light is incident at an angle, 휃, normal to the sample surface. The sample is 

vertically mounted on a semi-hollow stage and held in place with a vacuum pump in order 

to allow measurement of the IR transmission. The detector unit is rotated at an angle of 2휃 

and houses a rotating compensator, a wire-grid polariser, and a detector. The use of a 

rotating compensator allows for simultaneous measures of 𝑁(𝐸, 휃), 𝐶(𝐸, 휃) and 𝑆(𝐸, 휃). 

It should be noted that the typical back-surface finish of single-side polished Si wafers is 

insufficiently rough for IRSE measurements. This leads to reflections from the back-surface that 

are incoherent with the desired reflection from the surface and must either be accounted for in 

the model or supressed by roughening the back surface [303] or index matching the backside 

with semi-solid materials such as such as translucent adhesive tape, white glue, grease, paint, 

and modelling clay [304]. For the TCO films measured with IRSE within this project, the backside 

of the Si wafers were roughened using a Dremel tool with a diamond head. Dicing tape was used 

to fix the front-side of the samples down to ensure no residue was left on the surface. For a 

selection of samples, SE measurements were performed before and after placement onto the 

dicing tape in order to ensure that the optical properties of the film were unaffected.  
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Due to the nature of the “inverse problem” of SE, where the sample properties cannot 

be directly calculated from the measured ellipsometric quantities but the ellipsometry 

quantities can be calculated from any given sample properties, the precise nature of the fitting 

is highly dependent on the particular sample of interest [82]. Therefore, a more extensive 

overview of the optical modelling of TCOs is presented for on a case-by-case basis in Section 4.2. 

Infrared transmission (IRT) 

The J. A. Woollam Mark II IR-VASE was also utilised to perform IR transmission (IRT) 

measurements of the spectral transmission, 𝑇𝐼𝑅(𝐸), from 1.55 − 35.5 μm (0.034 − 0.8 eV) at 

normal-incidence. 𝑇𝐼𝑅(𝐸)  can be solved following the matrix method outlined above. To 

facilitate IRT measurements, the TCO films were deposited on double-side polished Si wafers 

and IRT measurements were acquired prior to back-surface roughening. 

T(𝐸) =
n0(𝐸) cos

2(휃N+1)

𝑛N+1(𝐸) cos2(휃0)

|𝝃0
+|2

|𝝃N+1
+ |

2 (3-56) 

where N is the total number of layers with N = 0 as the layer of the incident light. 𝝃0
+ and 𝝃N+1

+  

are calculated from Eqs. (3-44) and (3-45). Where possible, the IRT measurements were 

appended (with a 33% fit weighting) to IRSE measurements so that both sets of data were fit.  

Oscillator Functions 

A Drude term describes the contribution of free carriers and is given by Eq. (3-57): 

휀�̃�𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒(𝐸) =
−ℏ2

휀𝑜𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡𝐸2 + 𝑖ℏ𝐸)
 (3-57) 

where ℏ  is the reduced Planck’s constant, 𝑒  is the elementary charge, 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡  is the “optical” 

resistivity, 휀0  is the vacuum permittivity and 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡  is the “optical” carrier mean free time, 

respectively. 

Lorentz functions produced the best fit when utilized for UV absorption centres of the 

noble metals. They are described by Eq. (3-58): 

휀�̃�𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧(𝐸) =
𝐴𝐿𝛾𝐸0

𝐸0
2 − 𝐸2 − 𝑖𝐸𝛾

 (3-58) 

where 𝐴𝐿  is the oscillator amplitude, 𝐸0  is the centre energy and 𝛾 is the broadening of the 

oscillator. The other parameters are defined above. 

Gaussian functions produced the best fit when used for IR absorption centres. They are 

described by Eqs. (3-59) and (3-60). 

휀�̃�𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝐸) = 𝐴𝐿

{
 
 

 
 [𝛤 (

𝐸 − 𝐸0
𝜎

) + 𝛤 (
𝐸 + 𝐸0
𝜎

)]

+𝑖 ⋅ (𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−(
𝐸 − 𝐸0
𝜎

)
2

] − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−(
𝐸 + 𝐸0
𝜎

)
2

])
}
 
 

 
 

 (3-59) 
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where 

𝜎 =
𝛾

2√ln(2)
 (3-60) 

and the function 𝛤 is a convergence series used to ensure Kramers-Kronig (KK) consistency for 

the real permittivity [302]. The other parameters are defined above. 

Tauc-Lorentz functions produced the best fit when utilized for UV absorption centres of 

amorphous materials. They are described by Eqs. (3-61)-(3-64). 

휀�̃�𝑎𝑢𝑐−𝐿𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧(𝐸) = 휀1,𝑇𝐿(𝐸) + 𝑖휀2,𝑇𝐿(𝐸) (3-61) 

where 

휀2,𝑇𝐿(𝐸) =
𝐴𝐿𝛾𝐸0(𝐸 − 𝐸𝐺)

2

𝐸𝑛 ((𝐸2 − 𝐸0
2)
2
+ 𝛾2𝐸2)

 ,             𝐸 > 𝐸𝐺 (3-62) 

휀2,𝑇𝐿(𝐸) = 0 ,             𝐸 ≤ 𝐸𝐺 (3-63) 

휀1,𝑇𝐿(𝐸) =
2

𝜋
𝑃 ∫

𝜉휀2,𝑇𝐿(𝜉)

𝜉2 − 𝐸2
𝑑𝜉

∞

𝐸𝐺

 
(3-64) 

where 𝐸𝐺 is the band gap and an analytical solution to the Kramers-Kronig integral is applied as 

presented by Jellison and Modine [305]. The other parameters are defined above. 

1D critical point parabolic band (CPPB) functions produced the best fit when utilised for 

UV absorption centres of the doped ZnO films (AZO and GZO), following the suggestions of 

Uprety et al. [306] They are described by Eq. (3-65) [307]. 

휀�̃�𝑃𝑃𝐵(𝐸) = 𝐴𝐿𝑒
𝑖𝜙 (

𝛾

2𝐸0 − 2𝐸 − 𝑖𝛾
)

1
2

 (3-65) 

where 𝜙 is the phase projection factor and the other parameters are defined above. 
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4. Elucidating the optoelectronic properties of RT sputtered 
TCOs. 

This chapter firstly presents the investigation of room temperature (RT) sputter-

deposited indium tin oxide (ITO), aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO) and gallium-doped zinc 

oxide (GZO) thin films by radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering (Section 4.1). This 

investigation revealed the optimal deposition parameters which facilitated high quality or 

“optimised” transparent conductive oxide (TCO) seed films to be utilised in further 

investigations. The quality was defined by a low resistivity as determined via four-point probe 

(4pp). Furthermore, a low quality (“un-optimised”) or low carrier concentration (“Low-𝑁”) seed 

materials of each material were chosen for further processing in order grain knowledge of the 

physical mechanisms behind the optical, structural, and compositional modifications of the films 

before and after reactive laser annealing (ReLA). Before the photo-induced modifications can be 

revealed, a detailed understanding of the optical, structural, and compositional properties of 

the seed films is required. Therefore, in this chapter we also investigate the seed films with 4pp, 

X-ray diffraction (XRD), Hall Effect and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). SE measurements, in 

particular, are able to elucidate many of the important properties of the material’s optical 

properties, geometry and carrier transport properties. The process of extracting such 

information from SE is, however, not trivial and requires careful analysis to ensure the extracted 

properties reflect physical reality. In response to this Section 4.2 investigates: the methodology 

used to fit each material (Section 4.2.1), the considerations required for non-ideal features 

within the measured films (Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3) and the process of combining Hall Effect and 

SE to evaluate the changing effective mass and influence of the scattering mechanisms on the 

carrier transport properties (Section 4.2.4). 

4.1. Seed material deposition 

4.1.1. Target Acquisition 

The initial task, prior to any film deposition, was to acquire sputtering targets with 

suitable solid solutions to achieve high quality films. The wt.% of Sn to In2O3 for ITO and of 

Al2O3and Ga2O3  to ZnO  for AZO and GZO, respectively, is a key influential parameter that 

determines the resultant deposited thin films’ electro-optical properties. The guidelines to 

achieve maximum substitutional solubility are dictated by the Hume-Rothery rules [308]. A 

sufficient doping level is required to introduce sufficient substitutional Sn, Al or Ga dopants into 

the In2O3 or ZnO lattice. Vitally however, if the doping levels are too high then the dopants 

could instead occupy interstitial sites or become localised at grain boundaries where they can 

form ionised clusters and/or sub-oxides within the film. As explored in Section 2.2.5, each of 
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these factors acts as a scattering mechanism that reduces the carrier mobility, 𝜇, for a particular 

carrier concentration, N. Furthermore, over-doping can cause additional deterioration of the 

conductivity by introducing excessive lattice distortion [166,309]. There have been extensive 

studies on the optimal target doping levels for ITO [247,310–312], AZO [129,264,313,314] and 

GZO [265,315,316]. Such studies have resulted in a general agreement that to achieve thin films 

with a low resistivity and a good visible transparency, the optical doping levels for ITO, AZO and 

GZO sputtering targets should be 10 wt.% Sn, 1 − 2 wt.% Al2O3and 5 wt.% Ga2O3. Therefore, 

3” ceramic targets (99.99% purity) of 10 wt.% Sn − In2O3 , 2 wt.% Al2O3 − ZnO and 5 wt.% 

Ga2O3 − ZnO were acquired from Testbourne Ltd. Following the loading of each target into the 

sputtering chamber, target conditioning was performed at a low RF power (~20 − 60 W) for 

~3 hr𝑠 to remove any surface contaminants. 

4.1.2. Sputtering optimisation 

Beyond the target material selection, the final characteristics of the RF magnetron 

sputtering deposited films are affected by the system design and deposition parameters [259]. 

The deposition parameters include, but are not limited to, the substrate to target distance, 𝑑𝑠−𝑡, 

the base pressure, 𝑝𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  the applied RF power, 𝑃𝑅𝐹 , the oxygen to argon ratio, 𝑂2% and the 

deposition pressure 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝 . These parameters dictate the kinetic energy, 𝐸𝐾 , of the sputtered 

particles that arrive at the substrate and subsequently the surface mobility of the sputtered 

particles at the film surface and the deposition rate. The interplay of these factors influences the 

final microstructural, chemical, morphological and optoelectronic properties of the sputtered 

film. Due to this interplay between the parameters, the optimisation of the sputtering 

parameters is not trivial, as altering one parameter may enhance one characteristic of the film 

and degrade another [257,258,317]. To unveil the influence of the deposition parameters, it is 

vital to keep all but one parameter constant at a time. 

It has been found previously [59,318] that, for the sputtering chamber utilised in this 

work (Section 3.1.1), the optimal values of 𝑂2%  and 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝  for RT deposited AZO onto glass 

substrates were 0.25 % and 2.0 mTorr, respectively. An identical process followed by Elhamli 

[59]. However, in this work n-type (𝜌4𝑝𝑝 = 1 − 10 Ωcm), (100) orientated silicon wafers were 

used instead of glass substrates in order to avoid the IR absorption of glass [319]. For this 

investigation, the 4′′ Si (100) wafers were cleaved into 4 quarters and placed onto the centre 

of a clean “dummy” wafer prior to deposition. All films were deposited at a substrate rotation 

of 8 rpm, in order to produce films with acceptable thickness uniformity across the substrate 

[59]. The substrate to target distance was kept at ~10 cm. The vacuum system was at a base 

pressure of < 10−7 bar (pressure prior to deposition). The O2% was set by adjusting the partial 
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pressures of Ar and 2% Ar in O2 supplied to the sputtering chamber. The substrate was covered 

during the ignition of the plasma (at 20 W) and as the pressure was steadily increased to 

25 mTorr. The substrate remained covered (via a mechanically adjusted shield) as the sputtering 

power pressure were incrementally adjusted to the desired value and then left for ~20 min at 

the desired deposition parameters for a “pre-sputtering”, which is necessary to remove target 

surface contaminants and ensure reproducibility between consecutive film depositions. During 

the deposition, the substrate temperature was monitored via a chamber thermocouple, to 

ensure the deposition remained below ~30 °C, and the film thickness and substrate deposition 

time were monitored via in-situ and real-time interferometer measurements, until the desired 

film thickness was reached. The thickness was cross-checked with optical reflectance 

spectroscopy (ORS; Section 3.2.5) characterisation and the collinear resistivity, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 , was 

measured via 4pp (Section 3.2.4). 

To investigate the influence of oxygen partial pressure in the optoelectronic properties 

of ITO, a set of depositions was performed with a constant 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝 and 𝑃𝑅𝐹, but varying oxygen to 

argon ratio (0%, 0.12%, 0.25%, and 0.36%). At this stage, the 𝑃𝑅𝐹 had not yet been optimised, 

and thus indicative values for 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝  and 𝑃𝑅𝐹  of 2.0 mTorr  and 40 W  were adopted based on 

literature [286,320]. The results of this investigation for ITO are presented in Fig. 4-1a, where 

𝜌4𝑝𝑝  is shown as a function of O2% . As O2%  was decreased from 0.36%  to 0.25% , 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 

decreased from (4.31 ± 0.06) × 10−4 Ωcm to a minimum value of (3.89 ± 0.04) × 10−4 Ωcm. 

This is attributed to the fact that the incorporation of excessive oxygen can fill oxygen vacancies 

and de-activate substitutional Sn4+ ions on In4+ sites by forming Sn − O complexes [128,321]. 

Each process promotes either two or one free electrons to the conduction band, respectively. 

This increases 𝑁 and reduces 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 (Eq. (2-41)). 

 
Fig. 4-1. Collinear resistivity, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝, as a function of the (a) O2 concentration, O2%, and (b) 

pressure for room-temperature deposited ITO with a sputtering power of 40 W. 
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For smaller O2%, however, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 increased to (4.5 ± 0.1) × 10−4 Ωcm. This cannot be 

explained by an increase in 𝑁 therefore must arise from a decrease in the carrier mobility, 𝜇, 

brought on by increased carrier scattering by grain boundary, ionised impurity, or ionised cluster 

scattering (GBS, IIS and ICS, respectively; see Section 2.2.5). The result is an optimal O2% of 

0.25% to produce films with the lowest resistivity.  

To investigate the influence of sputtering pressure in the optoelectronic properties of 

ITO, a set of depositions was performed with a constant O2% and 𝑃𝑅𝐹, but various 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝 (1 −

5 mTorr in steps of 1.0 mTorr). An indicative value of 40 W was again used for the sputtering 

power but the O2% was set to the optimal value of 0.25%. The results of this investigation are 

presented in Fig. 4-1b, where 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 is presented as a function of 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝. As 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝 increased from 

1.0 mTorr  to 5 mTorr , 𝜌4𝑝𝑝  increased from (3.89 ± 0.04) × 10−4 Ωcm  to (4.3 ± 0.2) ×

10−4 Ωcm. This behaviour can be attributed to the increasing frequency of collisions between 

the sputtered species in the plasma (decreasing the mean free path) [322]. Subsequently, fewer 

sputtered particles reach the substrate, and they arrive with lower 𝐸𝐾. Furthermore, increased 

pressure can result in fewer target bombardments by argon ions. This reduces the sputtering 

yield and the growth rate [323]. The lower growth rate was observed from the longer deposition 

time for the film deposited at 5 mTorr. It is reasonable to expect that a lower growth rate could 

result in higher 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 due to the extra time for oxygen to replenish in the area surrounding the 

film surface. Therefore, more oxygen atoms are locally available for incorporation into individual 

growing In2O3  unit cells and the likelihood of oxygen vacancies and/or Sn − O  complexes 

forming is increased [53,321,324].  

The optimal O2% and 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝 are identical for ITO and doped-ZnO [59]. For RT sputtering, 

𝐸𝐾  of the sputtered species as they arrive at the sample surface, which is influenced by a 

combination of 𝑃𝑅𝐹 and 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝, is considered the main source of dopant activation energy [323]. 

Therefore, it is expected that the largest changes to 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 come from variations in 𝑃𝑅𝐹. It should 

also be noted that due to the use of a different substrate (Si ) in this work to previous 

optimisation of doped- ZnO with the same equipment [59], it was necessary to re-identify the 

optimal 𝑃𝑅𝐹  for AZO and GZO. To investigate the influence of 𝑃𝑅𝐹  in the optoelectronic 

properties of ITO, AZO and GZO a set of depositions was performed with the optimised values 

for O2% and 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝 of 0.25% and 2.0 mTorr, respectively. The range of target power was 20 −

100 W, 60 − 140 W and 40 − 100 W for ITO, AZO and GZO, respectively (steps of 20 W). The 

results of this investigation are presented in Fig. 4-2, where 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 is shown as a function of 𝑃𝑅𝐹 

for RT-deposited (a) ITO, (b) AZO and (c) GZO films. 
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For ITO sputtered at 2 mTorr (red squares in Fig. 4-2a), as 𝑃𝑅𝐹 was increased from 20 W 

to 40 W,  𝜌4𝑝𝑝  decreased from (5.78 ± 0.06) × 10−4 Ωcm  to (3.94 ± 0.04) × 10−4 Ωcm.  This 

improvement of the film conductivity with 𝑃𝑅𝐹  has been ascribed to an enhancement of the 

crystallinity (resulting in larger 𝜇) and an increase in the oxygen vacancy and Sn4+ concentration 

(resulting in larger 𝑁) due to the larger sputtering yield with increased 𝑃𝑅𝐹 [257,325]. However, 

for larger 𝑃𝑅𝐹, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 increased, which primarily arises from a reduction in 𝜇 due to the dominance 

of IIS brought about the increased number of free carriers [257]. An additional cause is that the 

deposition rate at higher 𝑃𝑅𝐹 is reduced due to re-sputtering of the deposited films by negative 

oxygen ions which are generated at the oxide target at higher 𝑃𝑅𝐹 [257].  

 
Fig. 4-2. Collinear resistivity, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝, as a function of the sputtering power, 𝑃𝑅𝐹, for (a) ITO, 

(b) AZO and (c) GZO for room-temperature depositions with a sputtering pressure of 

2.0 mTorr (red square symbols, red line). For ITO, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 for RT depositions at 5.0 mTorr are 

also shown (blue dot symbols, blue line). The red shaded region shows where plasma arcing 

was observed and thus the deposition was limited to lower power. The chosen 𝑃𝑅𝐹 for seed 

“optimised” and “un-optimised” ITO films is indicated by the green and purple circles, 

respectively. 

Later in this work (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6) the influence of ReLA on the optoelectronic, 

structural, and compositional properties of ITO is thoroughly investigated. To fully test the 

capability of ReLA and investigate how the film initial condition affect the process, two seed ITO 

thin films were desired. The first seed material, the “optimised” film, represents the lowest 

resistivity sample. For the second, an “un-optimised” seed material lower quality material was 

desired, with 𝜌 approximately a magnitude greater than the optimised film. The variation of 𝑃𝑅𝐹 

from 20 − 100 W  was not sufficient to give a magnitude difference in 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 . Therefore, 

optimisation of 𝑃𝑅𝐹 was also performed with 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝 = 5.0 mTorr, shown as the blue dots in Fig. 

4-2a. For 𝑃𝑅𝐹 ≥ 40, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 follows a similar trend to that for the films deposited at 2.0 mTorr, with 

slightly larger resistivities as seen in Fig. 4-1b. However, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 at 20 W dramatically increases to 

(6.8 ± 0.5) × 10−3 Ωcm . This indicates that the increase of 𝜌4𝑝𝑝  with 𝑃𝑅𝐹  at low sputtering 

power is highly sensitive to the pressure. The sputtering rate was greatly decreased for this film 
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and so the high resistivity likely arises from a greatly diminished 𝑁 , either from a reduced 

concentration of oxygen vacancies or Sn4+ [257]. 

For AZO, a similar relation stands as for ITO, where 𝜌4𝑝𝑝  initially decreases with 𝑃𝑅𝐹 

before reaching a minimum and then increasing, but the overall trend is shifted to larger 𝑃𝑅𝐹. 

𝜌4𝑝𝑝 has previously been shown to steadily decrease to an optimal point at 100 W due to an 

increase in both 𝑁 and 𝜇 with 𝑃𝑅𝐹  for AZO sputtered at RT onto glass substrates [326]. This 

increase was correlated with XRD, AFM and XPS data where the increase in 𝜇 was attributed to 

microstructural changes involving an increase in the crystallite size and a reduction in the 

presence of voids and trapping of oxygen related defects at grain boundaries [59,326,327]. The 

increase of 𝑁 was correspondingly attributed to an enhanced ZnO doping efficiency with more 

“activated” substitutional Al  dopants [59,328]. Each of these changes arises from the 

enhancement of the ion flux and energy for larger 𝑃𝑅𝐹, which increases the sputtering yield and 

growth rate and facilitates the arrival of more energetic species to the substrate that have a high 

enough 𝐸𝐾 to migrate to “better”, less entropic, sites on the substrate and/or the growing film. 

In Fig. 4-1b, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 is observed to increase for 𝑃𝑅𝐹 > 100 W, which has also been noted in 

the literature [326] for RT sputtered AZO on glass substrates. Interestingly, this is not the case 

for RT deposition of AZO previously achieved by Elhamali [59] in the sputtering chamber utilised 

in this work, but deposited on glass, where 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 was found to steadily decreased for the entire 

range of 𝑃𝑅𝐹  (40 − 240 W), flattening out above 180 W [59]. This cannot be assigned to the 

change in substrate between this work and that of Elhamali [59] and Charpentier [326], who 

observed a minimum 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 at 100 W, also deposited onto a glass substrate. It is also unlikely to 

be due to differences in O2% (0% and 0.25%, respectively), 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝  (0.9 mTorr and 2.0 mTorr, 

respectively) and/or the film thickness (~620 nm and ~180 nm, respectively) between these 

two reports, as in this work a minimum is also observed at 100 W with near-identical deposition 

values to those used by Elhamali [59]. As one of the key influences of 𝑃𝑅𝐹 is the growth rate, one 

possible explanation for this discrepancy is the age of the target. This is because as a target is 

continually used it develops a “racetrack” where the bombardment of the target by the plasma 

has occurred. Over time, the race track widens and deepens from the erosion, which results in 

an increase in the sputtering yield and thus growth rate [326]. Therefore, the effective 𝑃𝑅𝐹 of a 

system increases with time and may balance out the change in 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝  between the work of 

Elhamali [59], Charpentier [326] and this work. Despite these differences, it has been noted that 

at high enough 𝑃𝑅𝐹 and low enough 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝, the sputtered species reach the substrate with high 

enough 𝐸𝐾 to cause bombardments of the resulting film, which re-sputters other particles and 

introduces an atomic peening effect [329,330], leading to higher stresses in the film [59]. This 
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previously resulted in the optimal 𝑃𝑅𝐹 to be at 180 W and not 240 W, where the lowest 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 

was observed [59]. In it reasonable to expect that with a higher deposition rate, as found in this 

work, these effects are exaggerated enough to cause damage to the film, resulting in the larger 

values of 𝜌4𝑝𝑝  observed at > 100 W. Therefore, the optimal power for RT sputtering of AZO 

films for this investigation was deemed to be 100 W. 

The corresponding case for GZO in presented in Fig. 4-1c. For 𝑃𝑅𝐹 = 40 − 100 W, 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 is 

observed to decrease from (3.6 ± 0.2) × 10−3 Ωcm to (7.8 ± 0.5) × 10−4 Ωcm and no minimum 

is observed. However, regular “arcing” events were observed on the target surface for 𝑃𝑅𝐹 ≥

120 W. These events comprised a sharp drop in 𝑃𝑅𝐹 to ~20 W for ~2 s followed by a sharp rise 

to ~180 W  for ~4 s , before stabilising back to set-point power. This change in 𝑃𝑅𝐹  was 

accompanied by a visible, sharp “lightning ring” covering the racetrack on the target’s surface. 

The frequency of the arcing events was proportional to 𝑃𝑅𝐹. The observed phenomena did not 

abate after many hours of conditioning the target at low 𝑃𝑅𝐹, which suggested that the arcing 

was not due to surface contaminants. The investigation into the physical mechanism behind 

these arcing events is beyond the scope of this work and so, due to the unknown nature of the 

arcing event and/or its potential effect on the deposition process, 𝑃𝑅𝐹 was limited to ≤ 100 W, 

despite not reaching a global minimum 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝 for GZO. Despite this, it is observed for GZO that 

this minimum is ≥ 100 W, at higher values of 𝑃𝑅𝐹 than for AZO. The effects of each sputtering 

parameter on the microstructure of GZO can be expected to be near-identical to that of AZO, as 

they share the same crystal structure and growth mechanisms [136,258]. Therefore, the change 

in the required 𝑃𝑅𝐹 for optimal Ga dopant activation and surface mobility during growth likely 

arises from the larger atomic mass of Ga (69.72 u) compared to Al (26.98 u) [331], as the larger 

atomic mass results in lower velocity and thus lower 𝛦𝛫 =
1

2
𝑚𝑣2 [332] of the sputtered species 

arriving at the sample. As a result of this investigation, the optimal power for RT sputtering of 

GZO films is designated to be 100 W , below the threshold where arcing phenomena are 

observed. 

In summary, the influence of the deposition conditions on the electronic properties for 

RT, RF magnetron sputtering of ITO, AZO and GZO was investigated through a combination of a 

literature survey and experimental calibration. The optimal O2% and 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑝 were determined to 

be 0.25% and 2.0 mTorr for ITO, AZO and GZO. The optimal 𝑃𝑅𝐹 was found to be 40 W, 100 W 

and 100 W  for ITO, AZO and GZO, respectively. Additionally, the deposition conditions to 

achieve an “un-optimised” ITO film, to be used to elucidate how the starting conditions effect 

the ReLA process, were determined to be 20 W at 5.0 mTorr in a mix of 0.25 % oxygen in argon.  
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4.1.3. Experimental Seed Films 

12  seed films were deposited onto 4’’  Si  wafers. The sputtering conditions, film 

thickness (via ORS), collinear resistivity (via 4pp) and grain size (via XRD) are outlined in Table 

4-1. The samples are grouped in three distinct sets, which were exposed to different 

characterisation techniques depending on the requirements of the investigation (Table 4-2): 

1. The “IR + NIR-VIS-UV SE investigation set” was produced in order to elucidate the IR optical 

properties, carrier transport mechanisms (Chapter 4) and the limitations of NIR-VIS-UV SE 

for TCOs across a range of 𝑁 (Chapter 7). The set is characterised by three indicative films 

of each studied material (ITO, AZO and GZO) across a range of 𝑁 (“High-𝑁”, “Mid- 𝑁” and 

“Low- 𝑁”). These samples were measured via IRSE (0.034 − 0.8 eV), at Nottingham Trent 

University, and NIR-VIS-UV SE (0.774 − 6.5 eV), at the University of Nottingham. Hall Effect, 

4pp and XRD measurements were employed to aid the fitting process, reveal the best fitting 

strategy, calculate the effective carrier mass and to calculate the influence of the grain size 

on the carrier transport mechanisms (Section 4.1.6). 

2. The “ReLA investigation set” was produced to allow for an investigation into the physical 

mechanisms that govern the conversion of the optoelectronic properties of ITO during ReLA 

(Chapter 5). To achieve this, further characterisation of the structural, morphological, and 

compositional properties of the seed and laser processed films was performed with x-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The set is characterised by two indicative ITO films; an 

“optimised” film with a low resistivity and an “un-optimised” film with a much higher 

resistivity (× ~20). These samples were sputtered onto double-side polished Si  wafers, 

allowing for the appending or IR transmission (IRT) data to the IRSE measurement during 

fitting. As only the onset of UV absorption was required to determine the band gap of ITO, 

NIR-VIS SE (0.774 − 3.4 eV) was performed at Sheffield Hallam University in place of the full 

NIR-VIS-UV SE (0.774 − 6.5 eV) utilised for the previous set. 

3. The “UMBReLA” investigation set” was produced to utilise the knowledge gained from the 

prior investigations in order to elucidate the full capabilities of ReLA with multiple ultrafast 

pulses (ultrafast multi-beat ReLA or “UMBReLA”) to tune the optoelectronic properties of 

ITO and cover a wider range of epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) for potential applications of IR 

plasmonics (Chapter 6). Due to limitations introduced by COVID-19 restrictions, NIR-VIS-UV 

SE was unavailable for such samples, and so visible light reflectance measurements were 

appended to the IRSE data in order to fit the NIR-VIS-UV optical properties of each sample. 
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Table 4-1. Details of the varied sputtering conditions and corresponding film properties. 

Material RF Power (𝐖) 
Sputtering 
Pressure 
(𝐦𝐓𝐨𝐫𝐫) 

Film Thickness 
(𝐧𝐦) 

Collinear 
Resistivity 

 (× 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 𝛀𝐜𝐦) 

IR + NIR-VIS-UV SE Investigation 

ITO-47 - “High N” 40.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 138 ±  3 5.7 ± 0.6 

ITO-38 - “Mid N” 20.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 126 ±  4 13.2 ± 0.2 

ITO-39 - “Low-N” 20.0 ±  0.5 5.0 ±  0.1 129 ±  8 180 ± 10 

AZO-14 - “High N” 100.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 90 ±  5 19 ± 2 

AZO-12 - “Mid N” 80.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 85 ±  6 73 ± 8 

AZO-16 - “Low-N” 60.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 90 ±  3 90 ± 10 

GZO-09 - “High N” 100.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 182 ±  2 16 ± 0.1 

GZO-11 - “Mid N” 80.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 183 ±  1 64 ± 0.5 

GZO-13 - “Low-N” 60.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 87 ±  1 90 ± 10 

ReLA Investigation 

ITO-57 
Optimised ITO 

40.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 138 ± 3 3.94 ± 0.04 

ITO-58 
Un-Optimised ITO 

20.0 ±  0.5 5.0 ±  0.1 139 ± 3 68 ± 5 

UMBReLA Investigation 

ITO-56 
“UMBReLA ITO” 

40.0 ±  0.5 2.0 ±  0.1 106.7 ± 0.3 6.1 ± 0.2 

 

Table 4-2. Experimental films and corresponding processing and characterisation techniques. 

Material LA IRSE +IRT +vR NIR-VIS SE +UV 4pp Hall XRD XPS TEM EDX 

IR vs NIR-VIS-UV SE Investigation 

ITO-47 “High N ” ✘ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

ITO-38 “Mid N ” ✘ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

ITO-39 “Low N ” ✘ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

AZO-14 “High N ” ✘ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

AZO-12 “Mid N ” ✘ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

AZO-16 “Low N ” ✘ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

GZO-09 “High N ” ✘ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

GZO-11 “Mid N ” ✘ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

GZO-13 “Low N” ✘ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

ReLA Investigation 

ITO-57 
“Optimised ITO” 

✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ 

ITO-58 
“Un-Optimised ITO” 

✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ 

UMBReLA Investigation 

ITO-56 
“UMBReLA ITO” 

✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

LA: includes laser annealed samples, IRSE: Infrared Spectroscopic Ellipsometry, +IRT: Infrared 

Transmission appended to IRSE during fit, +vR: visible Reflectance appended to IRSE during fit, NIR-VIS SE: 

Near-Infrared-Visible Spectroscopic Ellipsometry, +UV: UV range also covered in addition to NIR-VIS SE, 

4pp: Four-Point Probe, Hall: Hall Effect, XRD: X-ray Diffraction, AFM: Atomic Force Microscopy, XPS: X-Ray 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy, TEM: Transmission Electron Microscopy and EDX: Energy Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy.  
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4.1.4. Structure of seed TCO films 

In order to identify the crystal structure of the seed samples, the ITO, AZO and GZO films 

were investigated with XRD. Fig. 4-3 presents the X-ray diffractograms for the seed (a) optimised, 

low 𝜌, ITO, (b) High-𝑁 AZO, (c) un-optimised ITO and (d) High-𝑁 AZO GZO films.  

 
Fig. 4-3. Normalised X-ray diffractograms for (a) “optimised” ITO, (c) “un-optimised” ITO 

(b) AZO and (d) GZO. The results of fitting two (ITO) or one (AZO and GZO) pseudo-Voigt 

functions are shown as brown and cyan dashed lines with shaded areas. For ITO (a, c), the 

cumulative fitted peak is indicated by the solid black line and the brown, dark blue, yellow 

and cyan vertical dashed lines indicate the bulk, unstressed, peak position for the cubic 

In2O3  (222), cubic In2O3  (321), rhombohedral In4Sn3O12 (222) and the orthorhombic 

In2O3 (211) preferred orientation, respectively. For AZO and GZO (b, d), the cyan dashed 

line indicates the bulk, unstressed, peak position for the (222) preferred orientation of 

hexagonal ZnO. The pink arrows indicate the peak shift due to residual stress within the 

film and the cyan and yellow lines at the top of (a) and (b) indicate how the direction of the 

shift represents either compressive or tensile stress, respectively. Note that the sharp 

(100) Si peak at 32.9⁰ −  33.1⁰ has been manually removed from all diffractograms to 

facilitate the fitting process. 
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For the optimised and un-optimised ITO films (Fig. 4-3a, c), a broad, asymmetric, peak 

at ~32.5° is observed. The existence of such a peak has been noted but the underlying nature 

of this peak has not been sufficiently explained [169,333–336]. A few possible explanations for 

the broadening and asymmetry of this peak are that there is a mix of the (expected) cubic (222) 

In2O3 peak / preferred orientation (𝑎 = 1.0118 nm [157], 2휃 = 30.607°) alongside:  

1. a (321)  preferred orientation for cubic In2O3  (𝑎 = 1.0118 nm , 2휃 = 33.127°  [157]) 

within the amorphous film (dark blue dashed line in Fig. 4-3a,c), 

2. a (222) preferred orientation for rhombohedral In4Sn3O12 (𝑎 = b = 0.94634 nm, 𝑐 =

0.8858 𝑛𝑚 , 𝛼 = 90° , 2휃 = 32.794°  [147]) phase, present in amorphous ITO films 

[138,148,334,335,337] (yellow dashed line in Fig. 4-3a,c), 

3. a (211) preferred orientation for orthorhombic In2O3 (𝑎 = 0.7912 nm, 𝑏 = 0.5477 nm, 

𝑐 = 0.5592 nm [338], 2휃𝑐 = 32.07°) (cyan dashed line in Fig. 4-3a,c). 

To account for the peak asymmetry, the diffractograms are fit with two pseudo-Voigt 

functions with shared Lorentzian and Gaussian broadening factors (𝛽𝐿  and 𝛽𝐺 , respectively)  

[284]. A grain size, 𝐷𝐺𝑟, of 3.2 ± 0.3 nm (Eq. (3-4)) is found for the optimised ITO film, confirming 

that the film is amorphous or, equally, nanocrystalline. The offset of the (222) peak (pink arrow 

in Fig. 4-3a,c) from the “bulk” value (brown dashed line in Fig. 4-3a,c) indicates that the film is 

under a tensile stress (𝛿𝑆 = 7.0 ± 0.3 GPa) due to the interfacial mismatch between the atomic 

spacings for the Si and In2O3 lattices [339] . Therefore, by assuming the stress within the film is 

uniform, the “bulk” peak position for the 2nd, larger, peak is calculated to be 33.17 ± 0.04 °. In 

Fig. 4-3a, this can be seen from how an equal length pink arrow must come from the cyan dashed 

line, which represents the cubic In2O3 (321) peak, in order to produce the as fit peak position. 

This indicates that this peak is likely due to a (321) preferred orientation for cubic In2O3 within 

the amorphous film. However, it is entirely plausible that all three potential sources exist but 

cannot be individually resolved. For the AZO (Fig. 4-3b) and GZO (Fig. 4-3d) films, a sharper, more 

symmetric peak at 34.44 ± 0.05° and 34.38 ± 0.05° , respectively, is observed. The lattice 

parameters for a hexagonal, wurtzite crystal structure of ZnO are 𝑎 = 0.32495 ± 0.0005 nm and 

𝑐 = 0.52069 ± 0.00005 nm [278]. Eq. (3-8) and Eq. (3-3) are used to calculate a bulk, unstressed 

d -spacing of 𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 = 0.2604 ± 0.0004 nm  and a peak position of 2휃 = 34.45° ± 0.05° , 

respectively, which is indicated by the vertical dashed cyan line in Fig. 4-3b,d. The diffraction 

peak is much sharper than those for ITO, corresponding to the fact that the structure of AZO and 

GZO is polycrystalline with a much larger grain size (~45 nm). Table 4-3 presents the results of 

fitting the AZO and GZO samples with a pseudo-Voigt peak, as outlined in Section 3.2.1. Both the 

results for the centre of the seed wafer and the average values for 10 positions from across the 

entire wafer are given. 
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Table 4-3. Average grain size, 𝐷𝐺𝑟, film stress, 𝛿𝑆, and micro-strain, 𝜖𝑚𝑆𝑡𝑟, 

for the seed AZO and GZO films. 

Fixed Parameters Unit AZO (Centre) AZO (Average) GZO (Centre) GZO (Average) 

𝑫𝑮𝒓  𝐧𝐦 43.5 ± 0.3 40 ± 3 48.2 ± 0.5 45 ± 3 
𝛅𝐒 𝐆𝐏𝐚 −0.209 ± 0.002 −0.17 ± 0.07 −0.769 ± 0.002 −0.5 ± 0.3 
𝝐𝒎𝑺𝒕𝒓 ° 0.375 ± 0.006 0.370 ± 0.005 0.347 ± 0.006 0.36 ± 0.02 

4.1.5. Uniformity of seed TCO films 

For all samples, some slight non-uniformity in the thickness and 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 was present across 

the 1/4 wafers. This non-uniformity introduces a problem for further LA experiments which 

require a set of laser-processed “spots” of ~1 × 1 cm  across the full wafer. For example, 

deviations in the seed film may be mistaken for laser-induced modifications from the seed film 

to the annealed film. To account for this, an investigation into the non-uniformity of the 

thickness and 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 across the full 4′′ wafers was undertaken. After deposition of the ITO, 

AZO and GZO films set for further investigation (Table 4-1), the wafers were cut into ~90, 

~(8 × 8) mm2 “wafelets”. The wafelets were cut along their long edge for each cut, into to 

reduce any stresses introduce to the film. Importantly, the x and y position, relative to the 

sample centre, was noted for each wafelet, alongside a unique wafelet identification number 

(ID). Following this, each wafelet was measured via ORS, 4pp and IRT in order to determine the 

film thickness, visible optical constants, collinear resistivity, “optical” resistivity, “optical” mean 

free time and IR optical constants, following the analytical methodology outlined in Section 3.2.4 

and Section 3.2.5. The thickness, as determined from fitting of ORS data, was used to calculate 

𝜌4𝑝𝑝 from the sheet resistance. Furthermore, the thickness, UV oscillators and 휀∞ determined 

from ORS were fixed during the fitting of IRT data. While fitting IRT data within CompleteEaseTM, 

𝜌4𝑝𝑝 was used as a starting value in order to subsequently fit for 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡. The properties of each 

wafelet were plotted against their x  and 𝑦  position to produce a set of colour maps. The 

deviation is calculated as the percent difference of the wafelet to the average value. 

Fig. 4-4a-c presents a colour map of the thickness of the “UMBReLA” set (Section 4.1.3) 

of (a) ITO, (b) AZO and (c) GZO across the 4′′ wafer. Fig. 4-4d-f presents the corresponding 

thickness deviation (in %). For ITO, the thickness range does not deviate more than 8 nm (7.2%) 

across the wafer and the standard deviation is only 2 nm  (1.8%). GZO has a much higher 

thickness range of 15 nm (15.8%) but this is mostly due to a sharp dip in the thickness at the far 

edges of the wafer, so that the standard deviation is also low, at 4 nm (4.1%). For AZO, however, 

the non-uniformity is clearly visible within the colour map and there exist a thickness range of 

32 nm (34.2%) and correspondingly high standard deviation of 9 nm (9.7%). All films were 

deposited had relatively similar deposition rates, and so the source of the significantly higher 

thickness deviation for AZO is not fully understood. 
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Fig. 4-4. Colour maps of the (a-c) thickness and (d-f) thickness deviation (in %) across a 

4′′ Si wafer with an ITO, AZO and GZO thin film coating, respectively. 

It is well known that there exist a thickness dependence on the resistivity of ITO [312], 

AZO [340] and GZO [341] films. Furthermore, the change in thickness across the wafer implies a 

change in the sputtering rate, which has been noted to drastically affect the resulting film 

properties (Section 4.1.2). Fig. 4-5a-c presents a colour map for the deviation (in %) of the 

collinear resistivity, measured via 4pp, of the of (a) ITO, (b) AZO and (c) GZO thin films across the 

4′′  wafer. Fig. 4-5d-f presents the corresponding deviation of the optical resistivity, 

measured via IR transmission. The thickness, or equivalently the sputtering rate, deviation 

observed in Fig. 4-4 gives rise to a deviation in 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 across the wafer. The values of 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 

generally agree, although the values of 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 are generally slightly lower than 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and show a 

steeper gradient at the edges. For ITO, the deviation is relatively minor, and the average 

resistivity is lower towards the centre. For AZO and GZO, conversely, the deviation across the 

film is larger with a higher resistivity in the centre. 
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Fig. 4-5. Colour maps of the % deviation for the (a-c) collinear and (d-f) optical resistivity 

across a 4′′ Si wafer with an ITO, AZO and GZO thin film coating, respectively. 

Fitting of the IRT measurement also provides the optical mean free time, 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡, alongside 

𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡. This allows for the calculation of the optical carrier mobility and concentration via Eq. (2-

40) and Eq. (2-41), from which an understanding of the variations in the transport mechanisms 

(that are more fundamental properties than the resistivity) can be built. This step requires an 

assumption of the effective mass to be 0.30 𝑚𝑒 for ITO and 0.28 𝑚𝑒 AZO and GZO [118]. The 

absolute value of the effective mass does not affect the resulting % deviation, but it is important 

to note that variations in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 may partially originate from variations in 𝑚𝑒
∗. Hall Effect 

measurements are deemed necessary to determine the effective mass for each wafelet (see 

Section 4.2.4). Fig. 4-6a-c presents a colour map of the deviation (in %) of the optical carrier 

concentration of the “UMBReLA” set of (a) ITO, (b) AZO and (c) GZO deposited on a 4′′ Si 

wafer. Fig. 4-6d-f presents the corresponding deviation in the optical carrier mobility. For ITO, it 

is found that the decrease in 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡  towards the centre of the wafer arises primarily from an 

increase in 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 from ~15 cm2/Vs to nearly twice the edge value of ~25 cm2/Vs at the centre. 

The carrier concentration remains near constant with a value of ~4.2 cm−3. For AZO and GZO, 

the reverse case is found and the increasing 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 towards the centre of the film arises from a 

decrease in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 while 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 remains near constant with a value of ~15 cm2/Vs. 

As seen above, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  remains steady at ~4 × 1020𝑐𝑚−3  for ITO while the mobility 

increases with thickness and sputtering rate, giving rise to a resistivity that decreases with 

sputtering rate. As the film is amorphous across the entire wafer (Section 4.1.4), structural 

alterations cannot be used to explain the change in 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 across the film. Instead, it is noted that 
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for ITO films with 𝑁 > ~4 × 1020𝑐𝑚−3, the dominant scattering mechanism is ionised cluster 

scattering (ICS) that has a very large scattering coefficient for ITO films and thus the mobility is 

highly sensitive to 𝑁 [234,342,343]. For AZO and GZO, however, 𝐷𝐺𝑟 is larger and 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 is lower 

so that the effects of GBS and ICS are balanced and 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 is relatively constant with 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡. The 

effect of the scattering mechanisms on the carrier transport of TCOs is explored further, below. 

 
Fig. 4-6. Colour maps of the % deviation for the optical carrier (a-c) mobility and (d-f) 

concentration across a 4′′  Si wafer with an ITO, AZO and GZO thin film coating, 

respectively. 

4.1.6. Carrier transport mechanisms of seed TCO films 

In order to further elucidate the mechanisms that govern the transport properties of 

TCOs, a large set of films were sputtered across the range of sputtering conditions explored in 

Section 4.1.2. A set of ITO, AZO and GZO thin films were fabricated via RT magnetron sputtering 

on top of test-grade n-type Si wafers (resistivity range: 1 − 20 Ωcm). For each material, the 

deposition conditions were varied to produce films with similar crystal structure while covering 

a range of 𝑁. Fig. 4-7 presents the “Hall” carrier concentration, 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, and mobility, 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, of the 

wider set of RT sputtered (a) ITO, (b) AZO and (c) GZO films (grey squares). The yellow squares 

indicate the optimised ITO, AZO and GZO thin films where Hall Effect was performed for a set of 

10 samples covering the entire dimensions of the seed wafers.  

The relationship between 𝜇 and 𝑁 follows the trend described by Ellmer et al. [343] The 

𝜇(𝑁)  relationship is calculated for each material by following Eqs. (2-49) to (2-58) and is 

presented with the solid lines in Fig. 4-7a-c. This approach accounts for the effects of grain 

boundary scattering (GBS) (via Seto’s model) [240] and ionized impurity scattering (IIS) (via 
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Masetti’s model) [234] and ignores both dislocation scattering and neutral impurity scattering. 

When fitting 𝜇(𝑁) to the experimental data only the parameters 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓2 and 𝑄𝑡 were left free, for 

AZO and GZO, with an additional requirement for 𝛼2 as a free parameter for ITO. The parameters 

which influence 𝜇(𝑁) outside the experimental range were taken from Ellmer et al. [227], where 

the experimental points covered a wider range of 𝑁. The input of 𝐷𝐺𝑟 into Eq. (2-60) and Eq. (2-

61) was obtained via XRD (see Section 4.1.4).  

The influence of the grain size on the 𝜇(𝑁) relationship is seen in Fig. 4-7a-c. Firstly, a 

unique behaviour is noted for ITO, while some similarities are palpable for AZO and GZO. The 

most noticeable deviation between each material is in the region where GBS is dominant, which 

vastly inhibits the carrier mobility within the “mobility hole” region, where 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 ≈ 0 cm
2/Vs 

[240]. The boundaries of this region, with respect to 𝑁, result from 𝐷𝐺𝑟 and 𝑄𝑡 (Eqs. (2-59) and 

(2-60)). RT sputtered ITO thin films are nanocrystalline whereas sputtered AZO and GZO films 

follow a columnar structure with larger grains [70]. As the grain size increases, so does the grain 

boundary limited mobility, 𝜇0 (Eq. (2-61)), and therefore the mobility at the low-𝑁 limit is larger. 

However, concurrently, the region where GBS becomes dominant covers a larger range of 𝑁. 

This is vital to consider for plasmonic material components, as materials with a carrier 

concentration within the GBS region will have poor ability to exploit plasmonic responses in the 

IR due to their inhibited carrier mobility. The onset of GBS with regard to 𝑁 is defined by the 

trap density, 𝑄𝑡, over 𝐷𝐺𝑟 [343,344] so this limit may be reduced to lower 𝑁 by reducing 𝑄𝑡. This 

could be achieved by varying the growth conditions and/or following a post annealing process. 

Another option would be to take advantage of the ability of the high conductivity of amorphous 

ITO and IGZO films [48,138] which negates the influence of GBS [240]. This is noted from Fig. 

4-7a where, for ITO, there is no region where 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 ≈ 0 cm
2/Vs.  

Table 4-4. Fixed and free parameters for ITO, AZO and GZO from fitting 

the transport properties determined from Hall Effect.  

Fixed Parameters Unit ITO AZO GZO 

𝝁𝒎𝒂𝒙 cm2/Vs 210  210 
𝝁𝒎𝒊𝒏 cm2/Vs 55 55 55 

𝝁𝒎𝒊𝒏 − 𝝁𝟏 cm2/Vs 5 5 5 
𝑵𝒓𝒆𝒇𝟏 × 1017 cm−3 15 4 4 

𝜶𝟏  1 1 1 

𝜶𝟐  6 4 4 
𝑫𝑮𝒓 nm 2.75 40 45 

𝜺𝒓  9 8.3 8.3 

𝒎𝟎
∗/𝒎𝒆  0.21 ±  0.02 0.24 ±  0.03 0.26 ±  0.02 

𝑪 eV−1 0.4 ±  0.1 0.6 ±  0.2 0.6 ±  0.1 

Free Parameters Unit ITO AZO GZO 

𝑵𝒓𝒆𝒇𝟐 × 1020 cm−3 4.9 ± 0.2 1.33 ± 0.06 2.24 ± 0.08 

𝑸𝒕 × 1012 cm−2 3.7 ± 0.8 14.01 ± 0.4 27.7 ± 0.9 

𝑫𝑮𝒓 nm 5.0 ± 0.9 -- -- 
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Fig. 4-7. Hall carrier concentration and mobility of sputtered (a) ITO, (b) AZO and (c) GZO 

films (grey squares). The yellow squares highlight the samples across the wafer of the 

“optimised” films. The solid red line is the fit to the Hall Effect data. The green and blue 

lines present the fit of 𝜇(𝑁) calculated with half and double the measured grain size, 

respectively, in order to show how the variation of the grain size can explain the deviations 

of the data points from the theoretical trend. 
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It is also observed that the samples do not precisely follow the trend of 𝜇(𝑁) as fit to all 

experimental datasets. This is because the 𝜇(𝑁)  relation requires the input of a single 𝐷𝐺𝑟 

parameter for all films. In reality, the varying sputtering conditions required to vary 𝑁 would 

influence 𝐷𝐺𝑟. To demonstrate this, Fig. 4-7 presents 𝜇(𝑁) as calculated using the parameters 

outlined in Table 4-4 but with 𝐷𝐺𝑟 set at 0.5𝐷𝐺𝑟 (green line) and 2𝐷𝐺𝑟 (blue line). It is observed 

that nearly all data points lie within the boundaries set by the green and blue lines. Therefore, 

the deviations of the data points around the theoretical trend can be said to arise from the 

variation of the grain size between each sample. The most prominent effect of changing 𝐷𝐺𝑟 is 

the shift of the lower boundary of the “mobility hole” region, where 𝜇 ≈ 0 cm2/Vs. Specifically, 

the mobility hole is wider for films with larger 𝐷𝐺𝑟. However, 𝐷𝐺𝑟 has a negligible effect of 𝜇 at 

high 𝑁 as ICS becomes the dominant scattering mechanism. As the values of 𝑁 for the optimised 

ITO films lie within this region, a variation in 𝐷𝐺𝑟   across the wafer or in response to laser 

processing can be ignored when contemplating the 𝜇(𝑁) relation. 

4.2. Optical modelling of the seed TCOs 

In this section, the delicate extraction of the permittivity and transport properties via SE 

is documented. In effect, a step-by-step guide to achieving a good fit of ITO, AZO and GZO is 

provided. Then, the analytical techniques that provide additional insights into the materials are 

detailed (Section 4.2.1). Fitting of thin film materials with SE is not always trivial and may be 

complicated by non-idealities of the film or sample geometry. Because of this, some key sources 

of non-idealities in SE measurements are investigated and solutions to maintain reliable fittings 

for such samples (Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3) are highlighted.  

4.2.1. Fitting “ideal” films with IR-VIS-UV SE 

This section will guide the reader through the process used to fit SE measurements 

across the entire IR and NIR-VIS-UV spectral range (0.034 − 6.5 eV) in order to extract the 

complex permittivity, 휀̃(𝐸) = 휀1(𝐸) + 𝑖휀2(𝐸), and optoelectronic properties of the TCO films.  

ITO 

The “High-𝑁” ITO film (see Table 4-1) is used as an example for the simplest case and 

then the other materials will be investigated in turn. Fig. 4-8a presents the measured Ψ(𝐸) (blue 

squares) and Δ(𝐸)  (red squares) of the seed “High-𝑁” ITO thin film. Fig. 4-8b presents the 

corresponding real (blue squares) and imaginary (red squares) pseudo-permittivity, < 휀̃(𝐸) > =

 < 휀1(𝐸) > + 𝑖 < 휀2(𝐸) >. The pseudo-permittivity maintains continuity throughout the entire 

spectral range (as measured independently by two ellipsometers at different spectral ranges). 

The angular dependence of < 휀̃(𝐸) > is also small but indicative of a thin film material. The 

pseudo-permittivity alongside, or in-place of, Ψ(𝐸) and Δ(𝐸) will be presented throughout this 
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thesis. The first step is to fit the NIR-VIS-UV spectral region, as the process of fitting the NIR-VIS-

UV before fitting the IR was found to give the most accurate results [342]. One of the simplest 

ways fit to the film is to use the Cauchy model, which is used for transparent films where there 

is no absorption, 𝛼, and the refractive index, 𝑛, is described by the Cauchy dispersion equation:  

𝑛(𝜆) = 𝐴 +
𝐵

𝜆2
+
𝐶

𝜆4
 (4-1) 

where 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 are unitless fitting parameters related to the refractive index and dispersion.  

 
Fig. 4-8. (a) Ψ(E) (blue squares) and Δ(E) (red squares) and (b) the real (< 휀1(𝐸) >; blue 

squares) and imaginary (< 휀1(𝐸) >; red squares) pseudo-permittivity, of the seed “High-𝑁” 

ITO thin film at incident angles of 55° (darker shade), 60° (normal shade) and 65° (lighter 

shade). Note the change of scale in the x-axis at 0.8 eV, where the vertical dashed black 

line indicates the boundary between the IR and NIR-VIS-UV ranges covered by the two 

ellipsometers.  
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TCOs are known to have a large bandgap, 𝐸𝐺 , and a high visible transparency, 𝑇𝑉𝐼𝑆 . 

Fitting the visible region, with Cauchy model, (1.0 − 2.5 eV) results in a film thickness, 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚, of 

127.28 ± 0.01 nm and a relatively large root mean-squared error (MSE), which defines how well 

the data is fit (see Section 3.2.5), of 26.6. However, a model that also considers the intra- and 

inter-band absorption is required for TCOs. One method to account for a non-zero imaginary 

permittivity, 휀2(𝐸), is using a “B-Spline” model, an advanced feature of CompleteEase™ [84], 

that specifies 휀2(𝐸)  using a series of equally spaced “nodes”, or control points. The real 

permittivity, 휀1(𝐸), is calculated from 휀2(𝐸) using the Kramers-Kronig (KK) relations [345,346]. 

This reduces the freedom of the fitting parameters and constrains them in a way which ensures 

physical reality. Furthermore, as a KK-consistent B-Spline with 휀2 > 0 is fully representative of a 

physical, realistic, permittivity of a uniform, “ideal” thin material, it follows that if the data is 

unable to be fit with such a model, then non-idealities must be present to explain the line-shape.  

If the optical constants of the material were all that was required, then the fitting procedure 

would be complete. The optical constants can also be used to determine figures of merit for 

particular plasmonic applications [347–349], solve Mie theory for a single spherical nanoparticle 

[350,351] and to find the band-edge by fitting the linear region of (𝛼𝐸)2  against 𝐸  [352]. 

However, no information of the physical mechanisms that govern the light-matter interactions 

are revealed. To achieve this, a “generalised oscillator” model, describing the permittivity of a 

material as a summation of various individual oscillators (Section 3.2.5), is required [353]. To fit 

the measurement with a generalised oscillator model, a summation is made of one Drude and 

two Tauc-Lorentz oscillators in order to describe both the absorption due to free carriers (intra-

band absorption) and inter-band transitions, respectively, as has been suggested by Uprety et 

al. for ITO films [354]. It is important to note that any fit can be achieved, given enough 

oscillators. “Over-fitting” of the data in this way can complicate the ability to extract useful 

information from the generalised oscillator model. Potential over-fitting of the data can be 

investigated via the parameter correlation [353], a number between negative and positive unity 

assigned to each parameter pair where absolute values above 0.90 indicate that the variations 

in one parameter can be completely accounted for by variations in its correlated counterpart. 

The parameter correlation can be reduced, increasing the validity of the fit, by reducing the 

number of free parameters [297]. In some cases, this can be achieved by fixing “known” values 

during the fit. If no known values exist, then the best strategy is to achieve the best fit with a 

minimum set of oscillators [297]. A general rule is any added complexity in the model (i.e. 

introducing surface roughness or additional oscillators etc.) is valid as long as it produces a 

decrease in the MSE by at least ~25% [82], though exceptions to this rule can be made if the 

parameter is thought to improve the “realness” of the model. The final step to accurately fit the 
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NIR-VIS-UV SE data is to include a layer of surface roughness, which is described by an effective 

medium approximation (EMA) consisting of 50% of the layer below and 50% air [301]. 

Following the fit to the NIR-VIS-UV SE data, the parameters describing the UV absorption 

and sample geometry are fixed when fitting the IR data. Due to the perfect overlap between the 

IR and NIR-VIS-UV data (Fig. 4-8), the IR region can potentially be fit by leaving only the Drude 

oscillator parameters free. This “strategy” is found to give the best results [342], provided that 

no other absorption mechanism occurs in this spectral range apart from the free carrier 

absorption. To improve the fit, it was necessary to include an additional IR phonon absorption 

(described by a Gaussian oscillator) at ~0.045 eV. Due to amorphous structure of the ITO film 

and the screening of the peak by the free carrier absorption, the Sn − O, Sn − O − Sn and In −

O optical phonon modes [168,342,355] cannot be individually resolved. The Gaussian oscillator 

at ~0.045 eV can be said to represent a convolution of the aforementioned peaks. The inclusion 

of an additional oscillator at ~0.23 − 0.29 eV has been reported to improve the fit of ITO [354]. 

This broader peak at ~0.26 eV has been ascribed to hydroxide group absorption (Sn − OH and 

O −H stretching), present due to water molecules within the chamber during the initial stage of 

deposition. Inclusion of this peak can reduce the MSE to 5.59. However, the attribution of this 

peak to water molecules within a high vacuum chamber is questionable. It is also possible that 

this peak is instead an artefact that is representative of “non-idealities” of the thin film [82], 

such as the presence of multiple carrier species or a z -axis inhomogeneity. This will be 

investigated in more detail in Section 4.2.3. Prior to this, due to the improvement in the fit to 

ensure more accurate values of the permittivity (also important for the arguments of Chapter 

7). To summarise, an ideal thin film with a summation of 휀∞ and one Drude, two Tauc-Lorentz 

and two Gaussian oscillators with a surface roughness layer is used to fit the “High-𝑁” ITO film. 

The two Gaussian oscillators peak positions are fixed at 0.042 eV and 0.28 eV. 

The schematic of the geometric model with the general oscillator layers’ parameters is 

presented in Fig. 4-9c. The orange and blue shaded areas indicate that the parameters were fit 

in the IR or NIR-VIS-UV, respectively, whereas the grey shaded areas indicate that the value was 

fixed during fitting. The raw SE data and pseudo-permittivity are presented in Fig. 4-9a and Fig. 

4-9b, respectively, where the fit with the outlined model is presented as the green solid lines. 

The different shades of each colour indicate the various incident angles. The structure and 

format of Fig. 4-9 (data, fit, parametrised geometric model and component-summed 휀2 ) 

constitutes a “fitting report”, which will be presented for all following materials. A good fit to 

the ellipsometric angles and pseudo-permittivity is observed throughout the entire spectral 

range. Fig. 4-9d presents the imaginary permittivity (solid red line) of the High-𝑁 ITO film broken 
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down into its individual oscillators (dashed lines). For comparison, the fit of the B-Spline model 

to the IR and NIR-VIS-UV measurements is presented with the brown and dark blue dotted lines, 

respectively. A very good agreement is observed between the generalised oscillator model and 

B-Spline across the entire measurement range, increasing confidence in the utilised model. 

 
Fig. 4-9. Fitting report for the seed “High-𝑁” ITO thin film. (a) Ψ(E) (blue squares) and Δ(E) 

(red squares) and (b) the real (< 휀1(𝐸) >; blue squares) and imaginary (< 휀2(𝐸) >; red 

squares) pseudo-permittivity at incident angles of 55° (darker shade), 60° (normal shade) 

and 65° (lighter shade). The solid green lines indicate the fit to each collected data set. (c) 

The parameterised oscillator model utilised to fit the data, where the blue and orange 

shaded areas indicate that the parameters were fit to the NIR-VIS-UV or IR part of the 

spectra, respectively, and the grey areas indicate the parameter was fixed during the fit. 

(d) The as-fit imaginary permittivity, 휀2(𝐸) (solid red line), of the ITO thin film split into its 

individual components: a single Drude term (dashed black line), two Gaussian oscillators 

(dashed orange and green lines) and two Tauc-Lorentz oscillators (dashed blue and purple 

lines). For comparison, the dotted brown and dark blue lines present the B-Spline fit to the 

IR and NIR-VIS-UV measurements, respectively. Note the changes of scale in the x-axis of 

(a), (b) and (c) at 0.8 eV, where the vertical dashed black line indicates the boundary 

between the IR and NIR-VIS-UV ranges covered by the two ellipsometers. 
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The approach outlined above was followed in order to produce a fitting report for the 

“Low-𝑁 ” ITO film (Fig. 4-10). A more complicated line-shape of Ψ(𝐸)  and Δ(𝐸)  is noted, 

compared to the “High-𝑁” film (Fig. 4-9a). This arises from the reduced screening of the IR 

oscillators, and allows for fitting of the energy position of the two IR oscillators. The 2nd , 

broader, peak exist at 0.131 ± 0.003 eV with a broadening of 0.091 ± 0.006 eV, significantly 

below than the values found previously [342] or used to fit the High-𝑁 ITO film. The change in 

the 𝐸0 with 𝑁 suggest that this peak is not due to hydroxide group absorption [342] but instead, 

from defect absorption or an artefact owing to non-idealities within the film (see Section 4.2.3). 

 
Fig. 4-10. Fitting report for the seed “Low-𝑁” ITO thin film. (a) Ψ(E) (blue squares) and 

Δ(E) (red squares) and (b) the real (< 휀1(𝐸) >; blue squares) and imaginary (< 휀2(𝐸) >; 

red squares) pseudo-permittivity at 55 − 65° (darker-lighter shades). The solid green lines 

indicate the fit to each collected data set. (c) The parameterised oscillator model, where 

the blue and orange shaded areas indicate that the parameters were fit to the NIR-VIS-UV 

or IR part of the spectra, respectively, and the grey areas indicate the parameter was fixed 

during the fit. (d) The imaginary permittivity, 휀2(𝐸) (solid red line), split into its individual 

components: a single Drude term (dashed black line), two Gaussian oscillators (dashed 

orange and green lines) and two Tauc-Lorentz oscillators (dashed blue and purple lines). 

For comparison, the dotted brown and dark blue lines present the B-Spline fit to the IR and 

NIR-VIS-UV measurements, respectively. Note the changes of scale in the x-axis of (a), (b) 

and (c) at 0.8 eV, where the vertical dashed black line indicates the boundary between the 

IR and NIR-VIS-UV ranges covered by the two ellipsometers. 
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AZO 

The fitting process outlined above was also performed in order to fit the “High-𝑁” and 

“Low-𝑁” AZO thin films (see Table 4-1). Fig. 4-11a and Fig. 4-12a present the fitting reports for 

the “High-𝑁” and “Low-𝑁” AZO thin films, respectively.  

 
Fig. 4-11. Fitting report for the seed “High-𝑁” AZO thin. (a) Ψ(E) (blue squares) and Δ(E) 

(red squares) and (b) the real (< 휀1(𝐸) >; blue squares) and imaginary (< 휀2(𝐸) >; red 

squares) pseudo-permittivity at incident angles of 55° (darker shade), 60° (normal shade) 

and 65° (lighter shade). The solid green lines indicate the fit to each collected data set. (c) 

The parameterised oscillator model utilised to fit the data, where the blue and orange 

shaded areas indicate that the parameters were fit to the NIR-VIS-UV or IR part of the 

spectra, respectively, and the grey areas indicate the parameter was fixed during the fit. 

(d) The as-fit imaginary permittivity, 휀2(𝐸) (solid red line), of the High-𝑁 AZO thin film split 

into its individual components: a single Drude term (dashed black line), four Gaussian 

oscillators (dashed orange, light green, green and cyan lines) and two CPPB oscillators 

(dashed purple line). For comparison, the dotted brown and dark blue lines present the B-

Spline fit to the IR and NIR-VIS-UV measurements, respectively. Note the changes of scale 

in the x-axis of (a), (b) and (c) at 0.8 eV, where the vertical dashed black line indicates the 

boundary between the IR and NIR-VIS-UV ranges covered by the two ellipsometers. 
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Fig. 4-12. Fitting report for the seed “Low-𝑁” AZO thin. (a) Ψ(E) (blue squares) and Δ(E) 

(red squares) and (b) the real (< 휀1(𝐸) >; blue squares) and imaginary (< 휀2(𝐸) >; red 

squares) pseudo-permittivity at incident angles of 55° (darker shade), 60° (normal shade) 

and 65° (lighter shade). The solid green lines indicate the fit to each collected data set. (c) 

The parameterised oscillator model utilised to fit the data, where the blue and orange 

shaded areas indicate that the parameters were fit to the NIR-VIS-UV or IR part of the 

spectra, respectively, and the grey areas indicate the parameter was fixed during the fit. 

(d) The as-fit imaginary permittivity, 휀2(𝐸) (solid red line), of the Low-𝑁 AZO thin film split 

into its individual components: a single Drude term (dashed black line), four Gaussian 

oscillators (dashed orange, light green, green and cyan lines) and two CPPB oscillators 

(dashed purple line). For comparison, the dotted brown and dark blue lines present the B-

Spline fit to the IR and NIR-VIS-UV measurements, respectively. Note the changes of scale 

in the x-axis of (a), (b) and (c) at 0.8 eV, where the vertical dashed black line indicates the 

boundary between the IR and NIR-VIS-UV ranges covered by the two ellipsometers. 
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For the AZO thin films, two additional Gaussian oscillators were required to fit the more 

complex IR absorption. The peak at ~0.05 eV is ascribed to a strong optical phonon absorption 

of ZnO [356,357]. However, there exists a large broad peak at ~0.2 eV that is not present to the 

undoped ZnO [358]. Uprety et al. [306] required two additional peaks at 0.11 eV and 0.16 eV to 

fit IRSE measurements of AZO, which they attributed to phonon modes. However, correlation of 

these peaks to Raman spectra is not possible due to the limited spectral range of current Raman 

analysis of undoped- and/or doped-ZnO [356–359]. The two broader peaks are shifted to higher 

energy than noted by Uprety et al., to 0.180 ± 0.0008 eV and 0.28 ± 0.02 eV, respectively, for 

the Low-𝑁 AZO film and to 0.193 ± 0.001 eV and 0.310 ± 0.004 eV, respectively, for the High-𝑁 

AZO film. As for the case of ITO, the dependence of these peaks on 𝛮 indicates that the peaks 

may instead be related to the presence of defect states arising from intentional or unintentional 

dopants, phonon-plasmon coupling [103,105], multiple carrier species [105] or if they are an 

artefact arising from a non-uniform structure [173], or anisotropy [163,358]. It should also be 

noted that a better fit for the UV absorption is achieved for AZO using 1D critical point parabolic 

band (CPPB) oscillators (Eq. (3-65)) in place of Tauc-Lorentz oscillators, as has been previously 

reported [306]. The phase parameter of the CPPB function allows for 휀2 to become negative, 

which is unphysical. This is offset by the 2nd CPPB function and so the summation of the two 

CPPB oscillators is presented in Fig. 4-11d. 

The model used to fit the seed GZO films is almost identical to that used for AZO. Two 

CPPB oscillators are used to fit the UV absorption (purple dashed lines in Fig. 4-13d and Fig. 

4-14d). For the High-𝑁 GZO film (Fig. 4-13), an additional Gaussian oscillator is required to fit the 

sharp phonon absorption at ~0.05 eV. This is likely due to the larger (× 2) film thickness 

increasing the sensitivity of SE to the phonon absorption (Table 4-1). The MSE of the fit to the 

High-𝑁 GZO film is 11.7, noticeably higher than for all other films explored so far. This appears 

to arise from the mismatch of the model and data at very low energy (0.03 − 0.05 eV in Fig. 

4-13d) and indicates that the assumption of an “ideal” (i.e. single carrier species, uniform, 

isotropic etc.) film may be wrong for this film. For the Low-𝑁 GZO film, a much better fit to the 

data across the entire spectral range is observed (MSE of 3.90). However, from Fig. 4-14d it is 

noted that there is a discrepancy between the generalised oscillator model and B-Spline 

generated values for 휀2, especially at ~0.08 eV, where the B-Spline predicts a sharper “trench” 

between the sharp phonon absorption and the broad absorption peaks at ~0.2 eV. This trench 

could only be fit within an idealised model using a Gaussian peak with a negative amplitude. 

While this produces a better fit to the data it is, however, not a reasonable or physical way to 

describe the film properties and is likely, again, an artefact resulting from non-idealities within 

the film not accounted for in the model.  
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Fig. 4-13. Fitting report for the seed “High-𝑁” GZO thin. (a) Ψ(E) (blue squares) and Δ(E) 

(red squares) and (b) the real, < 휀1(𝐸) >, (blue squares) and imaginary, < 휀2(𝐸) >, (red 

squares) pseudo-permittivity at incident angles of 55° (darker shade), 60° (normal shade) 

and 65° (lighter shade). The solid green lines indicate the fit to each collected data set. (c) 

The parameterised oscillator model utilised to fit the data, where the blue and orange 

shaded areas indicate the parameters were fit to the NIR-VIS-UV or IR part of the spectra, 

respectively, and the grey areas indicate the parameter was fixed during the fit. (d) The as-

fit imaginary permittivity, 휀2(𝐸) (solid red line), of the High-𝑁 GZO thin film split into its 

individual components: a single Drude term (dashed black line), four Gaussian oscillators 

(dashed orange, light green, green and cyan lines) and two CPPB oscillators (dashed purple 

line). For comparison, the dotted brown and dark blue lines present the B-Spline fit to the 

IR and NIR-VIS-UV measurements, respectively. Note the changes of scale in the x-axis of 

(a), (b) and (c) at 0.8 eV, where the vertical dashed black line indicates the boundary 

between the IR and NIR-VIS-UV ranges covered by the two ellipsometers. 
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Fig. 4-14. Fitting report for the seed “Low-𝑁” GZO thin. (a) Ψ(E) (blue squares) and Δ(E) 

(red squares) and (b) the real (< 휀1(𝐸) >; blue squares) and imaginary (< 휀2(𝐸) >; red 

squares) pseudo-permittivity at incident angles of 55° (darker shade), 60° (normal shade) 

and 65° (lighter shade). The solid green lines indicate the fit to each collected data set. (c) 

The parameterised oscillator model utilised to fit the data, where the blue and orange 

shaded areas indicate that the parameters were fit to the NIR-VIS-UV or IR part of the 

spectra, respectively, and the grey areas indicate the parameter was fixed during the fit. 

(d) The as-fit imaginary permittivity, 휀2(𝐸) (solid red line), of the Low-𝑁 GZO thin film split 

into its individual components: a single Drude term (dashed black line), four Gaussian 

oscillators (dashed orange, light green, green and cyan lines) and two CPPB oscillators 

(dashed purple line). For comparison, the dotted brown and dark blue lines present the B-

Spline fit to the IR and NIR-VIS-UV measurements, respectively. Note the changes of scale 

in the x-axis of (a), (b) and (c) at 0.8 eV, where the vertical dashed black line indicates the 

boundary between the IR and NIR-VIS-UV ranges covered by the two ellipsometers. 
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In summary, this section detailed the process used to fit the “IR + NIR-VIS-UV SE” set of 

seed TCO thin films where Ψ(𝐸) and Δ(𝐸) were measured in the IR and NIR-VIS-UV spectral 

ranges. If the films represented an ideal case for a homogeneous and isotropic film with a single 

charge carrier species, a good fit across the entire spectral range was produced for all films and 

the resulting values of 휀2(𝐸)  agreed with the values extracted from directly fitting the 

permittivity to the data. If the only requirement of the fitting of ellipsometric data was to extract 

the permittivity, as is required to calculate indicative plasmonic figures of merit and/or test the 

limitations of SE (Chapter 7), then the values extracted from assuming an ideal film suffice for 

further analysis. However, to gain insights into the physical mechanisms that dictate the 

optoelectronic properties of TCOs and how ReLA can probe these mechanisms, a more in-depth 

analysis of the SE data, considering various non-idealities, is required. 

The remainder of this chapter investigates the ways that the film can deviate from the 

“ideal” (i.e., uniform, isotropic, smooth) case investigated above. Each non-ideality is introduced 

on a case-by-case basis by investigating a particular sample that possesses such qualities and 

the process of including treatments of the non-ideality within the model are detailed. The 

investigated non-idealities are: the presence of multiple free carrier species (required for the 

optimised an un-optimised ITO films; Section 4.2.2), an inhomogeneity in the form of a gradient 

of optical constants in the film growth direction (required for the un-optimised ITO films; Section 

4.2.3) and an 𝑁-dependent effective carrier mass (Section 4.2.4). 

4.2.2. Accounting for multiple carrier species in the optical model 

The first non-ideality was encountered while fitting the seed optimised and un-

optimised ITO thin films. The seed optimised ITO thin film (Table 4-1) used for investigations into 

the effect of ReLA (Chapter 5) is presented here as an exemplar case. The optimised ITO film was 

optically characterised via IRSE (0.034 − 0.8 eV), NIR-VIS SE (0.775 − 3.4 eV), ORS (0.775 −

3.4 eV) and (0.034 − 0.8 eV). The ORS and IRT measurements were appended to the SE data 

during fitting with a fit weighting of 30%. This helps reduce the chance for over-fitting of the 

data and is key to identifying particular non-idealities [82]. 

Fig. 4-15 presents the fitting report for the seed optimised ITO thin film using an “ideal” 

model with a single Drude term, two Gaussian oscillators and a single Lorentz oscillator. For this 

and all following fitting reports in this section, the pseudo-permittivity, < 휀̃ >=< 휀1 > +𝑖 <

휀2 >, is alone is presented for the SE data in Fig. 4-15a. The corresponding IR transmittance, 𝑇𝐼𝑅, 

(blue squares) and visible reflectance, 𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆, (red squares) spectra are presented in Fig. 4-15c. 

The fit to 𝑇𝐼𝑅 and 𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆 alongside the calculation of the absorbance, 𝐴 = 1 − (𝑇 + 𝑅), are shown 

as the solid dark green, light green and grey lines, respectively. The dotted lines indicate that 
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the values have been calculated outside the spectral range from 휀̃(𝐸). The sharp drop in 𝑇𝐼𝑅 at 

~1 eV is due to the absorption of the 0.5 mm Si wafer. The schematic of the geometric model 

with the general oscillator layers’ parameters shown is presented in Fig. 4-15b, where the error 

of the last digit is shown in the parentheses. The pink colour indicates that the fit was performed 

with the IR transmission and visible reflectance appended to the IRSE measurement. The grey 

colour indicates the value was fixed during the fit. Fig. 4-15d presents 휀2 (solid red line) of the 

optimised seed ITO film broken down into its individual oscillators (dashed lines).  

A relatively good fit (MSE of 7.29) is observed across most of the measured spectral 

range. However, there is a deviation between the measured and modelled values of at low 

energy (particularly an over-estimation of < 휀1 >). Due to the limited spectral range of the NIR-

VIS SE, only the tail of UV absorption is observed. This is not quite enough to reliably measure 

𝐸𝐺 , but the slope at 3.55 − 3.66 eV  in (𝛼𝐸)2 vs 𝐸  can be used to compare the shift in 𝐸𝐺 

between films. As for the High-𝑁 ITO film, the Gaussian peaks representing IR phonons were 

fixed to the peak positions reported by Uprety et al. [354]. It was noted previously that peak 

positions can shift with 𝑁 (Section 4.2.1) and so it is desirable for the peak positions to be free 

parameters during the fit. Leaving the Gaussian oscillators free, however, results in an erroneous 

fit where the error of the peak position, amplitude and broadening become much greater than 

the fit values despite a slight (~10%) improvement of the fit so that the modelled 휀1 better 

matches the measured value. Vitally, for such a fit the 1st phonon peak becomes shifted to 

~0 eV and the fit is improved further if the Gaussian oscillator is replaced with a Lorentzian. A 

Lorentzian peak centred at 0 eV is a Drude oscillator (Section 2.1.4), which may indicate that a 

2nd Drude term is present in the film and is being mistaken for a phonon absorption centred at 

~0 eV. To account for this possibility, a new fit is performed using an additional Drude term 

alongside the 1st Drude term and the two Gaussian oscillators. Error! Reference source not 

found. presents the fitting report for the optimised ITO film (as for Fig. 4-15) using this modified 

model. 

An improvement to the fit is noted (MSE = 7.01), and visual inspection of the fit 

highlights that < 휀1 > is no longer over-estimated at low 𝐸. Furthermore, the inclusion of the 

additional Drude term (an additional oscillator) reduces the parameter correlation and prevents 

the IR oscillators from being unresolved. The 1st  phonon peak fits to 0.049 ± 0.001 eV, very 

close to its expected value of 0.045 eV [168,342,355].  
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Fig. 4-15. Fitting report for the seed “optimised” ITO film fit using a generalised oscillator 

model with a single Drude term and fixed-position IR oscillators: (a) real (blue squares) and 

imaginary (red squares) parts of the pseudo-permittivity < 휀̃ >, with incident angles of 65° 

(darker shade), 70°  (normal shade) and 75°  (lighter shade). (b) The parameterised 

oscillator model utilised to fit the data, where the pink and grey areas indicate of the free 

and fixed parameters, respectively. (c) The corresponding measured IR transmission, 

𝑇𝐼𝑅(𝐸), (blue squares) and visible reflection, 𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆(𝐸), (red squares). For reference, the 

calculated absorption, 𝐴 = 1 − (𝑇𝐼𝑅 + 𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆), is shown with the solid grey line. In (a) and (c), 

the solid green lines indicate the fit to each collected data set. In (b), the dotted lines 

indicate that the values have been back-calculated outside of the measured spectral range. 

(d) The as-fit imaginary permittivity, 휀2(𝐸) (solid red line), of the optimised ITO film split 

into its individual components: a single Drude term (dashed black line), two Gaussian 

oscillators (dashed orange and yellow lines) and a single Lorentz oscillator (dashed green 

line). For comparison, dotted blue line presents the B-Spline fit. Note the changes of scale 

in the x-axis of (a), (c) and (d) at 0.8 eV, where the vertical dashed black line indicates the 

boundary between the IR and NIR-VIS spectral ranges, and in the y-axis at 1.0 and 30, used 

to show the maxima of each peak more clearly. 
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Fig. 4-16. Fitting report for the seed “optimised” ITO film fit using a generalised oscillator 

model with two Drude terms and free-position IR oscillators. (a) Real (blue squares) and 

imaginary (red squares) parts of the pseudo-permittivity < 휀̃ >, with incident angles of 65° 

(darker shade), 70°  (normal shade) and 75°  (lighter shade). (b) The parameterised 

oscillator model utilised to fit the data, where the pink and grey areas indicate of the free 

and fixed parameters, respectively. (c) The corresponding measured IR transmission, 

𝑇𝐼𝑅(𝐸), (blue squares) and visible reflection, 𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆(𝐸), (red squares). For reference, the 

calculated absorption, 𝐴 = 1 − (𝑇𝐼𝑅 + 𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆), is shown with the solid grey line. In (a) and (c), 

the solid green lines indicate the fit to each collected data set. In (b), the dotted lines 

indicate that the values have been back-calculated outside of the measured spectral range. 

(d) The as-fit imaginary permittivity, 휀2(𝐸) (solid red line), of the optimised ITO film split 

into its individual components: two Drude terms (dashed black and orange lines), two 

Gaussian oscillators (dashed yellow and light green lines) and a single Lorentz oscillator 

(dashed green line). For comparison, dotted blue line presents the B-Spline fit. Note the 

changes of scale in the x-axis of (a), (c) and (d) at 0.8 eV, where the vertical dashed black 

line indicates the boundary between the IR and NIR-VIS spectral ranges, and in the y-axis 

at 1.0 and 60, used to show the maxima of each peak more clearly. 
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The improvement of the fit and the reduction in the parameter correlation can be seen 

as evidence that the inclusion of a 2nd  Drude term is experimentally valid. However, it is 

important to consider whether this is also realistic. A summation of multiple Drude terms is 

warranted when there are multiple “carrier species” [105]. Usually, this represents distinct 

carrier species that account for electrons and holes, light and heavy holes, electrons in different 

conduction band valleys, s- and d- electrons, or bulk and surface electrons. A single Drude term 

is usually sufficient for n-type semiconductors with a single occupied conduction band valley, or 

for metals with a simple spherical Fermi surface (such as ITO) [105]. For now, the use of a 2nd 

Drude term is justified by its ability to improve the fit and reduce parameter correlation. 

However, the nature of the distinct carrier species will be revealed later when a larger set of 

seed and laser processed films are considered (Chapter 5). 

A final improvement can be made by expanding upon the default modelling of the 

surface roughness layer, using a distinct “surface layer” that comprises a linearly graded 

effective medium approximation (EMA) of the layer below and air with a single characteristic 

“surface” carrier species. The gradient exists in the % of each material of the EMA and is fixed 

from 0% of air at the bottom and 100% of air at the top of the layer so that the surface 

roughness is expressed as a series of repeating triangles of ITO on the surface. This is presented 

schematically in Fig. 4-17, for (a) a homogeneous EMA of 50% ITO and 50% air and (b) a graded 

EMA as used for the surface layer. The modelling of the roughness could be improved by using 

a non-linear gradient or by allowing the top % of air to be free parameters to change the shape 

of the surface roughness elements. However, this did not markedly improve the fit to justify 

inclusion for the samples investigated. 

 
Fig. 4-17. Schematic of the (a) default surface roughness of CompleteEaseTM comprising a 

uniform 50% material - 50% air EMA of and (b) the expanded surface roughness layer 

utilised in the remainder of this work, comprising a graded EMA layer where the air % 

variers from 0 − 100%  of the layer. Note how the precise definition of 𝑑𝐵  changes 

between (a) and (b). 
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4.2.3. Accounting for depth Inhomogeneity of the carrier transport properties 

Another potential non-ideality of the optical properties of TCOs and other materials that 

limits the ability to fit ellipsometric data using a simple, idealised model is the presence of non-

uniformity or inhomogeneity in the film [91,92,102,299,360]. The non-uniformity may occur 

across the lateral dimensions of the sample, which gives rise to de-coherent reflections and 

depolarisation and makes ellipsometric modelling difficult [82], or across the depth of the film 

[102]. As the sputtered films used in this work were very uniform across the dimensions of the 

IRSE beam (~5 × 5 mm2), only the depth-inhomogeneity is considered here.  

The requirement to consider depth-inhomogeneity was encountered while fitting the 

seed un-optimised ITO thin films (Table 4-1), which is presented here as an exemplar case. The 

un-optimised ITO film was optically characterised via IRSE, NIR-VIS SE, ORS and IRT. The ORS and 

IRT measurements of 𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆 and 𝑇𝐼𝑅, respectively, were appended to the SE data during fitting 

with a fit weighting of 30%. As outlined in Section 4.2.1, the first step in the fitting procedure 

for films with “unknown” optical constants is to perform a “B-Spline” fit to the data [84], where 

휀2(𝐸) of the unknown layer is fit to the data using a series equally spaced of nodes. 휀1(𝐸) is 

calculated from 휀2(𝐸) using the Kramers-Kronig (KK) transformation [345,346] to ensure that 

휀̃(𝐸) is realistic. However, it was not possible to fit a KK-consistent B-Spline to the data. This is 

demonstrated in Fig. 4-18, which presents < 휀2 > as measured for the un-optimised ITO film 

(red dots) and as fit with 3 different B-Spline configurations (dashed lines). The first attempt, 

presented as the dashed green line in Fig. 4-18, was to use a KK-consistent B-Spline to fit the 

data. It is observed that this results in an overestimation of < 휀2 > at lower wavelengths, while 

< 휀1 > (not shown for clarity) is adequately fit. One way to achieve a better fit is to not force 

KK-consistency (blue dashed line in Fig. 4-18), but this is a very strong indication that the 

assumption of an ideal film is wrong, and the optical constants extracted for the film are 

unphysical. However, a KK-consistent B-Spline fit can be achieved by introducing an angle offset, 

𝛥휃, of 1° into the model. The angle offset is added to the angle of incidence, 휃0, in the optical 

model calculation is usually used to correct for machine or sample misalignment but can serve 

an indicator that the utilised model is not acceptable for a particular dataset [82,353]. 

The fit is improved further by allowing each angle to have a different offset in both the 

IR and NIR-VIS (Table 4-5). However, the sharp change in 𝛥휃 at the boundary of the spectral 

range breaks the continuity of the fit. This is accounted for by allowing 𝛥휃 to vary with 𝐸, via: 

 Δ휃(𝐸) = 𝑚𝐸 + Δ휃0,𝑗 (4-2) 

where 𝑚 and 𝛥θ0,j are free parameters describing a linear gradient of 𝛥휃(𝐸). 
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Table 4-5. Angle offset at each angle and spectral range for the seed un-optimised ITO film. 

Spectral Range 
Angle Offset, 𝚫𝜽 (°) 

𝟔𝟓° 𝟕𝟎° 𝟕𝟓° 

IR 1.54 ± 0.02 1.31 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 

NIR-VIS 0.79 ± 0.04 0.69 ± 0.04 0.55 ± 0.03 

 
Fig. 4-18. Measured (red dot) and modelled (dashed lines) imaginary pseudo-permittivity, 

< 휀2 >. Three B-Spline configurations are presented: A Kramers-Kronig (KK) consistent B-

Spline (green dashed line), a non-KK-consistent B-Spline (blue dashed line) and a KK-

consistent B-Spline with an angle offset, 𝛥휃, included in the model (yellow dashed line).  

Fig. 4-19 presents a schematic of the light reflecting from the sample in order to 

demonstrate why the requirement for an angle offset in the fit is in fact an indication that there 

potentially exist multiple distinct layers within the film. The schematic assumes that the film is 

split into two distinct layers. The first is a “bulk” layer which can be described by a single, uniform 

ideal B-Spline model described by a complex refractive index, �̃�2(𝐸), and the second layer is a 

“surface layer” that is described by a refractive index, 𝑛1(𝐸). For simplicity, in this schematic 𝑛1 

is assumed to be purely real (i.e., the surface layers are entirely transparent). The incoming light 

with an angle of incidence, 휃0, is refracted by the surface layer so that the “effective “angle of 

incidence at the surface of the bulk layer, 휃1, (the one being fit by the B-Spline) is less (if 𝑛0 <

𝑛1) or more (if 𝑛0 > 𝑛1), as according to Snell’s Law [110]: 

sin(휃1)

sin(휃0)
=

𝑛0
𝑛1(𝐸)

 (4-3) 

Therefore, the angle offset, 𝛥휃 = 휃1 − 휃0, will not be constant (as would be the case for 

sample or machine misalignment) but depend on 휃0. Furthermore, an energy dependence of 

the angle offset arises from how 𝑛1(𝐸) is also dependent on the energy. In reality, 𝑛1 would also 

be complex. This would affect the actual offset but is unimportant for this discussion. Provided 
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the bulk film is semi-transparent, a similar effect would also result if the layer existed below the 

“bulk” film of interest. The key takeaway is that if an angle dependence is required to achieve a 

good fit, and the machine alignment is verified to be correct, then it is likely that multiple layers 

and or some z-axis inhomogeneity is present in the sample. 

 
Fig. 4-19. Schematic for why a z-axis inhomogeneity can manifest as an angle offset, 𝛥휃. 

The incident light (with angle 휃1 ; red arrows) is refracted by the surface layer (with 

refractive index 𝑛1; grey rectangle) so that the angle of incidence at the surface of the bulk 

layer, 휃1, (the layer being fit in an idealised model) is offset as according to Snell’s law. 

In order to better elucidate the optoelectronic properties of the un-optimised ITO film, 

the data was fit using a parameterised general oscillator layer. To achieve a good fit, the change 

in 𝛥휃 with 휃0 and 𝐸 (Eq. (4-2)) was included into the model. As seen in the previous section, the 

addition of an extra Drude term improved the fit, reduced the parameter correlation, and 

stopped the phonon peak shifting to below the measurement range, and so two carrier species 

were included into the fit for the un-optimised ITO film. An additional, 3rd, Gaussian oscillator 

at ~0.4 eV was also required to fit the data. Fig. 4-20 presents the fitting report for the seed un-

optimised ITO thin film, using a model with 2 Drude oscillators, 3 Gaussian oscillators, a single 

Lorentz oscillator and an energy-dependent 𝛥휃.  

A good fit to < 휀̃ > is observed for the entire spectral range (MSE = 9.21), with good 

overlap between the IR and NIR-VIS spectral regions as well as an agreement between 휀2 as fit 

by the generalised oscillator and B-Spline models. Despite the good fit to the SE data, the large, 

broad absorption at 0.5 eV predicted by fitting the SE data is not present in 𝑇𝐼𝑅(𝐸). As seen 

above (Fig. 4-19), the requirement for an angle offset is a strong indication that there are 

multiple layers within the film. Therefore, the additional Gaussian at 0.335 ± 0.002 eV is likely 

not a real source of absorption but is being used to describe a feature of the pseudo-permittivity 

which arises from interference between the two layers. Another possibility is that there is very 

strong absorption peak within the surface layer. As SE relies on reflection from the surface, it 
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may be highly sensitive to such a peak. Conversely, 𝑇𝐼𝑅(𝐸) is the sum of the total absorption 

across the entire depth of the film and so is mostly sensitive to the bulk of the film so that the 

absorption is not registered via IRT. However, including a very strong absorption peak at ~0.4 eV 

in the surface layer of the model did not improve the fit and there is no clear explanation for the 

physical origin of such a high intensity peak. Therefore, the 3rd Gaussian oscillator used to fit 

the data is considered to be an “over-fit” feature that is actually due to 𝑧-axis inhomogeneity. 

The fit for the un-optimised ITO film can only be improved by removing the 3rd  Gaussian 

oscillator from the fit and setting up the model to include a z-axis inhomogeneity in place of the 

angle offset. This is done by splitting the ITO layer into two discrete layers: a “top” and “bottom” 

layer. The layers share the Gaussian and Lorentz terms describing the phonon and inter-band 

absorption, in order to reduce parameter coupling. For the sake of further reduction of the 

fitting parameters, the 2nd Drude term is also coupled between the two layers (i.e., the free 

carrier absorption of the 2nd carrier species is assumed to be the same in both layers). 

Fig. 4-21 presents the fitting report for the seed un-optimised ITO film, using a two-layer 

model with one independent and one shared Drude oscillator, 2 shared Gaussian oscillators, a 

single shared Lorentz oscillator. The individual oscillators of 휀2 are shown separately for both 

the (d) top and (e) bottom layers. The existence of two layers adequately describes the complex 

line shape around 0.5 eV, without the need for the 3rd Gaussian oscillator. The IRT data is more 

accurately fit, confirmating that the data has not been over-fit. To verify this further, a B-spline 

fit was performed with two distinct layers (each with their own B-Spline; Fig. 4-21d-e). While the 

parameter correlation for the B-Spline was prohibitively large (usually one would not trust this 

type of fit), the results of the generalised oscillator model line up quite well with the 2 B-Spline 

layers. In contrast to Fig. 4-19, the smaller layer, which causes the angle offset, exist at the 

bottom of the film instead of the top. The bottom layer has a much (~ × 10) lower resistivity, 

𝜌𝐵𝑜𝑡, and higher mean free time, 𝜏𝐵𝑜𝑡. Using Eqs. (2-40) and (2-41), this translates to a higher 

“bottom layer” carrier concentration, 𝑁𝐵𝑜𝑡 = 2.31 ± 0.02 × 10
20, and mobility, 𝜇𝐵𝑜𝑡 = 25.1 ±

0.2 , as compared to the top layer 𝑁𝑇𝑜𝑝 = 0.48 ± 0.03 × 10
20 , 𝜇𝑇𝑜𝑝 = 10.6 ± 0.7 . A further 

improvement (MSE = 12.2 → 11.6) of the fit is achieved by including an intermixing layer with 

thickness, 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 24 ± 1, between the bottom and top layers. 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑥 is found to be almost the 

entire thickness of the bottom layer. Therefore, the bottom layer can be thought of as an “initial 

growth layer” that arises from the change in the effective substrate during deposition. 

Specifically, at the start of deposition, the ITO film is sputtered onto Si/SiO2  substrate. The 

lattice mismatch between ITO and Si affects the initial growth. After the films few atomic layers 

are deposited, the atoms are instead sputtered onto the growing layer of ITO and the growth 

becomes more uniform.  
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Fig. 4-20. Fitting report for the seed “un-optimised” ITO, fit using a generalised oscillator 

model with two Drude terms, a default surface roughness and an energy and incident angle 

dependent angle offset: (a) real (blue squares) and imaginary (red squares) parts of the 

pseudo-permittivity < 휀̃ > , at 65°  (darker shade), 70°  (normal shade) and 75°  (lighter 

shade). (b) The parameterised oscillator model, where the pink and grey areas indicate of 

the free and fixed parameters, respectively. (c) The corresponding IR transmission, 𝑇𝐼𝑅(𝐸), 

(blue squares) and visible reflection, 𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆(𝐸), (red squares). For reference, the solid grey 

line shows the calculated absorption, 𝐴. In (a) and (c), the solid green lines indicate the fit 

to each collected data set. In (b), the dotted lines indicate that the values have been back-

calculated from the as-fit imaginary permittivity 휀2(𝐸). (d) 휀2(𝐸) (solid red line) split into 

its individual components: 2 Drude terms (dashed black and orange lines), 3  Gaussian 

oscillators (dashed yellow, light green and green lines) and a single Lorentz oscillator 

(dashed light blue line). For comparison, the dotted blue line presents the B-Spline fit. Note 

the logarithmic scale in the x-axis of (a), (c) and (d), where the vertical dashed black lines 

indicate IR to NIR-VIS boundary, and the change of scale in the y-axis of (d) at 30, used to 

show the individual peaks more clearly. 
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Fig. 4-21. Fitting report for the seed “un-optimised” ITO. (a) Pseudo-permittivity, < 휀1 > 

(blue squares) and < 휀2 >  (red squares), at 65 − 75°  (darker-lighter shades). (b) IR 

transmittance, 𝑇𝐼𝑅(𝐸) (blue squares) and visible reflectance, 𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆(𝐸)  (red squares). The 

solid and doted green lines indicate the fit and the extrapolated values. The grey line shows 

the calculated absorption, 𝐴 . (c) The parameterised oscillator model, where the pink, 

orange and grey areas indicate the free, coupled, and fixed parameters, respectively. 휀2(𝐸) 

(solid red line) for the (d) top and (e) bottom layers, split into its individual components 

(coloured dashed lines): 2 Drude terms (black and orange), 2 Gaussian oscillators (green) 

and a single Lorentz oscillator (blue). For comparison, the dotted line presents the B-Spline 

fit. Note the logarithmic scale in the x-axis and the change of scale in the y-axis of (d) and 

(e) at 30. 
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4.2.4. Accounting for non-parabolicity of the conduction band 

As has been raised previously, the “optical” resistivity, 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡, and scattering time, 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡, 

are extracted by fitting ellipsometric data. Generally, 𝜇 and 𝑁 are calculated from 𝜏 and 𝜌 via 

Eqs. (2-40) and (2-41), respectively [107]. To calculate the “optical” carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, 

and mobility, 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡, one must know the electron effective mass, 𝑚𝑒
∗, that has been shown to be 

directly dependent on 𝑁  due to non-parabolicity in the conduction band (CB). The non-

parabolicity is brought about by free carrier population of the CB and has been observed for ITO 

[118,361], AZO [362] and GZO [118,363]. The change in 𝑚𝑒
∗  with 𝑁 is described by Eq. (4-4). 

𝑚𝑒
∗ = 𝑚0

∗√1+ 2𝐶 (
ℏ2

𝑚0
∗) (3𝜋

2𝑁)
2
3 (4-4) 

where 𝑚0
∗  is the parabolic effective electron mass (at low 𝑁) and 𝐶 is a coefficient describing the 

rate of increase of 𝑚𝑒
∗  with 𝑁, where 𝐶 ≈ 1/𝐸𝐺 .  

Clearly however, a problem arises as knowledge of 𝑁 is required in order to determine 

𝑚𝑒
∗, and thus calculate 𝑁. Therefore, an alternate, precise, method for measuring 𝑁, such as Hall 

Effect, is necessary. By measuring 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡  alongside the “Hall” carrier concentration, 

𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, 𝑚𝑒
∗  can be determined by employing Eqs. (2-40) and (2-41) independently for the SE and 

Hall Effect measurements. Then, if 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑁 an expression for 𝑚𝑒
∗  is derived: 

𝑚𝑒
∗ = 𝑁 ⋅ 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

2 ⋅ 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 (4-5) 

where 𝑒 is the charge of an electron. 

For all samples, 𝑚𝑒
∗  is extracted with Eq. (4-5) and the results for ITO, AZO and GZO are 

presented as the grey squares in Fig. 4-22a-c, respectively. The resulting set of 𝑚𝑒
∗  are fitted with 

Eq. (4-4), using a Levenberg-Marquardt regression algorithm to determine the free parameters 

𝑚0
∗  and 𝐶. The fitting results to each material are shown with the dashed red lines in Fig. 4-22. 

The fitting parameters, 𝑚0
∗  and 𝐶, are recorded in Table 4-6, alongside those that have been 

reported elsewhere [118,361,362]. It should be noted that for AZO and GZO, the two samples 

with the lowest 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 (indicated by red circles in Fig. 4-22) had to be excluded from the fit. The 

underestimated (for AZO) and overestimated (for GZO) values of 𝑚∗ are due to the failure of 

IRSE to accurately determine 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and/or 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 (thus 𝑚𝑒
∗) when 𝜇 has been suppressed by grain 

boundary scattering (GBS) [342] (see Section 7.6). This way, it is apparent how 𝑚𝑒
∗  changes with 

𝑁, for each material. This trend is employed for all following analysis of TCOs via SE, for the cases 

where both Hall Effect and SE data are available. 
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Table 4-6. Fitting parameters, 𝑚0
∗  and 𝐶, from this work and those reported elsewhere. 

Parameter Unit ITO AZO GZO 

  This Work Liu et al. 
[361] 

Fujiwara et 
al. [118] 

This Work Romanyuk 
et al. [362] 

This Work Fujiwara et 
al. [118] 

𝒎𝟎
∗/𝒎𝒆  0.21 ±  0.02 0.263 0.297 0.24 ±  0.03 0.24 0.26 ±  0.02 0.280 

𝑪 eV−1 0.4 ±  0.1 0.4191 0.180 0.6 ±  0.2 0.33 0.6 ±  0.1 0.142 

 
Fig. 4-22. Effective mass ratio, 𝑚∗ = 𝑚𝑒

∗/𝑚𝑒, against the Hall carrier concentration, 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, 

for the experimental set of (a) ITO, (b) AZO and (c) GZO. The fit of Eq. (4-4) is shown as the 

dotted red line. Erroneous samples, excluded from the fit, are indicated by the red circles. 

There is a slight disagreement in the reported value of 𝐶 (Eq. (4-4)), for AZO and GZO, 

between this work and previously published values (Table 4-6). This may be due to the relatively 

low number of sample sets considered by Liu et al. [361] and Romanyuk et al. [362]. Each study 

also relied upon reflectance measurements in the IR and/or VIS, which are well known to be less 

accurate than SE [297]. Fujiwara et al. [118] relied on NIR-VIS-UV-SE to determine the free carrier 

transport properties. Later in this work (Chapter 7) it is found that NIR-VIS-UV SE produces less 

reliable results (below 10% deviation from IR results) for samples where 𝑁 is within a “region of 

uncertainty” below (3.0 ± 0.5) × 1019 cm−3, (7 ± 1) × 1020 cm−3 and (7 ± 2) × 1020 cm−3 for 

ITO, AZO and GZO, respectively, due to tailing of IR phonon and/or defect state absorption into 

the NIR. Some of the samples measured by Fujiwara et al. fall within this region [118]. This may 

explain the larger lower value of 𝐶 compared to those of this work and Liu et al. [361] for ITO, 

alongside the observed poor agreement between 𝑚∗  obtained experimentally and the 

theoretical model of a nonparabolic conduction band (Eq. (4-4)). 

For each film, 𝑚𝑒
∗  is calculated using Eq. (4-4), where 𝑚0

∗  and 𝐶  have been fit to the 

entire data set for each material. 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 are subsequently calculated from 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 

while 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙  is calculated from 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙  and 𝜌𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙  using Eqs. (2-40) and (2-41) [107]. The 

“uncorrected” (assuming a constant 𝑚𝑒
∗; red triangles) and “corrected” (using 𝑚𝑒

∗(𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙); green 

dots) 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 are compared for ITO, AZO and GZO in Fig. 4-23a-c, respectively. Fig. 4-23d-

f correspondingly presents 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 against 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙  for ITO, AZO and GZO, respectively. The dashed 
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black lines indicate where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 or 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙. The assumed values for 𝑚𝑒
∗ , which are 

used to determine the uncorrected transport properties, are 0.30 𝑚𝑒 for ITO and 0.28 𝑚𝑒 for 

AZO and GZO. In Fig. 4-23a-c, it is observed how the correction for a non-parabolic effective 

mass brings 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 into better agreement with 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙. In Fig. 4-23d-f, it is found that the correction 

makes, on average, little or no improvement to the agreement between 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡, which 

was also reported by Fujiwara et al. [118]. However, it is entirely plausible that 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≠ 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 due 

to variations in carrier transport in response to a direct current (DC) or optical electric field. As 

lower photon energies ever-more closely approximate DC electric fields during the short mean 

free time, the IR range should be preferred for more consistent measurements of 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 

[354]. Indeed, this is a documented advantage of IR (and more so THz) ellipsometry and the 

frequency dependence of 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 may even be accounted for in the model [151,354]. 

 
Fig. 4-23. (a-c) “Uncorrected” (red triangles) and “corrected” (green dots) optical carrier 

concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, against the Hall carrier concentration, 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, for ITO, AZO and GZO, 

respectively. (d–f) optical mobility, 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡, against the Hall mobility, 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, for ITO, AZO and 

GZO, respectively. The dashed black lines indicate where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙. 
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4.2.5. Optical vs Hall carrier transport mechanisms  

The approach outlined above is followed to combine Hall Effect and IRSE measurements 

to consider the change in 𝑚𝑒
∗  with 𝑁. Fig. 4-24 presents the optical (green dots) and Hall (yellow 

squares) carrier concentration and mobility of the sputtered (a) ITO, (b) AZO and (c) GZO films.  

 
Fig. 4-24. (a-c) Carrier concentration, 𝑁, and mobility, 𝜇, of sputtered ITO, AZO and GZO 

films, respectively, as determined by IRSE (green dots) and Hall Effect (yellow squares). The 

fit of 𝜇(𝑁) to the Hall Effect measurements is shown by the solid black line. The regions 

where different scattering mechanisms are dominant are highlighted by the different 

coloured shaded areas: blue for dislocation and neutral impurity scattering, green for 

ionised impurity scattering, yellow for grain boundary scattering (GBS) and grey for ionised 

impurity cluster scattering. 

The relationship between 𝜇 and 𝑁 follows the trend, described by Ellmer et al. [343] 

(solid black lines), as for the values determined via Hall Effect, discussed in Section 4.1.5. In Fig. 

4-24b and Fig. 4-24c, few IRSE experimental points are observed (𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = (8 ± 1) × 10
19 cm−3 

and 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = (1.3 ± 0.2) × 10
20 cm−3  for AZO and 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = (1.0 ± 0.1) × 10

20 cm−3  and 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 =

(1.1 ± 0.1) × 1020 cm−3 for GZO) where there exist a deviation from the trend defined by the 

𝜇(𝑁)  relationship. Interestingly, these points do not agree with results from Hall Effect 

measurements (marked by red arrows in Fig. 4-24b-c), even after corrections have been applied 

considering how 𝑚𝑒
∗  varies with 𝑁. These points were also noted to produce erroneous values 

for 𝑚𝑒
∗  when evaluated against Hall Effect results (see Fig. 4-22). It is noted that for such points, 

𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 lies within the region of GBS (yellow shaded area in Fig. 4-24).  

It follows that such results are likely invalid due to the diminished mobility invoked by 

GBS (Section 2.2.5). In order to verify where determination of the transport properties is 

possible, for both IR and NIR-VIS-UV SE, precise knowledge of 𝑁 and 𝜇 is required. In addition, 

lower values of 𝑁 than the range covered by the experimental set of films are required in order 

to verify that SE becomes viable below the region of GBS. In response to these limitations, an 

extensive ellipsometric theoretical experiment was employed that allows for an investigation 
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into the limitations of SE. This involved the simulation the permittivity of ITO, AZO and GZO, 

extending the range of 𝑁 covered by the experimental dataset while carefully building, step-by-

step, a set of rules that preserve the physical reality of such simulated data. This investigation is 

presented in Chapter 7. 

4.3. Concluding Remarks 

Chapter 4 was devoted to gaining precise knowledge of the optoelectronic and 

structural properties of the seed TCO films so that any following laser-induced modifications 

could be revealed. Room temperature deposition of ITO, AZO and GZO thin films onto Si 

substrates by radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering was performed for a range of 

deposition conditions including the applied RF power, the sputtering pressure, and the oxygen 

partial pressure. The effect of the sputtering conditions on the optoelectronic properties of TCOs 

was in good agreement with previous investigations [58,59,326]. The structure of the seed TCO 

films was analysed via X-ray diffractometry (XRD), and new insights were gained into the physical 

mechanisms behind the asymmetric peak for room temperature sputtered, amorphous, ITO. 

Optical models were developed to fit ellipsometric measurements of a range of seed 

TCO films. For the seed TCOs utilised to elucidate the transport properties of TCOs and 

investigate the limitations of SE (Chapter 7), simple, ideal, models were sufficient to describe 

the optical constants, to reveal the IR and UV absorption centres, and to extract the carrier 

transport properties (mobility, carrier concentration, effective mass, scattering time). The 

transport properties of the room temperature sputter deposited ITO, AZO and GZO (collated via 

both SE and Hall Effect) sputtered across the range of sputtering conditions were used to 

determine the relation of both the effective mass and the carrier mobility to the carrier 

concentration. For ITO, however, in order to gain deeper insights into the precise nature of the 

conduction mechanisms and optoelectronic behaviour, the modelling required accounting for 

potential non-idealities such as multiple carrier species and film inhomogeneity to explain the 

ellipsometric results. This revealed new knowledge on the properties of TCOs such as the 

existence of an initial growth layer, multiple carrier transport mechanisms (explored further in 

Chapter 5) and a carrier-concentration dependent absorption in the IR.  
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5. Uncovering the physical mechanisms behind ReLA of ITO 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents the investigation of the physical mechanisms that govern the 

conversion of the optoelectronic properties of indium tin oxide (ITO) during reactive laser 

annealing (ReLA). ReLA seeks to combine the advantages of reactive ambient thermal annealing 

(TA) and laser annealing (LA); utilising LA of room-temperature (RT) sputtered ITO thin films in 

pressurised, reactive environments to probe the films crystal structure and donor state 

variations. Specifically, 6.89 × 105 Pa (100 psig) of both oxidising (O2) and reducing (5% H2 in 

N2) gasses were utilised within the pressure cell with a UV-transparent window during ReLA with 

varied laser fluence, 𝐽𝐿 , from 25 −  125 mJcm−2 in steps of 25 mJcm−2. A × 1 projection lens 

was used, providing a spot size of (12.2 ± 0.1) × (12.2 ± 0.1) mm2  at the focal point (the 

sample surface). The desired fluence, lens, lens correction, spot area, required monitor energy 

and actual monitor energy and fluence are recorded in Table 5-1. Further details of the ReLA 

system were given in Section 3.1.2. 

Table 5-1. Details of the varied sputtering conditions and corresponding film properties. 

Desired Fluence 

(𝐦𝐉𝐜𝐦−𝟐) 

Lens 
Correction 

Required Energy at 
Monitor (𝐦𝐉) 

Actual Monitor 
Energy (𝐦𝐉) 

Actual Fluence 

(𝐦𝐉𝐜𝐦−𝟐) 

Value 𝒄𝑳𝒆𝒏𝒔 𝚫𝒄𝑳𝒆𝒏𝒔 Value Error Mean Dev Mean Dev 

𝟐𝟓 1.211 0.004 44.4 0.5 43.6 0.2 25.1 0.3 

𝟓𝟎 1.211 0.004 88 1 87.9 0.4 49.7 0.8 

𝟕𝟓 1.211 0.004 133 2 131.2 0.7 75 1 

𝟏𝟎𝟎 1.211 0.004 177 2 176.9 0.7 100 2 

𝟏𝟐𝟓 1.211 0.004 222 3 222.7 0.9 124 2 

 

To fully test the capability of ReLA and investigate how the film starting conditions affect 

the process, two films were deposited under different experimental of conditions (Table 4-1). 

The first seed material (the “optimised” film) represented the lowest resistivity, 𝜌, achievable 

for a RT sputtered thin film of ITO. The second seed material (the “un-optimised” film) was 

deposited with parameters chosen to produce a lower quality material with 𝜌 being a magnitude 

greater than the optimised film. The investigation of the sputtering parameters was presented 

in Section 4.1.2. Prior to laser processing, the sputtered wafers were cleaved into ~50 

“wafelets” with dimensions of ~(1 × 1) cm2 to guarantee that the entire wafelet was covered 

by the laser spot, ensuring a laterally uniform annealing. The wafelets used for laser processing 

were selected from a “ring” around the wafer (constant distance from the centre) to minimise 

the influence of the film inhomogeneity (see Section 4.1.5). Each of the above films occupies a 

section below (Sections 5.2 and 5.2.4, respectively). For both films, the optoelectronic properties 

of the processed films to the structural and compositional laser-induced modifications are 
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systematically investigated in order to gain knowledge of the physical mechanisms behind LA in 

reactive gas environments. 

To reveal such properties, extensive characterisation was performed for the two ITO 

films, utilising: four-point probe (4pp), X-ray diffractometry (XRD), X-ray photon spectroscopy 

(XPS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and 

spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) across the infrared (IR; 0.034 − 0.80 eV) and near-IR-visible (NIR-

VIS; 0.74 − 3.34 eV) spectral ranges.  

5.2. Reactive laser annealing of the optimised ITO film 

5.2.1. Influence of ReLA on the optoelectronic characteristics 

In order to reveal the properties of the ITO films subjected to ReLA the first 

consideration is the optoelectronic properties, which define the key characteristics of TCOs that 

are associated with most applications [110,165]. By fitting the complex permittivity of the ITO 

layer following the procedure outlined in Section 4.2, it was possible to extract the unknown 

variables in the model for all seed and laser processed ITO thin films. The variables of interest 

are the film thickness, 𝑑𝐵 , surface roughness, 𝑑𝑅 , “optical” resistivity 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 , and scattering 

time 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡,. For simplicity, this model accounted for a single carrier species (see Section 4.2.2) 

and a simple z-axis inhomogeneity described by the %  deviation in the refractive index, �̃� , 

across the film, %�̃�𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑  [353], where the grading is accomplished by dividing the film into a 

series of discrete “slices” and %�̃�𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑 is a positive number when the index is larger towards the 

surface of the film. The model that utilises two carrier species was also used for all seed and 

laser processed ITO films, but resulted in less precise values for the carrier transport properties. 

These results will be explored shortly, once a physical picture for the existence of two carrier 

species is fully elucidated. The “optical” free carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, and mobility, 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡, are 

calculated from 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 via Eqs. (2-40) and (2-41), where the effective electron mass, 𝑚𝑒
∗, 

is determined for each sample by considering an increased non-parabolicity in the conduction 

band due to free carrier population [118], as outlined in Section 4.2.4. 

To reveal the full picture of the transport properties of each seed and laser processed 

film, Fig. 5-1 presents 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 against 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and for the seed ITO thin films (grey stars) and those 

subject to single-pulse ReLA at 25 −  125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red dots), 5% O2 in N2 (blue 

square) and O2 (green triangles). The labels indicate the fluence used during laser processing of 

each sample. Three distinct examples of 𝜇(𝑁) are indicated by the black, purple, and orange 

dashed lines, respectively, in Fig. 5-1. Each example 𝜇(𝑁) is calculated using Eq. (2-49), Eq. (2-

56) and Eqs. (2-58) to (2-61), considering 𝑚𝑒
∗(𝑁) (Eq. (4-4)). The parameters describing 𝜇(𝑁) are 

individually fit to the 3 “clusters” of the films: 25 −  75 mJcm−2, 100 mJcm−2 and 125 mJcm−2, 
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using a Levenberg-Marquardt regression algorithm to determine the free parameters. 

Consequently, it is observed that the clusters to relate to groups of samples where the scattering 

mechanisms that influence 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡  in relation to 𝑁  are identical. When 𝑁 > 1020 cm−3 , the 

dominant scattering mechanism of ITO is ionised cluster scattering (ICS) [343] (Section 2.2.5). 

Therefore, the ionised impurity scattering (IIS) diminished mobility, 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛, and the coefficient of 

ICS, 𝛼𝐼𝐶𝑆, are set as free parameters when fitting 𝜇(𝑁) to each cluster. These parameters are 

analogous to an intercept and gradient, respectively, of the near-straight lines of each cluster. 

All other parameters which define 𝜇(𝑁) are fixed from those found by examining a larger range 

of 𝑁 [227,342,343]. The first cluster (dashed black line) is comprised of the seed films and those 

annealed in either 5%  H2  in N2  (red dots) and O2  (green triangles) at lower 𝐽𝐿  (25 −

75 mJcm−2). Three seed films are shown to represent the range of transport properties of the 

seed ITO film, which arises from a non-uniformity across the 4′′ sputtered ITO wafer (see 

Section 4.1.5). 

The films subject to ReLA at 25 − 75 mJcm−2 lie along the theoretical trend of 𝜇(𝑁), 

where 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 55 cm
2/Vs  and 𝛼𝐼𝐶𝑆 = 11 , within the range of 𝑁  covered by the seed films. 

Therefore, it is observed in Fig. 5-1 that single-pulse ReLA at ≤ 75 mJcm−2  provides no 

significant alteration of the conduction mechanisms from the seed optimised ITO film. ReLA at 

125 mJcm−2 leads to a greater improvement of the film quality (𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛 is increased to 90 cm2/Vs) 

alongside an apparent reduction in the “strength” of ICS (i.e., 𝛼𝐼𝐶𝑆 is reduced from 11 to 6). 

These enhancements of the film quality at 100 mJcm−2  and 125 mJcm−2  likely arise from 

structural and/or compositional modifications. Furthermore, for the films annealed at 

125 mJcm−2, a mobility-only translation (orange arrow) is not able to navigate the transport 

property modifications. To complete the navigation across Fig. 5-1 from the seed films to those 

annealed at 125 mJcm−2, an additional translation across the 𝜇(𝑁) trend is required. Vitally, this 

translation is ambient-dependent. Specifically, the increase in 𝑁 in an oxidising environment 

(O2) is significantly less than in a reducing environment (5% H2 in N2). To assess the ambient-

dependence further, an additional single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 was performed in a mildly 

oxidising environment (5% O2 in N2) and is shown with the blue square in Fig. 5-1. The post-

ReLA transport characteristics for this sample are found to lie on the same cluster with 𝑁 

between that of the samples annealed at 125 mJcm−2 in oxidising and reducing environments.  

Therefore, ReLA is shown to induce modifications of the optoelectronic properties of 

the optimised ITO film. Vitally, this comprises an enhancement of 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡  at ≥ 100 mJcm−2 

coupled with an ambient-dependent modulation of 𝑁 at 125 mJcm−2. The enhancement of 𝑁 

was increased for more reducing environments, indicating that ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 is able to 
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probe the oxygen vacancy concentration [52]. It has been shown previously that irradiation of 

amorphous In2O3 with UV light in reducing and oxidising environments could reversibly increase 

and decrease 𝑁 [336]. However, an increase in 𝑁 is observed even for the film subjected to ReLA 

in pure O2, suggesting alternate donor state mechanisms are being probed.  

 
Fig. 5-1. “Optical” carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, and mobility, 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡, of seed ITO thin films 

(grey stars) and those subject to single-pulse ReLA at 25 −  125 mJcm−2  in 

5% H2 in N2 (red dots) and O2 (green triangles). The sample processed with 125 mJcm−2 in 

5% O2 in N2 is shown with the blue square. The dashed lines indicate the theoretical trend 

of 𝜇(𝑁) considering various scattering mechanisms. The parameters of 𝜇(𝑁) that indicate 

the ionised impurity scattering limited mobility, 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛, and the ionised cluster scattering 

strength, 𝛼𝐼𝐶𝑆, are fit to the seed materials and those subject to ReLA at below 100 mJcm−2  

(black dashed line), at 100 mJcm−2  (purple dashed line) and at 125 mJcm−2  (orange 

dashed line). The purple and orange arrows indicate the 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡-only transition to the next 

cluster and the green, blue and red arrows indicate the ambient dependent transition to 

higher 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 after ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2, 5% O2 in N2 and O2, respectively.  
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5.2.2. Influence of ReLA on the microstructure and morphology 

A potential source for the ReLA-induced modifications of the optoelectronic properties 

of ITO is that the high energy dose and rapid annealing process has resulted in a change to the 

film crystallinity. To identify the crystal nature of the seed and processed samples, the seed and 

processed films were investigated with XRD. Fig. 5-2 presents the X-ray diffractograms for the 

seed optimised ITO film (grey squares) and the corresponding films processed with a single laser 

pulse at 25 mJcm−2  (red squares), 50 mJcm−2  (orange squares), 75 mJcm−2  (green squares), 

100 mJcm−2 (teal squares) and 125 mJcm−2 (blue squares) in (a) O2 and in (b) 5% H2 in N2. The 

fitting of the broad asymmetric peak observed for the seed ITO films was achieved with a 

summation of two linked pseudo-Voigt functions (Eq. (3-13)), are presented alongside each 

diffractogram as the coloured solid lines. The nature of this peak was investigated in Section 

4.1.4, where the large peak broadening and asymmetry for the seed film was found to arise from 

the nanocrystalline nature of the RT deposited ITO films. In this case, it is noted that the 

diffractograms of all measured seed and laser processed films in Fig. 5-2 are near identical and 

therefore the nanocrystalline nature appears unaffected during ReLA at ≤ 125 mJcm−2 in either 

O2 or 5% H2 in N2 ambient environments.  

 
Fig. 5-2. X-ray diffractograms for the seed “optimised” ITO films (grey squares) and those 

subject to reactive laser annealing in (a) O2  and (b) 5%  H2 in  N2  between 25 −

125 mJcm−2 in steps of 25 mJcm−2  (red-blue squares). The fitting of two pseudo-Voigt 

functions to the asymmetric peak of each film is shown with the solid lines. The (100) Si 

peak at 32.9⁰ −  33.1⁰ has been removed from all diffractograms.  
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However, XRD averages over the entire sample, and the modifications may be localised. 

To elucidate any microscopic modifications to the film structure, an examination of high-

resolution TEM images was performed for the seed optimised ITO thin film (Fig. 5-3a) and the 

corresponding films subjected to single-pulse laser processing at 125 mJcm−2 in O2 (Fig. 5-3b) 

and 5% H2 in N2 (Fig. 5-3c) environments. All the samples are clearly amorphous and appear 

uniform across entire the sample depth, both before and after ReLA at 125 mJcm−2. Therefore, 

it is not possible to discriminate between the listed potential sources of the broad asymmetric 

XRD peak (Section 4.1.4) from the TEM images.  

 
Fig. 5-3. TEM cross-sectional images of (a) seed “optimised” ITO thin film and those subject 

to a single laser pulse at 125 mJcm−2  in (b) O2  and (c) 5% H2 in  N2 . The white arrow 

indicates the scale of the image. 
 

It should be noted that in previous reports on the LA of ITO, structural changes have 

been observed at lower fluences [66,67,364]. This discrepancy may be due to the change in the 

thickness of the ITO, the presence of an intermediate SiO2  layer (a thermal barrier for heat 

dissipation) and/or the solution process, which were used in the previous reports [66,364]. 

However, it should also be noted that an increased ambient pressure is typically employed in 
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order to suppress and/or eliminate sample ablation during LA [61,365]. Therefore, the 

pressurised environment reduces the stress inducing process of thermal expansion during ReLA. 

It is concluded that ReLA up to and including 125 mJcm−2 in 100 psig of either 5% H2 in N2 or 

O2 environments does not induce any significant changes to the crystal structure of the ITO 

films. Therefore, the annealing process at ≤ 125 mJcm−2 is low-stress and the ReLA-induced 

modifications to the optoelectronic properties cannot be explained through structural changes. 

5.2.3. Influence of ReLA on the compositional properties 

The other obvious source for the modifications is from changes to the material 

composition, which may also explain the ambient dependence of the 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 modulation during 

ReLA (Fig. 5-1). To elucidate the compositional changes that govern the tailoring of the optical 

properties of ITO, an XPS survey was undertaken for one seed optimised ITO film and another 

film subject to single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in the reducing environment of 5% H2 in N2. 

The core-level X-ray photoelectron spectra of related to the (a-b) Sn3d, (c-d) O1s and (e-f) In3d 

atomic orbital states for the seed and laser processed films, respectively, are presented with the 

black dots in Fig. 5-4. All the peaks show complex structures, where asymmetries are observed. 

These asymmetries require a multi-peak fitting to deconvolute the X-ray spectra into multiple 

sub-peaks, described by Gaussian-Lorentzian Sum (GLS) peaks (Eq. (3-18)) [293] with a fixed 

shape of 0.3 (30% Lorentzian and 70% Gaussian contribution). A very good fit is achieved for all 

peaks. The blue, green, cyan, and pink solid lines present the deconvoluted peaks for each core-

level. The source of each sub-peak for each core level is discussed below. To improve the 

accuracy of the fit, the 3d5⁄2 and 3d3⁄2 peaks for both In and Sn were fit simultaneously, with a 

coupling of the peak broadening, area ratio, and 2nd peak offset. Finally, the red solid lines in 

Fig. 5-4 present the cumulative fit to the data for each core-level X-ray photoelectron spectra. 

The binding energy, 𝐸𝐵, of the In3d5/2 and In3d5/2 core levels are around 444 eV and 

452 eV, corresponding to an In2O3 host matrix [366]. The In3d5 2⁄  and In3d5/2 peaks are each 

deconvoluted into two peaks (InI and InII for the In3d5/2 core level and InIII and InIV for the 

In3d5/2 core level). The InI and InII peaks can be attributed to crystalline and amorphous ITO 

[367,368], respectively. The amorphous nature of the seed ITO films is highlighted by the large 

InI/InII/InI ratio. Note that due to the coupling of the two core-levels, the InI and InIII (and the 

InII and InIV) peaks are identical in shape and relative peak position. The In3d peaks are largely 

insensitive to ReLA as peak shapes between Fig. 5-4e-f show no appreciable differences, 

indicating that the electronic environment of the In3+ ions is not significantly modified. This 

correlates with the finding of no significant structural change with during ReLA that was 

observed from XRD and TEM measurements. 
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Fig. 5-4. High resolution (a-b) Sn3d, (c-d) O1s and (e-f) In3d XPS spectra (black dots) for the 

optimised seed ITO films before and after laser processing with a single pulse at 

125 mJcm−2 into an ambient atmosphere of 5% H2 in N2, respectively. The blue, green, 

cyan, and pink solid lines present the deconvoluted peaks for each core-level and the red 

solid line presents the cumulative fit to the data. 

A key conduction mechanism in ITO is the introduction of the Sn dopant to In2O3 [165] 

and so the investigation was devoted to the peak in the core-level X-ray photoelectron spectra 

that is related to Sn atoms (Fig. 5-4a-b). The Sn3d5 2⁄  and Sn3d3 2⁄  peaks are each deconvoluted 

into two peaks and the areal intensities of the Sn4+ and Sn2+ components are extracted. These 

components are related to the “activated” SnO2 and “un-activated” SnO states within the film, 

respectively [56]. As the donor state of ITO originates from Sn4+ ions substituting into In3+ and 

oxygen vacancy positions (becoming “activated”), the areal intensity of the Sn4+ component can 

be related to adjustments of 𝑁  [216,369]. The areal intensities of the Sn4+  and Sn2+ 

components, in relation to the Sn3d5 2⁄  peak, are presented in Fig. 5-5a. The Sn2+ component is 

dominant and there is an increased Sn4+  content after ReLA in 5%  H2 in  N2 . Evidently, Sn 

activation at 125 mJcm−2  accounts for the enhancement of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  observed in Fig. 5-1. This 

corresponds to a removal O  interstitials that activate the Sn  donors [213] and marks the 

improvement in 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 observed in Fig. 5-1 (particularly the increased 𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆). It is inferred that a 

similar process of Sn  activation occurs for the film processed in pure O2 , resulting in the 

observed increase in 𝑁  (Fig. 5-1). This is despite the highly oxidising environment, which is 

expected to reduce 𝑁 by filling oxygen vacancies [52–55,79].  
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Fig. 5-5. Relative areal intensities of the deconvoluted component peaks of the core level 

X-ray photoelectron spectra for Sn: Sn2+ the (a) O1s: OI (red bar), OII (green bar) and OIII 

(blue bar) and (b) Sn: Sn2+ (pink bar) and Sn4+ (yellow bar) peaks of the seed optimised ITO 

film and that subject to a single ReLA pulse at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2.  

To investigate this possibility, the O1s core-level X-ray photoelectron peak (Fig. 5-4c-d) 

was studied. The O1s peak is de-convoluted into OI, OII and OIII components [56]. The OI and 

OIII components are related to the metal-oxide binding (In − O) [369] and surface contaminants 

[370], respectively [364]. The origin of the OII peak is commonly associated with oxygen atoms 

existing near to a neighbouring oxygen vacancy. However, this is still under debate and it is also 

possible that the OII  peak arises from oxygen atoms in the amorphous phase of ITO and/or 

oxygen atoms bound to Sn [53,177,367]. The relative areal intensities of the O1s components 

are shown in Fig. 5-5b. The films subject to ReLA in 5%  H2 in  N2  exhibit a significant 

enhancement of the metal oxide peak (OI; red bar in Fig. 5-5b) from the seed film. There is also 

a marked decrease in the relative areal intensity for the peak commonly associated with oxygen 

vacancies (OII, green bar in Fig. 5-5b). As this decrease corresponds to a decrease in the amount 

of oxygen (relative to In and Sn) and to an increase in 𝑁, it seems unlikely that the OII peak is a 

result of oxygen vacancies. In addition, the lack of a significant change in the structure (Fig. 5-2 

and Fig. 5-3) may eliminate the amorphous phase to be the source of the peak. The correlation 

between the reductions in the relative areal intensity of the OII peak and the increase in the 

Sn4+/Sn2+ ratio instead suggest that the oxygen atoms bound to Sn are the primary source. It 

is however very possible that the peak arises from a convolution of the above-mentioned 

sources that cannot be individually resolved during the peak fitting. Finally, there exist a small 

reduction in the surface containments after annealing in 5% H2 in N2 (OIII; blue bar in Fig. 5-5b). 

This may indicate a reduction in the surface roughness due to the reduced surface area for 

contaminants. This may also correspond to an increased surface conductivity. 
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However, SE determines 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 (a property of the entire ITO layer). Furthermore, during 

the SE analysis a z-axis inhomogeneity of the optical properties across the depth of the seed film 

was noted to improve the fit (Section 4.2.3) and the ReLA process itself is potentially highly 

depth-dependent [61]. The EDX capabilities of the system utilised to collect the TEM images 

presented in Fig. 5-3, enables an examination of the compositional modifications induced across 

the entire depth of the sample. Across the image, the average emitted X-ray intensity at the 

characteristic energy of each element within the sample is measured in order to create a depth 

profile of the relative elemental concentration across the film. To better compare the films, the 

intensity of each individual element is normalised to its peak value and the zero-point distance 

is set to the bottom of the film. The normalised grey value intensities for (a) Sn, (b) O, (c) In, (d) 

Pt and (e) Si from the bottom of the seed (grey squares) optimised ITO film and those subject to 

single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red squares) and (c) O2  (green squares) are 

presented in Fig. 5-6. Fig. 5-6f presents the bright field (BF) greyscale intensity, for reference. To 

calibrate the EDX intensities to the absolute surface region abundance determined via XPS, the 

surface region O/(In + Sn) ratio is calculated from the total areal intensities of the O1s, In3d5 2⁄ , 

and Sn3d5 2⁄  XPS peaks. Individual peak areas were corrected by their respective relative 

sensitivity factors [371,372]. The surface region O/(In + Sn)  ratio is presented for the seed 

optimised ITO film (grey bar) and that subject to single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2  in 5% 

H2 in N2 (red bar) in Fig. 5-7a. 

 
Fig. 5-6. Depth-profiles of the EDX intensity for the (a) Sn, (b) O, (c) In, (d) Pt, and (e) Si 

peaks of the seed “optimised” ITO thin film (grey squares) and those subject to a single 

laser pulse at 125 mJcm−2  in O2  (green squares) and 5%  H2 in  N2  (red squares). (f) 

Presents the depth profile of bright-field image greyscale intensity, for reference. 
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The likelihood that annealing in 5% H2 in N2 has created new oxygen vacancies, which 

complement the Sn activation for the increased 𝑁, observed in Fig. 5-1, [56] is supported by the 

significant drop in the relative O content, from 1.21 to 1.06, a significant departure from the 

stoichiometric case of O/(In + Sn) = 1.5  (dashed black line in Fig. 5-7). Significantly, the 

observed modulation of the oxygen vacancy contribution may give rise to the ambient 

dependence of the change in 𝑁 during ReLA. 

However, this is only relevant to the surface of the film and the ReLA process is likely to 

have a depth-dependence. Fig. 5-7a is used to calibrate the EDX-calculated depth profile of the 

normalised O/(In + Sn) ratio across the sample depth for the optimised seed ITO film (grey 

stars) and those subject to single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red dots) and in O2 

(green triangles). This is presented as a function of the distance from the bottom of the film in 

Fig. 5-7b. The EDX results are scaled so that the values of O/(In + Sn) for the seed and 5% 

H2 in N2 annealed film, at roughly 10 nm below the imaged surface (to account for the sampling 

depth [373]), match the values determined from XPS. These steps allow for an examination of 

how the oxygen content varies throughout the film. 

 

  
Fig. 5-7. (a) The O/(In + Sn) ratio for the seed “optimised” ITO film (grey bar) and that 

subject to a single ReLA pulse at 125 mJcm−2  in 5% H2 in N2  (red bar), calculated from 

surface-XPS results. (d) Depth profile of the O/(In + Sn) ratio for the seed optimised ITO 

film (grey stars) and those subject to single ReLA pulse at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red 

dots) and O2  (green stars), as calculated from EDX imaging. The O/(In + Sn) ratio for a 

stoichiometric In2O3 film is indicated by the dashed black line. The XPS results are mapped 

onto the “surface” (purple dashed line) of the EDX depth profile with the grey and red 

dashed lines, where the grey and red dotted lines present the mapping of the errors. 
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In Fig. 5-7b, a smooth gradient is observed in the relative O concentration across the 

seed film. The gradient in O/(In + Sn) is more significant for the film processed in 5% H2 in N2, 

and near the surface there is a sharp dip in O/(In + Sn). Such a gradient has been reported 

previously using secondary ion mass spectroscopy [286], where the dip the O/(In + Sn) ratio at 

the surface of the film was also found for reducing annealing environments. The gradient of the 

oxygen throughout the depth of the film is reflected in the presence of the simple graded 

inhomogeneity utilised during SE analysis.  

5.2.4. Building a model for the ReLA process 

To reflect the gradient in the oxygen content across the film (Fig. 5-7), an exponential 

gradient in 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 across the depth of the ITO films was included in the optical analysis 

using Eq. (5-1) and Eq. (5-2). 

𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) = 𝜌0 (1 +
𝜌%𝐺𝑟
100

(
𝑧

𝑑𝐵
)
𝐸𝑥𝑝

) (5-1) 

𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) = 𝜏0 (1 +
𝜏%𝐺𝑟
100

(
𝑧

𝑑𝐵
)
𝐸𝑥𝑝

) (5-2) 

where 𝜌0 and 𝜏0 are the value of the resistivity and mean free time, respectively, at the bottom 

of the film (the ITO/Si interface). 𝜌%𝐺𝑟 and 𝜏%𝐺𝑟 are the percent gradient of the resistivity and 

mean free time, respectively, 𝑧 is the distance from the bottom of the layer, 𝑑𝐵  is the layer 

thickness, 𝐸𝑥𝑝  is the exponent of the gradient. The gradient is described by a series of 

100 discrete slices such that 𝑧 = (𝑐 + 0.5) n⁄  where 𝑐 is the current slice, n is the total number 

of slices and 𝑧 falls at the middle of each slice. 

The resulting MSE for fitting this film using a gradient in 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 was significantly 

reduced (from 14.7 to 10.3). The values of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) were calculated from 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) and 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) 

using Eq. (2-41) and are presented in Fig. 5-8 for the two of the seed optimised ITO films (black 

and grey line) and those subject to ReLA in 5% H2 in  N2  (red line) and O2  (green line) at 

100 mJcm−2  (lighter shade) and 125 mJcm−2  (darker shade). The films annealed at <

100 mJcm−2 showed a negligible change in the gradient of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 as compared to the seed films, 

and so are excluded from Fig. 5-8 for the sake of clarity. For the seed optimised ITO films (black 

and grey solid lines in Fig. 5-8), 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) is larger towards the bottom of the film where it rapidly 

falls by ~1 × 1020 cm−3 within the first ~10 nm before plateauing. A sharper gradient in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) 

near the bottom of the film is observed for the film annealed at 100 mJcm−2  in both the 

reducing and oxidising environments (light shaded red and green, respectively, lines in Fig. 5-8).  
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Fig. 5-8. Gradient of the optical carrier concentration as a function of the distance from the 

ITO/Si interface, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧), for the seed optimised ITO film (grey line) and those subject to 

single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red line) and O2 (green line). 

At the surface of the film, however, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 is increased from the case of the seed films, 

and this results in an almost parabolic shape of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) across the film, where there is a lower 

𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 near the middle of the film. As was seen in Fig. 5-1, the “average” 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 of the film annealed 

at 100 mJcm−2  is larger for the film annealed in O2  rather than 5%  H2  in N2 . However, a 

reasonable assumption can be made that the films used for laser processing in each ambient gas 

were slightly different (i.e., sat at different points along 𝜇(𝑁) in Fig. 5-1). This can be seen to 

occur in Fig. 5-8 by how 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 at the bottom of the film is larger for the film annealed in O2, and 

how it is very similar to the seed film with the largest 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  (black line). Conversely, for the 

annealed in 5% H2  in N2, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧 = 0) is very similar to the seed film with the smallest 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 

(black line). By accounting for this, it is seen that the increase of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 at the surface (relative to 

the seed film) is larger for the film annealed in 5% H2 in N2, than for the film annealed in O2. 

This is indicated by the light shaded red and green arrows in Fig. 5-8. For the films annealed at 

125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 and O2 (dark red and green lines in Fig. 5-8, respectively), 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 at 

the surface is increased even further and the increase is, again, dependent on the ambient. The 

steepness of the 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) curve for the seed and laser processed films agree well with the trend 

in the O/(In + Sn) ratio observed in Fig. 5-7b. This is expected from the increased likelihood of 

oxygen vacancy donors in the oxygen deficient lattice. Lower in the film, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑧) is reduced in 

comparison to the seed film for both the films annealed in 5% H2 in N2 and O2. This is reflected 

by how the O/(In + Sn) ratio is increased at the bottom of the film (Fig. 5-7b). The overall trend 
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can be described by a shift of the gradient to lower in the film, so that the “dip” in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 lies near 

the bottom of the film. 

These results can be used to build a physical interpretation of the ReLA process. A 

schematic diagram of the model used to explain the compositional changes to the ITO film 

during LA in a reactive ambient is presented in Fig. 5-9. A schematic for the composition of the 

seed film is shown in in Fig. 5-9a. The schematic highly simplifies the structure of ITO to a simple 

2D array of In (green spheres) and oxygen (blue spheres) atoms where the oxygen atoms lie in 

the centre of four In atoms. Some of the In atoms sit at interstitial sites (light green spheres) 

and some of the oxygen sites are unfilled and so there exist oxygen vacancies (white spheres). 

In addition, some In atoms have been effective substituted with Sn atoms (orange spheres) and 

there also exist additional Sn atoms at interstitial positions. Finally, there may exist clusters or 

complexes of In − O and Sn − O that for simplicity are indicated as a molecule of InSnO in Fig. 

5-9. The two rows in Fig. 5-9 show the seed film sat in the two utilised ambient environments: 

5% H2 in N2 and pure O2, where the H and Ν atoms are indicated by the red and purple spheres, 

respectively. 

 
Fig. 5-9. Illustrative model for the compositional modifications of ITO during ReLA in (top 

row) 5% H2 in N2 and (bottom row) O2. The schematic of the composition of ITO is split 

into three parts: (a) before laser processing, (b) during laser processing and (c) after laser 

processing. The green, orange, blue, purple, and red spheres indicate In, Sn, O, N and H 

atoms, respectively. The lighter shaded symbols indicate the atoms are at interstitial 

positions in the lattice. The blue arrows show the migration of oxygen atoms during ReLA. 
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As detailed in Section 3.1.2, the heating mechanism of LA involves the absorption of 

laser photons within a penetration depth, 𝛿𝑝 , of the 5 eV KrF  laser photons followed by a 

process of heat diffusion from the upper layer to the reset of the film [59] This results in a 

gradient of the thermal absorption, and thus the peak temperature reached during the 

annealing, as a function of the depth in the film (graded red-yellow shading in Fig. 5-9b). For 

“low” fluences (≤ 100 mJcm−2), the thermal gradient is relatively small, and the thermal dose 

appears sufficient to modify 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 within the top 90% of the film, through the creation of oxygen 

vacancies and/or the activation of Sn4+. Vitally, both effects require that the temperature be 

high enough that oxygen and/or Sn atoms become mobile within the lattice. Due to the lower 

atomic mass of oxygen, the oxygen atoms will become mobile at lower temperatures and be 

more mobile than In and Sn atoms within the lattice. The thermal expansion of the upper layers 

can create a pressure differential that may draw mobile oxygen atoms towards and out of the 

surface (blue arrows in Fig. 5-9b), leaving behind vacancies [254] and increasing 𝑁 at the surface. 

The removal of oxygen into the pressure cell (out of the film), can exacerbate the pressure 

differential.  

The oxygen atom mobility is induced across the entire depth of the film that reaches a 

critical temperature. Therefore, oxygen atoms that are removed from the surface may be 

replaced by those moving up from lower in the film, filling the vacancies and reducing 𝛮. As the 

ReLA process continues, the filled vacancies may again have their oxygen atom migrate upwards, 

which is indicated by the additional, cascading, blue arrows in Fig. 5-9b. This process continues 

while the temperature within the film is high enough to allow for the mobility of oxygen atoms 

throughout the lattice. At a time after the laser pulse, the thermal energy within the system 

becomes low enough to prevent the mobility of atoms through the lattice, marking the end of 

the “annealing period”. The annealing period would depend on the peak temperature (i.e., the 

fluence) and the cooling rate. At the end of the annealing period, the temperature gradient is 

also relaxed, and the lattice settles back to its equilibrium state (Fig. 5-9c). For low fluences (≤

100 mJcm−2), this time may be small enough that the some of the oxygen atoms from the 

bottom of the film have only just filled vacancies in the centre of the film. This can result in a 

middle portion of the film having fewer vacancies than both the top and the bottom of the films, 

resulting in a “dip” in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 , as seen in Fig. 5-8 for the films annealed at 100 mJcm−2 . This 

situation arises from the competition between thermal gradient across the film (i.e., more 

oxygen mobility, more blue arrows near the surface in Fig. 5-9b) and the amount of oxygen 

migrating from lower regions of the film. In the reducing environment, the hydrogen atoms 

enhance the extraction of oxygen atoms by reacting with the surface oxygen and escaping as 

water molecules. In the oxidising environment, a portion of the oxygen atoms that escape at the 
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surface are continually replaced with oxygen atoms from within the pressurised chamber (blue 

arrows going into the film in Fig. 5-9b). This reduces the net flux of oxygen from the surface, 

resulting in a lower 𝑁 at the surface (relative to the bottom of the film) and a shallower gradient 

due to the reduced pressure differential. It should be noted that the additional oxygen can also 

form Sn − O  complexes that can reduce 𝑁  by “un-activating” Sn4+  dopants [130]. In other 

words, the modulation of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 may come from changing the Sn4+: Sn2+ ratio and not from the 

reduction in the oxygen vacancy density. Surface and/or depth-profile XPS of the film annealed 

in pure O2 would be required to test this possibility. 

For the films annealed at 125 mJcm−2 (Fig. 5-10), the thermal dose at the top of the film 

is greater. A larger number of photons penetrate deeper into the film, increasing the depth of 

the film where the dominant heating mechanism is the absorption of the 5 eV KrF photons. 

Therefore, the peak temperature, thermal gradient and annealing time are all increased. The 

increased peak temperature increases the mobility of the atoms within the lattice during 

annealing and the increased thermal gradient enhances the pressure differential. Both effects 

result in a greater flux of oxygen through the film (increased number of cascading blue arrows 

in Fig. 5-10b). The increased thermal gradient can also change the balance of the oxygen 

migration within the film described above, so that the rate of oxygen leaving the film is greater 

than the rate at which oxygen is replenished from below. The result is that once the film has 

cooled and settled to its equilibrium state, there exist a strong gradient in the oxygen vacancy 

density across the depth of the film.  

 
Fig. 5-10. Illustrative model for the compositional modifications of ITO during ReLA in 5% 

H2 in N2 and (bottom row) O2. The schematic of the composition of ITO is split into three 

parts: (a) before laser processing, (b) during laser processing and (c) after laser processing. 

The green, orange, blue, purple, and red spheres indicate In , Sn , O , N  and H  atoms, 

respectively. The lighter shaded symbols indicate the atoms are at interstitial positions in 

the lattice. The blue arrows show the migration of oxygen atoms during ReLA. 
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The higher temperature and the longer annealing period also enhance the processes of 

Sn  activation and reduction of oxygen interstitials occurs simultaneously with the oxygen 

migration, further increasing the carrier concentration and the mobility, respectively. The 

outlined model would suggest that 𝑁 of the laser processed film at all depths is increased from 

the case of the seed film. In Fig. 5-8, however, it is seen that 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 near the bottom of the film is 

lower than for the seed film. Therefore, it appears that LA has a different effect for the region 

of the film near the ITO/Si interface than for the rest of the film. This may arise from the epitaxy 

of the ITO film near the interface. It is also possible that the oxygen is pulled from the thin native 

oxide layer into the ITO film, which may explain the peak in the O/(In + Sn) ratio at the bottom 

of the film seen by EDX (Fig. 5-7). The precise nature of this effect, however, cannot currently 

be explained from the experimental data, and warrants further investigation. It should also be 

noted that depth-profile EDX does not elucidate whether the oxygen atoms within the film are 

more likely to end up in metal oxide or interstitial positions after ReLA. However, from the 

increased mobility observed in the optical results (Fig. 5-1) a reduction in oxygen interstitial 

concentration can be inferred as no structural modifications were observed (Fig. 5-2).  

Finally, it is important to note that that annealing in hydrogen has a potential to promote 

hydrogen doping within the lattice [206,220,286]. This has been proposed to be a shallow donor 

of ITO that is more energetically favourable than oxygen vacancies [221]. This may explain why 

an ambient-dependent increase in 𝑁 is observed alongside a reduction in the OII peak that is 

commonly associated with oxygen vacancies but here viewed as resulting from Sn − O. The 

effect of H-doping during ReLA in 5% H2 in  N2  may further enhance the 𝑁  modulation, but 

analysis of this mechanism is beyond the scope of this work. From this physical picture, it can be 

concluded that the ambient dependence of the free carrier modulation during ReLA arises 

primarily from the probing of the oxygen vacancies. The oxygen that becomes mobile in the film 

escapes, leaving behind increased oxygen vacancies and increasing 𝑁 . The use of oxidising 

environments makes the increase in 𝑁 less significant, as ambient oxygen atoms replenish the 

surface. Due to both the activation of Sn4+ and/or net oxygen flux out of the surface, an increase 

in 𝑁 is noted even within oxidising environments. For applications where a lower 𝑁 is desired, 

such as for low-loss NIR and IR plasmonics [15,28,51], a different strategy is required. Section 

5.3 explores the case of starting from an ”un-optimised” seed ITO film, with much lower 𝑁, and 

filling the operational gap of 𝑁 [41] via ReLA. 
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5.3. Reactive laser annealing of the un-optimised ITO film 

A second seed ITO thin film was produced in order to further test the capability of ReLA 

and investigate how the film starting conditions affect the process. Furthermore, it was seen 

previously that due to Sn activation ReLA was only able to increase 𝛮. Therefore, a seed material 

with a lower 𝑁  may allow for the bridging of the gap in the spectral windows for low loss 

plasmonics (Fig. 1-1), if 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 remains comparable to the optimised case. The identical conditions 

and characterisation techniques were applied to this film, and a much more complex story was 

revealed which builds upon the findings for the optimised film. The results and discussion are 

followed in the same way as presented above for the optimised film, noting any deviations from 

the previous case along the way. 

5.3.1. Influence of ReLA on the optoelectronic characteristics 

As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the optoelectronic properties of the ITO films are best 

described using three independent carrier “species” that define the optical carrier transport 

properties across the sample depth of the un-optimised ITO film. The optical transport 

properties for the 1st and 2nd top-layer species are compared in Fig. 5-11 alongside the case for 

the bottom layer in Fig. 5-12a. To compare optical and electronic results, Fig. 5-12b presents 

𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 against 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙. The labels indicate the fluence used during laser processing of each sample 

and are coloured red or green for annealing in 5% H2 in N2  or O2 , respectively. Due to the 

complexity introduced by the existence of multiple species of carriers across the film, the 

analysis requires careful, step-by-step, examination before summarising the overall picture. 

Firstly, the seed films (and those annealed at “low” fluences; ≤ 100 mJcm−2) are examined in 

order to investigate the difference between the optimised and un-optimised film and the 

identity of the two carrier species in the top layer. Subsequently, an examination is presented 

for how ReLA at higher fluences affects each layer and carrier species. Finally, the results for the 

top “bulk” layer are compared with those for the bottom “initial growth” layer and Hall Effect 

values of the transport properties.  

Fig. 5-11 presents 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 against 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 for the 1st (darker shaded symbols) and 2nd (lighter 

shaded symbols) carrier species that exist within the top layer of the seed un-optimised ITO films 

(grey stars) and those subject to single-pulse ReLA at 25 −  125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2  (red 

squares) and O2 (green triangles). For comparison, the case for the optimised ITO film (Fig. 5-1) 

are presented with the open symbols. As before, the example trends of 𝜇(𝑁) are shown with 

dashed lines. The parameters that define the trend are fit to particular “clusters” of data.  
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Fig. 5-11. “Optical” carrier concentration, 𝛮𝑜𝑝𝑡 , and mobility, 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 , of the seed “un-

optimised” ITO thin films (grey stars) and those subject to single-pulse ReLA at 25 −

 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red squares) and O2 (green triangles). In (a), the 1st and 2nd 

carrier species are denoted by the dark and light symbol shades, respectively. For easy 

comparison, the open symbols show the corresponding transport mechanisms for the 

optimised ITO film, as presented in Fig. 5-1. The dashed lines indicate the theoretical trends 

of 𝜇(𝑁) considering various scattering mechanisms. The parameters of 𝜇(𝑁)𝐼𝐼𝑆+𝐺𝐵𝑆 that 

are related to grain boundary scattering (the grain size, 𝐷𝐺𝑟, and trap density, 𝑄𝑡) are fit to 

the 1st  carrier species within the seed materials and those subject to ReLA at ≤

100 mJcm−2 (gold dashed line) and at 125 mJcm−2 (cyan dashed line). The corresponding 

𝜇(𝑁)𝐼𝐼𝑆  relation, which ignores the effect of grain boundary scattering, for the films 

annealed at 100 mJcm−2  and 125 mJcm−2  are indicated by the purple and pink dashed 

lines, respectively. The green and red arrows indicate ambient-dependent transitions in 

𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 after ReLA in 5% H2 in N2 and O2, respectively. 
 

The first cluster (indicated by the gold shaded area) represents the 1st carrier species 

within the top layers of the seed un-optimised ITO films and those subject to ReLA at “low” 

fluence (25 − 100 mJcm−2 ). A significantly lower 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  is immediately noticed for the un-

optimised film as for the optimised (Fig. 5-1), which is the source of the larger 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 (Table 4-1). 

For these films, it is observed that 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 increases with 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡. This indicates that in this case, as 

opposed to the optimised film, grain boundary scattering (GBS), and not ICS, is the dominant 
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scattering mechanism [227,342,343]. The trend of 𝜇(𝑁) fit to the 1st cluster is indicated by the 

dashed gold line. Only the grain size, 𝐷𝐺𝑟, and trap density, 𝑄𝑡, of the “scattering equation” (Eq. 

(2-49)) [227,342,343] were left free during the fit, and were determined to be 2.0 ± 0.2 nm and 

(7.0 ± 0.3) × 1012 cm−2, respectively. The other parameters were fixed to the values reported 

by Ellmer et al. [227] or to those fit to the optimised film (Fig. 5-1). 

The very low 𝐷𝐺𝑟 confirms that the seed un-optimised ITO film is amorphous, as seen by 

XRD (Fig. 4-3). In Fig. 5-11 it is also observed that the optimised ITO films lie slightly above the 

trend of 𝜇(𝑁) as fit to the un-optimised films (dashed gold line). This is because of the slightly  

larger 𝐷𝐺𝑟 (~3.2 nm) for the optimised films [342]. The second cluster (purple shaded area in 

Fig. 5-11) represents the 2nd carrier species (light symbols) within the top layers of the seed un-

optimised ITO films and those subject to ReLA at lower fluences (25 − 100 mJcm−2). The second 

cluster has considerably (approximately a factor of 10) lower 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and larger 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡. There is a 

negative trend of 𝜇(𝑁)  which directly follows the trend of 𝜇(𝑁)  for the first species if the 

influence of GBS is ignored, which are shown as the dashed purple line in Fig. 5-11. Indeed, the 

values of 𝜇(𝑁) for the 2nd species agree well with those for epitaxial films of In2O3 and ITO 

[156,344,374]. From these observations, a picture for the physical mechanism behind the 

existence of two carrier species within the top layer can be established. Specifically, the first 

species experiences the influence of GBS whereas the 2nd species does not. Therefore, the 1st 

carrier species can be explained as the free carriers which oscillate, in response to the driving 

electromagnetic field, across the grain boundaries. Conversely, the 2nd species oscillates within 

the individual grains.  

Due to the amorphous (or more accurately, nanocrystalline [375]) nature of the RT 

deposited ITO films, the grains can be smaller than the (𝑁-dependent) IIS-limited mean free 

path, 𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝐼𝑆(𝑁), calculated using a highly degenerate electron gas model (Eq. (2-62)) [246–248]. 

This gives values of 𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝐼𝑆 = 3.9 − 5.5 nm for 𝑁 = 1018 − 2.7 × 1019 cm−3  (the 𝑁-range of the 

2nd cluster), which are larger than 𝐷𝐺𝑟. At first glance, this suggest that all the carriers would be 

scattered by the grain boundaries before being scattered by ionised impurities. However, it must 

be noted that the scattering events which give rise to 𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝐼𝑆(𝑁)  are, inherently, statistical 

phenomena. Thus, even if 𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝐼𝑆 > 𝐷𝐺𝑟, a fraction of the carriers will be scattered off ionised 

impurities before the grain boundaries and another fraction will be scattered within the grain 

boundaries. The “transmitted” fraction of carriers, 𝑇𝑁,𝐼𝐼𝑆, (i.e., those that make it to the grain 

boundaries) can be described by: 

𝑇𝑁,𝐼𝐼𝑆 = 
NIIS
N

= 𝑒−𝐷𝐺𝑟/𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝐼𝑆 (5-3) 
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where 𝑁𝐼𝐼𝑆 is the number of free carriers that make it to a grain boundary. From Eq. (5-3) it is 

calculated that 𝑇𝑁,𝐼𝐼𝑆 = 67 − 69 % for 𝑁 = 3.5 × 1018 − 1.1 × 1019 cm−3 (the 𝑁-range covered 

by the seed un-optimised films), meaning that 31 − 33% of the free carriers will be scattered 

before a grain boundary. For the seed un-optimised ITO films, the population of the 2nd carrier 

species is 11.7 − 36 % of the total free carrier population (𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑁1 +𝑁2). The large range of 

the 2nd carrier species population for the seed films is likely be due to distribution of 𝐷𝐺𝑟 within 

and/or between each film (i.e. the average 𝐷𝐺𝑟  is weighted by many small grains and fewer 

larger grains) [335]. These results build confidence that the two carrier species are indeed 

related to free carriers which oscillate within the grain boundaries before scattering off ionised 

impurities, and those that scatter at the grain boundaries. Therefore, here forth the 1st and 2nd 

carrier species are designated as the “inter-grain” and “intra-grain” carriers, respectively. It is 

also important to note that because 𝐷𝐺𝑟 is so low, the picture of distinct grains with sharp grain 

boundaries may be misleading as the conductivity of amorphous TCOs arises from the direct 

overlap of large and non-directional metal atom s-states (Fig. 2-10) [178,376]. This suggest that 

GBS would play a minor role in the conduction mechanisms for amorphous ITO. However in Fig. 

5-11 and in previous publications [342], it is seen that that the modelling of 𝜇(𝑁) with Seto’s 

model of GBS (Fig. 2-11) [240] is empirically sufficient to fit the trend of the experimental films. 

Therefore, while there are not sharp grain boundaries where the crystal orientation of distinct 

grain changes, the amorphous film likely comprises localised regions of carrier traps where the 

carriers around the traps are depleted. Hereby, the carrier mobility through the film is affected 

in a similar fashion to GBS. The localised carrier traps can arise from neutral clusters of (SnO2)2 

where the additional oxygen atoms play the role of electron traps [58,236]. Alternately, the two 

species may arise from carrier transport across the metal ns  and the oxygen p -orbitals, 

respectively, in a way that is analogous to the dual-carrier species observed across different 

molecular chains in polymers [377]. As the precise mechanism of the physical mechanism behind 

the empirical adherence to Seto’s model is currently unknown, the nomenclature of grains and 

grain boundaries will continue be used throughout the thesis. 

The third and fourth clusters (light blue and pink shaded areas in Fig. 5-11, respectively) 

represent transitions to different “branches” of 𝜇(𝑁) brought on by ReLA at 125 mJcm−2. The 

population density for the intra-grain carriers is greatly increased, into the order of the inter-

grain carriers. This indicates that the amount high mobility conduction pathways have increased, 

possibly by breaking up the neutral clusters of (SnO2)2 . 𝜇(𝑁) is fit to the 3rd and 4th clusters 

simultaneously, both by taking into account only IIS (dashed pink line in Fig. 5-11) and by taking 

into account both IIS and GBS (dashed cyan line in Fig. 5-11). To do so, 𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆 and Qt are required 

to be free parameters. Due to the limited sample set, it is necessary to fix 𝐷𝐺𝑟  at 6 nm 
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(determined by XRD). 𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆  and 𝑄𝑡  are subsequently determined to be 10 ± 4 cm2/Vs , and 

18.2 ± 0.3 × 1012cm−2 , respectively. This represents a decrease in the IIS/lattice limited 

mobility and an increase in both 𝐷𝐺𝑟  and Qt  after laser processing at 125 mJcm−2  and is 

indicative of a transition of the structure to one what contains more distinct and crystallised 

granular phases, with more “hard” grain boundaries, dispersed within the amorphous phase 

[58]. The lower value of 𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑆  also indicates an increased concentration of ionised impurities 

(activated Sn4+, interstitial In, or O vacancies) within the crystalline phases. For both the 1st and 

2nd carrier species, the samples annealed in 5% H2 in N2 tend to show larger values of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 than 

for those annealed in O2. Indeed, for the un-optimised ITO film a potential decrease in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 with 

increasing fluence is seen for ReLA in O2. This is indicated with the red and green arrows in Fig. 

5-11. Furthermore, the 1st species annealed at 125 mJcm−2 shows an ambient dependence to 

the increase in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, where there is a greater enhancement for the reducing environment.  

The individual layers (top and bottom) can be compared with the results from Hall Effect 

measurements. Fig. 5-12a presents the bottom layer carrier mobility, 𝜇𝐵𝑜𝑡, against the bottom 

layer carrier concentration, 𝑁𝐵𝑜𝑡 , for the seed un-optimised ITO films (grey stars) and those 

subject to single-pulse ReLA at 25 −  125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red squares) and O2 (green 

triangles). It is found that single species that lies within the bottom layer has significantly higher 

𝑁 (note the linear scale and change in range) than either (or both) species within the top layer. 

𝜇𝐵𝑜𝑡 is larger than in the case for the 1st species in the top film but much lower than for the 2nd 

species. Furthermore, the “cluster” of the transport properties does not lie along one of the 

trends of 𝜇(𝑁) shown in Fig. 5-11, indicating that there are unique conduction mechanisms 

operating in this layer. There is no clear trend of 𝑁𝐵𝑜𝑡 with the laser fluence. 𝜇𝐵𝑜𝑡 is found to 

vary between 38 − 54 cm2/Vs, where larger values of 𝜇𝐵𝑜𝑡 are observed for the films annealed 

in a reducing environment. Fig. 5-12b presents the corresponding set for 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙. Here, 

an almost opposite trend is seen than for the previous case, where a near-constant 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 

(~35 cm2/Vs ) and a variation in 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙  ( 0.5 − 1.6 × 1020 cm−3 ) with the ReLA fluence is 

observed. The Hall Effect results do not overlap with any individual carrier species across the 

sample. Instead, they appear to be influenced by contributions from both layers. For films with 

various carrier transport mechanisms, Hall Effect has been found to be more sensitive to the 

phase or layer with larger 𝑁 [378]. This is found to be the case here, where 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 agrees most 

with the bottom optical layer. Again, a clear ambient dependence of 𝑁 is observed, especially 

for the films annealed at 125 mJcm−2  where 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙  is greater for the film annealed in 5% 

H2 in N2 than for that annealed in O2. 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 is between the values found for the bottom optical 

layer and the 1st species in the top optical layer. As the Hall Effect measurement using a direct 
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current (DC) electric field across the entire sample surface, it is expected that it is highly sensitive 

to GBS, and thus 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 is far below the values found for the 2nd (GBS insensitive) species.  

 
Fig. 5-12. (a) “Optical” bottom layer and (b) “Hall” carrier concentration, 𝛮, and mobility, 

𝜇, of the seed “un-optimised” ITO thin films (grey stars) and those subject to single-pulse 

ReLA at 25 −  125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red squares) and O2 (green triangles). 
 

In summary, the optoelectronic properties of the un-optimised ITO film are far more 

complex than observed for the optimised film. The seed film has an inherent inhomogeneity 

(described by a gradient in the carrier transport properties) and multiple carrier species (due to 

“inter-grain” and “intra-grain” carrier species). This may be the first observation of the presence 

of a dual carrier species in ITO. Only by fitting a complex optical model, considering both multiple 

carrier species and a sharp gradient in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 , could a reliable fit to the ellipsometric and IRT 

measurements be achieved and thus accurate values for the carrier transport properties be 

extracted. Furthermore, only by investigating the resulting properties through the lens of the 

various scattering mechanisms at play could the physical picture of the electronic behaviour 

throughout the sample, and the influence of ReLA, be fully elucidated. Photo-induced 

modifications of the optoelectronic properties of the un-optimised ITO were revealed, with 

similar effects as found for the optimised film. An ambient-dependent modulation of 𝑁 was 

noted at 125 mJcm−2, increased for more reducing environments, and, vitally, ReLA in O2 was 

able to reduce 𝛮. For the un-optimised film, however, 𝜇 is reduced, not increased. From the 

knowledge gained by investigating the structure and composition of the optimised film, some of 

the underlying physical mechanisms behind the conversion of the optoelectronic properties 

during ReLA have been inferred. However, due to the complex nature of the film structure 

further experimental effort is required to fully elucidate the precise nature of such photo-

induced modifications. 
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5.3.2. Influence of ReLA on the microstructure and morphology 

As for the optimised ITO film (Section 5.2), the next step is to investigate whether ReLA 

has induced any modifications to the film crystallinity which may elucidate the changes to the 

optoelectronic properties observed in Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12. The crystal structure of the seed 

and processed films was studied via XRD. Fig. 5-13a presents the X-ray diffractograms for the 

seed un-optimised ITO film (grey squares) and the corresponding films processed with 1 laser 

pulse at 125 mJcm−2  in 5%  H2 in  N2  (red squares) and in O2  (green squares). As for the 

optimised ITO films, the seed film shows a broad, asymmetric peak at centred at ~32.5°. The 

(222)  and (400)  peak positions for crystalline, unstressed In2O3  at 30.607°  and 35.49° , 

respectively [285], are indicated with the dashed brown and purple lines, respectively, in Fig. 

5-13a. The dark blue vertical dashed line indicates the peak likely due to a (321) preferred 

orientation for cubic In2O3 within the amorphous film (Section 4.1.4). The X-ray diffractograms 

of the seed films and those processed at ≤ 100 mJcm−2 are almost identical to those for the 

optimised films (Fig. 5-2). Therefore, the requirement for two pseudo-Voigt functions that 

represent two distinct phases or regions with holds these are indicated by the gold and cyan 

dotted lines, respectively, in Fig. 5-13a. There is a striking difference for the un-optimised films 

annealed at 125 mJcm−2. Specifically, two new peaks emerge from the broad asymmetric peak, 

which has reduced in overall area, representing that the film now has a semi-crystalline nature 

[334]. The positions of these peaks more accurately reflect those for an unstressed, crystalline 

ITO film. Therefore, it is noted that ReLA has induced crystallisation of a portion of the ITO film. 

The pseudo-Voigt peaks that represent the crystallised (222) and (400) peaks are shown with 

the pink and purple dotted lines, respectively, in Fig. 5-13a. 

The semi-crystalline nature of the films annealed at 125 mJcm−2  is confirmed by 

examining Fig. 5-13b-d, which presents the TEM cross-sectional images for the seed un-

optimised ITO film and those subject to ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in (c) O2 and (d) 5% H2 in N2. The 

seed film is highly uniform across the sample depth and no crystallisation can be observed, as 

for the optimised film (Fig. 5-3). However, for the film annealed at 125 mJcm−2 in O2, a clear 

region of distinct crystallites is observed within the top ~67 nm of the film. The “fingerprint” 

like patterns which represent the grains are approximately 5 − 9 nm in diameter. This region 

can also be faintly observed for the film annealed in 5% H2 in N2, but determination of the 

crystallite size is inhibited by the lower image quality. This observation reveals that the two 

regions of an amorphous and crystalline character observed via XRD corresponds to the top and 

bottom layers of the film. The presence of distinct layers arises from the inherent depth-

dependence of the ReLA thermal treatment. 
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Fig. 5-13. X-ray diffractograms for seed “un-optimised” ITO (grey squares) and the film 

subject to single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red squares) and in O2 (green 

squares). The two pseudo-Voight functions to the asymmetric peaks of each film are shown 

as the black, red, and green solid lines. The (100) Si  peak at 32.90 − 33.1⁰  has been 

removed from all diffractograms.  

The existence of a lower, amorphous layer and an upper, polycrystalline layer in the ITO 

film after ReLA can ascribed to the heating mechanism of LA [59]. This mechanism is presented 

schematically in Fig. 5-15 and is explained below. As detailed in Section 3.1.2, the penetration 

depth, 𝛿𝑝 , of the 5 eV  KrF  laser photons can be calculated from the complex permittivity, 

휀̃(𝐸) = 휀1(𝐸) + 𝑖휀2(𝐸), via Eq. (5-4): 

𝛿𝑝(𝐸) =
1

𝛼(𝐸)
=
𝜆

4𝜋
𝜅−1(𝐸)

=
ℎ𝑐

2𝐸

1

1

√2
√√휀12(𝐸) + 휀22(𝐸) − 휀1(𝐸)

1

1

√2
√√휀12(𝐸) + 휀22(𝐸)   − 휀1(𝐸)

 
(5-4) 

The penetration depth (purple line in Fig. 5-15a) for the un-optimised ITO film cannot 

be directly calculated as the spectral range only extended to 3.4 eV. Therefore the “Low-𝑁” ITO 

film that was measured via IRSE and NIR-VIS-UV SE (see Table 4-1), is used to find 휀̃ at 5 eV and 

thus calculate that 𝛿𝑝,KrF = 43.2 ± 0.1 nm. 
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Fig. 5-14. TEM cross-sectional images of (a) seed “un-optimised” ITO film and those subject 

to ReLA at 1125 mJcm−2 in (b) O2 and (c) 5% H2 in N2. The white arrows in (b) indicate the 

scale (shared across the images) and, specifically, show an example grain size for the top 

layer and the depth of the semi-crystallised layer. 
 

Within the region defined by the penetration depth, the heat is predominantly 

generated by the absorption of the KrF photons. This region is indicated by the purple shaded 

area in Fig. 5-15a. The lower portions of the film are then heated by heat diffusion from the top 

~67 nm. The diffusion will also result in an exponential decay of the peak temperature as a 

function of 𝛿 (Fig. 5-15b). This region is indicated by the red shaded area in Fig. 5-15a. Below 

this region, the temperature increase would be insufficient to significantly affect the material. 

Depending on the thickness of the film, this threshold may occur within the film, or extend into 

the substrate itself so that the entire film is thermally affected. This region is indicated by the 

red shaded area in Fig. 5-15a. The reduced significance of the thermal annealing further down 

the film explains why the carrier transport mechanisms only vary by ~ ± 10% for the bottom 

layer of the laser processed ITO films. 
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Fig. 5-15. Schematic of the depth dependence of LA. 

In Fig. 5-14, however, it was seen that the region of polycrystallinity stops at a depth of 

~67 nm, which is ~60% larger than the calculated 𝛿𝑝. Of course, the absorption of the photons 

does not cut-off at the edge of the penetration depth. Instead, there is a smooth exponential 

gradient of the laser photon intensity (Fig. 5-15a) and thus temperature increase due to photon 

absorption. Across the film, the difference in the absorption would results in a gradient of the 

peak temperature reached during the laser annealing process. An illustration of the variation of 

the peak temperature, 𝑇𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘, across the depth of the sample is shown as the solid red line Fig. 

5-15b. The peak temperature closely follows the laser photon intensity. For a critical intensity of 

photons, 𝑇𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 would be sufficiently high to induce a crystallisation of the ITO film. An example 

𝑇𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 is indicated by the vertical dashed line in Fig. 5-15b. Fig. 5-14 demonstrates that this critical 

temperature must be reached within the upper, polycrystalline region that extends ~67 nm into 

the film. This region is indicated with the purple slab in Fig. 5-15c. Below this region the peak 

temperature is insufficient to induce crystallinity and the layer remains amorphous. This is 

indicated with the pink slab in Fig. 5-15c. 

It should be noted that the photon absorption relative to the incident photon intensity 

(i.e., the laser fluence) as a function of the depth is dependent only on the material optical 

constants. However, the absolute absorption and thus the peak temperature as a function of 

the depth, 𝑇𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝛿), would depend on the fluence and other properties of the material such as 

the thermal conductivity and entropy. Furthermore, the critical temperature for the promotion 

of crystallinity must depend on not only the absorption coefficient at 5 eV. This can be inferred 

by how the optimised film does not show an upper crystallised layer despite the fact that the 

optical constants in the UV (above the band gap) do not dramatically change (Fig. 4-9 and Fig. 

4-10). To investigate the heating mechanism further, the illustrative example of Fig. 5-15 could 

be quantified by inputting specific material optical constants, thermal properties and the laser 
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fluence into numerical solutions to the 1D  heat transport equation in order to extract the 

absolute values of 𝑇𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝛿). This would allow for a correlation of the depth of the crystallised 

region with the 𝐼(𝛿)/𝐼0  ratio and enable one to calculate the critical temperature for 

crystallisation [61].  

The heating mechanism described above results in a depth-dependent modification of 

the microstructural and optoelectronic properties. Fig. 5-13 showed that the peak position of 

the (222) ITO peak for the seed un-optimised ITO film was lower than the bulk (222) peak 

position of 30.6°. For films annealed at 125 mJcm−2, the (222) peak is split into two parts for 

both the amorphous and crystalline layers. The peak for the amorphous (bottom) layer exists 

below the bulk (222) position and thus remains under compressive stress. Conversely, the peak 

for the crystalline (top) layer exists above the bulk (222) peak position and indicates the top 

portion of the film is under a tensile stress. The change in the crystalline state between the top 

and bottom layers cautions a direct comparison of the XRD peaks. However, the compressive 

stress of the seed ITO film and lower region of the laser processed films likely arises from the 

interfacial mismatch between the atomic spacings for the Si  and In2O3  lattices [339]. 

Furthermore, the high oxygen content of the seed film (Fig. 5-16) would lead to a stretching of 

the lattice and a compressive stress, increasing the d-spacing and reducing 2휃𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘. For the upper 

layer, the reduction in oxygen and creation of oxygen vacancies can significantly reduce the d-

spacing (see Fig. 2-7), resulting in a tensile stress. It should be noted that a model of the tensile 

and compressive stresses of the thermally affected and non-thermally affected layers of a laser 

processed film was developed by Elhamali to describe the asymmetry of the XRD peaks for laser 

processed AZO [59]. This model suggested that a compressive stress is introduced into the upper 

layer due to the expansion of the top layer parallel to the surface. The compression arises from 

the requirement that the length of the interface between the thermally affected and non-

thermally affected regions is the same. However, the observed stresses for ITO are the opposite 

of those suggested by this model. 

In summary, the structural modifications of the un-optimised ITO film were more 

significant and complex than for the optimised ITO film. Specifically, at higher fluences 

(125 mJcm−2) in both reducing and oxidising ambient environments, a polycrystalline nature 

was introduced to the upper layer of the film (with a grain size of ~5 − 9 nm) while the lower 

layer remained amorphous. The depth of the polycrystalline layer was shown to result on the 

change in the photon absorption and peak temperature as a function of depth across the film. 

The depth-dependence of the LA process explains the minor changes to the bottom, “initial 

growth layer” of the un-optimised ITO film with ReLA. However, the modulation of the carrier 
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transport properties observed for the upper layer in Fig. 5-11 cannot be explained by a change 

in the structure alone. Furthermore, optical modelling revealed a high depth inhomogeneity in 

the seed un-optimised ITO film itself. To explain these observations, an extensive investigation 

into the compositional properties of the seed and laser processed films was required. 

5.3.3. Influence of ReLA on the compositional properties 

Fig. 5-16 presents the areal intensities of (a) the OI (red bar), OII (green bar) and OIII 

(blue bar) components of the O1s core-level X-ray photoelectron spectra and (b) the Sn4+ (pink 

bar) and Sn2+ (yellow bar) components of the Sn3d5 2⁄  core-level X-ray photoelectron spectra 

for one seed un-optimised ITO film and another subject to single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in 

the reducing environment of 5% H2 in N2. For comparison, the solid horizontal lines of each 

colour presented across each bar indicate the values for the optimised ITO film shown in Fig. 5-5 

and Fig. 5-7. Inspection of the deconvoluted O1s peaks reveals that the surface oxidations states 

for the seed un-optimised ITO film are very different to those of the optimised film. Specifically, 

in relation to the optimised ITO film: the OI peak that is related to the metal oxide is significantly 

decreased while the OIII peak related to surface contaminants is increased and the OII peak, 

likely related to Sn − O [53] (Fig. 5-5), is largely the same. This suggests that the un-optimised 

ITO film is more entropic or amorphous than the optimised film [367], that there is a higher 

concentration of surface defects related to hydroxides [364] and/or a smaller presence of 

metallic In [254]. Inspection of the deconvoluted Sn3d peaks for the seed un-optimised ITO film 

reveals that the Sn4+ states are reduced in comparison to the optimised film, partly explaining 

the lower values of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 observed in Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12. The slight decrease in the 

OII peak observed in (a) corresponds to the slight reduction in the Sn4+ peak observed in (b) and 

further highlights the case for Sn − O bonds as the source of the OII peak.  

Laser processing of the seed un-optimised ITO film with a single ReLA pulse at 

125 mJcm−2 in the reducing environment of 5% H2 in N2, has a near-identical effect on the O1s 

and Sn states as for the optimised ITO film. Specifically, the OI peak is enhanced at the expense 

of the OII peak, indicating an enhancement of the crystalline order and a reduction of Sn − O, 

and the surface defects (OIII peak). There is also a corresponding activation of Sn4+ donors, 

partially explaining the increase in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  and 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙  observed after laser processing. As the 

concentration of oxygen vacancies cannot be reliably determined by de-convoluting the O1s XPS 

peak, the abundance of oxygen relative to the abundance of the O1s, In3d5/2 and Sn3d5/2peaks, 

where the individual peak areas were corrected by their respective relative sensitivity factors 

[371,372]. 
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Fig. 5-16. Relative areal intensities of the deconvoluted component peaks of the core level 

X-ray photoelectron spectra for the (a) Sn2+ (pink bar) and Sn4+ (yellow bar) and the OI 

(red bar), OII (green bar) and OIII (blue bar) peaks for the seed “un-optimised” ITO film and 

that subject to a single ReLA pulse at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2. (c) The O/(In + Sn) ratio 

for the seed un-optimised ITO film (grey bar) and that subject to a single ReLA pulse at 

125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red bar), calculated from surface-XPS results. (d) Depth profile 

of the O/(In + Sn) ratio for the seed optimised ITO film (grey stars) and those subject to 

single ReLA pulse at 125 mJcm−2  in 5% H2 in  N2  (red dots) and O2  (green stars), as 

calculated from EDX imaging. The O/(In + Sn)  ratio for a stoichiometric In2O3  film is 

indicated by the dashed black line. The XPS results are mapped onto the “surface” (purple 

dashed line) of the EDX depth profile with the grey and red dashed lines. The solid 

horizontal lines in (a-c) indicate the values for the optimised ITO film shown in Fig. 5-5 and 

Fig. 5-7. 
 

The surface region O/(In + Sn) ratio is presented for the seed optimised ITO film (grey 

bar) and that subject to single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red bar) in Fig. 5-16c. 

The O/(In + Sn) ratio for the seed film (grey bar) is found to be larger than for the optimised 

ITO film (solid horizontal grey line) and is decreased by an amount identical amount by laser 

annealing (red bar where the solid horizontal red line indicates the post-ReLA O/(In + Sn) ratio 
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for the optimised ITO film). The higher, more stoichiometric (dashed black line), concentration 

of oxygen likely corresponds to a smaller density of oxygen vacancies, explaining the other cause 

of the lower 𝑁  of the un-optimised film. The increase in the oxygen deficiency after ReLA 

correspondingly explains the increase of 𝑁 after ReLA (alongside Sn4+ activation) and is likely 

the root of the ambient dependence of the 𝑁 modulation, as detailed for the optimised ITO film. 

The EDX-calculated depth profile of the normalised O/(In + Sn) ratio (corrected to the 

XPS results; see Fig. 5-7) across the sample depth for the optimised seed ITO film (grey stars) 

and those subject to single-pulse ReLA at 125 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 (red dots) and in O2 (green 

triangles) is presented as a function of the distance from the bottom of the film in Fig. 5-16d. 

Once again, a gradient of the carrier concentration is observed throughout the depth of the film. 

The sharp increase of the O/(In + Sn) ratio at the bottom of the seed film may explain the 

existence of the bottom, “initial growth layer” required to model the optical properties of the 

film (Fig. 5-11). An identical behaviour to the modification of the gradient of the O/(In + Sn) 

ratio with the ambient environment is found for the un-optimised ITO film as for the optimised. 

Specifically, the reducing environment creates a steeper reduction of the oxygen across the 

depth of the film. Thus, the model of oxygen mobility and Sn activation during ReLA outlined for 

the optimised ITO film (Section 5.2.4) equally works to describe the compositional modifications 

of the un-optimised ITO film. 

5.4. Concluding remarks 

It is concluded that ReLA offers a low-stress method to engineer the defects of the ITO 

films to enhance 𝜇 and selectively increase 𝑁. The modifications arise from a combination of Sn 

activation and a manipulation of the oxygen migration during the annealing process. The low-

stress nature of the process mean that ReLA can promote defect mobility within the lattice 

without causing structural changes that may damage the film, especially if applied to more 

complex prefabricated nano/microstructures. Furthermore, the low-thermal budget of LA 

allows for the application of ReLA to annealing of materials on heat sensitive substrates, such as 

those used for flexible electronics [59,379,380]. It should be noted that this is just for a single 

pulse and as such, multi-pulse ReLA is likely to be able to enhance the capability to engineer the 

defects of TCOs and thus tailor their optoelectronic properties. Utilising multiple pulses may 

however require an adjustment of the utilised fluence to ensure the process remains low stress. 

This will be explored further for in Chapter 6.  
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Laser processing for a seed ITO material with a lower 𝑁 was investigated in order to 

further reveal the physical mechanisms behind the conversion of the optical properties of ITO 

during ReLA and to see if such processing may allow for the bridging the gap in the spectral 

window for “low-loss plasmonic responses” (Fig. 1-1). The identical conditions and 

characterisation techniques that were used for the optimised ITO film were applied to this film, 

and a much more complex story was revealed that built upon the findings for the optimised film. 

Specifically, multiple charge species and a complex inhomogeneity were required to be 

considered in order to model the optical data. By examining the carrier transport mechanisms 

of the two carrier species for the larger set of seed and laser processed films, considering the 

effect of various scattering mechanisms, the nature of the multiple carrier species was revealed. 

Specifically, the two carrier species were found to arise from carriers that were scattered by 

ionised impurities and those that were scattered by grain boundaries or by clusters of defects 

that act like grain boundaries. Unlike the optimised film, clear structural modifications occurred 

when laser processing at a high fluence (125 mJcm−2). Specifically, the upper layer of the film 

became polycrystalline (with grain sizes of 5 − 10 nm) after ReLA. The depth dependence of the 

structural modifications was shown to arise from the change of the peak temperature across 

the film, due to the depth-dependence of the ReLA process. Despite the structural modifications, 

it was found that the compositional modifications induced by ReLA were near-identical to those 

for the optimised film. Specifically, the laser induced both an activation of Sn dopants and a 

modification of the oxygen vacancy concentration throughout the depth of the film. The 

modulation of the oxygen vacancies was deemed to be the likely candidate for the ambient-

dependent modulation of 𝑁.  

However, further work is required to fully elucidate the physical mechanisms that 

govern the modulation of the optoelectronic properties of ITO during ReLA. Specifically, XPS 

core-level spectra for the sample annealed in an oxidising environment would be essential to 

further test the role of oxygen vacancies as the source of the modulation of 𝑁. Depth-profile 

XPS would also enable more quantitative analysis of the gradient of 𝑁  across the film. 

Theoretical modelling of the laser annealing process could be performed by solving the 1D heat 

diffusion equation for the optimised and un-optimised films to find the thermal distribution 

across the depth of the film as a function of time and thus correlate the local temperature with 

the various compositional and structural modifications. Finally, the graded nature of the seed 

and laser processed ITO films, which is revealed optically and compositionally, may not be 

desirable for particular applications. Currently, the graded nature is compounded during laser 

processing and therefore methods to increase the depth uniformity would be greatly beneficial. 
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6. Ultrafast Multi-Beat Reactive Laser Annealing of ITO 

6.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents a broader investigation of the role of the laser annealing (LA) 

parameters (laser fluence, number of pulses and ambient composition) on the conversion of the 

optoelectronic properties of indium tin oxide (ITO) during LA. The aim was to reveal the full 

capabilities of reactive LA (ReLA) with multiple pulses and greater control on the ambient 

environment to tune the optoelectronic properties towards the requirements for IR plasmonic 

material components. Each parameter is investigated in turn, so that an “optimal” value can be 

found that maximises the change in the carrier concentration, 𝑁, can be used for investgating 

the subsequent LA parameter.  

6.2. Influence of ReLA fluence  

A selection of wafelets from the optimised “UMBReLA set” ITO film (see Table 4-1) were 

subjected to single pulse LA in pressured (100 psig) environment of pure Ar with increasing laser 

fluence, 𝐽𝐿, of 50 − 150 mJcm−2 with steps of 25 mJcm−2 using a × 1 projection lens with a spot 

size of (13 ± 0.1) × (13 ± 0.3) mm2 at the sample surface. A non-reactive environment of pure 

Ar was used to minimise the compositional changes of the thin film in this step. To investigate 

the role of larger 𝐽𝐿 than investigated in Chapter 5, a × 1.7 lens was used to provide a laser spot 

size of  (7.8 ± 0.1)× (8.0 ± 0.3) mm2 . This enabled processing with fluences of 225 −

375 mJcm−2  in steps of 75 mJcm−2 . The desired fluence, lens, lens correction, spot area, 

required monitor energy and actual monitor energy and fluence are recorded in Table 6-1. 

After laser processing, the films were characterised with four-point probe (4pp), Hall 

Effect, IR transmission (IRT), optical reflectance spectroscopy (ORS) and IR spectroscopic 

ellipsometry (IRSE). This section investigates the effect of 𝐽𝐿  on the resulting optoelectronic 

properties. 

Table 6-1. Details of the varied sputtering conditions and corresponding film properties. 

Desired 
Fluence 

(𝐦𝐉𝐜𝐦−𝟐) 

Lens  Spot Area 

(𝐜𝐦𝟐) 

Required 
Energy at 

Monitor (𝐦𝐉) 

Actual 
Monitor 

Energy (𝐦𝐉) 

Actual 
Fluence 

(𝐦𝐉𝐜𝐦−𝟐) 

Value Mag 𝒄𝑳𝒆𝒏𝒔 𝚫𝒄𝑳𝒆𝒏𝒔 Value Error Value Error Mean Dev Mean Dev 

𝟓𝟎 × 1 1.211 0.004 1.69 0.04 85 2 102 3 50 2 

𝟕𝟓 × 1 1.211 0.004 1.69 0.04 127 3 153 4 75 3 

𝟏𝟎𝟎 × 1 1.211 0.004 1.69 0.04 169 4 205 5 101 4 

𝟏𝟐𝟓 × 1 1.211 0.004 1.69 0.04 211 5 256 6 125 4 

𝟏𝟓𝟎 × 1 1.211 0.004 1.69 0.04 254 6 307 8 151 5 

𝟐𝟐𝟓 × 1.7 1.16 0.01 0.62 0.02 140 6 162 7 230 10 

𝟑𝟎𝟎 × 1.7 1.16 0.01 0.62 0.02 187 7 217 9 300 20 

𝟑𝟕𝟓 × 1.7 1.16 0.01 0.62 0.02 234 9 270 10 380 20 
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Optical Modelling of ITO 

During optical modelling of the IRSE measurements of Ψ(𝐸) and Δ(𝐸) the IRT and ORS 

measurements were appended to the data with a fit weighting of 33%. The model that was 

utilised to fit the optical data built upon the findings of Chapter 4. Specifically, the model 

included two distinct layers for the ITO film; a “bulk” and a “surface” layer. The bulk layer is 

described by a summation of two distinct Drude terms, representing both the intra-grain and 

inter-grain carrier transport (see Section 5.3.1), a single Gaussian term for the phonon 

absorption of ITO around 0.05 eV [168,342,355] and a Tauc-Lorentz term that describes the 

interband absorption [354]. A high frequency permittivity, 휀∞, is used to describe the influence 

of the absorption at photon energies larger than the measured range (0.034 − 5.0 eV). The 

surface layer comprises a linearly graded effective medium approximation (EMA) of the layer 

below and air with a single characteristic “surface” carrier species, as outlined in Section 4.2.3. 

Vitally, the use of a two-layer, two-carrier species model removes the requirement for an 

additional Gaussian peak at ~0.2 eV, as was observed when considering ideal films only during 

optical modelling Section 4.2.1, and as has been reported previously [354].  

 
Fig. 6-1. Schematic illustration for electronic characterisation of a multilayer material: (a) 

the film geometry comprising a surface layer (blue slab), bulk layer (green slab) and a 

substrate (grey slab) measured with two current injecting probes (grey needles). (b) A 

model for the carrier transport where each layer is described by a resistor with a resistance, 

𝑅𝑠ℎ,𝑗 = 𝜌𝑗𝑑𝑗. The bulk film itself can also be described by two parallel resistors (with 𝑑𝑗 =

𝑑𝐵/2 = 𝑑𝐵/2 for the 1st (red rectangle) and 2nd (yellow rectangle) carrier species. 

The model extracts distinct values for the optical resistivity and mean free time for the 

two bulk and the surface layer carrier species. To compare the optical and DC resistivities it is 

necessary to “combine” the carrier species so that a “combined” optical resistivity and mean 

free time, 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡  and 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡  respectively, can be calculated. To calculate  𝜌
𝑜𝑝𝑡

, an approach is 
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followed that represents each carrier species as resistors in a parallel circuit in order to map the 

interaction of the current probes and the sample during a measurement of the resistivity. This 

model has been used previously to analyse Hall effect data for multilayer semiconductor 

structures with step-changed conductivity [378] and is shown schematically in Fig. 6-1.  

As the sheet resistance for each layer, 𝑅𝑠ℎ,𝑗, is defined by the layer resistivity, 𝜌𝑙, and 

thickness, 𝑑𝑙 , (where the subscript 𝑙 = 𝐵, 𝑅  denotes the layer) it follows that Ohm’s law for 

parallel circuits Eq. (6-1) can be used to calculate 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 directly from the resistivity of the bulk and 

surface layers (𝜌𝐵 and 𝜌𝑅, respectively; Eq. (6-2)). 

1

𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡
=

1

𝑅𝑠ℎ,𝐵
+

1

𝑅𝑠ℎ,𝑅
 (6-1) 

𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 =
𝑑𝐵+𝑅
𝑑𝐵
𝜌𝐵
+
𝑑𝑅
𝜌𝑅

 (6-2) 

where 𝑅𝑠ℎ,𝑜𝑝𝑡 is the “combined” sheet resistance and 𝑅𝑠ℎ,𝐵 and 𝑅𝑠ℎ,𝑅/2 are the sheet resistances 

of the bulk and surface, respectively. The optical carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, is calculated by 

performing a summation of the number of carriers (𝑁𝑙𝑑𝑙 , where the subscript 𝑙 denotes the 

layer) in both layers the film, divided by the total thickness, 𝑑𝐵+𝑅 = 𝑑𝐵 + 𝑑𝑅/2  (Eq. (6-3)). A 

surface layer thickness of 𝑑𝑅 2⁄ = 𝑑𝑅 2⁄  is used to account for the fact that half the surface layer 

is air. The effective electron mass, 𝑚𝑒
∗(𝑁), is determined for each sample by considering an 

increased non-parabolicity in the conduction band due to free carrier population [118], as 

outlined in Section 4.2.4.. The Hall Effect carrier concentration, 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, is used to calculate the 

effective mass predicted from the trend of 𝑚𝑒
∗(𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙) (Eq. (4-4)) for ITO (Table 4-6): 

𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑁𝐵NB
𝑑𝐵
𝑑𝐵+𝑅

+𝑁𝑅
𝑑𝑅/2

𝑑𝐵+𝑅

𝑑𝑅/2

𝑑𝐵+𝑅
=
𝑚𝑒
∗

𝑒2
(
𝑑𝐵
𝜌𝐵𝜏𝐵

+
𝑑𝑅/2

𝜌𝑅𝜏𝑅
) ⋅

1

𝑑𝐵+𝑅
 (6-3) 

Performing this calculation requires an assumption that 𝑚𝑒
∗  is the same for each layer. 

𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 can then be back calculated from 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 via Eq. (6-4). 

𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 =
𝜏𝐵𝜏𝑅(𝜌𝑅𝑑𝐵 + 𝜌𝐵𝑑𝑅)

𝑑𝐵𝜌𝑅𝜏𝑅 +
𝑑𝑅
2 𝜌𝐵𝜏𝐵

= 𝜏𝐵 (
𝑁𝐵𝑑𝐵
𝑑𝐵+𝑅

) + 𝜏𝑅 (
𝑁𝑅𝑑𝑅
𝑑𝐵+𝑅

) (6-4) 

Eq. (6-4) is be expressed in terms of 𝜌𝑗 and 𝜏𝑗  only so that 𝜏𝐵 can be calculated without 

an assumption of 𝑚𝑒
∗. Furthermore, Eq. (6-4) is an identical expression to if a weighted average 

of 𝜏𝐵 and 𝜏𝑅 is performed, where the weighting is defined by the total number of carriers in each 

layer. In this model, the bulk layer can also be thought of as an additional parallel circuit 

comprising one resistor for each charge species where 𝑑1 = 𝑑2 = 𝑑𝐵/2 (Fig. 6-1c), so that the 

bulk layer resistivity, 𝜌𝐵,  carrier concentration, 𝑁𝐵, and mean free time, 𝜏𝐵, are accounted for 

by Eq. (6-5), Eq. (6-6) and Eq. (6-7), respectively. 
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𝜌𝐵 =
1

1
ρ1
+
1
ρ2

 (6-5) 

𝑁𝐵 = ∑(𝑁𝑗,𝐵) =  𝑁1 +𝑁2 =
𝑚𝑒
∗

𝑒2
(
1

𝜌1𝜏1
+

1

𝜌2𝜏2
) (6-6) 

𝜏𝐵 = ∑(𝜏𝑗
𝑁𝑗

𝑁𝐵
) = 𝜏1

𝑁1
𝑁𝐵

+ 𝜏2
𝑁2
𝑁𝐵

=
𝜏1𝜏2(𝜌1 + 𝜌2)

𝜌1𝜏1 + 𝜌2𝜏2
 (6-7) 

Comparing optical and DC Carrier transport of ITO 

In order to see the full picture of the transport properties of each seed and laser 

processed film, Fig. 6-2 presents the optical (red squares) and Hall (green dots) (a) resistivity, 

and (b) carrier concentration for the seed optimised ITO films (star symbols with corresponding 

technique colour) and those subject to single-pulse ReLA in 100 psig of pure Ar with increasing 

fluence at 50 − 325 mJcm−2. For 𝜌 (Fig. 6-2a), the results from 4pp are presented with the blue 

triangles. The 3 seed films that are presented are those that were covering the range of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 for 

the pre-processed wafelets.  

 
Fig. 6-2. Optoelectronic properties of the ITO films annealed with varied laser fluence, 𝐽𝐿. 

The Hall (green dots) and optical (red squares) (a) resistivity, 𝜌 , and (b) carrier 

concentration, 𝑁, for the optimised ITO films subject to single-pulse laser annealing (LA) in 

100 psig of pure Ar with increasing fluence at 50 − 325 mJcm−2. In (a), the blue triangles 

indicate the 4pp results. The green and red star symbols indicate Hall and optical values, 

respectively, for the 3  seed films that cover the range of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  for the pre-processed 

wafelets. Note the change in scale in (a) at 10−3 Ωcm. 

It is observed in Fig. 6-2a that annealing with a single pulse reduced 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡, 𝜌𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 

of the ITO thin films as 𝐽𝐿 was increased from 40 mJcm−2  to 130 mJcm−2  and the optical 

resistivity is reduced by ~20% at 130 mJcm−2 to a value of (4.5 ± 0.2) × 10−4 Ωcm. From Fig. 

6-2b it is noted that the reduction in 𝜌 below 130 mJcm−2 can attributed mainly to a rise in 𝑁 

from (4.7 ± 0.2) × 1020 cm−3  for the seed film to (6.2 ± 0.4) × 1020 cm−3  for the film 
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processed at 130 mJcm−2. This mirrors the case found for annealing of ITO in 5% H2 in N2 and 

O2  in Chapter 5. Therefore, the increase in 𝑁  for ITO laser annealed at 40 − 130 mJcm−2  is 

attributed to an increase in the oxygen vacancy concentration and Sn dopant activation. When 

the 𝐽𝐿 was increased above 130 mJcm−2, the change in the carrier transport properties with 𝐽𝐿 

was more erratic, with much larger errors. The optical resistivity continues to decrease with 

increasing 𝐽𝐿, with a minimum 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 of (3.1 ± 0.7) × 10−4 Ωcm and maximum 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 of (8 ± 2) ×

1020 cm−3 at 260 mJcm−2. The significant decrease in 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and increase in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 is also reflected 

in the IRT data (which effectively “averages” the free carrier absorption throughout the film) by 

the significantly diminished IR transmittance, 𝑇𝐼𝑅, at lower photon energy, 𝐸. However, The DC 

resistivity as measured independently by 4pp and Hall Effect ascertain that the resistivity is 

vastly increased (× 102 − 103) when 𝐽𝐿 > 130 mJcm
−2. Hall Effect measurements reveal that 

this is due to both a significant reduction in both 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝜇𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙. Thus, Hall Effect and optical 

measurements of 𝑁  disagree for the films annealed at ≥ 130 mJcm−2 . This observation 

indicates that the film might have been damaged due to laser induced ablation effects, as has 

been reported elsewhere [59,66]. However, visual inspection of the laser processed films does 

not reveal any clear marks of such damage. Therefore, a further investigation into the 

optoelectronic properties of the films annealed at > 130 mJcm−2 is warranted and follows. 

Additional Film properties – Elucidating the nature of the “damaged” films. 

Fig. 6-3 presents the (a) optical band gap, 𝐸𝐺, and (b) % inhomogeneity for the seed ITO 

films (star symbols) and those annealed with increasing 𝐽𝐿 from 40 mJcm−2 to 320 mJcm−2. The 

% inhomogeneity is defined here as the % difference in 휀̃(𝐸) between the bottom and top of 

the bulk layer. In Fig. 6-3a, a significant increase in 𝐸𝐺 is observed for 𝐽𝐿 > 130 mJcm
−2, as can 

be expected from a Burstein Moss shift due to the steadily increased 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡. This suggest that the 

picture of a dramatically increased 𝑁 , as extracted from IRSE data, is more realistic as the 

increase of 𝐸𝐺 can again be explained through a Burstein Moss shift [182]. Therefore, Hall Effect 

and DC resistivity measurements have failed for films annealed at ≥ 130 mJcm−2, indicating the 

film structure may have been severely altered. From Fig. 6-3 it is observed that the bulk layer 

inhomogeneity remains at low and negative values up to 130 mJcm−2 but increases significantly 

for the films annealed at higher 𝐽𝐿. The negative values indicate that the optical absorption of 

the film is lower at the top of the film. The lower optical absorption likely arises from fewer 

carriers and/or a higher 𝜇 closer to the surface of the film, as seen optically and by EDX for the 

ITO films in Chapter 5. For 𝐽𝐿 > 200 mJcm
−2 , the inhomogeneity becomes positive (higher 

absorption towards the surface) and significantly (up to ~90% at 260 mJcm−2.  
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Fig. 6-3. (a) Band gap, 𝐸𝐺, and (b) percent inhomogeneity for the seed (red stars) optimised 

ITO films and those subject to single-pulse laser annealing (LA) in 100 psig of pure Ar with 

increasing fluence, 𝐽𝐿, at 50 − 325 mJcm−2 (red squares).  

As mentioned above, previous reports that have utilised DC measurements of 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 and 𝜌𝑉𝑑𝑃 

have noted that damage to the film has occurred in the form of ablation [59,66]. This ablation is 

attributed to the high energy density delivered to the samples causing a rapid thermal expansion 

of the upper layers of the film [381,382]. This is reflected by how the total thickness, 𝑑𝑇𝑜𝑡, is 

increased when 𝐽𝐿 ≥ 260 mJcm
−2, despite a trend of steadily reducing 𝑑𝑇𝑜𝑡  for lower 𝐽𝐿. The 

decreasing 𝐽𝐿 between 40 − 130 mJcm−2 can be explained by an increase in the film density as 

the atomic structure is rearranged into a more energetically favourable structure during LA. This 

can arise from the reduction of oxygen interstitials and un-activated Sn dopants which act to 

increase the local lattice spacing (Fig. 5-15). At larger 𝐽𝐿 the energy density is high enough to 

result in rapid thermal expansion of the upper layer manifesting as film ablation [59,66]. 

Carrier Species Transport properties 

Further intuition for the modulation of the carrier transport mechanisms with LA with 

increasing fluence can be garnered from investigating the individual carrier species within the 

ITO film (𝜌𝑗, 𝑁𝑗 and 𝜇𝑗). It must be noted that usually 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 is used to determine 𝑚𝑒
∗(𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙) for 

the calculation of the combined transport properties. However, Hall Effect is unable to 

distinguish between the two carrier species. Therefore, a constant effective mass of 0.35 𝑚𝑒 is 

used to calculate and present 𝑁 and 𝜇 for each carrier species [361]. Fig. 6-4 presents 𝜌𝑗 for the 

inter-grain (red squares), intra-grain (yellow dots) and surface layer (blue diamonds) carrier 

species within the optimised ITO processed with a single pulse in pure Ar with increasing fluence 

from  50 − 325 mJcm−2 . The star symbols indicate the unprocessed, seed films. The green 

triangles and purple hexagons present the combined “bulk” and “optical” resistivity calculated 

with Eqs. (6-2) and (6-5), respectively, for reference. 
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Fig. 6-4. The resistivity, 𝜌𝑗, of the individual carrier species for the seed optimised ITO films 

(star symbols with corresponding species colour) and those subject to single-pulse laser 

annealing (LA) in 100 psig of pure Ar with increasing laser fluence, 𝐽𝐿, at 50 − 325 mJcm−2. 

Specifically, the values of 𝜌𝑗 are shown for the inter-grain (red squares), intra-grain (yellow 

dots), bulk layer (green triangles), surface layer (blue diamonds) and combined (purple 

hexagons) carrier species. Note the change in scale in the y-axis at 4 × 10−4 Ωcm. 

It is seen in Fig. 6-4 that the decrease in the 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡  between 40 − 130 mJcm−2  arises 

primarily from a decrease in the resistivity of the intra-grain and the surface species. The 

resistivity of the surface layer for 𝐽𝐿 ≥ 190 mJcm
−2 is vastly decreased by a factor of ~100 down 

to ~3 × 10−6 Ωcm. This observation gives a strong indication of why the physical measurements 

of the DC resistivity (4pp and Hall Effect) significantly over-estimated the resistivity and under-

estimated 𝑁 (Fig. 6-2). Specifically, due to the highly conductive nature of the surface layer, for 

the model of the current transport shown in Fig. 6-1, the current injected into the films, by the 

electrodes, would tend to follow the path of least resistance, through the top layer only. Ohm’s 

law for parallel circuits [378] can be used to find that for the ITO film annealed at 190 mJcm−2, 

the majority of the current (70 ± 20 %) passes through the surface layer. This means that for 

the film annealed at ≥ 190 mJcm−2, 4pp and Hall Effect measurements are measuring a sheet 

resistance, 𝑅𝑠ℎ, that is primarily representative of the surface layer. However, the bulk thickness 

is generally being used to calculate the resistivity from 𝑅𝑠ℎ, resulting in values of 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 and 𝜌𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 

far greater than the “real” values, as detected by IRSE and IRT measurements. 

This can be further demonstrated by noting that the sheet resistance of this sample, as 

measured by 4pp, is 830 ± 30 Ωcm . Assuming that 𝑅𝑠ℎ  is representative of the entire film 
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(𝑑𝐵+𝑅 = 122.53 nm), 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 is calculated to be (9.1 ± 0.4) × 10−3 Ωcm (following the correction 

for the small sample size). This value is ~30 times larger than the reported 𝜌
𝑜𝑝𝑡

. If, however, the 

thickness of the surface roughness layer is used then a value of 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 = (2.9 ± 0.2) × 10
−4 Ωcm 

is calculated instead, which is in far better agreement with the ellipsometrically 

determined 𝜌
𝑜𝑝𝑡

= (3.1 ± 0.7)× 10−4 Ωcm. Therefore, the existence of additional layers within 

the film explains the high DC resistivity and the disparity between optical and DC results. 

Previous reports, which relied on current-probe measurements of 𝜌 and/or 𝑁, have identified 

that the films annealed at high fluences are entirely damaged due to ablation during LA [59,66]. 

However, the optical results indicate that the bulk and surface layer carrier transport properties 

(i.e., below and within ablated area) may have been improved further than such techniques 

suggest. This may somewhat alter the conclusions of previous investigations and highlights the 

utility of SE to characterise the optoelectronic properties of TCOs and other materials. Despite 

this, the existence of multiple layers with detrimental effects in the ability to characterise the 

film strongly suggest detrimental effects to the films’ potential for optoelectronic or plasmonic 

device applications. Therefore, these fluences are avoided for further laser processing. 

Fig. 6-5 presents 𝜇𝑗/𝑙  against 𝑁𝑗/𝑙  for the inter-grain (red squares), intra-grain (yellow 

dots), surface layer (green triangles) and combined optical (blue diamonds) carrier species 

within the optimised ITO processed with a single pulse in 100% Ar with increasing fluence from 

40 − 130 mJcm−2. The star symbols indicate the unprocessed, seed films. The fits of 𝜇(𝑁) to the 

seed films, for each carrier species, are indicated by the red, yellow, green, blue dashed lines, 

respectively. The films annealed above 130 mJcm−2 are excluded from this plot so that only the 

cases for the homogeneous films are considered. Finally, the solid-coloured arrows are a guide 

to the eye on how the transport properties of the samples translate across the 𝜇(𝑁) plot with 

increasing 𝐽𝐿. Such translations are discussed for each species, below. 

The red squares in Fig. 6-5 represent the carrier concentration, 𝑁1, and mobility, 𝜇𝑗, for 

the inter-grain carrier species within the ITO films laser processed at fluences of 40 −

130 mJcm−2. 𝑁1 is observed to increase steadily with fluence with a corresponding decrease in 

𝜇1 so that all values lie along the 𝜇1(𝑁1) trend found for the seed films. An identical relation 

between 𝐽𝐿 and the 𝜇2(𝑁2) values are observed for the second species. The translation across 

the 𝜇(𝑁) trend, as fit to the seed films, for both species strongly indicates that the increase in 

𝑁𝑗 arises from a purely compositional effect, likely from an increased activation of Sn4+ dopants 

and formation of oxygen vacancies, as was established from XPS and EDX of the optimised ITO 

film subject to ReLA in 5% H2 in N2 and O2 (Chapter 5). 
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Fig. 6-5. The “optical” carrier mobility, 𝜇𝑗 , against the carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑗 , of the 

individual carrier species, 𝑗 , for the optimised ITO films subject to single-pulse laser 

annealing (LA) in 100 psig  of pure Ar  with increasing fluence, 𝐽𝐿 , at 50 − 325 mJcm−2 . 

Specifically, the values of resistivity, 𝜌𝑗, are shown for the inter-grain (red squares) intra-

grain (yellow dots) and surface layer (green triangles) carrier species. The star symbols or 

each colour indicate 𝜇𝑗 and 𝑁𝑗 for the seed films. The dashed lines of each colour indicate 

the fits of 𝜇𝑗(𝑁𝑗) to the entire set of seed films and the coloured arrows are a guide to the 

eye for how the laser processed samples translate from the seed film carrier transport 

properties. Note the gap and change in scale in the x -axis and the y -axis at 

(2 − 4) × 1020 cm−3 and 21 cm2/Vs, respectively.  
 

The case is very different for the surface species (blue diamonds in Fig. 6-5). For laser 

pulses of ≤ 190 mJcm−2  an enhancement of both 𝑁𝑅  and 𝜇𝑅  is observed. Furthermore, 𝑁𝑅  is 

continually increased up to (1.1 ± 0.3) × 1022 cm−3  at 260 − 330 mJcm−2  without the 

diminished mobility that would be expected for the increased number of ionised impurities, 

causing the values of 𝜇𝑟(𝑁𝑟) to translate away from the trend predicted for the seed films. In 

fact, 𝜇𝑅  is increased. Due to the ultra-thin nature of the surface layer (~3 nm), 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  is only 

marginally increased from the bulk case (Eq. (6-3)). This highlights that LA has a significant effect 
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on the surface layer, not only manipulating its defects to increase the number of activated Sn4+ 

dopants and oxygen vacancies, but to significantly change the structure and/or density of 

neutral impurities (Sn − O clusters and/or oxygen interstitials) resulting in a marked increase in 

𝜇𝑅.  

The increased influence of LA on the surface of the film can be is assigned to the fact 

that the heat generated in the film during LA is dependent on the laser penetration depth 

through the processed sample, where the modification of the surface layer arises from the laser 

photon absorption while the rest of the film is less dramatically heated by the heat diffusion 

from the surface layer. The lower thermal dose to the bulk layer appears to be sufficient to 

activate Sn dopants and promote mobility of oxygen atoms (creating vacancies as they migrate 

out of the film) to increase 𝛮 . However, the temperature reached appears insufficient to 

improve the crystal structure and/or break up the neutral impurity clusters. Furthermore, the 

existence of a thermal gradient between the surface layer and substrate explains the increase 

in the inhomogeneity across the z-axis of the film with increasing 𝐽𝐿 (see Fig. 6-3). The thermal 

gradient results in a larger 𝑁 near the top of the bulk layer, where the higher temperatures 

result in more energy for activation of Sn dopants. Furthermore, the higher peak temperature 

implies an increase in the length of time that the region of the sample spends hot enough to 

promote the mobility of atoms through the lattice. Using the model of the compositional 

modifications during ReLA that was developed in Chapter 5 (Fig. 5-9), this would likely result in 

an increase in the oxygen vacancy population as there is more time for the mobile oxygen in the 

film to escape into the Ar environment. 
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6.3. Influence of number of pulses  

So far, only a single pulse has been applied. It was shown that larger fluences were not 

able to effectively improve the film properties and resulted in a complex geometry deemed not 

useful for optoelectronic or plasmonics applications. To demonstrate if the properties of ITO can 

be further enhanced, and to potentially improve the depth uniformity, it is necessary to focus 

the efforts on processing the ITO films with an increased number of pulses. An additional 

selection of wafelets from the “UMBReLA” ITO film (see Table 4-1) were subjected to ultrafast 

(10 Hz), multi-beat LA in pressured (100 psig) environment of pure Ar with 𝐽𝐿 = 100 mJcm−2 

using a × 1  projection lens with a spot size of ~(15.5 × 15.5 ) mm2  at the sample surface, 

entirely covering the ~(8 × 8 ) mm2  wafelets ensuring a uniform annealing across the 

dimensions of the wafelet. The films were processed with 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 

pulses. On the first attempt, the films were annealed at the “optimal” 𝐽𝐿 of 130 mJcm−2, found 

in Section 6.2, above, to provide the greatest increase in 𝑁  without introducing a complex 

structure/geometry that interferes with DC measurements of the resistivity. However, damage, 

in the form of a complex geometry explored above, to the film occurred with only 5 laser pulses. 

Therefore, a lower 𝐽𝐿of 102 ± 4 mJcm−2 (referred to henceforth as 100 mJcm−2) was utilised 

instead to promote a less intense LA treatment over a greater period in an attempt to more 

uniformly improve the film properties. After laser processing, the films were characterised with 

4pp, Hall Effect, IRT, ORS and IRSE. This section investigates the effect of the number of laser 

pulses on the resulting optoelectronic and structural properties. 

Optical Modelling of ITO 

The model that was near-identical to fit the optical data (Ψ(𝐸) , Δ(𝐸) , 𝑇𝐼𝑅(𝐸)  and 

𝑅𝑉𝐼𝑆(𝐸)) of the previous section, enabling extraction of the geometric features of the film, the 

parameters describing the phonon and interband absorption (𝐴n, 𝛤n and 𝐸0,n, where n denotes 

the oscillator) and 𝜌𝑗 and 𝜏𝑗  for each carrier species (𝑗 = 1, 𝑗 = 2 and 𝑗 = 𝑅 for the 1st bulk, 2nd 

bulk and surface layer carrier species, respectively). To reflect the detection of a z -axis 

inhomogeneity in the transport properties of the laser processed ITO films, a gradient was more 

rigorously applied within the model using Eq. (5-1) and Eq. (5-2). As before, 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡, 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 

(i.e. the “combined” transport properties for the entire system) are calculated from Eq. (6-2) to 

Eq. (6-7) in order to better compare optical, 4pp and Hall Effect measurements.  

Comparing optical and DC carrier transport 

Fig. 6-6 presents the Hall (green dots) and optical (red squares) (a) resistivity and (b) 

carrier concentration for the seed optimised ITO films (star symbols with corresponding 

technique colour) and those subject to multi-pulse LA at 100 mJcm−2 in 100 psig of pure Ar with 
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increasing number of pulses from 1 − 5000. The 3 seed films that are presented are those that 

were covering the range of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  for the laser annealed wafelets, prior to processing. It is 

observed in Fig. 6-6a that annealing with a single pulse reduced 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜌𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝜌4𝑝𝑝 of the 

ITO thin films with an increasing number of pulses. 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 is reduced by ~50% at 5000 pulses to a 

value of (3.0 ± 0.5) × 10−4 Ωcm. From Fig. 6-6b it is noted that the reduction in the resistivity 

can again be primarily attributed to a steady rise in the carrier concentration from 

(4.9 ± 0.4) × 1020 cm−3 for the seed films to (13 ± 0.4) × 1020 cm−3 for the film processed at 

5000 pulses. The trends in 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 agree very well with the results from Hall Effect.  

 
Fig. 6-6. Optoelectronic properties of the ITO films annealed with varied number of laser 

pulses. The Hall (green dots) and optical (red squares) (a) resistivity, 𝜌, and (b) carrier 

concentration, 𝑁, for the optimised ITO films subject to 1 − 5000 laser pulses in 100 psig 

of pure Ar with a laser fluence, 𝐽𝐿, of 100 mJcm−2. The green and red stars indicate Hall and 

optical values, respectively, for the 3 seed films that cover the range of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 for the pre-

processed wafelets. Note the logarithmic scale in the x-axis and the change in scale in the 

y-axs of (b) at 8 × 1020 cm−3. 

As before, deeper understanding of the modulation of the carrier transport mechanisms 

with LA with increasing number of pulses is found by examining the individual optical carrier 

species within the ITO film (𝜌𝑗, 𝑁𝑗 and 𝜇𝑗). Fig. 6-7a presents the optical resistivity and for the 

inter-grain (red squares), intra-grain (yellow dots) and surface layer (green triangles) carrier 

species within the optimised ITO processed in 100% Ar with a fluence of 100 mJcm−2 with an 

increasing number of pulses from 1 − 5000. Fig. 6-7b presents the carrier mobility against the 

concentration for the equivalent data points in (a), where the labels indicate the number of 

pulses. In both (a) and (b), the star symbols indicate the unprocessed, seed films. The blue 

diamonds present the combined “optical” values, for reference. The fits of 𝜇(𝑁) to the seed 

films, for each carrier species, are indicated by the red, yellow, green, and blue dashed lines, 

respectively, in Fig. 6-7b. Finally, the coloured arrows are a guide to the eye to how the transport 

properties of the samples translate across the 𝜇(𝑁) plot with increasing laser fluence.  
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Fig. 6-7. (a) The “optical” resistivity, 𝜌𝑗, against the number of pulses and (b) the optical 

carrier mobility, 𝜇𝑗, against the carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑗, of the individual carrier species, 

𝑗, for the optimised ITO films subject to 1 − 5000 laser pulses in 100 psig of pure Ar with a 

fluence, 𝐽𝐿, of 100 mJcm−2. Specifically, the values of resistivity are shown for the inter-

grain (red squares), intra-grain (yellow dots), bulk layer (green triangles), surface layer (blue 

diamonds) and combined (purple hexagons) carrier species. The star symbols or each 

colour indicate 𝜇𝑗 and 𝑁𝑗 for the seed films. The dashed lines of each colour indicate the 

fits of 𝜇𝑗(𝑁𝑗) to the entire set of seed films and the coloured arrows are a guide to the eye 

for how the laser processed samples translate from the trends found for the seed films. 

Note the changes in scale in the y-axis in (a) at 1.1 × 10−3 Ωcm and in the x-axis of (b) at 

4 × 1020 cm−3. 
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In opposition to the films annealed with increasing fluence, the modulation of the 

combined optical resistivity, in this case, is dominated by a change in the bulk, inter-grain 

species, owing to the much larger sheet carrier concentration (𝑁𝑠ℎ,𝑗 = 𝑁𝑗𝑑𝑗) of the 1st (inter-

grain) carrier species. The change of the 2nd (intra-grain) charge species is less significant than 

that observed for increasing fluence. However, a general trend of decreasing resistivity is 

observed for both the bulk species. In Fig. 6-7b, it is demonstrated that the resistivity reduction 

is a result of the simultaneous enhancement of both the carrier concentration and mobility. The 

increase of the carrier concentration can be explained using the model developed in Section 

5.2.4 (Fig. 5-9): a larger number of pulses increases the annealing time, where the temperature 

is high enough to permit the mobility of oxygen vacancies. As before, this results in an increased 

carrier concentration as oxygen has escapes into the ambient. While the absolute values of the 

mobility for each charge species remain relatively constant, an apparent improvement in the 

mobility relative to carrier concentration is increased. This manifest as the translation to a much 

larger 𝑁off the line of predicted 𝜇(𝑁)  for the inter-grain and combined species without a 

significant loss in 𝜇 as would be expected from ionised cluster scattering (ICS). This translation 

is indicated with the red and blue arrows in Fig. 6-7b.  

A significant change in the film is observed for the film annealed with 5000 pulses. 

Specifically, the resistivity of the inter-grain and intra-grain carrier species is significantly lower 

than the films annealed at lower number of pulses. From Fig. 6-7b it is noted that the reduction 

in resistivity is primarily a result of an increase in 𝑁1 from (5.2 ± 0.4) × 1020 cm−3 (for the film 

annealed with 1000 pulses) to (9 + 2) × 1020 cm−3. It should be noted that the jump in 𝑁1 and 

𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 between 1000 and 5000 pulses is unusual. This is because the energy dose of each pulse is 

identical and the relatively low repetition rate (10 Hz) compared to laser pulse length (25 ns) 

implies that the film has effectively cooled between each pulse. Therefore, any thermally 

induced modifications to the film should be gradual with the number of pulses. Instead, there is 

a critical number of pulses where the steady modulation of the carrier transport properties is 

interrupted and a more significant change to the film is induced. The exact mechanism which 

causes this critical point is currently unknown and requires further investigation.  
 

However, it is possible that the cooling rate is just low enough that some residual 

thermal energy remains in the film at the time of the next pulse. Eventually, at a critical number 

of pulses, the peak temperature would be more comparable to if a larger fluence was used for 

each pulse and would enable additional modifications to the film. Alternatively, the changes to 

the optoelectronic properties film after each pulse could modify the precise nature of the laser 

absorption heating process for the subsequent pulses. These possibilities could be tested by 
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solving the 1D  heat transport equation [61] in order to extract the cooling rate and peak 

temperature across the film for a single pulse to find the thermal energy in the system at the 

time of the second pulse. For a single pulse there is a reduction in the resistivity of the surface 

layer due to a large increase in 𝑁𝑅  (dark green arrow in Fig. 6-7b). For 5 − 100 pulses, the 

resistivity increases beyond that of the seed films as both 𝑁𝑅  is reduced back down to 

(5.2 ± 0.3) × 1020 cm−3 (green arrow in Fig. 6-7b). At 500 − 1000 pulses, the trend is reversed 

again as 𝑁𝑅 slightly increases to (5.7 ± 0.5) × 1020 cm−3. Vitally, the resistivity of the surface 

layer approaches the resistivity of the bulk film, indicating that the total film uniformity has 

improved. To analyse the film uniformity further, it is useful to examine the gradient of the 

carrier concentration across the bulk layer of the ITO film. 𝑁1(𝑧) is calculated from in 𝜌1(𝑧) and 

𝜏1(𝑧) and presented as a function of the distance from the substrate, 𝑧, in Fig. 6-8 for the 

optimised ITO films laser processed 1 − 5000 number of pulses (red-purple line).  

 

 
Fig. 6-8. Gradient of the inter-grain species carrier concentration, 𝑁1, as a function of the 

distance from the ITO/Si interface, 𝑧, for the seed optimised ITO film (black line) and those 

subject to 1  (red line), 5 (orange line), 10  (yellow line), 50  (green line), 100  (turquoise 

line), 500 (light blue line), 1000 (blue line) and 5000 (purple line) laser pulses in 100 psig 

of pure Ar with a fluence, 𝐽𝐿, of 100 mJcm−2. The black arrows indicate the shift of the 

“dip” in 𝑁1 to higher up in the film with an increasing number of pulses. 
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The film annealed with a single pulse has an increased 𝑁1(𝑧) both at the bottom and the 

top of the bulk layer. This results in a “dip” in 𝑁1(𝑧) near the centre of the film, as was seen for 

the films annealed at 100 mJcm−2 in 5% H2 in N2 and O2 in Fig. 5-8. This dip was stated to arise 

from how due to the short annealing time, the oxygen pulled from the bottom of the film had 

only just reached the middle, filling the vacancies and reducing 𝑁1. The increase in the average 

𝑁1(𝑧) can also be ascribed to the activation of Sn4+ dopants (Section 5.2.4). Further pulses up 

to 100 pulses act to increase the average carrier concentration across the film, as was observed 

in Fig. 6-7. The film inhomogeneity is largely constant between 1 − 100 pulses, but the “dip” in 

𝑁1(𝑧) is shifted to a slightly higher position within the film with each new step in the number of 

pulses. This minor change in the uniformity and dip position suggest that, for the relatively low 

fluence of 100 mJcm−2, the process of the oxygen vacancy migration (Fig. 5-9) is relatively weak 

and that the activation of Sn4+ dominates the creation of oxygen vacancies. 

At 500 − 1000 pulses, however, the inhomogeneity is greater as 𝑁1(𝑧) at the bottom 

and top regions of the film significantly increases. At 5000 pulses, 𝑁1(𝑧) in most of the film (from 

0%− ~70%) remains nearly constant at ~9.5 × 1020 cm−3. Therefore, an equilibrium of the 

oxygen vacancy density is reached up to ~70% of the film thickness. The dip in 𝑁1(𝑧) is shifted 

all the way to the surface of the film, as can be expected from the longer annealing time for the 

oxygen atoms from the bottom to be pulled out of the surface. This is supported by how the 

carrier concentration at the bottom of the film slowly approaches a maximum of ~1021 cm−3 

between 500 − 1000  pulses. This maximum represents that all the available Sn  atoms are 

activated as Sn4+ and that no more oxygen vacancies can be created. 

It should be noted that these conclusions are, presently, speculative. However, they 

could be experimentally verified by investigating the X-ray photoelectron spectra across the 

entire depth of the seed and laser processed ITO films. Therefore, one could corroborate the 

existence of the critical number of pulse thresholds for the activation of interstitial Sn  (>

1 pulse) and the enhancement of oxygen atom migration (500 − 1000 pulses). Furthermore, a 

more detailed understanding of the thermal and pressure gradients within the film during LA 

could re-enforce the model of oxygen mobility presented schematically in Fig. 5-9. Finally, if 

multiple phases of compositional changes are due to the residual heat in the film at the time of 

the next pulse, the critical number of pulses would depend on the repetition rate. Therefore, an 

investigation of the effect of the repetition rate on 𝑁1(𝑧) is warranted. 
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6.4. Influence of ReLA ambient composition  

So far in this chapter, the laser processing of the optimised film has occurred in a non-

reactive ambient environment of pure Ar. However, Chapter 5 demonstrated that for a single 

pulse, the use of reactive ambient environments enables one to modulate 𝛮. This process was 

designated as “Reactive LA” (ReLA). However, for single pulse ReLA the overall change in 𝑁 was 

small and increased even in pure O2 environments. In was noted that this was due to activation 

of Sn dopants within the film and that with increased pulses one may complete the Sn activation 

and allow for further manipulation of the oxygen vacancies by the reactive environments to 

further increase, or potentially decrease, 𝑁. The competition of Sn activation, a more intense 

modulation of the oxygen stoichiometry throughout the film and a more uniform distribution of 

𝑁 throughout the film was, indeed, found to occur when annealing in Ar with 5000 pulses in the 

previous section. Here forth, the process of performing multi pulse (or beat) reactive laser 

annealing is designated as “ultrafast multi-beat reactive laser annealing” or UMBReLA. To 

elucidate the role of the ambient environment further, a further investigation utilising various 

mixtures of reactive (and non-reactive) gasses within the pressure cell. An additional selection 

of wafelets from the optimised “UMBReLA set” ITO film (ITO-56) were subjected to ultrafast 

(10 Hz), multi-beat LA in pressured (100 psig) environment of 5% H2 in N2, pure N2, pure Ar, 

5% O2 in Ar and 20 − 100% O2 in Ar with 5000 laser pulses at a fluence of 100 mJcm−2.  

Fig. 6-9 presents the optical (red squares) and Hall (green dots) (a) resistivity, (b) carrier 

density and (c) carrier mobility for the seed optimised ITO films (star symbols with corresponding 

technique colour) and those subject to UMBReLA in a pressured (100 psig) environment of 

5% H2 in N2, pure N2, pure Ar, 5% O2 in Ar and 20 − 100% O2 in Ar with 5000 laser pulses at a 

fluence of 100 mJcm−2 . For 𝜌  (Fig. 6-9a), the results from 4pp are presented with the blue 

triangles. The 3 seed films that are presented are those that were covering the range of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 for 

the laser annealed wafelets, prior to processing. It is observed (Fig. 6-9) that there is a clear 

dependence of 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 , 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 , 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡  on the ambient environment. Specifically, the largest optical 

resistivity is found when performing ReLA into an environment of 60% oxygen and is decreased 

for lower and higher oxygen partial pressures. The greatest reduction in the resistivity is found 

when processing the ITO films in pure N2. This trend is found in Hall Effect, optical and 4pp 

measurements. However, the absolute values of 𝜌 disagree between measurements. This likely 

arises from the complicated structure of the laser processed films [378]. 
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Fig. 6-9. Optoelectronic properties of the ITO films annealed in varied ambient 

environments. The Hall (green dots with green line) and optical (red squares with red line) 

(a) resistivity, 𝜌 , and (b) carrier mobility, 𝜇 , and (c) carrier concentration, 𝑁 , for the 

optimised ITO films subject to 5000 laser pulses with a laser fluence, 𝐽𝐿, of 100 mJcm−2 

into 100 psig  of 5 − 100%  O2  in Ar . The blue triangles in (a) indicate the 4pp 

measurements of 𝜌. The green, red and blue stars indicate Hall, optical and 4pp values, 

respectively, for the 3  seed films that cover the range of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  for the pre-processed 

wafelets. The unconnected symbols present the results for the films annealed in 5% H2 in 

N2, pure N2 and pure Ar. Finally, (d) presents the optical band gap for each film, found by 

fitting the linear region of (𝐸𝛼)2 vs 𝐸. 

The modulation of 𝜌 cannot be primarily attributed to either a change in 𝑁 or 𝜇 alone 

but depends on the balance between each. This is because, generally, the mobility is decreased 

with 𝑁 due to the increased influence of ICS. In Fig. 6-9c, a smooth trend of 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 (green dots) 

and 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 (red and purple squares for the uncorrected and corrected values) is observed with 

changing O2% from 0 − 100% (points connected by solid lines). From 5 − 60% O2 in Ar, there 

is a decrease in 𝑁  with increasing O2% . This decrease is likely due to the increased O2% 

changing the balance of the oxygen atom migration outlined in Fig. 5-9. Specifically, the larger 
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percentage of oxygen in the ambient reduces the creation of oxygen vacancies throughout the 

film, resulting in lower values of 𝑁. However, for ambient environments with > 60% O2 in Ar, 

the trend reverses and 𝑁 is slightly increased with the O2%. For such oxygen partial pressures, 

the mobility remains constant instead of decreasing. This indicates that the concentration of 

ionised clusters is reduced as these samples translate away from the trend of 𝜇(𝑁) predicted 

from ICS. However, the relatively minor increase in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 between 60 − 100% O2 in Ar indicates 

that there is a limit to the modulation of the oxygen vacancies with the ambient environment. 

If the filling of oxygen vacancies is coming from the ambient oxygen being incorporated in the 

film, then there is, equally, a limit to the amount that can be incorporated. Due to the likely 

complete activation of all Sn4+ after 5000 laser pulses, the existence of such a limit for oxygen 

incorporation means that there is always an increase in 𝑁 from the seed films. Therefore, the 

use of an increased number of pulses was not able to overcome the activation of Sn to reduce 

𝑁 and therefore expand reduce the free carrier absorption further into the IR. It would be of 

great interest to determine if the limit for oxygen incorporation can be altered by changing the 

fluence. This could be elucidated by performing a further experiment using UMBReLA with 5000 

pulses and 75 − 125 mJcm−2 in 60%, 80% and 100% O2 in Ar. If not, the strategy of starting 

from an “un-optimised” film with lower 𝑁 and increasing 𝛮 with ReLA, as presented in Section 

5.2.4, is required instead. 

In addition to laser processing in 5 − 100%  O2  in Ar , the films were annealed in 

reducing environments of pure Ar , pure N2  and 5% H2  in N2 . These are shown as the un-

connected symbols in Fig. 6-9. As expected, the use of reducing environments further enhances 

𝑁 due to the increased creation of oxygen vacancies. Interestingly, the environment of pure N2 

provides a greater enhancement of 𝑁 than the pure Ar environment. Moreover, the addition of 

5% H2 into the N2  environment only slightly enhances 𝑁  futher. This indicates that the N2 

environment is not entirely un-reactive but the incorporation of N2 into the film may aid the 

activation of Sn, aid the creation of oxygen vacancies or the nitrogen atoms may form donor 

states themselves. It is also possible that the deviation of the carrier concentration between the 

N2 and Ar environments is due to the lower mass of N2. Therefore, it is apparent that the precise 

mechanism for the increase of 𝑁 for a pure N2 environment, is not currently understood and 

warrants further investigation. Finally, it is noted that the modulation of 𝑁 with the ambient 

environment, as detailed above, is also reflected in the change in the band gap, as shown in Fig. 

6-9d. This is due to the Burstein-Moss effect and may result in an enhancement in the visible 

transmission for the films annealed in a reducing environment [185]. 
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6.5. Concluding Remarks 

In summary, an investigation of the influence of the fluence, number of pulses and 

ambient environment on the laser annealing of ITO was undertaken. Firstly, laser processing of 

ITO was performed in 100 psig of Ar between 40 − 330 mJcm−2. The larger fluences applied 

(than those explored in Chapter 5) and the use of a non-reactive environment allowed for a 

better examination of the influence of LA on the optoelectronic properties of ITO. An optical 

model was developed that described the seed and laser processed ITO films, building on the 

knowledge gained from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The model consisted of multiple carrier 

species: 2 species representing inter-grain and intra-grain transport in a bulk layer and one 

species to describe the free carriers in a surface roughness layer. A process of “combining” the 

carrier species in a way that reflected how a current would interact with the film was laid out 

and used to effectively compare 4pp and Hall Effect measurements of the multilayer system 

with the optical results. 

The ITO films subject to non-reactive LA at ≤ 130 mJcm−2 showed a great agreement 

with the results for ReLA in 5% H2 in N2 and O2 (Chapter 5). Specifically, there was a steady 

increase in 𝛮 with laser fluence, which was likely due to the activation of Sn4+ dopants and 

increase in oxygen vacancy density within the film during LA. The ITO films laser annealed at 

above 130 mJcm−2 were extensively investigated in order to elucidate the precise nature of the 

film “damage” that occurs at high fluences. Vitally, by considering the individual carrier species 

alongside the calculated “optical” transport properties, it was shown that the common 

conception that the film is damaged at high fluences may be misleading. The carrier transport 

properties across the film were indeed improved, but the depth-effects of the LA process 

introduced a complex geometry into the film that interfere with 4pp and Hall Effect 

measurements. This complex geometry should be directly observable via transmission electron 

microscopy. 

A greater focus was given to investigation the effect of laser fluence on each of the 

carrier species. 𝑁𝑗 and 𝜇𝑗 for the bulk layer species, 𝑗, were found to shift across the predicted 

trend of 𝜇(𝑁) as if there was an increase in the number of clustered ionised impurities, resulting 

from Sn activation and formation of oxygen vacancies. The surface layer saw a dramatic increase 

in 𝑁 and 𝜇 simultaneously. A gradient in 𝑁1 in the bulk film was noted and it was observed that 

the shape of the gradient is highly dependent on the laser fluence. These results explained the 

processes of LA that lead to a modification of the composition of the ITO film during LA in Ar, 

providing a strong framework to understand the modification of the optoelectronic properties 

of ITO during ReLA via optical measurements alone. 
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Next, ITO films were processed at a relatively low laser fluence (100 mJcm−2) with a 

range of pulses from 1 − 5000 pulses in a pressure cell of 100 psig of Ar. A steady decrease in 𝜌 

was observed with increasing number of pulses. Hall and SE were in excellent agreement, 

indicating the films were uniform. The decrease in 𝜌  was attributed primarily to a steady 

increase in the carrier concentration of the inter-grain carrier species, 𝑁1. The dependence of 

𝑁1(𝑧) on the number of pulses was understood using the model of Sn activation and oxygen 

migration developed in Chapter 5. Specifically, it was found that there existed a critical number 

of pulses where the general trend of 𝑁1(𝑧) changes. This indicated either that residual heat is 

built up between each pulse so that the “effective” fluence increases with each pulse, or that 

the gradual change in the properties of the laser processed film modified the heating process. It 

was noted that further depth-profile XPS and simulations of the thermal treatment would be 

necessary to gain further insights into the precise nature of the LA process with increasing 

pulses. 

Finally, a further investigation was performed into the LA of ITO utilising various 

mixtures of reactive (and non-reactive) gasses within the pressure cell with many pulses (5000), 

in an attempt to both improve the depth-uniformity of the annealing process and enhance the 

modulation of 𝑁 than could be achieved for a single pulse. A clear dependence of the annealing 

environment on the resulting optoelectronic properties was found. Specifically, there was a 

steady trend in increasing 𝑁 with a decreasing oxygen partial pressure below 60% O2  in Ar. 

Interestingly, annealing at higher oxygen partial pressures did not decrease 𝑁 further, indicating 

that there may be a limit to the oxygen incorporation during ReLA. This meant that 𝑁 was always 

increased in relation to the seed film, and to expand the range of low-loss plasmonic responses 

further into the IR a strategy of starting with a low-𝑁 film is required. Annealing in reducing 

environments of pure Ar, N2  and 5% H2  in N2  greatly enhanced 𝑁  up to ~1021 cm−3  (~3 × 

higher than the seed films). 
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7. When ellipsometry really works 

7.1. Introduction 

The following section is devoted to investigating the mechanisms that produce 

limitations of spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), and thus define any potential “detection limits” 

of infrared (IR) and near-IR-visible-ultraviolet (NIR-VIS-UV) SE. This chapter is based on the 

publication “When Ellipsometry Works Best – A case study with Transparent Conductive Oxides” 

(J. A. Hillier et al., ACS Photonics) [342]. The chapter builds upon the finding of Chapter 4. It 

starts by building simulated data sets of SE data (Section 7.2) to expand the range of carrier 

concentrations experimentally achieved to investigate limitations of ellipsometry to reveal the 

transport properties of transparent conductive oxides (TCOs). It starts from most simple, 

idealised, cases and then investigates the additional complications arising from the above-

mentioned knowledge of sputtered indium tin oxide (ITO), aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO) 

and gallium-doped zinc oxide (GZO) thin films. Specifically, the following sections explore the 

influence of the: computational limits and random noise (Section 7.3), presence of substrate and 

thin film thickness (Section 7.4), presence of additional oscillators within and outside the 

measurement range (Section 7.5) and the effect of the carrier mobility (Section 7.6) Finally, all 

these concepts are applied to the experimentally produced films to conclude when ellipsometry 

really works for the case of the TCOs (Section 7.7). 

7.2. Simulating ellipsometric data 

The simulations are performed in an identical manner to the modelling of SE data. 

Specifically, the geometric model is set up to include the substrate (with the native oxide) optical 

constants as well as a thin film on top, where the optical constants can be described by a 

generalised oscillator model. The difference is that there is no data to fit, but the parameters of 

the generalised oscillator model are set to their desired value for each simulation and the 

ellipsometric angles Ψ(𝐸) and Δ(𝐸) are calculated by solving the matrix method for p- and s-

polarised light that is incident on the surface of the material at a specified angle (Section 3.2.5). 

For each “data set”, two distinct simulations are performed, reflecting the ranges 

defined by the two individual ellipsometers (0.034 − 0.8 eV for the IRSE and 0.775 − 6.5 eV for 

the NIR-VIS-UV SE) [353]. Both spectral ranges are simulated with 2000  steps so that the 

calculated MSE (which depends on the number of steps; Eq. (3-55)) can be reliably compared. 

This results in a step size of 0.00038319 eV and 0.0028639 eV for the IR and NIR-VIS-UV spectral 

ranges, respectively. All simulations are performed using 3 distinct angles of incidence: 65°, 70° 

and 75°. 
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The parameterised models used simulate the optical constants for ITO, AZO and GZO 

(Section 7.7) take into account the influence of the scattering mechanisms (Section 2.2.5) on 

carrier mobility, 𝜇, and the influence of the non-parabolicity of the conduction band on the 

carrier effective mass, 𝑚𝑒
∗, (Section 4.2.4) with the carrier concentration, 𝑁. Noise, in the form 

of a standard deviation of Ψ and Δ around the calculated value, can also be introduced. The 

noise is described by a single parameter of a noise percentage, %𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 ; the maximum and 

minimum range used to generate Ψ and Δ at each photon energy and for each angle using a 

random number generator. %𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 is defined in a way that for a sufficiently large number of data 

points, the standard deviation will be %𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒/10
4. The calculated values of Ψ and Δ are saved as 

a measurement file so that they can be loaded into CompleteEASETM software and fit, just as if 

they were a standard SE measurement [353]. When fitting the simulated data sets, an identical 

model to that which performed the simulation is used. However, all parameters that describe 

the material are left free and the cross-parameter calculations (such as 𝜇(𝑁)) are disabled. 

7.3. Computational Limits and Noise 

To explore the fundamental computational limits and those presented by SE 

measurement random noise, the first step was to simulate a data set comprising of a bulk film 

(a single generalised oscillator layer of infinite thickness) with only a Drude term (Section 2.1.4). 

The “simulated” carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚, is varied between 1010 − 1023 cm−3, 𝜇 is fixed at 

210 cm2/Vs (an indicative “maximum” 𝜇 for ITO, AZO and GZO [342,343]) and 𝑚𝑒
∗  is fixed at 

0.3 𝑚𝑒 [182]. Presently, no random noise is included in the simulation (%𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 0). The limits 

for accurate determination of the carrier transport properties will also depend on 𝜇, which will 

vary with 𝑁  according to what scattering mechanism are at play (Section 2.2.5). The 

independent influence of 𝜇 is investigated in Section 7.6. Fig. 7-1a presents the “optical” (fitted) 

carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, against the 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 that have been independently simulated in the IR 

(red dots) and in the NIR-VIS-UV (blue squares). The dashed black lines indicate the ideal case 

where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 , which is valid for high enough 𝑁 . In this scenario, there is a limit at 

~1011 cm−3  and ~1013 cm−3  for the IR and NIR-VIS-UV spectral ranges, respectively, where 

𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≠ 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 . In theory, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  should be identical to 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚  for all nonzero 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚  in both spectral 

ranges. However, the data cannot reasonably be simulated (or of course, measured) to infinite 

precision. In the case of these simulations, round off errors become significant when the 

permittivity, at the lowest considered frequency, is below ~10−7. The exponential tail of the 

Drude term is, by definition, larger at the lowest energy point for the IR (0.034 eV) as to the NIR-

VIS-UV (0.775 eV), resulting in better sensitivity in 𝛮 in the IR range. 
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Fig. 7-1b presents the “free carrier detectability”, 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒, within the IR (dark red line 

with dot symbols) and NIR-VIS-UV (dark blue line with square symbols) spectral ranges. 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 

is defined as the numerical integration of the free carrier contribution to the permittivity within 

each spectral range. The threshold in 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 in Fig. 7-1b occurs at when 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≠ 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 in Fig. 7-1a. 

This limit is found at higher 𝑁 in cases where a fixed percentage of random noise is also manually 

included across the entire spectral range of the data (more closely representing a real 

measurement). It should be noted that for real measurements the noise is generally greater at 

the edges of the spectral ranges, which will compound this issue. It is apparent that for materials 

with a low 𝑁, reducing the percentage of noise in the data (especially at low photon energy) is 

vital for accurate determination of 𝛮 and thus, if the measured spectral range cannot be brought 

to lower energies, an increased number of scans to average should take precedence over 

increased resolution. The benefit of utilizing terahertz (THz) SE for materials with 𝑁 < 1018 cm−3 

is also apparent from these results. 

 
Fig. 7-1. (a) ‘Optical’ carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 , against the simulated carrier 

concentration, 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚, for the case of fitting the data simulated in the IR (red dots) and in the 

NIR-VIS-UV (blue squares). The dashed black lines indicate the ideal case where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 =

𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚. (b) Free carrier detectability, 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒, of the fit within the NIR-VIS-UV (dark blue line 

with square symbols) and IR (dark red line with circle symbols) spectral ranges to the free 

carrier contribution to the simulated data set. 

7.4. Substrate and Film Thickness 

Fig. 7-2a presents 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 against 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 for a bulk material (black line with star symbols) 

and for thin film materials of various thickness, in nm, (purple to dark red lines with square 

symbols) on top of a Si wafer with a 2 nm native oxide on top. The simulated measurements did 

not include noise and only included a Drude oscillator where the mobility is fixed at 210 cm2/Vs 

and 𝛮𝑠𝑖𝑚 was varied from 107 − 1017 cm−3. It is found that the free carrier detection threshold, 

where 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒  plateaus to a minimal value, is increased from ~1011 cm−3  for a bulk film to 
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~1013 cm−3 for a 1 nm film. If the thickness of the film is increased further, the threshold is 

reduced until matching that of the bulk film for a thickness of 100 nm. Furthermore, it is found 

that for a larger thickness, the threshold is reduced below that of a bulk film. The cause for this 

is apparent from Fig. 7-2b, where the simulated imaginary pseudo-permittivity, < 휀2 >𝑠𝑖𝑚, is 

presented for four distinct films:  

i. a 100 nm film where 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 1 × 1011 cm−3 (solid black line in Fig. 7-2b),  

ii. a 100 μm film where 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 1 × 1011 cm−3 (solid red line in Fig. 7-2b), 

iii. a 100 nm film where 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 0.9 × 1011 cm−3 (dashed green line in Fig. 7-2b), 

iv. a 100 μm film where 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 0.9 × 1011 cm−3 (dashed blue line in Fig. 7-2b). 

 
Fig. 7-2. (a) 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 against 𝑁𝑆𝑖𝑚 for a bulk material (black line with star symbols) and for 

thin film materials of various thickness, in nm, (purple-dark red lines with square symbols) 

on top of a Si wafer with a 2 nm native oxide. (b) Simulated imaginary pseudo-permittivity, 

< 휀2 >, of four distinct films: a 100 nm film where 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 1 × 1011 cm−3, a 100 μm film 

where 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 1 × 1011 cm−3, a 100 nm film where 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 0.9 × 1011 cm−3 and a 100 μm 

film where 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 0.9 × 1011 cm−3. 

It is observed that < 휀2 >𝑠𝑖𝑚 is below the resolvable limit for 𝐸 ≥  0.034 eV and so the 

free carrier contribution to < 휀2 >𝑠𝑖𝑚 cannot be fit, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 cannot be resolved and the two films 

with a thickness of 100 nm appear identical. However, for the film simulated with a thickness of 

100 μm, the reflections from the material/substrate interface produce an interference pattern 

at low energy. Importantly, the interference pattern is very sensitive to changes in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and so 

there are resolvable differences between the film simulated with 0.9 × 1011 cm−3  and 

1 × 1011 cm−3. This results in the reduction of the threshold limit below that of the bulk case 

observed in Fig. 7-2a. Vitally, the same effect can be achieved by utilising transparent or semi-

transparent substrates or intermediate layers (i.e. optical spacers) [383]. 
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7.5. Additional Oscillators within and outside the measurement range 

The simulations so far have been performed for films with only a Drude contribution to 

the permittivity of the material. In practice, phonons and or defect states will be present in the 

IR that reduce the sensitivity of IRSE to the free electron contribution. This arises from a 

combination of reduced resolution (i.e., there is a larger % difference between 0.01 and 0.1 to 

between 10.01 and 10.1) and coupling between parameters (i.e., the amplitude of a phonon 

peak near the edge of the spectral range can be mistaken for increased free carrier absorption, 

and vice versa). The effect of the additional oscillators within the measurement range on the 

detection limits for the carrier transport properties will depend on the peak size, broadening 

and the central energy. Because of this, a simple correlation of each parameter with the 

detection limits is not possible.  

If the oscillators have a central energy below the measured spectral range (e.g., in the 

IR), then only the tail edge of the absorption can be seen within the measured spectral range 

(the NIR-VIS-UV). This results in a permittivity near the low-energy edge of the measured range 

that resembles free electron absorption but is the result of additional oscillators at lower 

energies. For example, Uprety and colleagues demonstrated how the NIR absorption observed 

in NIR-VIS-UV SE should be interpreted as a combination of tailing effects from free carriers, 

phonons and/or low-energy defect states [306,354]. The effect of NIR tailing on the detection 

limits of the carrier transport properties will be fully dependent on the precise nature of the IR 

oscillators, and so is investigated in more detail for the ITO, AZO and GZO thin films in Section 

7.7. 

7.6. Influence of the carrier mobility 

Previously, it has been assumed that the mobility is constant and a very high value of 

210 cm2/𝑉𝑠  has been used to demonstrate the examples regarding the influence of the 

computational limits, measurement noise, presence of a substrate and the film thickness. 

However, the line shape of the free carrier absorption and especially the absolute value of 휀1 

and 휀2 at the smallest measured 𝐸, which actually determines the detection limit (Fig. 7-1), also 

depend on 𝜇 (Eq. (2-43)). As 𝜇 defines the broadening of the peak, its effect on the absolute 

values of 휀1(𝐸) and 휀2(𝐸) at a particular photon energy, 𝐸, depends on the value of 𝐸 itself. This 

is demonstrated in Fig. 7-3a, which presents an example set of 휀2(𝐸) with varying 𝜇 (from 25 −

200 cm2/Vs in steps of 25 cm2/Vs). 𝑁 and 𝑚𝑒
∗  for these simulated permittivity’s are 1018 cm−3 

and 0.3 𝑚𝑒, respectively. As the mobility increases, the Drude absorption peak (centred at 0 eV) 

becomes sharper. Initially, this causes 휀2 at low energy (0.034 eV) to rapidly increase. At larger 

energies, the relative increase in 휀2 is not as significant. After a point (𝜇 = 100 cm2/Vs), the 
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trend reverses and 휀2(𝐸 = 0.034 eV) starts to slowly decrease. At higher 𝐸, the inflection point 

is seen to occur at smaller values of 𝜇. This trend is shown more clearly in Fig. 7-3b, which 

presents the values of 휀1 (blue squares) and 휀2 (red dots) at 0.034 eV as a function of 𝜇.  

From Eq. (2-45) it can be derived that the maximum and/or minimum 휀2(𝛾𝑝) occurs at: 

𝑑휀2(𝛾𝑝)

𝑑𝛾𝑝
=

𝐸2 − 𝛾𝑝
2

(𝐸2 + 𝛾𝑝2)
2 = 0  , (7-1) 

which is satisfied when 𝛾𝑝 = 𝐸, or 𝛾𝑝 =∞. The former depicts the maxima observed in Fig. 7-3, 

such that the inflection point of the mobility is given by 𝜇
2(𝐸),𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐸) = (𝑒/𝑚𝑒

∗ℏ)𝐸 . The ℏ in the 

denominator of the conversion indicates that 𝐸 is expressed in eV.  It should be noted that this 

has important consequences for the defect engineering of materials for optoelectronic 

applications and/or as alternative materials for plasmonics. Specifically, the key focus to reduce 

the losses of potential plasmonic devices is to minimise 휀2. Usually, this is done by seeking ways 

to increase 𝜇. However, Fig. 7-3 demonstrates that for materials seeking to be a component of 

a device operating at 𝐸, if 𝜇 < (𝑒/𝑚𝑒
∗ℏ)𝐸 then reducing 𝜇 is more desirable. Finally, to better 

reflect how this affects the detection limits for 𝑁, 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 is calculated from 휀1 and 휀2 (𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 =

√휀1
2 + 휀1

2 ). Despite the up and down of 휀2, the absolute values of 휀1 always increase with 𝜇, 

increasing 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒with 𝜇 up to a plateau. Therefore, increasing 𝜇 will increase 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒. 

 
Fig. 7-3. (a) Imaginary permittivity, 휀2(𝐸) , for an example material with carrier 

concentration, 𝑁 = 1018 cm−3 , and carrier effective mass, 𝑚𝑒
∗ = 0.3 𝑚𝑒 . The carrier 

mobility, 𝜇 , is set to 25 cm2/Vs  (pink line), 50 cm2/Vs  (orange line),  75 cm2/Vs  (gold 

line),  100 cm2/Vs  (green line),  125 cm2/Vs  (teal line),  150 cm2/Vs  (light blue 

line), 175 cm2/Vs (blue line) and 200 cm2/Vs (purple line) The black arrow illustrates how 

the peak value of 휀2(𝐸 = 0.034 eV) originally increases with 𝜇 before decreasing rapidly 

when 𝜇 > (𝑒/𝑚𝑒
∗ℏ)𝐸 . (b) 휀1  (blue squares), 휀2   (red dots) and 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 = √휀1

2 + 휀1
2   (grey 

triangles) at 0.034 eV as a function of 𝜇. 
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7.7. Limits of SE for TCOs 

This section applies all the concepts outlined above to more realistic simulations of ITO, 

AZO and GZO films (based on the experimental results outlined throughout the thesis) in order 

to conclude when ellipsometry really works for TCOs. To produce simulated data sets of the bulk 

permittivity, for ITO, AZO and GZO, 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚  is varied between 1017 − 1021 cm−3  in steps of 

100.5 cm−3. 𝜇𝑠𝑖𝑚 is calculated using Eq. (2-49), Eq. (2-56) and Eqs. (2-58) to (2-61), considering 

𝑚𝑒
∗(𝑁). Subsequently, 𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑚 and 𝜏𝑠𝑖𝑚 are calculated from 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡 via Eq. (2-40) and Eq. (2-

41). This brings the resistivity range between 10−4 − 107 Ωcm. In order to ensure the simulated 

data sets accurately described the absorption of the phonon and/or defects states for each 

material, the oscillator parameters resulting from fitting the “low-𝑁” films (see Table 4-2). For 

the purpose of highlighting the limitations of SE, the generalised oscillator parameters as 

extracted by the “idealised” models of Section 4.2.1 were considered sufficient to describe the 

optical constants of the Low-𝑁 ITO (Fig. 4-10), AZO (Fig. 4-12) and GZO (Fig. 4-14) films. The 

permittivity is built from the summation of the IR and UV oscillators of each material and the 

Drude term defined by 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 and 𝜇𝑠𝑖𝑚 for each simulated data set, as per Eq. (3-54). These steps, 

alongside those applied to establish 𝜇(𝑁) and 𝑚𝑒
∗(𝑁), ensured that the simulated data are self-

consistent and as much as possible represent realistic optical constants for ITO, AZO and GZO 

materials with varying 𝑁. For every increment of 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 , two distinct data sets are simulated, 

reflecting the ranges defined by two individual ellipsometers (0.034 − 0.8 eV for the IR and 

0.775 − 6.5 eV for the NIR-VIS-UV). 

7.7.1. Limitations of SE to determine the carrier concentration. 

To elucidate the limitation of the capabilities of IR and NIR-VIS-UV SE to extract 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, 

the simulated data sets are fit and the ‘optical’ carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, is recorded as the 

value of 𝑁 that fits the simulated data sets. The results from fitting the NIR-VIS-UV (blue squares) 

and IR (red dots) simulated data sets for ITO, AZO and GZO are presented in Fig. 7-4a, Fig. 7-4b 

and Fig. 7-4c, respectively. The dashed black lines indicate the ideal case where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚, 

which is valid for high enough 𝑁. As 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 decreases, three distinct areas where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≠ 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 are 

observed. Each area is colour coded in a way that distinguishes between different mechanisms.  

IR detection limit 

For the data sets simulated in the IR, a deviation from the diagonal dashed line, coupled 

with a significantly increased error bar, is noted for 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 ≈ 1017 𝑐𝑚−3. This is indicated as the 

red shaded areas in Fig. 7-4a-c, where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≠ 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 is due to the “IR detection limit”. This is a 

photon energy dependent limit that is due to rounding errors for simulated bulk films and thus 

is identical for ITO, AZO and GZO. The previous sections of this chapter demonstrated that, for 
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practical measurements the detection limit varies significantly due to a combination of the 

presence of noise, material/substrate reflections and/or IR absorption centres. Additionally, the 

IR detection limit can be reduced by utilising films, substrates or optical spacers with a thickness 

sufficient to produce interference effects within the measured spectral range.  

 
Fig. 7-4. “Optical” carrier concentration, 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 , as determined by fitting each simulated 

dataset of 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 for (a) ITO, (b) AZO and (c) GZO, respectively. The result from fitting the 

data simulated in the IR (red dots) and in the NIR-VIS-UV (blue squares) are shown 

alongside 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 (black dashed diagonal line). The influence of the NIR tailing and GBS 

are indicated by the purple and yellow shaded areas, respectively. The results for the low-

𝑁, mid-𝑁 and high-𝑁 experimental films as measured with IRSE, NIR-VIS-UV SE and Hall 

Effect are displayed with light red and light, blue-bordered star symbols, respectively. The 

films measured with IRSE and Hall Effect only are displayed with the light red, bordered 

circle symbols. For the experimental films, the x-axis “real” carrier concentration, 𝑁, is set 

to the Hall carrier concentration, 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙, and for the simulated films 𝑁 = 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚. 

Material structure limit 

An additional case where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≠ 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 arises when fitting AZO in the IR. When 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 =

1018 − 1019.5 𝑐𝑚−3 , 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  is considerably underestimated and the error in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  is enormous 

(yellow shaded area in Fig. 7-4b). This region directly overlaps the region where 𝜇 is diminished 

by the influence of GBS (Section 4.1.6). This diminished mobility produces an extremely damped 

Drude term which becomes undetectable within either (or in fact any) spectral windows. It is 

apparent that in order to determine 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 of a material via SE, the 𝑁𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑁 must fall outside 

the window of GBS. It should be noted that the simulation has assumed that the grain size and 

trap density do not change with 𝑁. However, in Section 4.1.6 it was seen that a variation in the 

grain size shifts the lower edge (in terms of 𝑁) of the mobility hole that is associated with GBS 

(Fig. 4-7). If the edge of the mobility hole is higher than the detection limit of IRSE (~1017 cm−3 

in the presented cases), accurate determination of the transport properties is possible below 

the GBS threshold (see the point Nsim = 10
17.5 cm−3 in Fig. 7-4b). Similar results are found for 
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GZO, with the exception that the window of GBS is large enough to overlap with the fundamental 

detection limits so that there is no region of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 below 1020.5 cm−3.  

NIR-VIS-UV detection limit 

As 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 falls below a certain threshold (varied for each material) it is noticed that 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, 

as determined by fitting the data simulated in the NIR-VIS-UV (blue squares), deviates from the 

diagonal dashed line. This is indicated as the purple shaded areas in Fig. 7-4a-c, where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≠

𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚  is exclusively due to NIR tailing effects (a NIR permittivity that resembles free electron 

absorption but is, instead, the result of additional oscillators in the IR; Section 7.5). However, 

the results from fitting the NIR-VIS-UV data sets maintain a negligible error in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 . This 

manifests a potential “false positive” of NIR-VIS-UV SE. At larger 𝑁, the free carrier absorption 

sufficiently screens the other contributions in the IR, ensuring a more accurate determination of 

the carrier transport properties. To highlight the effect of NIR tailing, it is useful to examine the 

permittivity of the materials as seen by both ellipsometers.  

Fig. 7-5 presents the (a-c) real, 휀1(𝐸), and (d-f) imaginary, 휀2(𝐸), permittivity of the low-

𝑁 (darker shaded lines) and high-𝑁 (lighter shaded lines) ITO, AZO and GZO films (see Table 4-1), 

respectively, from fitting IR (red lines) and NIR-VIS-UV SE (blue lines) measurements separately. 

Fig. 7-5 also shows only the Drude term that was determined via IRSE (dashed black lines) 

alongside the extrapolation of the permittivity determined by NIR-VIS-UV into the IR (dashed 

blue lines). The region between the measured permittivity and the expected permittivity, if only 

free carriers were present, is highlighted by the purple shaded region. This region indicates the 

contribution of the IR oscillators to the NIR absorption and thus defines the NIR tailing effects. 

The high-𝑁 ITO film is the only experimental material which does not show clearly visible NIR 

tailing and, therefore, IR and NIR-VIS-UV-SE agree to within 10% (Fig. 7-4a). The NIR tailing is 

more significant for the doped-ZnO films than for ITO, due to the increased intensity of the 

absorption peak at ~0.12 eV. The increased tailing results in the higher value of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  when 

fitting the doped-ZnO simulated data sets in the NIR-VIS-UV that is observed in Fig. 7-4a-c. This, 

subsequently, results in a larger limit for accurate extraction of the carrier transport properties 

as a higher free carrier absorption is required to screen the tailing of the IR absorption. 

It is noticed in Fig. 7-5 that, for the doped-ZnO  materials, the absorption peak at 

~0.05 eV results in a region of positive real permittivity for lower energies. This observation is 

important as it reveals that any exploitation of plasmonic behaviour in the far-IR is impossible. 

Conversely, for the low-𝑁 ITO, AZO and GZO films, the additional absorption peaks in the IR 

results in a window (or two distinct windows) of negative permittivity which is not present when 
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only the free carrier absorption is considered. Therefore, exploitation of plasmonic (or in this 

case phononic [41,384,385]) behaviour is possible despite the insufficient conductivity. 

In summary, NIR tailing causes NIR-VIS-UV SE to become increasingly ambiguous for 

metal oxides where 𝑁  lies within a “region of uncertainty”, which is tied to an application-

specific “acceptable deviation” in 𝑁 . By taking advantage of the high accuracy of IRSE to 

determine the optical constants of ITO, AZO and GZO in the IR, it is possible to quantify the 

boundary of such a region of uncertainty. 

 
Fig. 7-5. (a-c) Real, 휀1(𝐸), and (d-f) imaginary, 휀2(𝐸), parts of the complex permittivity for 

the sputtered ITO, AZO and GZO films, respectively, as fit in the IR (solid red lines), as fit in 

the NIR-VIS-UV (solid blue lines), via extrapolation of the NIR-VIS-UV into the IR (dashed 

blue lines), and as simulated with only the Drude term of the IR fitted (dashed black/grey 

lines). “Low-𝑁” (darker lines) and “High-𝑁” (lighter lines) represent two distinct films of 

each material which cover the experimental range of carrier concentration. The purple 

shaded region highlights the difference between the simulated and fitted Drude 

contribution in the NIR, where tailing effects of the IR absorption centres are mistaken for 

free carrier absorption when fitting in the NIR-VIS-UV. Please note the changes in scale at 

−17 and 7 for the real permittivity and at 3 for the imaginary permittivity. 
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7.7.2. Quantifying the limits of NIR-VIS-UV SE 

The competition between the free carrier absorption and other factors of NIR tailing 

affects the final determination of 𝑁 with the ratio 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 (the ratio of NIR-tailing affected 

carrier concentration to the “actual” carrier concentration). The ratio 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 is calculated, 

where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 is determined from fitting the data sets simulated in the NIR-VIS-UV. The calculated 

𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 is presented as the grey squares in Fig. 7-6a-c for ITO, AZO and GZO, respectively. A 

logistic function (Eq. (7-2)) is fit to the calculated 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 (red dashed line in Fig. 7-6) using a 

Levenberg-Marquardt regression algorithm to determine the free parameters 𝑁0 and 𝑝. For AZO 

and GZO, the points within the region of grain boundary scattering (GBS; yellow shaded area in 

Fig. 7-6) are ignored during the fit of Eq. (7-2) the data (both NIR-VIS-UV SE and IRSE fail within 

this region (Section 7.7.1)). For illustration, the value of 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 is calculated when 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 1.1 

(𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 is 10% greater than 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚), 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 1.5 (𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 is 50% greater than 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚), 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 =

2  (𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  is 100%  greater than 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 ) and 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 10  (𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  is an order of magnitude, or 

900%, higher than 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚). These values of 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚, for when 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 is below a given “acceptable 

deviation”, can be used to define the upper boundary of a “region of uncertainty”, where one 

might have doubts on the validity of NIR-VIS-UV-SE to determine the carrier concentration. 

Here, a concept of the application-specificity for the region of uncertainty is introduced, 

allowing for the provision of a confidence factor for NIR-VIS-UV-SE that can be applied on a case-

by-case basis. A relatively low acceptable deviation of 10% is deemed suitable for plasmonics, 

as the plasmonic properties are very sensitive to the carrier concentration (see below). For other 

applications, however, the acceptable deviation may differ, resulting in an application-specific 

upper boundary of 𝑁 for the region of uncertainty. The acceptable 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 ratio (or 𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑚/𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 

ratio) can become an adjustable parameter and thus fixed to the requirements of an application. 

For example, sheet resistances of 150 − 450 Ω/□ are considered sufficient for flat panel display 

electrode applications [386], resulting in an acceptable deviation of 200% . In addition, 

commercial grade ITO films are specified at (1 − 2) × 10−4 Ωcm (a 100% deviation) [124]. This 

provides an application-specific confidence factor for NIR-VIS-UV SE. Table 7-1 shows the fitting 

parameters of Eq. (7-2) and the 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 thresholds for a set of example acceptable deviations of 

𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 during NIR-VIS-UV SE for ITO, AZO and GZO. The regions of uncertainty for example 

acceptable deviations of 10%, 50%, 100% and 900% (greater than 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚) are indicated by the 

green, blue, red and purple shaded areas, respectively, in Fig. 7-6a-c. It should be noted that the 

influence of GBS overrides the influence of NIR tailing when defining where NIR-VIS-UV-SE is 

unable to determine, unambiguously, the carrier transport properties. Therefore, for AZO and 
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GZO, NIR-VIS-UV-SE will fail for larger 𝑁 thresholds than expressed in the 900% (for AZO) and 

900%, 100% and 50% (for GZO) acceptable deviations.  

𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡
𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚

= 1 +
106

1 + (
𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚
𝑁0

)
𝑝 (7-2) 

 
Table 7-1. Free parameters of Eq. (7-2) and the 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 thresholds for a set of example 
acceptable deviations of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 during NIR-VIS-UV-SE. 

Parameter Unit Material 

ITO AZO GZO 

𝑵𝟎 × 1012 𝑐𝑚−3 3.7 ± 0.4 33 ± 2 45 ± 2 
𝒑  1.013 ± 0.009 0.959 ± 0.007 0.97 ± 0.01 

𝑵 ( 𝑵𝒐𝒑𝒕/𝑵𝒔𝒊𝒎 = 𝟏. 𝟏 ) − 𝟏𝟎% × 1020 𝑐𝑚−3 0.30 ± 0.05 7 ± 1 7 ± 2 

𝑵 ( 𝑵𝒐𝒑𝒕/𝑵𝒔𝒊𝒎 = 𝟏. 𝟓) − 𝟓𝟎% × 1019 𝑐𝑚−3 0.6 ± 0.1 12 ± 2 14 ± 3 

𝑵 ( 𝑵𝒐𝒑𝒕/𝑵𝒔𝒊𝒎 = 𝟐) − 𝟏𝟎𝟎% × 1018 𝑐𝑚−3 3.1 ± 0.5 59 ± 8 70 ± 10 

𝑵 ( 𝑵𝒐𝒑𝒕/𝑵𝒔𝒊𝒎 = 𝟏𝟎 ) − 𝟗𝟎𝟎% × 1017 𝑐𝑚−3 3.6 ± 0.5 60 ± 7 70 ± 10 

 
Fig. 7-6. (a-c) Ratios of 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡, as fit in the NIR-VIS-UV, to 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 (grey squares) for (a) ITO, (b) 

AZO and (c) GZO. (d-f) The corresponding ratios of 𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑚 to 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡, as fit in the NIR-VIS-UV, 

(grey squares) for (d) ITO, (e) AZO and (f) GZO. Also shown is the fit to the data (red dashed 

line), ignoring the points within the region of GBS (yellow shaded area) where SE fails 

regardless of the measured spectral range. The points where (a-c) 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚  or (d-f) 

𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑚/𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡  is equal to 1.0, 1.1  (10% agreement), 1.5  (50% agreement) and 10  (order of 

magnitude agreement) are indicated with the black, green, blue and purple dashed lines, 

respectively. The regions of uncertainty where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  (or 𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑚 ) is 10%, 50%, 100%  and 

900% larger than 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 (𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡) are indicated with the green, blue, purple and red shaded 

areas, respectively. 
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For example, the limit of NIR-VIS-UV SE to accurately determine the transport properties 

can be defined to be the point where the deviation between 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 is below 10%. For 

ITO, this limit is found to be (3.0 ± 0.5) × 1019 cm−3. For AZO (Fig. 7-4b), the limit for inaccurate 

determination of 𝑁 via NIR-VIS-UV-SE is higher (in terms of 𝑁) than for ITO (Fig. 7-4a). Due to 

the increased intensity of the absorption peak at ~0.12 eV, the threshold where 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 is within 

10% of 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 for AZO is found to be (7 ± 1) × 1020 cm−3. The NIR tailing effects for GZO are near 

identical to those for AZO (see Section 4.2.1) and so has an equal threshold (but larger error) of 

(7 ± 2) × 1020cm−3. A measurement of the carrier transport porperties of ITO via NIR-VIS-UV-

SE below this limit has, as-of-yet, not been found within the literature. This is likely because the 

most prominent implementation of TCOs has been electronic applications [68,70,123,145], or 

plasmonics at the telecom wavelengths [27,42], where a larger 𝑁 is desired. However, there is 

a collection of studies which extract the carrier transport properties of AZO and GZO from NIR-

VIS-UV-SE or VIS-NIR reflection measurements while 𝑁  is close-to or under the limit of 

(7 ± 1) × 1020 cm−3 [19,28,163,348,359,387]. Furthermore, as the plasmonic community 

explores materials with lower 𝑁, the requirement for IRSE becomes even more pronounced. Fig. 

7-6d-f presents the corresponding case for comparing the deviation in resistivity. An identical 

procedure as outlined above is followed. However, the ratio 𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑚/𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 is used instead of 

𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 on the left-hand side of Eq. (7-2). The case is more complex as 𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑚 is calculated from 

𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚, 𝜇𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑁) and 𝑚𝑒
∗(𝑁). This causes many data points to be shifted to much larger 𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑚/𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 

within (and near) the region of GBS. To account for this, the data is fit only for 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 1017 cm−3 

and 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 > 1020 cm−3, where the influence of GBS on 𝜇𝑠𝑖𝑚 is less significant. It is seen that, due 

to the additional influence of the mobility, the regions of uncertainty are shifted to larger 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚. 

This indicates that the considerations of the spectral range for the validity of SE depends not 

only on the material properties, but also on the targeted application (e.g., when deviations in 

𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑡 are more important than in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡).  

Justifying a 𝟏𝟎% acceptable deviation limit for plasmonic applications 

The use of a 10% acceptable deviation of 𝑁 is justified by investigating the effect of a 

variation in 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡  on the Figure of Merits (FoMs) for near field enhancement and localised 

heating. Two widely used FoMs evaluate the quality of both localised and propagating SPP, 

which are calculated from the 휀1(𝐸) and 휀2(𝐸). Lallise et al. [349] introduced two more useful 

FoMs, namely Faraday, 𝐹𝑎(𝐸) , and Joule, 𝐽𝑜(𝐸) , numbers which quantify the ability of a 

nanoparticle to enhance the optical near field and produce heat, respectively. These FoMs 

consider the refractive index of the local dielectric medium and light source by introducing or 

removing a 1/𝑛𝑠 term in the 𝐹𝑎 or 𝐽𝑜 number, respectively. They drew up the values of the non-
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retarded resonance wavelength and 𝐹𝑎 and 𝐽𝑜 number at this wavelength for a large set of 

materials with plasmonic responses in the visible. 

𝐹𝑎(𝐸) = |1 + 2𝜉(𝐸)|2 (7-3) 

𝐽𝑜(𝐸) =
𝑒휀2(𝐸)

𝑛𝑠
|𝜉(𝐸) − 1|2 

(7-4) 

where 𝑛𝑠 the refractive index of the surrounding medium and 𝜉(𝐸) is the enhancement factor, 

given by: 

𝜉(𝐸) =
휀1(𝐸) + 𝑖휀2(𝐸) − 휀𝑀
휀1(𝐸) + 𝑖휀2(𝐸) + 2휀𝑀

 (7-5) 

where 휀𝑀 is the permittivity of the local dielectric medium. The high-𝑁 ITO film (see Table 4-2) 

is used here as an indicative example case. Fig. 7-7 presents (a) 𝐹𝑎(𝐸) and (c) 𝐽𝑜(𝐸) for the high-

𝑁 ITO thin film (pink line). The orange, yellow, green, turquoise, blue and purple lines represent 

the calculation of the FoMs for the same material but with a 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 

100% deviation in the carrier concentration, respectively. It is seen that the peak positions for 

𝐹𝑎(𝐸) and 𝐽𝑜(𝐸) are noticeably shifted with increasing 𝑁. Fig. 7-7b presents the energy where 

𝐹𝑎(𝐸) and 𝐽𝑜(𝐸) are at their maxima, 𝐸(𝐹𝑎0) (red squares) and 𝐸(𝐽𝑜0) (blue squares) for each 

deviation of 𝛮. The peak energy increases following the relation: 

 𝐸𝐹𝑜𝑀0 = 𝑎(100(1 + 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚) )
𝑏
+ 𝑐 (7-6) 

where the values 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐 for each FoM are presented within Fig. 7-7b. The increase is almost 

linear, and so setting an acceptable deviation based on the maximum acceptable shift in the 

peak energy will always have an arbitrary element. For a given photon energy that is desired for 

a specific application (e.g., a targeted molecular absorption) this peak shift also manifests as a 

deviation in the absolute values of 𝐹𝑎(𝐸) and 𝐽𝑜(𝐸) at that energy. Fig. 7-7d shows the Faraday 

(red squares) and Joule (blues squares) numbers at 0.49 eV and 0.51 eV, respectively. These 

photon energies correspond to the peak positions, 𝐸(𝐹𝑎0) and 𝐸(𝐽𝑜0), for the un-deviated high-

𝑁 ITO film. When the deviation is 0 − 5%, it is observed that 𝐹𝑎(0.49 eV) and 𝐽𝑜(0.51 eV) are 

almost identical to the original material. For deviations greater than 5%, the values start to 

rapidly decline, indicating the sensitive nature of both FoMs to 𝑁. This value provides a natural 

point to set the acceptable deviation. However, by considering that the energy for an application 

usually is not discrete but exists within a narrow spectral window, a slightly larger acceptable 

deviation of 10% was deemed adequate. For a deviation of 20% a 29% decrease in 𝐽𝑜(0.51 eV) 

is noted, which is a significant underestimation that arises from the miscalculation of the 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡 

by ellipsometry. Finally, an additional indication of the application-specificity of the acceptable 

deviation is observed from the fact that the Faraday and Joule numbers drop with the 𝑁 

deviation at different rates. Indeed, the application-specificity applies even between different 

applications within the field of plasmonics. 
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Fig. 7-7. (a) Faraday and (c) Joule numbers of the “high-𝑁” ITO thin film (pink line). The 

orange, yellow, green, turquoise, blue and purple lines represent the calculation of the FoM 

for the same material but with a 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 100% deviation in the 

carrier concentration, 𝑁, respectively. In (a) the absolute values of the Faraday number at 

0.49 eV  are shown for each deviation of 𝑁 . (b) 𝐸(𝐹𝑎0)  (red squares) and 𝐸(𝐽𝑜0)  (blue 

squares) for each devation of 𝛮. The dashed red and blue lines are the fit of 𝐸𝐹𝑜𝑀0 =

𝑎(100(1 + 𝑁𝑜𝑝𝑡/𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚) )
𝑏
+ 𝑐 to the data. (d) Faraday (red line, square symbols) and Joule 

(blues line, square symbols) numbers at 0.49 eV and 0.51 eV , respecitevly, for each 

deviation of 𝑁.  
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7.8. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, the limitations of SE were investigated with a theoretical experiment to 

detail the limits of IR and NIR-VIS-UV SE due to noise, effect of a substrate, oscillators outside of 

the spectral range, oscillators within the spectral range, the carrier mobility and grain boundary 

scattering. Then, the established 𝜇(𝑁) and 𝑚𝑒
∗(𝑁) relationships and the determined absorption 

centres for the seed TCO films explored in Chapter 4 were utilised to simulate a set of SE 

measurements covering a wide range of 𝑁 for ITO, AZO and GZO.  

Three vital factors that clarify when SE correctly determines the transport properties of 

low carrier concentration materials were documented: NIR tailing, GBS and spectral sensitivity. 

By considering each case, confidence can be built for the material properties extracted via SE. 

For the TCO candidates investigated, the tailing of the IR absorption into the NIR results in an 

overestimation of the Drude contribution to the permittivity.  

Only when the free carrier absorption dominated the spectrum in the NIR, could one 

achieve an unambiguous determination of the carrier transport properties. These cases 

occurred only when outside the “region of uncertainty”, bounded by an adjustable “acceptable 

deviation” of 𝑁 from the actual (simulated) value. The concept of the application-specificity for 

the region of uncertainty was introduced, providing a confidence factor for NIR-VIS-UV SE that 

can be applied on a case-by-case basis. For plasmonic applications, an acceptable deviation of 

10% was justified. This identified the region of uncertainty as 𝑁 ≤ (3.0 ± 0.5) × 1019 cm−3, 

𝑁 ≤ (7 ± 1) × 1020 cm−3  and 𝑁 ≤ (7 ± 2) × 1020 cm−3  for ITO, AZO and GZO, respectively. 

Within these regions, IRSE measurements become of utmost importance.  

Moreover, it was revealed how the material structure always requires great 

consideration as both IR and NIR-VIS-UV-SE fail for materials where GBS is a dominant scattering 

mechanism. Finally, it was noted how measurements of the permittivity of TCOs via NIR-VIS-UV 

SE overestimates their plasmonic quality and that the additional absorption peaks in the IR can 

prevent the exploitation of plasmonic phenomena in the far-IR but can create pocket of negative 

real permittivity for metal oxide films with low conductivity, allowing for exploitation of 

phononic behaviour in the IR. 
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8. Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

8.1. Introduction 

The research carried out in this Ph.D. was aimed at investigating how laser annealing 

(LA) in reactive environments can probe the defect state variations of key transparent 

conducting oxides (TCO) materials in order to tailor their opto-electronic properties and further 

demonstrate their applicability to IR plasmonics. Seed indium tin oxide (ITO), aluminium-doped 

zinc oxide (AZO) and gallium-doped zinc oxide (GZO) thin films were fabricated via radio 

frequency magnetron sputtering at room temperature. The microstructural and optoelectronic 

properties of the three TCO films were investigated in order to build knowledge of the 

optoelectronic character of ITO, AZO and GZO films with a wide range of carrier concentrations, 

𝑁 . Specifically, an in-depth approach to modelling the optical properties of TCOs with 

spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) across a very wide spectral range ( 0.034 − 6.5 eV ) was 

undertaken to gain deeper insights into the optical behaviour of TCOs and their applicability to 

IR plasmonics. On the way to achieving this goal, there were further insights into the strengths 

and weaknesses of SE to determine the optoelectronic properties of TCOs, and how the 

measured spectral range during SE affects this process. 

Finally, the seed ITO thin films were then processed with single pulse reactive (5% H2 in 

N2  and pure O2 ) LA (ReLA) for a range of LA conditions. Microstructural, compositional, 

electrical, and optical properties of the laser processed films were systematically investigated as 

a function of the laser fluence in two (reducing and oxidising) extremes of ambient environment. 

Subsequently, a deeper investigation into the role of the LA parameters on the optoelectronic 

properties of ITO was undertaken to reveal the influence of high fluences, number of pulses and 

a wider set of ambient environments. This chapter presents the research conclusions, key 

outcomes, as well as some thoughts for future work. 

8.2. Conclusions 

The main conclusion of this research is that ReLA can serve as an effective and versatile 

tool to modulate the optoelectronic properties of TCOs in order to tune them towards the 

requirements of IR plasmonic material components. One, final, figure is presented here to 

summarise this point. Fig. 8-1 presents the Faraday number, 𝐹𝑎(𝐸), (Eq. (7-3)) for all the seed 

and laser processed ITO films (thin dashed light grey lines), processed with various fluences, 

number of pulses and in varied ambient environments, as presented throughout Chapter 5 and 

6. The thick solid light and dark blue lines indicate the Low-𝑁 and High- 𝑁 ITO films of Chapter 

7. The value of 𝐹𝑎 at a specific photon energy, 𝐸, is indicative of how the material would perform 

as a material component for exploiting the plasmonic resonance of the material-based 
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nanoparticles enhance the electronic field close to the nanoparticle. These phenomena can only 

be exploited when the real permittivity, 휀1(𝐸), is less than zero and thus 𝐸 is below the plasma 

energy, 𝐸𝑝. Such phenomena are more efficient within the region of “low-loss plasmonics” or 

“epsilon-near-zero” (ENZ) outlined in Fig. 1-1. In this way, examining the Faraday number for all 

the seed and laser processed films brings us full circle to contemplate how the presented 

research has found new pathways to overcome the current roadblock of plasmonics: finding 

new, more effective material components for IR plasmonics. The changes in the peak height and 

position of 𝐹𝑎 depend on the specific changes to the complex permittivity, 휀̃, of the material. 

Such changes in the IR primarily arise from modulation of the carrier transport properties. 

Throughout the thesis, ReLA has been shown to be able to finely control the carrier transport 

properties of ITO and thus modulate the permittivity and consequently the 𝐹𝑎 number. The 

specific changes related to the laser parameters have been overviewed in Chapters 5 and 6. 

Here, we present a holistic view of the laser processed materials. 

 
Fig. 8-1. “Relative” Faraday numbers, 𝐹𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑙 = 𝐹𝑎(𝐸) − 9, for the seed and laser processed 

ITO films (thin light grey dashed lines). The thick black line covers the maximum 𝐹𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑙(𝐸) 

across all samples. For reference, the experimental seed “SE Set” ITO films are shown with 

the blue solid lines, respectively. The shade differentiates between the High-𝑁 and Low- 𝑁 

films. 𝐹𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑙(𝐸) for Ag and Al are shown with the solid pink and yellow lines, respectively. 

Note the logarithmic scale in the y-axes and the change in scale in the x-axis at 1 eV. 
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Specifically, by collating 𝐹𝑎(𝐸) for all materials, one can map the maximum 𝐹𝑎 for ITO. 

This is presented with the thick solid black line in Fig. 8-1. In this way, it is useful to think of the 

black line as an “effective” FoM for ITO. By carefully selecting the seed film deposition and LA 

parameters, one can fabricate an ITO based material with the maximum possible value of 𝐹𝑎 

(defined by the black solid line) at the desired 𝛦 for a given device or application. From this 

perspective, it is seen that ReLA can somewhat bridge the gap of low loss plasmonic response in 

the NIR (dark blue arrow in Fig. 8-1). While ReLA was not able to reduce the carrier concentration 

and thus peak photon energy position, the strategy of laser processing an “un-optimised” ITO 

film with lower carrier concentration started to enhance 𝐹𝑎(𝐸) further into the IR. 

It is apparent that that it is not necessary to find or invent new materials. There are 

already enough materials to play around with, and such materials have very interesting 

properties that have not fully been exploited. Developing further insights into the fundamentals 

of TCOs and employing various tools like LA will be able to push the boundaries of plasmonics 

and enable the proliferation of commercial devices. It should be noted that the modulation and 

enhancement of the optoelectronic properties of ITO have important implications for 

technologies beyond plasmonics alone. For example, the expansion of the optical bandgap (thus 

visible transparency) and the resistivity for all laser processed films can enhance the TCO 

performance for a multitude of optoelectronic applications (e.g., photovoltaic devices). 

Furthermore, the combination of ReLA with SE across a wide spectral range of 0.034 − 6.5 eV 

can be a very useful tool in further material science studies into the, still not fully understood, 

conduction mechanisms of TCOs. Specifically, the high-throughput, fast and localised nature of 

ReLA allows for the rapid fabrication of a very large set of films with slightly modified transport 

properties for a single deposited film and the non-destructive and self-referencing nature of SE 

provides an unrivalled tool to determine the precise nature of the laser induced modifications 

of the optoelectronic properties. Indeed, by examining a set of seed films along, many insights 

were gained into the carrier transport mechanisms of TCOs and how the defect states, phonons 

and structural properties of ITO, AZO and GZO define their behaviour in optoelectronic and 

plasmonic devices [342]. 
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8.3. Future perspectives 

As in most Ph.D. research programmes, the observed results have revealed pathways 

for new research questions and experiments. Some thoughts for future work are listed below. 

1. An extended investigation into a wide range of LA parameters (number of pulses, 

ambient pressure, pulse repetition rate, additional ambient environments, see Fig. 1-2), 

particularly for the un-optimised ITO film, in order to better fill the gap of “low-loss 

plasmonic response” or, equally, low 𝐹𝑎(𝐸) further into the IR. 

2. Experimental investigations into ReLA of AZO and GZO thin films, which have also been 

highlighted as potential plasmonic material components in the IR. However, care will be 

needed when looking into reducing the carrier concentration of these materials, as 

eventually plasmonic effects will be prevented from the strong IR phonon absorption of 

ZnO and from grain-boundary scattering of the polycrystalline films.  

3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) depth profile studies should be performed on 

the optimised and un-optimised ITO samples before and after ReLA to find out how the 

changes in oxygen stoichiometry observed by Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) translate 

affect the density of oxygen vacancies and interstitials and thus change the carrier 

concentration in the bulk region of the ITO films.  

4. Utilise thermal simulations (solving the 1D heat transport equation) to investigate the 

depth-profile of the laser-induced heating of the ITO thin films. From such simulations, 

reveal how the starting film conditions and applied laser fluence affect the peak 

temperature and annealing time. From this correlate the peak temperature with the 

observed critical thresholds for Sn activation and oxygen atom migration throughout 

the film. Finally, incorporate the change in the optical properties with each pulse into 

the simulation to reveal the distinct “phases” of changes to the film that arise from an 

increasing number of pulses. 

5. Elucidate the build-up of thermal energy in the system during multiple pulses, by 

investigating the influence of the repetition rate on the ReLA process, and the effect of 

rapid thermal expansion and ablation, by investigating the role of the ambient pressure. 

6. Perform further investigations on the influence of highly oxidising environments to 

determine if there is a limit on the oxygen incorporation into the film and thus 

determine if it is possible to reduce the carrier concentration of the seed ITO films with 

ReLA in oxidising environments. If so, investigate whether ReLA can be used to switch 

the carrier concentration back and forth with subsequent pulses in different 

atmospheres. 
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7. As the activation of Sn provides only an increase in the carrier concentration, investigate 

simply removing Sn from the equation by investigating the role of ReLA on In2O3 thin 

films. Specifically, investigate how far ReLA can modulate the oxygen deficiency of In2O3 

and how this translates to changes in the carrier concentration. This may provide 

multiple benefits: removing IR absorption peaks associated with Sn  (reducing IR 

absorption), lowering the window of low loss plasmonics further into the IR and 

providing a simpler case study to further elucidate the physical mechanisms behind the 

ReLA induced conversion of the optoelectronic properties of TCOs. 

8. Further SE investigations of TCOs for a larger variation in the carrier concentration may 

allow for correlation of the individual IR peaks with the carrier concentration to gain 

insights into whether the peaks arise from defect states arising from substitutional 

metal ion dopants or even oxygen vacancies. Such work may help reveal the precise 

source of the conductivity of TCOS, which is currently still under debate. 

9. To improve the depth uniformity of post-ReLA Ito films, investigate “Layer by layer 

ReLA”. Specifically, perform ReLA in-between rounds of thin film deposition of multiple 

layers where each layer is comparable to the penetration depth of the KrF laser photons 

in the material. 
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